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PREFACE

In September 1940, the Mississippi River Commission initiated a

general study of the phenomena of underseepage and its control along

Lower Mississippi River levees. This study was prompted by the occurrence

of heavy underseepage and sand boils along numerous reaches of these levees

during the 1937 flood.

Since initiation of the study in 1940, numerous investigations

relating to the problem of underseepage and its control have been made.

These studies have included a review and compilation of all underseepage

reports made during and since the 1937 high water; exploration and geologi-

cal studies of numerous sites where underseepagewas a serious problem in

1937; installationof piezometers at selected sites to measure substratum

pressures beneath and landward of levees; field pumping tests to determine

the permeability of the sand aquifer at certain sites; theoretical,

electrical-analogy,sand model, and prototype studies of relief wells,

partial cutoffs, and landside berms for the control of underseepage; and

observation and measurement of natural seepage at certain locations during

the 1950 high water.

The studies and data presented in this report are the result of the

combined efforts of the Memphis, Vicksburg, and New Orleans Districts and

the Waterways Experiment Station, under the general direction of the

Mississippi River Commission. Previous underseepage records were com-

piled by WES; field explorationswere made by WES and the above-mentioned

Districts; and the piezometer systems were designed by WES in collabora-

tion with the Districts. The Districts installed the piezometers, per-

formed most of the laboratory tests except for certain sites in the

Memphis District, made the basic maps and topographic surveys, and read

the piezometers during high water. The natural seepage at several sites

was measured by the Districts under the direction of WES. The model and

theoretical studies, pumping tests, studies of protot~e control methods,

and preparation of this report were accomplishedby WES.

Engineers actively connected with the investigationbeginning in

1940 and through 1943 were Brig. Gen. Max C. Tyler, CE, former President,
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MRC; Prof. A. Casagrande, foundation engineer consultant; Prof. S. J.

Buchanan, formerly of the MRC; Brig. Gen. K. E. Fields, CE, formerly

Director, WES; Mr. William

Turnbull and C. I. Mansur,

Dr. H. N. Fisk, geological

Wells, formerly of WES; Messrs. W. J.

WES; Mr. J. B. Eustis, formerly of WES; and

consultant. In 1947, a Committee on Under-

seepage for the MRC was appointed. This committee consists of Messrs.

W. J. Turnbull, Chairman, WES; (A. L. Aldridge formerly represented the

MRC); J. W. Black, Memphis District; A. C. Williams, Vicksburg District;

H. A. Huesmann, New Orleans District; and C. I. Mansur, WES. Other

engineers in the Districts actively connected with the installationand

reading of piezometers and measurement of seepage are Messrs. J. M.

Pollock, C. E. Grimes, and R. V. Bankston. The project engineer in

charge of the studies made by WES since 1941 was Mr. C. I. Mansur.

The data were analyzed and this report prepared by Mr. Mansur

assisted by Mr. R. I. Kaufman, WES, and Dr. J. R. Schultz, formerly of

WES, under the general supervision of Mr. Turnbull. Other engineers

and geologists connected with the study at one time or another were

Messrs. W. G. Shockley, T. B. Goode, C. R. Kolb, W. B. Steinreide, Jr.,

and P. R. Mabrey, WES; also, W. H. Jervis, S. J. Johnson, J. A. Focht, Jr.,

and William Hendy, all formerly of WES.
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SUMMARY

Seepage and sand boils landward of Mississippi River levees have
been a problem during major high waters. After the 1937 high water, the
Mississippi River Commission initiated a general study of underseepage
and various methods of its control. Its specific purposes were to de-
velop a better understanding of the phenomena of seepage beneath levees
and of factors influencingunderseepage, obtain information that would
make possible a rational analysis of underseepage, and to study control
methods and develop formulas and criteria for their design.

The studies have included a compilation of past underseepage
reports; exploration and geological studies of numerous sites where
underseepage was a serious problem in 1937; installationof piezometers
at selected sites to r.easuresubstratumpressures; field pumping tests
to determine the permeability of the sand aquifer; theoretical,model,
and prototype studies of relief wells, partial cutoffs, and landside berms
for controlling underseepage; and observation and measurement of natural
seepage during the 1950 high water.

At several levee sites detailed studies were made to determine the
surface geology, characteristicsof top stratum and pervious foundation,
and conditions riverward of the levee. Lines of piezom.eterswere in-
stalled to determine the hydraulic gradient beneath the levee, distance
to the effective source of seepage entry and exit, hydrostatic head at
landside levee toe at various river stages, and hydrostatic head required
to cause sand boils. A relief well system was installed at one site to
determine the feasibility and efficacy of relief wells for reducing sub-
stratum pressures and controllingunderseepage.

From the theoretical,model, and prototype studies it was concluded
that:

a. Sand boils and subsurfacepiping along the Mississippi River—
levees are the result of excess hydrostatic pressure and
seepage through deep pervious strata underlying the levees.
The severity of underseepage is dependent upon the head on
the levee, source of seepage, perviousness of substratum,and
characteristicsof the landside top stratum.

b. There is a definite correlationbetween surface geology and the
location and occurrence of underseepage and sand boils.

c. Seepage flow and hydrostatic heads landward of a levee can be—
estimated from seepage formulas, and/or piezometric data, and
a knowledge of riverward and landward foundation characteristics.

d. Piezometer readings obtained during hiGh water provide the best—
data for determining seepage source and exit, and predicting
seepage and hydrostatic heads at a project flood.
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e.

f.

g.

h.—

Removal of the natural top blanket riverward by uncontrolled
borrow operations has aggravated the underseepage problem
along Mississippi River levees. Except where clay several
feet thick was left in place, the source of seepage was in
the riverside borrow pits.

The permeability of landside top stratum is related to the
type of soil, its thickness, and the presence of minute fis-
sures and holes.

The permeability of the pervious substratum in the ower Mis-
tsissippi Valley ranged from about 500 to 1500 x 10- cm per see;

it is best determined from pumping tests but can be approxi-
mated reasonably accurately from a correlationbetween D

10
and

‘f“

Underseepage can be controlledby properly designed and con-
structed landside seepage berms; relief wells, and riverside
blankets.

As a result of these studies,“itis recommended that: the levees
in the Memphis, Vicksburg, and New Orleans Districts be investigated
with regard to underseepage,using the techniques described in this re-
port; underseepage control measures, where needed, be constructed and
maintained; geological and soil conditions having a bearing on under-
seepage be considered in locating new levees; and cognizance be taken
of the effect of borrow operations on underseepage when designing levees.



INVESTIGATIONOF UNDERSEEPAGE AND ITS CONTROL

LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER LEVEES

\-

PART I: INTRODUCTION

1. Seepage emerging landward of levees in the form of sand boils

that actively pipe material poses a threat to the levees’ safety during

periods of high water. Sand boils and piping during high flood stages

are the result of excessive hydrostatic pressure and seepage through deep

pervious strata underlying levees in alluvial valleys. Underseepage,

when combined with through seepage, may also saturate and reduce the

stability of the landside slope of a levee.

2. No crevasses of Lower Mississippi River levees have been pos-

itively attributed to sand boils or piping since 1913. However, a failure

at Weecama, Louisiana, in 1922 is believed to have been the result of

underground piping, and subsurface piping almost caused a levee crevasse

at Greenville, Mississippi, in lQ29. Excessive seepage and sand boils

occurred along numerous reaches of the Lower Mississippi River levees

during the flood of 1937. Subsequently many of these levees were en-

larged and landside seepage berms and/or sublevees were constructed at

known critical seepage areas. However, when these berms and sublevees

were designed (1937-40) little informationwas available regarding the

characteristicsof the foundation soils, the relation between geological

features and underseepage, or rational methods for analYzing subsurface

seepage. Because of this lack, the Mississippi River Commission, in

September 1940, initiated a general study of underseepage and its control

along Lower Mississippi River levees.

Purpose of Study

3. The basic purposes of the investigationwere (1) to develop a

better understanding of the phenomena of seepage beneath levees and of

the factors that influence underseepage, (2) to obtain information that

will make possible a rational analysis of underseepage, and (3) to study
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means of underseepage control and develop formulas and criteria for their

design.

4. More specific purposes of the study were to:

a. Review and compile all underseepage and crevasse data for—
the Lower Mississippi River levees.

b. Determine the cause of sand boils and correlate geological—
and soil conditions with the occurrence of underseepage.

c. Determine the geology, the type, thickness, and permeability—
of the top stratum, and the depth and permeability of the
pervious substratum at sites considered typical of condi-
tions existing along Lower Mississippi River levees, and the
influence of these features on seepage flow and substratum
pressures.

d. Measure the hydrostatic pressure in the pervious substrata
beneath and landward of levees during high water at sites
with different types and thicknesses of top strata, and
from piezometer readings, estimate:

(1) Distance to “effective”source of seepage entry,

(2) Distance to “effective”seepage exit.

(3) Substratum pressures at project flood stage.

(4) Ratio of permeability of the foundation to top stratum.

(5) Upward gradient required to cause sand boils.

e. Determine the effect, from mcdel and field data, of land-—
side seepage berms, cutoffs, and relief wells on the reduc-
tion of substratumpressures.

f. Estimate or measure natural seepage emerging landward of—
levees during high water for comparison with the amount of
natural seepage emerging after construction of seepage
berms, cutoffs, and relief wells.

g. Develop information and values frcm the sites studied that
will make possible the analysis of seepage conditions and
the design of control measures at other similar sites.

h. Consider and develop methods,— formulas, and criteria for
the design of underseepage control measures.

Scope of General Study and InvestigationsMade

5. Since initiation of the study in 1940, numerous field, model,

and office investigationshave been made relating to the problem and

control of seepage and substratumpressures landward of levees. As all -,
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of these investigationshave been a part of the general study, they are

summarized more or less chronologicallyin the following sections.

Investigationof cause
of sand boils at seven
sites in the Memphis District

6. The first phase of the general study consisted of an investi-

gation of seven sites in the Memphis District, CE, where excessive under-

seepage and sand boils had occurred during the 1937 high water. The re-

sults of this study, published in October 1941,35* showed that the sand

boils at these sites can be attributed primarily to the head of water on

the levee, the thinness of the landside top stratum, and the existence

of a pervious substratum of sand 75 to 150 ft thick which offered rela-

tively free passage beneath and landward of the levee for hydrostatic

pressure and seepage from the river and riverside borrow pits. It was

concluded that sand boils will occur where the combination of head on

the levee, seepage-carryingcapacity of the pervious substratum, and

characteristicsof the landward top stratum are such as to result in the

development of a hydraulic gradient through the top stratum greater than

the critical gradient required to cause flotation of the soil in cracks,

holes, or other weak spots in the top stratum. Eecause many of the prin-

ciples and data presented in reference 35 are basic to this report,

some of this material is incorporatedherein.

Geological investigations

7. The results of the 1941 study indicated

geological information for a proper understanding

the occurrence of underseepage. Accordingly,Dr.

in 1941 by the MRC to make a geological studyg at

the need for more

of factors affecting

H. N. Fisk was retained
five sites10,11,12,13,1b

in the Memphis, Vicksburg, and New Orleans Districts where underseepage

had been a major problem during the 1937 high water. Results of these
15studies, together with a summary report, were submitted during 1942.

Sor,einformation contained in these reports, together with data obtained

* Raised numerals refer to similarly numbered entries in the List of
References at the end of the main report.
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in subsequent geological studies, has been utilized in preparing Part II

of this report and in developing the geology of 16 typical sites where pi-

ezometers were installed for studying seepage beneath levees (see Part IV).

Piezometer sites

8. The study of seven sites in the Memphis District also indicated

the need for more specific information and data regarding the development

of substratumhydrostatic pressures, the distance from the levee to the

effective source of seepage entry, and the relation of these factors to

underseepage and sand boils. In order to obtain this information, systems

of piezometers were installed in 1942 and 1943 at four of the seven sites

(Caruthersville,Commerce, Trotters 51, and Trotters 54). In addition,

a system of piezometers was installed in 1943 at Baton Rouge, Louisiana,

where some large sand boils had occurred during the 1937 flood.

9. In September 1945, the President, MRC, established a board to

determine methods and standards for the utilization of soils data in de-

signing and constructing levees. In April 1947, this board published a

“Code for Utilization of Soils Data for Levees,” and in a section on

underseepage recommended that a number of piezometer systems be installed

at strategic locations along the levees for the purpose of obtaining in-

formation on substratum hydrostatic pressures considered necessary for

planning and designing corrective measures for underseepage. In October

1947, a standing Committee on Underseepage was appointed, consisting of

representativesof the Mississippi River Commission, Memphis, Vicksburg,

and New Orleans Districts, and the Waterways Experiment Station, to carry

out the studies relating to Uriderseepagerecommended in the levee code.

10. This committee met in October 1947 to review the adequacy of

the previously installed piezometer systems and to select sites for ad-

ditional systems along the Lower Mississippi River levees. It was the

opinion of the committee that the new piezometer systems, together with

those previously installed,would indicate the seriousness of the under-

seepage problem at these sites and make possible a check of theoretical

computationsand of the results of model studies. When adequate data

for sufficientlyhigh river stages were obtained from these sites, the

committee thought that the”data could, by proper interpretation,be
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extrapolated to other sites with similar soils strata and patterns. It

was agreed at this meeting that piezometers would be installed at several

sites in each district, in addition to those already in existence, so as

to cover a range of soil conditions typical of those found along the

levees, and that a detailed geological and soils investigationwould be

made at each of the piezometer sites.

11. These additional piezometer systems were installed in 1948,

making a total of 15 systems along the Lower Mississippi River levees

and one system on the Red River. Fairly complete piezometer readings

were obtained at all of the sites during a high water in 1950.

12. The locations of the piezometer systems are shown in fig. 1

and are as follow:

Memphis District

Caruthersville,Mo.
Gammon, Ark.
Commerce, Miss.
Trotters 51, Miss.
Trotters 54, Miss.
Stovall, Miss.
Farrell, Miss.

13. The natural

Vicksburg District New Orleans District

Upper Francis, Miss. Kelson, La.
Lower Francis, Miss. Baton Rouge, La.
Eolivar, Miss. Cotton Bayou, La.
Eutaw, Miss. (Red River)
L’Argent, La.*
Hole-in-the-Wall,La.*

seepage emerging landward of the levees was also

measured at Gammon, Commerce, Trotters 51, Trotters 54, Stovall, and

Baton Rouge sites during the 1950 high water.

Review of under-
seepage and crevasse data

14. As part of the general underseepage study, a compilationwas

made of all known crevasse and underseepagedata from the records of the

Mississippi River Commission and the Memphis, Vicksbwg, and New Orleans

Districts. This information,together with the locations of all piezom-

eter systems, seepage berms, and permanent sublevees which had been con-

structed for the control of underseepage,was superimposed on a continuous

mosaic made from quadrangle sheets beginning at Cairo, 111., and extending

* These sites were within the boundaries of the New Orleans District
when the piezometer systems were installed.
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down the Mississippi River to Baton Rouge, La. Compilation of these data

was initiated in 1942 and published in 1948.39 The data show that under-

seepage and sand boils were common along many reaches of the levees from

Cairo, Ill., to Baton Rouge, La., during the 1937 high water.

15. Detailed field investigationsat the locations of levee cre-

vasses known to have been caused by underseepagewould have been desir-

able. However, the conditions that resulted in failure of the levees

were destroyed by the scour caused by the crevasse. In view of the

elapsed time, lack of precise records, and difficulties involved in

quantitativeanalyses, no investigationswere made at old crevasses.

Sand model studies of relief wells

16. A number of sand models were also constructed to study the

phenomenon of underseepage and its control by means of relief wells.

More specific purposes of these model studies were to investigate the

operation of relief wells and to observe well and seepage flows, and

landward substratumhydrostatic pressures with and without relief wells

in operation for various foundations, seepage entrances, and landward

top strata. The conditions studied were considered to represent at least

qualitativelyconditions commonly encountered in the Lower Mississippi

River Valley.

17. In the models, relief wells with proper spacing and penetra-

tion effectively reduced excess hydrostatic pres’surelandward of levees

underlain by a pervious foundation for a wide range of seepage entrances,

foundation conditions, and landward top strata. With adequate well spac-

ing and penetration, uncontrolled seepage normally emerging landward of

a levee (withoutwells) was materially reduced, although the total under-

seepage flow was increased by about 20 to 40 per cent for a model typical

of conditions along Lower Mississippi River levees. The results of these
43

studies were published in 1949 and are summarized in Appendix A.

Sand and electrical-analogy
model studies of partial cutoffs—

18. In 1946 the Office, Chief of Engineers, and the Mississippi

River Commission requested the Waterways Experiment Station to study the

effect of partial cutoffs, installed along the riverside toe of a levee,
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on underseepage and hydrostatic pressures beneath and landward of a levee.

Various foundation and seepage entrance conditions were selected for

study as representing, at least qualitatively,certain limiting condi-

tions comonly encountered in the Lower Mississippi River Valley. The

methods of analysis used included sand and electrical mcdels, graphical

analysesj and mathematical computations. These studies showed that

partial cutoffs had relatively little effect on the reduction of under-

seepage or substratum hydrostatic pressures for the conditions tested.
40

The results of the investigationof partial cutoffs were published in

1949and are summarized in Appendix B.

Field installations of relief wells

19. In December 1942 and January 1943lines of experimentalrelief

wells were installed at Commerce, Trotters 51, and Trotters 54, Miss.,

and at IJilsonPoint, La., where underseepagehad been a problem during

the 1937 flood and where foundation explorationshad already been made.

.AtCommerce the wells were installed to permit determination of the ef-

fectiveness of different degrees of screen penetration into the under-

lying pervious aquifer. Piezometers had previously been installed at

the four sites to evaluate the performance of the well systems. The

systems operated during the high water in 1943, but the wells were found

to be too small in diameter and subsequentlywere plugged or pulled.

However, valuable information pertaining to the permeability of the founda-

tion, well flow, and pressure reduction was obtained, and was published

for the Commerce and Trotters systems in June 1950.
45

20. In the summer of 1950 a new well system and additionalpiezom-

eters were installed at Trotters 54, Miss., for the purpose of making a

full-scale field test of the efficacy of a larger capacity relief well

system for controlling underseepage. This well system operated very

satisfactorilyduring the high water in 1951and 1952. Piezometer read-

ings and seepage observationsmade during both of these high waters in-

dicated that the well system reduced substratum hydrostatic pressures

landward of the levee to a small fraction of the head on the levee, and

also intercepted a large portion of natural seepage which otherwise

would have emerged landward of the levee. The design of this well
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installationand an analysis of its operation during the 1951 and 1952

high waters were reported
51

in April 1952 and February 1954 and are sum-

marized in Appendix D.

Field installation of partial cutoff

21. Another phase of the investigationof the control of under-

seepage consisted of the development of a machine and proced~es for

installing an impervious partial cutoff 30 feet deep or more along the

riverside toe of a levee. This project was carried out by the Memphis

District, CE, during 1946-1951 and culminated in the completion of a 40-

ft cutoff along a 1400-ft reach of levee at Trotters 51, Miss., after

which the project was discontinued. No performance data are available

for the cutoff installed.

Seepage berms

22. The most commonly used method for safeguarding levees along

the Lower Mississippi River against the hazards of sand boils and subsur-

face erosion is the construction of seepage berms along the landside toe

of the levees. At the time when most of these berms were designed and

constructed (1937-1940)little information was available regarding the

characteristicsof the foundation soils; neither were formulas or methods

available for designing such berms. As a result, most of these seepage

berms were designed on an empirical basis. Subsequently, more rational

procedures and formulas have been developed for the design of seepage

berms based on seepage formulas3 and electrical analogy model studies

performed by the Kansas City District, CE. No data are available regard-

ing the substratumpressures that existed prior to construction of seepage

berms to compare with pressures measured by piezometers installed after

the berms were constructed.

Field pumping tests

23. Data obtained from the relief wells at Commerce, Trotters 51,

and Trotters 54, Miss., during the high water in June 1943 revealed that

the flow from the wells was greater than anticipated in the original de-
45sign of the systems. This greater flow was attributed to a more per-

vious foundation and/or a closer seepage entrance on the riverside of

the levee than had been assumed in the design. Because of the importance
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of accurate knowledge of the quantity of flow in the design of a well

system, field pumping tests were conducted

of determining more precisely the over-all

substratum. These tests were initiated in

completed in the spring of 1944.

at Commerce for the purpose

permeability of the pervious

the fall of 1943 and were

24. During installation of the new well system at Trotters 54 in

1950, pumping tests were performed to determine the flow for various draw-

downs in the wellj head loss through the filter and well screen, and the

permeability of the pervious sand stratum. The results of these pumping

tests were reported51 in April 1952. Since then comprehensivepumping

tests have been made on wells installed along the levees in the St. Louis

District, CE,
54

and at the site for a lock and a control structure to be

built in conjunction with the control of Old River south of Natchez,

Miss. The results of these field pumping tests are summarized in

Appendix C.

Scope of This Report

25. Part II of this report presents a discussion of the geology

of the Lower Mississippi River Valley as related to underseepage, and

defines and describes the various types of geological features encountered

in the valley that have an effect on underseepage. Part III is a discus-

sion of the phenomena of underseepage, sand boils, and piping, and of

foundation characteristicsand factors related to the development of

underseepage and substratumpressures. This part also presents the basic

methcds and formulas for analyzing underseepage as commonly experienced

along the levees in the Mississippi Valley.

26. Part IV presents the studies and analyses made at the piezom-

eter sites, and includes a description of soil conditions, history of

underseepage, description of control measures that have been constructed,

and detailed analyses of all piezometric and seepage data obtained to

date. Volume 2 of this report presents the following informationpertain-

ing to each site: maps, seepage data, geological and soil profiles, lab-

oratory data, levee gradesy PiezOmeter readings and river stages recorded

during high water, plots of the hydraulic gradient beneath the levees and
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landward of the levees at selected river stages, and plots of individual

piezometer readings vs river stage for selected piezometers at the land-

side toe of the levees.

27. An evaluation of data from all sites and a comparison of

geologic conditions with seepage observationsare presented in Part V.

Methods of undersee~age control together with formulas and graphs for

the design of see~age berms, relief wells, toe drains, and riverside

blankets as develoFed to date are presented in Part VI. Design, con-

struction, and installationof seepage control measures are discussed

in Part VII; maintenance and observation of seeFage control measures and

piezometers are discussed in Part VIII. Where additional underseepage

control measures are considered necessary at the sites studied, the de-

sign of such measures is illustrated in Fart IX. Results of the in-

vestigation are given in Part X and conclusions and recommendations in

Parts XI and XII. A list of references is included at the end of the

main report.

28. Model studies of relief wells and cutoffs, field pumping

tests, and observations of a relief well system at Trotters 54 are sum-

marized in Appendices A-D.

.

.
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PART II: GEOLCGY OF THE LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER VALLEY
AND ITS INFLUENCE ON UNDERSEEPAGE

29. Geological studies of several sites along Lower Mississippi

River levees in 1941 and 1942 showed a definite correlationbetween the

distribution of alluvial deposits of sand, silt, and clay with the loca-

tion and occurrence of underseepage and sand boils.

30. The geology of the Lower Mississippi River alluvial valley is

now fairly well known and has been discussed in several rather compre-

hensive reports.16}17~30 It is therefore unnecessary to present a de-

tailed account of the subject, and in the following pages emphasis is

placed on those aspects that are of greatest importance to underseepage.

The purpose of this part is to review the general geology of the Lower

Mississippi River Valley and to illustrate the relation of geological

deposits to underseepage. Another purpose is to define terms and de-

scribe geological features so as to make possible a clearer understand-

ing of the descriptions of the geology of the specific underseepage areas

investigatedwhich are given in the discussions of individual sites

(Part IV).

The Alluvial Valley of the Lower Mississippi River

31. The alluvial valley of the Lower Mississippi River begins

near the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, Cairo, 111., and

extends to the Gulf of Mexico (see fig. 1). The valley varies in width

from about 30 miles at Natchez, Miss., to 125 miles between Memphis,

Term., and Little Rock, Ark.; the ground surface in the valley has an

average slope toward the Gulf of about 0.6 ft per mile.

32. The alluvial deposits in the Lower Mississippi

fill a trench or canyon having all the characteristicsof

River Valley

a former stream

valley and ranging in depth from about 100 ft in the upper part of the

alluvial valley to 400 ft near the Gulf. The origin of this buried

canyon is attributed to changes in sea level caused by the glaciers

which were formed during the Pleistocene epoch. It is estimated that
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when the glaciers reached their maximum

drawn from the ocean to lower sea level

13

extent sufficientwater was with-

by about 400 ft. In response to

a greatly increased slope, the Mississippi River and tributaries were

able to cut their valleys to depths adjusted to the lowered sea level;

when the sea level rose as the glaciers retreated these valleys were

filled by alluvial deposits. This cycle of alternating advance and re-

treat of the ice took place at least four times during the Pleistocene

epoch. The entrenched valley proper was formed during the late Wisconsin

glacial stage, some 60,000 to 30,000 years ago, when the ice advanced

southward for the last time. A somewhat idealized illustrationof the

entrenched valley is presented in fig. 2.

33. The river has meandered widely over the alluvial valley, leav-

ing behind a series of typical features, such as oxbow lakes and natural

levees, which indicate its former presence. The time required to change

from one course to another has been carefully studied, and Fisk16 has

divided the former courses of the river into 20 stages, separated by

intervals averaging 100 years in duration, the earliest course being

representedby the number 1 and the present course by the number 20.

Still earlier stages have been representedby letters. This system of

designating former river courses has been adopted on the geologic maps

of all Mississippi River underseepage sites investigated (see vol. 2).

The Alluvial Fill

some

tion

34. As the glaciers of the late Wisconsin stage began to melt,

30,000 years ago, the sea level gradually rose to its present posi-

causing the entrenched valley to become filled with a series of

sandy gravels, sands, silts, and clays that can be grouped into two broad

units: (a) a sand and gravel substratum, and (b) a fine-grained top

stratum. These units are of basic importance to the underseepageproblem

and, therefore, require fairly detailed description. The alluvial mate-

rials are generally underlain by relatively impervious Tertiary deposits.

The pervious substratum

35* Gradual rise of sea level accompanying final retreat of the
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ice affected the

reaches, and the

lower courses of the Mississippi River before its upper

main channel before its tributaries. It became, in

consequence,an overloaded braided stream in which large quantities of

gravel-bearingsands were deposited. As sea level continued to rise and

the deposits on the floor of the entrenched valley continued to thicken,

stream slopes were progressively reduced and both the quantity and grain

size of the materials transported by the river decreased. The gravel-

bearing sands were succeeded by coarse sands grading upward into progres-

sively finer materials and terminating in deposits of very fine sand.

This upward gradation from coarse to fine materials reflects a gradual

adjustr,entbetween the transportingcapacity of the river and available

load. Fine to very fine sands were not deposited until sea level had

reached essentially its present stand and the river began to change from

a braided to a meandering stream.

36. The sandy alluvium is 18o ft thick near Sikeston, Me.; 100 ft

thick at Memphis, Term.; about 150 ft thick in the latitude of Yazoo

City, Miss.; and in the latitude of New Orleans, La., thicknesses in ex-

cess of 200 ft are not uncommon. North of the Louisiana-Arkansasbound-

ary, medim sands are within 5 to 20 ft of the ground surface, but south

of this line the thickness of the overlying materials increases and in

the vicinity of Houma, La., “clean” sands are over 50 to 100 ft below

the surface. The thickness of the clean sand substratum ranges from 75

to 150 ft. The uneven thickness is mainly a result of irregularities

in the lower surface of the valley floor. A typical section of the sub-

stratum is shown in fig. 2.

The relatively
impervious top stratum

37. Some 6000 years ago, sea level reached essentially its present

position, and the sedimentary load carried by the river soon became sub-

stantially adjusted to the slope and velocity. Rapid filling of the en-

trenched valley ceased, and the river began to show no marked tendency

either to cut away or fill in its valley, a condition often spoken of

as “poised” or “graded.” The former braided channel was replaced by

meanders swinging in wide curves, but seldom escaping from a meander
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belt about 10 miles wide. Characteristic sediments consisting of point

bar, channel fill, natural levee, and

in meander belts. These deposits are

discontinuitiesand wide disparity in

are, therefore, of primary importance

backswamp deposits, were laid down

marked by both lateral and vertical

grain size and permeability. They

to the study of underseepage, and

the chief contribution of geology to this study lies in the accurate de-

lineation of the various types of meander belt deposits.

38. ‘Pointbar deposits. As meander loops increase in radius by

erosion of the concave bank, deposition takes place on the convex bank

where low sandy ridges are built up. The elongated depressions between

ridges are known as swales and usually become filled with fine-grained

deposits. The alignment of ridges and swales tends to parallel the

channel in which they were laid down, but owing to downstream migration

of meanders successive ridges and swales tend to overlap and truncate

each other in a complicated fashion. The convex banks of meander loops

are known as “points” and the aggregate of ridges and swales found on a

Point is often referred to as a “point bar accretion.” The sands compos-

ing the ridges between swales are generally cross-bedded and often grade

downward into the underlying clean sands. The upper part of these ridge

and swale deposits usually consists of relatively impermeable silty sands,

clay silts, and silty clays that are laid down during gradual migration

of the river channel and the zone of active sedimentation away from the

ridges. This covering of point bar deposits by a blanket of silts and

clays is commonly found in the Lower Mississippi River Valley. Never-

theless, the sandy ridges are the most permeable of the top stratum mate-

rials, and usually exhibit heavier underseepage than adjacent areas. The

swales generally become filled with deposits of silts and clays. Swale

fillings range in width from 20 to 500 f-t,but in some instances may at-

tain widths of 1500 ft or more. Their thickness usually ranges from 5

to 40 ft, but thicknesses of 80 to 100 ft are known. In comparison with

the sandy ridges, swale fillings are practically impervious. Typical

examples of point bar deposits exist at Commerce and Lower Francis piezom-

eter sites (see plates 33, 39, 142, and 144).

39 ● Included within the category of point bar deposition are the

-.
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so-called channel bars. These are elongate accretion deposits built up

as a river reach migrates laterally. In contradistinctionto the typ-

ically arcuate accretion deposits built by a meandering river bend,

channel bar deposits are essentially straight or only slightly sinuous.

An excellent example is seen at the Trotters 51 site (plates 62 and 67).

Channel bars, from an underseepagepoint of view, are analogous to the

sandy ridges found on point bars. The swale fillings of channel bars

tend to be somewhat longer and deeper than those found on point bars but

are otherwise similar.

40. Channel-fill deposits. As a result of downstream migration

of r,eanders,aided by local inequalities in erosional resistance of the

banks, opposite arms of a meander loop may meet and form what is known

as a cutoff. A meander loop separated from the main channel by a cutoff

soon becomes plugged at both the upper and lower arms, and the central

portion is converted into one of the familiar oxbow lakes. Sediments

filling the central portions of the loop are generally clay in contrast

to the somewhat sandy and silty materials plugging the upstream and down-

stream arms. Examples of clay-filled former river courses can be found

at Upper Francis and L’Argent (see plates 127 and 182). The width of a

clay plug is roughly equal to that of the former channel and the thick-

ness may approach or even equal the depth of the former river channel.

A channel fill in the Memphis District is 90 ft thick; the False River

fillings north of Baton Rouge, La., are about 125 ft thick; and an

abandoned channel deposit near Plaquemine is 140 ft thick.17 True clay

plugs are practically impermeable and no important underseepagehas been

known to penetrate them.

41. An exceptionallywide and deep swale may become enlarged under

certain conditions until it becomes the main channel of the river, form-

ing a “chute cutoff” as contrasted with the neck type of cutoff described

above. In most chute cutoffs, flow continues through the old channel

for a considerable time but its upper end eventually becomes plugged by

sandy materials. The lower end of the old channel may receive consid-

erable amounts of fine-grainedmaterials which form a relatively im-

permeable plug. The fillings of channels abandoned by chute cutoffs may
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consist of either silts or clays, whereas those formed by neck cutoffs

are usually filled with clay. Furthermore, the fine-grained materials

filling chute cutoffs are usually somewhat thinner than those filling

neck cutoffs. Consequently, chute cutoffs seldom lead to the formation

of as effective underseepagebarriers as those formed in connection with

neck cutoffs.

42. It is pointed out that types of deposits and depth to clean

sand within abandoned channels may vary considerably,depending on

hydraulic conditions subsequent to cutoff. Cutoff channels, which for

a number of reasons tend to stay open for a considerableperiod after

cutoff, generally fill with coarser grained material. Where complete

cutoff is effected in a short period of time (5 years or less) the

abandoned channel filling tends to be deep and fine grained. The latter

situation is overwhelminglypredominant in the case of neck cutoffs; less

predominant in the case of chute cutoffs.

43. Natural levees. When the river overtops its banks the water

spreads out, the velocity is checked, and deposition of a portion of the

load results. In this manner, long ridges known as natural levees are

formed on the outside of meander loops and along both banks of straight

reaches. The width of natural levees bordering the present and past

courses of the Mississippi River is extremely variable and ranges from

less than one-fourth mile to over four miles. Their thickness adjacent

to the riverbanks along which they were laid down ranges from 5 to 15 ft

in the northern part of the valley, and is as much as 20 ft in the lat-

itude of Baton Rouge, La. Their height above the surrounding flood plain

ranges from 5 to 10 ft. At the time of deposition the crest is adjacent

to the riverbank with a short steep slope toward the river, and a long,

gradually decreasing slope toward the adjoining low-lying areas away

from the river. The landside slopes may often be traversed by a network

of intercommunicatingchannels formed by crevasses during exceptionally

high floods. The aerial photograph pattern of natural levees and asso-

ciated crevasses is well illustrated in the mosaic of the Trotters 51

site (see plate 64).

44. The coarsest materials, ranging from sandy silts to silty
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clays, are dropped nearest the river, and the grain size decreases pro-

gressivelywith distance from the banks. In other words, natural levee

deposits grade landward into comparativelyuniform clays that are in-

distinguishablefrom those laid down in the adjoining lowlands, or back-

swamps, and for this reason the boundary between natural levee and back-

swamp deposits can seldom be fixed with any degree of accuracy. The

stratificationof natural levee deposits is essentially horizontal.

Those found in the northern part of the valley are mainly sandy silts

and silty clays; in the southern portion they consist chiefly of clays
17

and silty clays. According to Fisk, the grain size is generally

coarser than the average backswamp and channel fill material, but some-

what finer than the fine-grainedupper portion of point bar ridges.

Crevasse channels in natural levees may be filled with silts and silty

clays that are somewhat more permeable than the main body of the deposit.

45. Natural levees are usually comparativelywell drained, both

internally and externally, and consequentlyhave generally been cleared

for farming. They are thus fairly easy to distinguish on aerial photo-

graphs and topographicmaps, but are extremely difficult to delineate

in a manner showing their relationshipto underseepage. It was decided,

after considerablediscussion and experimentation,to show on the geologic

maps only the better-definednatural levees and, except where they are

notably sandy or silty, to omit a separate designation on the geologic

profiles. AS a result, the boundaries of natural levee deposits shown

on the maps and soil profiles generally do not coincide. Examples of

natural levee deposits are shown in many of the plans and soil profiles

of the piezometer sites.

46. Backswamp deposits. The low-lying areas on the landside of

natural levees are known as backswamps (see fig. 2). ‘Theseareas re-

ceive only quiet floodwaters; therefore, the sediments laid down consist

mainly of thinly laminated clays and silty clays with minor amounts of

silts. The stratificationis “essentiallyhorizontal. The thickness

ranges from 15 to 20 ft in the vicinity of Helena, Ark., to 20 to 70 ft

in southern Louisiana where the backswamp deposits merge with inter-

fingering masses of swamp, marsh, and near-shore marine deposits of
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clays, silts, and sands forming the deltaic plains. BackSwamps have poor

surface drainage and the soils are normally saturated the year round.

As a result, they are

on aerial photographs

pattern. Significant

never been observed.

seldom farmed. Backswamps are readily distinguished

by their tree cover and lack of systematic drainage

underseepage through thick backswarnpdeposits has

Influence of Geolom on Undersee~aae

47. The emergence of seepage landward of a levee is influenced

by: (a) configurationof geological features such as swale fillings and

clay plugs and their relation to the levee; (b) characteristicsand

thickness of the top stratum; (c) cracks and fissures formed by drying

or other natural causes; (d) borrow pits, post holes, seismic shot holes,

and other works of man; and (e) decay of roots, uprooting of trees,

animal burrows, crayfish, and other organic agencies. The severity of

underseepage along a reach of levee is frequently dependent upon the

configuration of geological features in the area, as discussed in the
..

following subparagraphs.

a. Point bar deposits. Point bar deposits are the most
heterogeneous of all the materials forming the top stratum.
Fine-grained swale fillings of highly variable thickness
separating sandy ridge deposits are the chief discontinu-
ities found in point bar materials. Inasmuch as the
ridges are considerablymore pervious, practically all
of the underseepage flows up in the ridges regardless of
the orientation of the swales to the levee. The greatest
concentrationof seepage always occurs along the edges of
swales and at the landside levee toe, as illustrated in
fig. 3. In instances where the long dimension of the
swales is parallel to or intersects the levee toe at a
small angle, seepage is particularly concentratedin the
sandy ridges where the edges of the swales intersect the
levee toe (see fig. 4). Sharp inside angles or bends in
levee alignment cause a greater concentrationof flow, as
a three-dimensionalflow pattern results with all flow
lines directed toward the angle at the landside toe.

b. Clay plugs and channel fillings. Clay plugs and channel
fillings differ from swale fillings mainly in their

-.

greater width and thickness. They are also generally
longer, and are often somewhat more uniform in composition.
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Their effect on the distribution of underseepage is sim-
ilar to that of swale fillings but, owing to their greater
thickness and width, is considerably accentuated (see
figs. 5 and 6). The worst possible underseepage condi-
tion is found where a deep or wide clay-filled channel
exists parallel to and immediately landward of the levee
toe. In a case of this type, all of the underseepage is
concentrated in the small area between the levee toe and
the clay plug. However, clay-filled channels that parallel
the levee reduce underseepage if the landside toe of the
levee overlaps the filled channel. Such channels immedi-
ately riverward and overlapped by the levee also tend to
reduce underseepageby forming a relatively impervious
riverside blanket.

c. Natural levees. Where the levee is founded on top of a—
continuous natural levee deposit of silts or silty sands
underlain by clay, the natural levee deposit will act as
a semipervious aquifer for shallow underseepage. However,
such deposits do add to the weight of the underlying clay
and thereby help resist lifting of the top stratum by ex-
cessive substratumpressures in underlying clean sands.
Sandy or silty crevasse fillings may also act as seepage
channels, but because of their narrow cross section and
irregular shape any underseepage originating in these
fillings is very restricted in distribution.

d. Backswamp deposits. As previously mentioned, these mate-
rials are generally thick and practically impervious, and
no significant underseepage is-known to penetrate them.
However, if for any reason the continuity of backswamp
clays is broken, or their thickness sufficientlyreduced
by excavations such as drainage ditches or borrow pits,
underseepage and possibly sand boils may be expected to
develop.
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PART III: OCCURRENCE AND ANALYSIS OF UNDERSEEPAGE

Development of Underseepage and Sand Boils

48. When a levee is subjected to a differential hydrostatic head

of water as a result’of river stages being higher than the adjacent land,

seepage entering the pervious substratum through the bed of the river,

/riverside borrow pits, and or the riverside top stratum, creates an ar-

tesian head and hydraulic gradient in the sand stratum under the levee.

This gradient causes a flow of seepage beneath and landward of the levee

as illustrated in fig. 7. Such seepage emerging at or landward of the

levee toe is generally termed underseepage. If the hydrostatic pressure

in the pervious substratum landward of a levee becomes greater than the

submerged weight of the top stratum, the uplift pressure will cause heav-

ing of the top blanket and it may rupture at weak spots with a resulting

concentration of seepage flow in the form of sand boils. Active erosion

of subsurface material as a result of substratum pressure and concentra-

tion of seepage in localized channels is termed piping. Where the founda-

tion and top strata are heterogeneous, as is usually the case, seepage

tends to localize instead of causing the entire top stratum to heave or

become “quick.” A combination of

sand boils and subsurface erosion

piping beneath the structure with

stated that the mechanics of this

preach. Fig. 8 shows examples of

excess head and seepage can create

that may culminate in formation of
29

no heaving action. Terzaghi has

type of piping defy a theoretical ap-

small sand boils, and fig. 9 illus-

Fig. 7. Generalized cross section of geologic strata and levee
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Fig. 8. Small sand boils in sack sublevee basin near
Friars Point, Miss., 1937 high water

.

Fig. 9. Sand boil at edge of slough 200 ft from levee toe at Stovall,
Miss., discharged approximately 1000 cu yd of sand during 1937 flood
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49. The hydraulic gradient required to cause heavingi: called——..-..,..— -......-.-....—----——------------.----- ....

the “criticalhydraulic gradient.” It is the ratio of the submerged.—.——..-.-..—--——.—.-.—..—..
unit weight of the soil to the unit weight of water, and is usually-—-... . . .
about 0.7 to 0.85. Any tendency for the hydraulic gradient to increase.-.-...
above the “critical” gradient only causes additional sand boils or in-——.. ..........
creased percolation. High exit gradients and concentrationsof seepage—.
are usually found along the landside levee toe, at thin or weak spots in

the top stratum, and adjacent to clay-filled swales or channels. In

these cases the exit gradient may become critical at singular points,

while the average gradient through the top stratum is still less than

the critical value.

50. Where seepage is concentrated to the extent that turbulent

flow is created, the flow will cause erosion in the top stratum and

development of a channel down into the underlying silts and very fine

sands which frequently exist immediatelybeneath the base of the top

stratum. As the channel increases in size and/or length, a progressively

greater concentration of seepage flows into it with a consequent greater

tendency for erosion to progress beneath the levee. This is especially

true if the top stratum is cohesive and the underlying soils are sus-

ceptible to erosion. Shrinkage cracks, root holes, and holes made by

man or burrowing animals form ready channels in the top stratum for de-

velopment of localized flows and attendant piping.

51. If there were a completely impervious landside stratum over-

lying the pervious foundation and no flow of water landward, the hydro-

static pressure head beneath the top stratum landward of the levee would

equal the river stage. This condition seldom exists, as generally some

water is flowing landward through the pervious foundation and upward

through the surface stratum with a consequent landward decrease of pres-

sure head (see fig. 7). This dissipation of head has been observed in

model studies and at the piezorletersites, and partially explains why

sand boils have not occurred in some areas where, without such head loss,

subsurface pressures during high-water stages would have been sufficiently

great to cause heaving or sand boils landward of the levee. The reduc-

tion of the hydrostatic pressure beneath the top stratm as a result of
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natural seepage should not be considered as a guarantee against sand

boils or subsurface erosion, since even with such reduction the residual

substratumpressure may be sufficient to cause sand boils and piping.

52. The top stratum landward of the levee can be classified into

the three following categories as regards thickness: (a) no significant

top stratm; (b) top stratum of insufficientthickness to withstand the

hydrostatic pressures that tend to develop; (c) top stratum of sufficient

thickness to withstand any hydrostatic pressure that may develop at the

design flood stage.

53. Where the top stratun landward of a levee is very thin, rela-

tively little hydrostatic head can develop but seepage may be quite heavy.

If soil conditions are uniform the intensity of seepage and hydrostatic

pressure immediatelybelow the surface will be uniform along the levee.

Such seepage is probably not dangerous from the standpoint of subsurface

erosion provided the levee has sufficient base width for the possible head

on the levee. Where there is no top stratum, the hydrostatic pressure in

the upper part of the sand stratum at or landward of the levee toe is

usually low. However, natural stratificationin the upper part of the sand

may cause development of some artesian pressure and concentration of seep-

age flow in the form of small and probably insignificant sand boils.

54. The potentially dangerous underseepage condition most fre-

quently encountered along the Lower Mississippi River levees is case b.

In this case the resistance to seepage flow through the top stratum is

so great in comparison to the low resistance to seepage flow through the

substratum sands that appreciable artesian pressures are built Up beneath

the top stratum landward of the levee toe. These artesian pressures

above the ground surface at the levee toe during high water generally

range from 25 to 75 per cent of the net head on the levee and may extend

appreciable distances landward of the levee. In some cases the top

stratum may rupture, frequently without warning, where the quantity of

seepage may have been very small before the top stratum suddenly ruptured.

55. The third condition presents no Underseepage problem except

at localized spots where the top stratum may not be entirely continuous

or where channels and drainage ditches have been excavated immediately

-,
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landward of the levee toe. Where ditches are present, critical substratum

pressures may rupture the bottom of the ditch. Resulting sand boils may

become quite active because the thick blanket on each side of the ditch

will cause subsurface seepage to concentrate in the bottom of the ditch.

56. The amount of underseepage and uplift hydrostatic pressure

that may develop landward of a levee is known to be related to the river

stage, location of seepage entrance, extent, thickness, and perviousness

of the landside top stratun, underground storage, and geological features.

(The effect of these foundation characteristicson underseepage and up-

lift pressure is discussed subsequently.) Other factors contributingto

the activity of sand boils caused by seepage and hydrostatic pressure

are the increase of river stage above that required to start piping, the

degree of seepage concentration,the velocity of flow emerging from the

boils, and the existence of a stratum of fine cohesionless soil readily
I susceptible to piping.
* .

57. Underground storage has a significant effect on underseepage

and excess hydrostatic pressures during relatively low high waters or
I

high waters of short duration. If the ground water table is low at the

onset of a high water, drainage into subsurface storage landward of the

levee will reduce hydrostatic pressures and seepage rising to the surface.

~ However, if the ground water table is high or the flood is of long dura-
!
( tion, this factor will have little effect on substratum hydrostatic

pressures. In general, piezometric data presented in Part IV indicate

that the ground-waterstorage landward of Lower Mississippi River levees
I,> will be filled by the time a project flood stage develops.

Relation of Sand Boils and Piping to Levee Crevasses

58. The levee system along the Lower Mississippi River suffered

about 60 major crevasses in the period between 1890 and 1927. The

cause of six of these crevasses was reported as sand boils.39 It is

possible that other crevasses, causes of which were listed as “blowouts”

or “unknown,”may have been caused or significantly influencedby under-

seepage or piping. During the high water of 1929, piping removed
●
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sufficient foundation material beneath a levee near Greenville, Miss.,

to cause the levee to settle several feet. The levee was not crevassed

because when it settled, the channel through which piping was occurring

was cut off, and there was sufficient freeboard on the levee so that it

was not overtopped after settling. The incident occurred during the

night and was not discovered until the next morning. This incident shows

that subterraneanerosion, if of sufficientmagnitude, may result in

gradual or sudden subsidence of the levee to the extent that it could be

overtopped.

59. Other crevasses might have occurred as a result of under-

seepage had not proper efforts been made. Accounts of heavy underseepage

and sand boils along the Mississippi River above Vicksburgj and efforts

to control them during the 1927 flood, are given in reference 8; detailed

reports of underseepage along the Lower Mississippi River levees during

the 1937 high water are given in reference 39.

60. Whether a levee would be crevassed as a result of substratum

pressures exceeding the critical gradient and concentrated seepage in the

form of sand boils or piping, without correctivemeasures, is practically

impossible to predict. However, active sand boils and piping are a pO-

tential hazard to the safety of a levee. In general, continuous “pipes”

rarely form under a levee but their partial formation can result in

progressive collapse of the soil and accelerated erosion which may ul-

timately undermine the levee. Piping channels revealed by a test pit in

a sand boil area at Trotters 54 after the 1937 high water are shown in

fig. 10.

Analysis of Seepage Flow and Substratum Pressure

Factors and assumptions
in seepage analyses

61. The amount of seepage that will pass beneath a levee and the

artesian pressure that will or can develop landward of a levee during a

sustained high water are related to and can be estimated from a knowledge

of the following factors and characteristicsof the foundation. The
*

.,

.
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Fig. 10. Sand boil and piping channels in a cohesive top stratum,
Trotters 54, Miss.

nomenclatureused in this section of the report and in subsequent anal-

yses is illustrated in figs. 11 and 18

that precede the text. Definitions of

fig. 11 and/or discussed in subsequent

convenience.

H , net head on levee.

and is defined in the Notations

some of the symbols shown

Paragraphs are given here

on

for

L distance from riverside levee toe to river.
1’
L
2’

base width of levee and berm.

length of foundation and top stratum landward of the levee toe.
‘3 ‘
M, slope of hydraulic grade line, at mid-depth of Fervious sub-

stratum, beneath levee.

zR and kbR and zL and kbL , effective thickness and permea-
bility of top stratum riverward and landward of the levee, respectively.

,,1 d: kfI
1

Fig. 11. Generalized cross section of levee foundation and
symbols for seepage analysis
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d , effective thickness,
stratum.

and kf , permeability of pervious sub-

s , distance from landside levee toe to “effective” source of
seepage entry into the pervious substratum.

‘3
, distance from landside toe of levee or berm to “effective”

seepage exit.

ic ,

62.

substratum

critical gradient for top stratum landward of the levee.

Other factors that influence computation of seepage flow and

pressure, but do not lend themselves to theoretical analysis,

are stratificationof the foundation, lenticular deposits of silts and

clays within the foundation, nonuniformity of the top stratum, and river-

side or landside borrow pits.

63. Before any seepage analysis by means of theoretical formulas

is possible, it is necessary to make certain simplifying assumptions and

to generalize the foundation into a pervious sand stratum with a specific

thickness and permeability and a semipervioustop stratum with a uniform

thickness and permeability. (However, the thickness and permeabilityof

the top stratum may be different riverward and landward of the levee.)

Seepage may enter the pervious stratum either at the river bank, through

riverside borrow pits, and/or through the semipervious top stratum river-

side of the levee. Seepage through the pervious substratum is assumed

to be horizontal. Flow through the top stratum, or bottom of borrow

pits, is assumed to be vertical. The levee, impervious or thick berms,

and the portion of the top stratum immediatelybeneath them, are assumed

to be impervious. In most of the theoretical formulas used in this re-

port it is assumed that the ground-water storage landward of the levee

is essentially filled and that seepage through the top stratum and in

the pervious sands is lsminar. (However,seepage beneath a levee can

be computed from certain formulas even though flow through the top

stratum landward of the levee is no longer laminar.)

Determination of factors
involved in seepage analyses

64. Some of the factors involved in seepage analyses may be de-

termined or estimated by different methods, some more accurate than
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others. Methods of determining the

use of surveys, field explorations,

and piezometer systems. Methods of

necessary factors

laboratory tests,

39

may include the

field pumping tests,

arriving at numerical values of these

factors, which are subsequentlyused in Part IV in the analysis of 16

selected sites, are discussed in the following paragraphs.

65. Net head H . The net head on a levee is the height of the

flood stage above the tailwater or average low ground surface landward

of the levee. For design purposes, H is usually determined from the

project flood stage but is sometimes computed on the basis of the net

grade of the levee rather than the project flow line.

66. Distance from RS levee toe to river bank L1 . The distance

L, can usually be obtained from maps.
J.

67.

determined

68.

changes in

a definite

Base width of levee and berm
‘2 “

The factor, L2, can be

from known dimensions of the levee or by direct measurement.

Length of top stratxunlandward of levee toe
‘3 “

Often

geology and topography will limit the emergence of seepage to

area. For example, a wide clay-filled channel immediately

landward of the levee may largely prevent the emergence of seepage beyond

its near edge. If the ground surface should rise sharply some distance

landside of the levee, seepage that comes to the surface must do so be-

tween the levee toe and the rise in ground. If such a blocked exit existsj

it must be taken into account in seepage analyses. If the distance
‘3

to the blocked exit is greater than 1.5 times the “effective”seepage

exit length x
3’

the presence of the block may be ignored as its effect

on substratum pressures landward of the levee will be less than 10%. The

distance to such a block in the landward seepage pattern
‘3

can be as-

certained from field reconnaissance,geological studies, aerial mosaics,

borings, and/or topographicmaps.

69. Slope-of hydraulic grade line beneath levee M . The slope

of the hydraulic grade line in the pervious substratum beneath a levee

can best be determined from readings of piezometers located beneath the

levee where the seepage flow lines are essentially horizontal and the

equipotential lines vertical. M can be determined from piezometer read-

ings obtained during high water and the relation
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(1)

where Ah is difference in piezometer readings, and %

distance between piezometers. However, this formula is

is horizontal

not valid until

artesian flow conditions have developed beneath the levee.

70. The tips of piezometers should always be installed in clean

sand. If a piezometer at the toe of the levee or berm is to be used for

determination of M , s, or x
3’

the tip should be located at about the

middle of the pervious substratum so as to measure the average head in

the pervious aquifer. If the tip of a piezometer at the toe of the levee

is at or near the top of the pervious substratum, a correction must be

added to the reading to obtain the hydrostatic head at the middle of the

aquifer for determination of M, s, or xj (see paragraph 132).

71. The hydraulic grade line as determined in the field from pi-

ezometer readings is the most reliable method for determining M and

the effective seepage entrance

the quantity of seepage, Qs ,

formula

and exit. M is also of use in computing

passing beneath the levee from the

Qs = M kfd per unit length of levee per unit time . (2)

72. Effective thickness
‘b

and permeability ‘b
of top stratum.

The thickness of the top stratum both riverward and landward of a levee

is of paramount importance in a seepage analysis. It is usually deter-

mined by means of auger borings with samples taken at 3- to 5-ft intervals

and at changes in strata. A few undisturbed samples of typical top

stratum soils are sometimes taken for permeability tests. The spacing

of top stratum or blanket borings depends on the potential severity of

the underseepageproblem, the surface geology of the area, and variations

in characteristicsand thickness of the top stratum. The borings should

be laid out along the landside toe of the levee or berm so as to sample

the basic geological features, with intermediateborings for check pur-

poses. Also sufficient borings should be made to delineate the thickness

and extent of any geological features as far as 500 ft landward of the

.

,
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levee toe that may significantlyaffect the seepage analysis. The thick-

ness of top stratum remaining in the bottom of manmade ditches landward

of a levee should be determined. Good aerial mosaics of the area to a

scale of 1 in. = 400 to 1000 ft are indispensablefor making a proper

layout of blanket borings. The final layout should also be checked in

the field before the borings are started. A minimum average spacing of

> 500 ft is necessary for borings along the toe; however, where there is

likely to be an underseepageproblem, spacing of 100 to 250 ft is fre-

quently required to delineate the thickness

top stratum.

73. Characteristicsof the riverward

timated from a few riverside borings and by

made on the landside, together with a study

and characteristicsof the

top stratum are usually es-

extrapolation of borings

of aerial mosaics. Where

the top stratum riverward of the levee has been reduced in thickness in

riverside borrow pits, the thickness of the remaining blanket, if any,

should be determined by shallow borings, or estimated.

74. As discussed in Part II, the top stratum is seldom composed

of one type soil. Instead, it usually consists of several layers of dif-

ferent soils. If the in-situ vertical permeability of each soil is known,

it is possible to transform the various layers into a single stratum of

a certain thickness and effective permeability as illustrated in fig. 12..

Variations in the soil profile even over short reaches, and difficulties

in determining the in-situ permeability of blanket soils preclude a pre-

cise determination of a generalized top stratum with a specific thickness

li- 23 5’ I z, .9’ Jondy.y,lf, kv.==2xf0-4cmPec
~;/1$Jond, kv.3=iOxiC”4cm/~ec

. . . . . . . . .
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . ,: ..,....

Jond f ‘“ ‘+” “t”””+’ “t”
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..”...’. . . . . . . . . ..”

.fon”d

cASE A CASE B

rA ) k
z /8~= —— .x 10 -~= f.9 x/0”4cm</Jec

~+
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16~= x ,0-4 = 0.53 x 10-4 cm/.rec
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Fig. 12. Computation of vertical permeability of top stratum
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and permeability. However, if good judgement is exercised in the selec-

tion of these values, reasonably accurate seepage analyses can be made,

and seepage control measures can be designed satisfactorily.

75. The in-situ permeability of clay strata in the top blanket is

related to the thickness of clay, whether or not it is at or near the

surface or covered by natural levee deposits, and to a large extent to

the presence of root holes, shrinkage cracks, minute fissures, and bur-

rows of crayfish and small animals. Flow up through relatively thin (<5

ft) clay strata near the surface is generally through these channels

rather than through the pores of the soil. Tests on small samples of

clay in the laboratorymeasure the permeability of the pores in the soil

mass and are not usually indicative of the permeability of clay strata

at or near the surface. A clay top stratum landward of a levee is con-

sidered more pervious during high water than one on the riverside because

of the flushing action of seepage rising through small channels to the

surface on the landside whereas on the riverside such small channels

tend to silt up.

76. The in-situ vertical permeability of semipervious soils such

as silty sand, sandy silt, and silt can be determined reasonably accurately

from laboratory tests on undisturbed samples as the flow through these

soils is usually laminar unless sand boils have developed in the area.

77●
In the computation of seepage flow and landward substratum

pressures, the effective vertical permeability ‘b
is the average

permeability of the strata that make Up the top stratum as long as the

seepage flow is laminar. The effective permeability can be estimated

from the following formula

z

‘b = Z1
.

‘2 ‘3
kv-l+k Z+kv

v- -3

(3)

Examples of computations to determine

78.
~ areshowninfig. 12.

The top stratum may also be generalized into a blanket of

uniform vertical permeability with a specific effective thickness by

transforming the actual thickness of various strata to another thickness
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with a certain permeability, as illustrated in the examples below and

in fig. 13.

Transformation
Factor

Actual
4

%
Transformed,

Strata
z k
n

x lo- cm/sec
v-n

~ ~ - nfor ~ = 1 X10-4cm/sec

clay 5 ft 1 1.0 5.0

Sandy silt 8 ft 2 1/2 4.0

Silty sand 5 ft 10 1/10 0.5
—

Top stratum
thickness z . 18 ft -- ---- Transformed Zb . 9.5

This procedure for generalizingthe top strata into a blanket of uniform

vertical characteristicsfor seepage analyses is the one subsequently

used in the analysis of the data from the piezometer sites, and in the

investigationof underseepage along the levees in the St. Louis District.54

Transformationfactors used in the St. Louis District studies, which were

based to a considerableextent on data from the 16 piezometer sites, are

given in table 1. The basis for the transformationfactors given in

table 1 is subsequentlydiscussed in Part IV.

79. Of equal importance is the thickness of the landside top

stratum to be used in determination of the allowable pressure beneath

the top stratum for design of seepage control measures. This effective

thickness
‘t

may or may not be the same as that used in seepage analyses.

Where the most impervious soil is at the ground surface, the effective

thickness computed by transforming the various components of the top

stratum to one thickness of a single permeability, as illustrated in

fig. 12, is also satisfactoryfor computation of the maximum allowable,

or critical, substratumpressure (see Case 1, fig. 13). If semipervious

material overlies less pervious material as in Case 11, fig. 13, the ef-

fective thickness
‘t

as regards critical uplift is the total thickness

above the bottom of the less pervious strata. This thickness may be

considerably greater than the transformed thickness
‘b

for computation

of “effective”seepage exit length (see fig. 13).

80. Where the top stratw is comprised of alternating strata of
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Table 1

Thickness TransformationFactors for Top Strata

Soil Type

LMVE

Clay
Silty clay
Clay silt

Sandy silt
Silty sand
Very fine sand
Alternating clay
and silt strata
with depth

Unified Soil
Class. System TransformationFactor

Clay less than 5 ft in Thickness

Fat clay (CH) 1
Lean clay (CL) 1
Silt (ML) 1
Silt, sandy (ML) 3/4 to 1
Silty sand (SM) l/5ifz<10ft;Oifz> 10ft
Fine sand o

1
J-

Clay
Silty clay
Clay silt

Sandy silt

Silty sand
Very fine sand
Alternating clay
and silt strata
with depth

Fat clay (CH) 1
Lean clay (CL) 1
Silt (ML) 1/2
Silt, sandy (ML) 1/4 to 1/2 if z < 10 ft; O if

z > 10 ft
Silty sand (SM) l/10ifz<lOft;Oifz >lOft
Fine sand o

1

varying perviousness as in Case III, fig. 13, the effective thickness for

computing effective exit length is the transformed thickness
‘b “ ‘he

thickness for critical uplift considerations
‘t

is usually based on the

total thickness of the various strata overlying the base of the least

pervious stratum added to the transformed thickness
‘b-n

of under-

lying more pervious top strata.

81. The effective vertical permeability
‘bL

of the top stratum

landward of a levee can also be computed from observed hydrostatic heads

beneath the landside top stratum, together with seepage measurements,

and the following formula:
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‘A %L
%L=h A”

x
(4)

.

82. The permeability of the top blanket ~L can also be computed

from known characteristicsof the pervious foundation and the effective

seepage exit x
3

as determined from the hydraulic grade line in the per-

vious foundation beneath the levee using the following formulas:

Where Lq = co,
J

Where L = a
3

where

In formulas 6 and 7 ~L

‘f
— is less than 100 to
%L

be slightly low, because

freely seeping sites.)

FjL .
‘bL ‘f d

X22 “

finite distance ,

(5)

>

c tanh CL = #
33

(6)

{,

%L
c=

f%Ld”
(7)

has to be determined by trial and error. (If

500, the value

of the loss in

of ~L Coq?utedfrom X3 will

head up through the aquifer at

83. In making a final determinationof the effective thickness and

permeability of the top stratum it is necessary to consider the charac-

teristics of the top stratum landward of the levee toe for a distance of

at least 200 or 300 ft. It is also necessary to make certain averaging

assumptionswhere geological and soil conditions are reasonably similar.

Thin or critical spots should be given considerableweight in arriving at

such averages.

84. In seepage analyses the various layers of soil making up the

top stratum generally are transformed to a single blanket with a permea-

bility equal to that of the most impervious stratum. This procedure was



used in arriving at the

geology maps for the 16

85.

300 ft of

computing

thickness

Where borrow

47

top stratum thicknesses shown on the surface

piezometer sites, and in analyses of these sites.

pits, ditches, or channels exist within 200 or

the landside levee toe, the thickness of top stratum used in

seepage flows and substratumpressures should be based on the

of the top stratum adjacent to the ditch, ~less the ditch or

borrow pit is very wide. The allowable critical substratum pressure must

be computed for both the thickness of the top stratum at the toe of the

levee and in the bottom of the ditch. The more critical condition or

pressure will depend on the depth and location of the ditch.

86. Effective thickness d and permeability kf of pervious

substratum. The thickness of the pervious substratum usually is defined

as the thickness of the principal seepage-carryingsand stratum below

the top stratum and above the bottom of the entrenched valley (see fig.

11). It may be determined by means of deep borings or a combination of

shallow borings and seismic or electrical resistivity surveys. (The

thickness of very fine sand strata of low permeability that frequently

exist between the top stratum and the principal sand aquifer is usually

ignored in seepage and pressure computations.) The thickness of indi-

vidual sand strata within the principal sand aquifer must be obtained by

individual deep borings over the area.

87. The average horizontal permeability kf of the pervious sub-

stratum is best determined by means of a field pumping test on a well

that fully penetrates the pervious aquifer. Such tests should include

determination of well flow for two or three different drawdowns, the

drawdown curve out from the test well and the radius of influence. Where

feasible, the flow in the well should be measured by means of a well flow

meter52 at major changes in sand strata. For soil conditions usually

existing in the Lower Mississippi River valley, the permeability of the

pervious substratum is best computed from the following formula for

artesian flow. (The top stratum and upper fine sands are usually so much

less pervious than the underlying deeper sands that they in effect create

an upper impervious boundary. The lower impervious boundary is formed

by the deep Tertiary materials.)
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or

2n kfd (hl - h2)

Qw = (8)
‘22.30 10P+O ~

J-

‘22.30 Qv 10P+O ~
.

kf =
L

27(d (hl - h2)
(8a)

88. Where the permeabilities of different sand strata in the per-

vious substratum are significantlydifferent, as illustrated in fig. 14,

the permeability of individual sand strata can be computed from the dif-

ference in the well flows in the screen at the boundaries of the sand

stratum being tested using the formula on the following page.

Oufer periphery

\

of /h fIuence

~k~-- J

P= ,%d,bsof /h//uence
~w=~od,ux of ~e//

Qw = %/0/ WU// f/o W

PLAN VIEW

/ Wo/er Table

T“

— —
—

— —

d—
—

— —

-lZ

—
—

— —

SECTION A-A

Fig. 14. Artesian flow to a test well
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‘2
2.30 qa 10glo ~

1

‘{f(a)= 2nda (hl - h2) “

The method used in the field pumping tests made in

(8b)

the St. Louis and New

Orleans Districts to determine both the average permeability and the

permeability of individual sand strata of the pervious aquifer and the

results of these tests are given in Appendix C. Where only grain size

or laboratory permeability test data are available for different sand

strata, the average kq can be computed from the following formula:
L

daka+dbkb+dckc+dn kn
kf =

da+db+dc+dn (9)

from

line

some

89. The average horizontal permeability can also be determined

pumping tests on partially penetrating wells by using the straight

portion of the drawdown curve (with r plotted to a semilog scale)

distance from the well where flow lines to the well are essentially

horizontal and are not affected by the curved pattern of flow in the

vicinity of the well, and equation 8a. If the pervious stratum is homo-

geneous and
‘v”kH’

the average permeability can be approximated from

equation 8a, modified as follows:

2.30 Qw 10glo $
w

‘f = 2fidhG
(8c)

where

G = ratio of flow of a partially penetrating to a fully penetrating
well computed from Muskat’s formula as determined from fig. 15.

90. When it is not possible to determine
‘f

from pumping tests,

it may be estimated from mechanical analyses or laboratory permeability

tests on samples of sand taken by means of a Shelby tube or split spoon

sampler in a “mudded” hole, or a piston-type bailer. If no gravel is

present, nearly undisturbed samples of sand can be obtained with a Shelby

tube sampler in a “mudded”hole. The next best sand samples are obtained

with a piston-type bailer. Samples taken with either a Shelby tube or
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1.0

NOTE , CURVES ARE FOR r, = I FT AND

! -/

CURVES BASED ON MU SK AT’S FOR MULAI

In ;

~. .

[ 1r(0.875W)r(0. !25W) _ ,n U
Lzlnfl .-l.
2W

‘.
r(l-0.875w) r(P-0.125W) R

Wli ERE:
d = AQ”, FER T“, CKNESS

,. . ~FFEc Tlv E WELL ~AD,uS

R = RADIUS OF ,NFL”ENCE

w = PENETRATION OF WELL SCREEN INTO

PERVIOUS AOUIFER EXPRESSED AS

A DECIMAL 1
r

I [o

0 20 40 60 80 100

WELL PENETRATION IN PERCENT

Fig. 15. Relation between flow from a partially penetrating artesian
well in a homogeneous foundation and from a fully penetrating well

split spoon sampler in holes bored with drilling mud must be thoroughly

and carefully washed of all drilling mud before testing. The relation

of the effective grain size
‘lo

of sand samples taken by bailer samplers

at the piezometer sites to the permeability of remolded sand samples as

determined in the laboratory kR , and adjusted to a temperature of 20 C

and an assumed void ratio e of 0.60, is shown on plate 244. Since
48

plate 244 was prepared, a relationship has been found between ‘so

and e for sands in the lower alluvial valley, as shown in fig. 16,

which permits a more accurate estimation of the in-situ void ratio than

assuming e = 0.60.

91. The pumping tests described in Appendix C have shown that the

actual horizontal permeability of a sand stratum is 1.5 to 4 times greater

than the permeability indicated by laboratory tests on remolded samples

taken by any of the previously mentioned sampling methods. An approx-

imate empirical relationshipbetween Dlo and kH developed from the

data in Appendix C is shown in fig. 17. If field pumping tests are not

.

.
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U. S. STANDARD SIEVE NO.
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Fig. 16. Grain size D vs natural void ratio e
50 n

performed, it is believed that the

horizontal permeability of a sand

stratum can be estimated more ac-

curately from fig. 17 than from

either plate 244 or from labora-

tory permeability tests on re-

molded samples.

92. The average horizontal

permeability of the pervious

strata beneath a levee can also

be estimated from the hydraulic

grade line beneath the levee and

total seepage passing beneath the

levee.

or

Qs=kfMd

Q
——

‘f - Msd

(2)

(2a)

8

t
POSED NAVIGATION LOCK. OLD RIVER. LA.

k. BASED ON FIELD PLMP[NG TESTS.
3

0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0
AVG EFFECTIVE GRAIN SIZE OF STRATUM IN MM

Fig. 17. In-situ horizontal permea-
bility vs effective grain size

‘lo

where the rate of seepage flow per unit

area A is measured, the permeability of

computed from the formula

length of levee QA emerging in

the pervious substratum can be
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QA

‘f=(M-MA)d”
(2b)

93. Effective source of seepage entry s . ‘lTheeffective source

of seepage entry into the pervious substratum, as illustrated in fig. llJ

is defined as that line riverward of the levee where a hypothetical open

seepage entry face fully penetrating the pervious aquifer with an imper-

vious blanket between this line and the levee would produce the same flow

and hydrostatic pressure beneath and landward of a levee as will occur

for the actual conditions riverward of the levee. It may also be defined

as that line or point where the hydraulic grade line beneath the levee

projected riverward with slope M intersects the river stage.

94. The best and most accurate method for determining the distance

from the landside levee toe to the effective source of seepage entry

(s = xl +L2) is to project graphically the hydraulic grade line M be-

neath the levee, as measured by piezometers installed in the pervious

substratumbeneath the levee, until it intersects the river stage pro-

ducing the gradient. ‘Thevalue of s can also be determined from piezo-

metric data using the following equations (see fig. 18 for nomenclature):

(l.* - ‘t-J
S =~1+ (H - h )

l-”
(lo)

Fig. 18. Nomenclature for determination of’ s and
‘3

from
piezometer readings

-.
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(ma)

Before equations 10 and

levee must be saturated

methods of determining

10a are valid, the pervious stratum beneath the

or artesian flow conditions established. These

s automatically integrate the many rather in-

determinate factors that influence the entry of seepage into the pervious

substratum,and were used for determining the source of seepage at the

16 piezometer sites discussed in Part IV. Design values of s or
‘1

determined from piezometer readings should be based on the highest river

stages for which piezometer data are available or extrapolatedfrom plots

of s or ‘1
vs river stage as illustrated in Part IV.

95●
If the distance to the

and there are no riverside borrow

source of seepage entry s = xl +

ing formula:

‘1 =

where

river Ll + ~ (fig. 11) is known

pits, the distance to the effective

‘2
can be estimated from the follow-

tanh c Ll

c (11)

11%Rc =
‘f%Rd”

(ha)

Where a block, or wide, thick deposit of clay exists a certain distance

riverwsxd of a levee so as to prevent any entrance of seepage into the

foundationbeyond that point, the distance to the effective source of

seepage s = xl + ~ can beest~tedf rom the following equation for

‘1 : .
J.

‘1 = c tanh CL1

where

‘1 = distance from riverside toe of levee to the block.

(w)

Where two guide levees parallel a tributary stream or a floodway channel,

and seepage into the foundation is divided and the bottom of the tributary
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stream or channel does not expose foundation sands,
‘1

can also be com-

puted from equation 12 wherein Ll equals half the distance between the

riverside toes of the levees. (The term c in equation 12 would be com-

puted from equation ha.) The above described condition is typical of

flank or guide levees along tributaries of the Mississippi River between

Al-tonand Gale, 111. (St. Louis District).
54

96. Where riverside borrow pits have been dug causing most of the

impervious stratum over a considerablearea to be removed, and the pits

become the primary entrance for seepage, s may be estimated from equa-

tion 12 where

in the bottom

flow downward

‘bR
and kbR are values for the top stratum remaining

of the borrow pit or as illustrated in fig. 19. If the

through the bottom of the borrow pit (stratum 1) and the

upper strata of silty sand (stratum 2) as shown in fig. 19 is assumed to

be vertical, the thickness of these strata,
‘1

and
‘2 ‘

may be con-

verted into equivalent lengths, S’l and S’2 , of foundation with a

depth of d and permeability of
‘f “

For the conditions shown in fig.

19, Qs =Q1=Q2. Replacing top strata 1 and 2 in the borrow pit with

an equivalent length of foundation:

‘f d _ 500 x 10
-4 100

“l=kv_lx~xzi- —x2=1333ft
0.5 x 10-4

x 150

‘f d . 500 x 10
-4

100
s’2=~x~xz2

—Xlo=zzzft.
10 x lo-

4 x 150

The effective distance s from the landside toe of the levee to the ef-

fective seepage entrance assuming an impervious top stratum and all

horizontal flow to be carried by the more pervious foundation stratum is

p.- ,.,00’ —1

1,
v

.-

>Lt+4=375’—~

Fig. 19. Estimation of effective source of seepage
where riverside borrow pits exist
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S=L2+ ~+ S’l+ S’2
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(13)

s . 300 + 150~+1333+333=@@ft”

97* Distance from landside levee toe to effective seepage exit x
3“

The effective seepage exit is defined as that line or point landward of the

levee where a hypothetical open drainage face and an imperviousblanket

between this point and the levee toe would result in the same hydrostatic

pressure at the levee toe and would cause the same amount of seepage to

pass beneath the levee as would actually occur for existing conditions.

The distance Xa to this point is the intersectionof an extension of

the hydraulic g~ade line

tailwater (see fig. 11).

piezometers installed in

the following expression

or

beneath the levee with the ground surface or

The best way to determine
‘3

is by means of

the pervious substratumbeneath a levee using

(see fig. 18 for nomenclature):

(CL2- q)
‘3 ‘hl~

- %1 (14)

(14a)

As X
3

may vary with river stages as seepage develops,
‘3

should be

plotted vs river stage, and the estimated maximum value obtained from a

curve of best fit should be used for seepage analyses.

98. The distance to the effective seepage exit can also be esti-

mated from blanket formulas:

where L
3=-W

1

i

‘f %L d
‘3=F= %L

where L
3
= finite distance to a block

1
‘3 = c tanh c L

3

(15)

(16)
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where L
3
= finite distance to an open exit

tanh c L
3

‘3= c

99●
The relationshipbetween c and

. (17)

the effective seepage exit

length x
3

where the semipervioustop stratum is infinite in landward

extent (case 5, fig. 23) has been computed from equation 15 and plotted

in fig. 20 for various values of kf/~ assuming d = 100 ft . The X3

correspondingto values of d other than 100 ft can be computed from the

equation

—

‘3 =
0.1 idx

3(d= 100) “
(18)

100. Where the landside top stratum has a finite length L with

either a block or open seepage exit at Ls (see fig. 23, cases ~ and 7,

respectively),the effective exit length can be computed either from

equation 16 or 17 or by multiplying x
3(L3 = m)

by the factor shown in

fig. 21. Figs. 20 and 21 can also be used to evaluate the effective

length of riverside blanket xl by using

~L ~ and ~L , ‘espective~.

101. Combinations of s and x .
3

‘3
for use in the design of underseepage

Various combinations of s and.
control measures can be esti-

mated from the reading of a single piezometer at a fairly high river

stage, by determining the distances to the source of seepage entry and

the effective seepage exit required to create an ho equal to the ob-

served head at the toe of the levee. The distance to the source of

seepage can be estimated

stalled perpendicular to

are of a similar nature.

102. Ratio kf/~T,

from reaches where piezometers have been in-

the levee and where riverside soil conditions

. The ratio kf/~L can be computed from equa-
-—

tions 5-7 and values of xs determined from the hydraulic gradient be-

-,

.

neath the levee without knowing either ‘f ‘r %L”
103. Critical gradient i. . The critical gradient required to

-0
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boils or heaving or flotation of the top stratum is usually

the ratio of the submerged unit weight of the soil y’ com-

prising the top stratum and the unit weight of water

i= ~=(G-1)(1-n)=~c
w

Yw ? or

. (19)

Homogeneous soils have the following approximate theoretical critical

gradients:

Soil Type
i
c

Silty sand and silts 0.85

Silty clay and clay 0.80

104. The critical gradient required to cause sand boils in the

field can best be determined by measuring the hydrostatic head beneath

the top stratum at the time sand boils first appear. In this method

in is determined from the following formula:
L

h
i=

x(c)
.

c
‘t

Critical gradients as measured in the field

sites are discussed in Parts IV and V.

Formulas for computation of
seepage flow and sub-
stratum hydrostatic pressures

(20)

at some of the piezometer

105. Engineers frequently are required to predict the severity of

underseepage at sites where piezometric data and seepage measurements

are not available. An estimate of seepage flow and substratumpressures

can be made from mathematical formulas, provided soil conditions at the

site are known. Formulas for estimating the head landward of and seepage

beneath simplified, generalized sections of levees and foundation soils

existing in the Lower Mississippi River Valley are given in the follow-

ing paragraphs. These formulas were also used in analyzing piezometric

and seepage data from the sites discussed in Part IV. It is emphasized

that the accuracy of the results obtained from the formulas presented is

dependent upon the applicability of the formula to the condition being
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analyzed, the uniformity

ious factors involved in

of soil conditions, and evaluation of the var-

the computations.

106. For a levee underlain by a pervious foundation, the natural

seepage Qs per unit length of levee canbe expressedby the following

general formula

Qs=$kf H.

This equation is valid provided the assumptions on which Darcyts

based are met. The mathematical expression for $ depends upon

(21)

law is

the di-

mensions of the generalized cross section of the levee and foundation>

the characteristicsof the top stratum riverward and landward of the

levee, and the pervious substratum. Where the hydraulic grade line M

beneath the levee is known

neath the levee can always

Qs =Mkfd per

from piezometer readings, seepage passing be-

be determined from the formula

unit length of levee per unit time . (2)

107. The excess hydrostatic head ho beneath the top stratum at

the la,ndsidetoe of the levee is related to the net head on the levee,

the dimensions of the levee and foundation,permeability of the foun~-

tion, and the character of the top stratum riverward

levee. The head ho can be expressed as a function

as subsequently shown in this report.

108. The head hx beneath the top stratum at

and landward of the

of the net head H

a distance x land-

ward from the landside toe of the levee can be expressed in terms of the

net head H and distance x , although it can be more convenientlyre-

lated to the head ho at the levee toe. When hx is expressed in terms

of h it depends only upon the t~e and thickness of the blanket and
o

pervious foundation landward of the levee; the ratio hx/ho is independent

of conditions riverward of the levee. Expressions for the ratio hx/ho

for various typical conditions are presented subsequently.

109. Expressions for $ , ho/H , and hx/ho for typical levee

and foundation conditions along the Lower Mississippi River are discussed

in the following paragraphs.

.

.

.
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110. No top stratum. Where a levee is founded directly on pervious

foundation sands and no top stratum exists either riverward or landward

of the levee (see fig. 22, case 1), the seepage Qs per unit length of

levee can be determined from equation 21

in which

$= dL2+ 0.86 d “
(22)

The excess hydrostatic head landward of the levee at the top of the sand

foundation is zero; thus ho

in nature is governed by the

velop at the landside toe of

flow net compatiblewith the

111. Some idea of the

=hx=O. The severity of such a condition

exit gradient and seepage velocity that de-

the levee; these can be estimated from a

value of $ computed above.

safety of a levee against piping where no

top stratum exists may also be obtained from comparison of a computed

creep ratio and recommended empirical values thereof. The creep ratio

can be computed by either of the following formulas proposed by Bligh4
22

or Lane, and the answers

values listed in table 2.

therefrom compared

Bligh’s creep ratio, C

Lane~s “weighted” creep ratio, Cw

with the respective minimum

‘2=—
H (23)

1/3 L2 + ~p
=

H
(24)

where

Zp = SLIITIof shortest vertical paths of seepage flow around cutoffs
beneath a levee.

Table2

MinimumCreepRatios

CreepRatios

Bligh
Lane

Material c
Cw

Very fine sandor silt 18 G
Fine sand 15 7
Mediumsand .- 6
Coarsesand 12
Fine gravelor sandand gravel ;
Coarsegravelincludingcobbles bt?6 3
Bouldersvith some cobblesand gravel -- 2.5
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112. Impervious top stratum.

that where the top stratum landward

A

of

somewhat uncommon condition is

the levee is almost completely im.

pervious. Such a condition is approximated, however, where levees are

founded on thick (>15 ft) deposits of clay, or silts with clay strata.

For the condition of an impervious landside top stratum little or no

seepage occurs through the top stratum and, if the top stratum is either

infinite in landward extent or the pervious aquifer is blocked landward

of the levee, no seepage occurs beneath the levee (Qand$=O) anda

hydrostatic head equal to the net head H on the levee develops beneath

the landside top stratum. ~US ho=hx=H.

113. If the top stratum is impervious between the levee and river

and has a length Ll , and if the top stratum is impervious from the levee

landward to an open seepage exit at a distance Lj (see fig. 22,,case2),

the distance from the landside toe of the levee to the effective seepage

entry is s . (Ll+ L2) and

$= d d
L1+L2+L ‘—s+L (25)

3 3

and

Qs=kfH d
s+L”

(26)
3

The head ho beneath the top stratum at the landside levee toe can be

computed from the formula

ho=H

The head hx at a distance x

(27)

landward from the landside levee toe is:

for x < La (),hx=ho ~
J

3

forx~L 3,hx=0.

(28)

( 28a)

114. A condition of no top stratum landward of a levee (case 3,

fig. 22) is sometimes encountered where an extensive landside borrow pit
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has been excavated, resulting in the removal of all top stratum landward

of the levee for a considerabledistance. The excess head at the top of

the sand is zero everywhere landward of the levee and thus the danger

from piping for the case in question must be evaluated from the upward

gradient obtained from a flow net, or by some empirical method. Seepage

beneath the levee can be computed from the shape factor $ given by the

formula for case 3 in fig. 22.

115. Where extensive riverside borrow pits have resulted in exposal

of foundation sands for a considerable distance riverward of the levee

(case 4, fig. 22), the head ho at the landside toe of the levee and the

seepage per unit length of levee can be computed from the formulas given

in case 4 in fig. 22. It should be noted that these formulas can be used

to estimate the seepage flow beneath the levee and the head ho for con-

ditions with semipervious instead of impervious landside top stratum,

since the effect of a semiperviousblanket on Qs and ho can be du-

plicated by an equivalent finite length of imperviousblanket.

116. Semipervioustop stratum. The condition most commonly en-

countered is that where a semipervioustop stratum overlies the pervious

substratum The formulas that follow are based on the assumption that

seepage flow through the top stratum is in a vertical direction and.--—.—...... ..... -

seepage in the pervious substratum is in a horizontal direction. These. -. .,.

assumptions are essentially valid wherever the permeability ratio kf/~

exceeds 10. In nature this ratio usually exceeds 10; it ranged from

about 100 to 5000 for the 16 sites studied.

117. The determination of $ (and hence Qs , ho , and hx) is

based on the base width of the levee ‘2 ‘
an evaluation of the distance

from the landside levee toe to the effective source of seepage s , and

the distance from the landside levee toe to the effective seepage exit

‘3 “
Determination of these latter three items (L2 > s ~ and x3) has

been discussed earlier in this part. As previously stated the theoretical

expressions for s and x
3

depend upon the extent, permeability and

thickness of the top stratum and pervious foundation, and on whether a block

or open drainage surface occurs at the extremities of the blanket. For-

mulas for computing s and x
3

are summarized in fig. 23.
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118. Wherever both the riverside and landside top stratum are semi-

pervious, the expression for the quantity of seepage per unit length of

levee canbe expressedby

where

or

Qs=kfH$

$=+S+x

Qs=kfH+- ●

3

( 21)

(29)

(30)

The head ho beneath the top stratum at the landside toe of the levee is

expressed by

ho=H

[1

‘3
z“

3
(31)

Equations 30 and 31 ~e valid for all con~tions where the ~ndside top

stratum is semipervious.

119● The head hx beneath the semipervioustop stratum landward

of a levee depends upon the head ho and conditions landward of the

levee. Expressions for hx are given below for typical conditions en-

countered landward of levees (see fig. 23).

Case 5, L3 = m

hx = ho C-cx

(e = 2.718)

case 6, L3 = a finite distance, and a block exists
at the end of the blanket

cosh C (L3 - x)
hx = ho cosh CL

3

.

( 32)

(33)

.

..
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and
ho

hx=L
3

= cosh C L
3

Case 7, L3 = a finite distance, and an open drainage surface
exists at the end of the blanket

sinh c (L - x)
hx = ho 3

sinh c L
3

hx=L =0
3

r%Lc=
kf~Ld=

(33a)

(34)

(34a)

(7)

120 ● In order to simplify the determination of hx for various

values of x , a graph of the relationshipbetween hx/ho and x/x has
3

been plotted in fig. 24 for L
3
=m, and for various values of x /L

33
for both a blocked and open exit at L

3“
Once s , x

head ho

j , L3 , and the

at the landside toe of the levee have been determined, the ratio

hx/h can be read from fig. 24 for any particular

be c~mputed from hx/h
o“

121. It can be shown from fig. 21 that for a

permeability of landside top stratum and foundation

of a block landward of the levee increases the head

x/x ; then hx
3

can

given thickness and

sand, the presence

at the toe of the

levee and decreases the total seepage beneath the levee which would occur

if there were no block and the top stratum were infinite in landward ex-

tent. However, the seepage at the toe of the levee would be heavier.

Also the shorter the distance from the levee tie to the block L
3

the

higher will be the head at the landward toe (see figs. 21 and 23). Where

a block occurs landward of the levee and the corresponding
‘3

has been

determined from piezometric data, the x
3

that would have existed without

the block can be determined from the factors given by the graph in fig.

25. This procedure was used for estimating the permeability of the land-

side top stratum at the piezometer sites where landside blocks exist.

122. Values of ho and hx given by the above equations are
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.

hydrostatic heads at the middle of the

is less than 100 to 500, values of ho

top stratum will be slightly less than

of the head loss resulting from upward

Estimation of substratum hydrostatic
pressures from piezometer readings

pervious

and h
x

substratum;where
‘f’%L

immediatelybeneath the

those computed from x3 because

seepage through the sand stratum.

123. The hydrostatic pressure at the landside toe of a levee at a

project flood stage can be estimated from readings of a single piezometer

at the landside toe by plotting readings

vs correspondingoverbank river stages.

indicate whether the hydrostatic head at

to equal or exceed hc . If a value of

stages less than the design flood stage,

observed during high-water periods

Extrapolation of such a plot will

high river stages can be expected

hc is likely to occu at river

control measures are indicated.

If the piezometer readings have reached a maximum and remain constant

for rising river stages, the critical hydrostatic pressure has been

reached, and control measures are indicated if the project river stage

is very much higher than the stage at which he occurred.
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PART IV: INVESTIGATIONOF UNDERSEEPAGE AT PIEZOMETER SITES

124. Basic to the over-all investigationof underseepagewere

detailed study of geological and soil conditions and the measurement

the

of

substratumpressures and seepage flow by means of piezometers at 15 sites

on the Mississippi River and one site on the Red River. The sites were

selected where subsurface explorationshad already been made and repre-

sentative types of geological and top stratum conditions were known to

exist. The sites included locations where no underseepage had occurred

and where underseepage and sand boils had been a serious problem during

the 1937 high water. The first six sections of this part describe the

studies made, procedures and equipment used in the field, data-analysis

methods, bases for seepage-controlrecommendations,and the manner of

presenting the results of the studies. The remainder of Part IV sum-

marizes the results of the studies by sites.

Types of Studies Made for Each Site

125. The studies made for each of the piezometer sites included:

a. Mapping. In general, three maps -- plan, topographic,
and an aerial mosaic -- were prepared for each site.
The plan maps, originally drawn to a scale of 1:1O,OOO,*
show the levee, river, and other pertinent geographic
features; the general geology of the area; and locations
of the piezometers that were installed. The topographic
maps, prepared with 2-ft contom intervals and originally
drawn to a scale of 1:2,400,** show the locations of the
borings and piezometers in detail, the terrain, detailed
geology, thickness and type of top stratum, and location
of seepage and sand boils. The aerial mosaics also show
the locations of the piezometers.

b. Field explorations. Both shallow and deep borings were
made at each site to determine the soil stratification
along the levee toe and along cross sections perpendicular
to the levee. Most of the borings were of the auger or
bailer type, with undisturbed Shelby tube samples of the

* The plan maps in this report generally have a scale of 1:6666.
* The topographic maps in this report have a scale of 1 in. = 300 ft.
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.

c.

d.

e.

f.

top stratum and upper fine sands obtained above the water
table at some locations. The purpose of the borings was
to assist in delineation of the geology of the site, pro-
vide data as to the thickness and type of top stratum
and depth of the underlying sand, and furnish samples
for mechanical analyses and permeability tests of the
sands. From the boring logs generalized soil sections
were developed and the thickness of the top stratum land-
ward of the levee was determined. At Commerce and Trotters
54 pumping tests were performed in addition to the soil
borings for the purpose of accurately determining the
permeability of the underlying sand strata.

Geological studies. The general geology of each site as
regards former river courses was taken from previous
geological studies.16 The detailed geology was estab-
lished from a study of aerial photographs, topographic
maps, and boring data.

Laboratory tests. Mechanical analyses and permeability
tests were made on remolded sand samples to determine
the gradation and permeability of the foundation sands.
Values of Dlo and k are plotted adjacent to the boring
logs on the soil profiles.

Hydrostatic pressure measurements. Piezometers were lo-
cated along the landside toe of the levee to determine
the pressure beneath the top stratum, and along ranges
perpendicular to the levee to measure the hydrostatic
pressure beneath and landward of the levee and the dis-
tances to the effective seepage source and exit. Gen-
erally the tips of the piezometers were located immediately
below the top stratum in the upper part of the underlying
foundation sands. At some sites the tips were put down
to a considerable depth in the sand stratum for the pur-
pose of measuring head loss in the foundation sands in a
vertical direction; at other sites some of the piezom-
eter tips were located within the top stratum for meas-
uring the loss in head within the top stratum.

Seepage measurements. The natural seepage emerging land-
ward of the levee was measured at Gammon, Comnerce,
Trotters 51 and 54, Stoval, and Baton Rouge sites during
the 1950 high water. At one site, Trotters 54, it was
possible to compare the observed natural seepage during
a high water before relief wells were installed to that
observed during another high water (1951) when a system
of relief wells was in operation. At the other sites the
natural seepage measurements were compared with those com-
puted from the permeability of the foundation and the
hydraulic gradient beneath the levee.—
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Generally the natural seepage at the sites was measured
at about the crest of the 1950 high water. It was im-
possible to collect all the seepage passing beneath the
levee; but, in general, the area in which the seepage
being measured was emerging could be delineated by field
observations,and the approximate percentage of the total
seepage passing beneath the levee and emerging in the
delineated area could be estimated from hydraulic gra-
dients. The rate of seepage was determined by measuring
the flow in small ditches or culverts by means of a
midget Gurley flow meter at locations where delineation
of the seepage area was possible.

Piezometer Installations

126. The piezometers consist, in general, of commercial

well screens 1-1/2 to 2 in. in diameter and 24 to 30 in. long.

pipes are of galvanized iron pipe 1 to 2 in. ID. They usually

to 3 ft above ground, and are protected either with a cylinder

brass

Riser

extend 2

of con-

crete 6 in. in diameter poured around the upper part of the riser pipe

or by means of guard posts. The piezometers riverward of the levee are

protected by special devices such as shown on plate 140. The locations

of all piezometers are given in table 1 of volume 2. The elevation of

the project flood and the crests of the 1937, 1945, and 1950 high waters,

the average elevation of the ground surface along the toe of the levee,

and the maximum net head on the levee during the three high waters are

recorded for each of the 16 sites in table 3.

Factors Evaluated and Methods Used in Analysis
of Piezometric and Seepage Data

127. Factors Ll , L2 , and L
3

were obtained at each site from

field surveys and existing maps. However, at some sites the value of

‘3
was determined from a consideration of both geological information

and piezometric gradient lines (see Gammon, paragraph 189). The depth

and permeability of the pervious foundation, and thicl:nessand permea-

bility of the top stratum at the sites were estimated from field
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explorations,pumping testsj laboratory

and seepage observations. The distance

and exit, substratumpressures landward

tests, and analysis of piezometric

to the effective seepage entrance

of the levee, and hydraulic gra-

dients beneath and landward of the levee were determined from piezometric

data. Seepage flow beneath the levee was estimated from hydraulic gra-

dients and characteristicsof the pervious substratum. Predicted hydrau-

lic”grade lines at project flood stages were based on theoretical formulas

discussed in Part III, extrapolation of observed data, and on borrow pit

and levee conditions, and seepage control measures as they existed in

1950. Predicted values of ho and upward gradients were based on ex-

trapolations of readings of piezometers beneath the top stratum at the

landside toe of the levee or existing seepage berm.

128. River stages during significant high-water periods were ob-

tained from gages installed at the sites. Gages and piezometers were

read at two- to three-day intervals during significant high-water periods.

The river stage and piezometers at any one site, though not read simul-

taneously, were always read the same day; however, the rate of rise or

fall of the river was sometimes of such magnitude that the lack of

simultaneousreading of river stage and piezometers probably caused some

error in the relation between the readings. The relationship between

overbank river stages at each site and those at a nearby permanent gage

on the Mississippi River are shown in volume 2. The graph on plate 14

is an illustration of this relationship at the Caruthersville,MO.) site.

The relationship is based on gage readings obtained at the site and at

the nearest permanent river gages during various rising river stages.

Because of differences in the slope of the water surface of the river

for different floods, the correlation shown is only approximate. The

relation between permanent gages and those at the sites was extrapolated

to the project flood, and therefore may not be as exact for river stages

ip excess of those already experienced.

129. Where the ground landward of the levee is essentially level,

tailwater was assumed equal to about the average elevation of the ground.

Water was ponded over a part of the area landward of the levee at some of

the sites and in those cases the elevation of water surface was recorded;
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e.g.,

water

Commerce, plate 48. At other sites the exact elevation of the tail-

was not determined and had to be estimated.

Borrow pit conditions

130. The width of borrow pits and type and thickness of material

in the bottom of the pits are summarized for each line of piezometers

considered in the discussion of each site later in this portion of the

report.

Seepage source and exit

131. At each site at least one line of piezcmeters was installed

perpendicular to the levee. The hydraulic grade line in the substratum

sands and the distances from the landside toe of the levee to the ef-

fective seepage source and exit were determined from readings of these

piezometers. The hydraulic grade line at the crest of the high water is

plotted for each piezometer line perpendicular to the levee at each site,

e.g., plates 12 and 13. The distances to the effective seepage source

and exit were computed from equations 10 and 14, respectively,using

data from piezometers located beneath the levee (and berm if present)

and with tips in the substratum sands. When there were three or foux

piezometers beneath the levee, s and x
3

were determined graphically.

Unless otherwise noted, s and
‘3

are referred to the landside toe of

the levee or berm.

132. Computation of s and
‘3

(see paragraphs93 and 97)

requires the use of the average head in the pervious substratm at the

points of measurement. Only at a few sites such as Commerce, Trotters

51, and Trotters 54 were piezometers installed sufficientlydeep in the

pervious foundation to obtain the average pressure in the sands. Data

at these sites indicate that: (a) the head immediatelybeneath the top

stratum under the middle portion of the levee is equal to that at any

depth in the pervious substratum, and (b) where there is a significant

flow of upward seepage the head immediately beneath the top stratum at

the landside toe of the levee is somewhat less than the average head in

the sand stratum at the levee toe. The difference in head developed at

the landside toe of the levee ir~ediately beneath the top stratum and at

or near the mid-depth of the substrat~ sand at the above sites is plotted
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for various net heads in fig. 26. At these sites the approximate average

difference in excess head at the landside levee toe as measured immedi-

ately beneath the top stratum and near the center of the pervious sub-

stratum is about 14 per cent of the net head on the levee. At sites

where no deep piezometers were installed and where the line consisted

of two shallow piezometers, one beneath the levee

toe (or berm toe where present), it was necessary

head in the substratum sand at the levee toe from

shallow piezometer at the toe prior to computing

similar to the above three sites the average head

and one at the levee

to estimate the average

the,reading of the

s and
‘3 “

At sites

at the levee toe was

estimated as the head in the shallow piezometer at the toe plus the

average difference in head between deep and shallow piezometers for the

same net head as recorded at Commerce and the two Trotters sites; see

fig. 26. At sites where the seepage flow landward of the levee appeared

to be less than that at the Commerce and Trotters sites, the average

head at the levee toe was assumed to be the head at the shallow piezometer

plus 1/8 to 1/2 of the average difference in head shown in fig. 26.

133. Distances to the effective seepage source and exit determined

on selected days during the high-water period are plotted vs the river

stage occurring on that day; e.g., fig. 27 for Caruthersville” From such

plots, values of s and
‘3

were extrapolated to the project flood.

The extrapolationof s to the project flood was based on observed trends

during previous high waters with consideration given to the possibility

of changes in the riverside borrow pits. The extrapolation of
‘3 ‘0

the project flood was obtained by solving equation 31 for X3 , using

the values of s , H , and ho estimated to exist at the project flood.

In so doing, ho was taken as the average head in the substratum sand

at the landside toe of the levee. A curve then was drawn through the

observed seepage exits (plotted against the corresponding river stages)

to the extrapolated x. at the project flood. The curves relating X2

and river stage

a.—

3 J

are of the following types:

‘3
independent of river stage. A constant x

3
, vertical

line on the plot of river stage vs x3 , e.g., fig. 27,
indicates that the resistance to the flow of seepage

4.
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either landward or up through the natural blanket remains
constant for various river stages.

b.
‘3

decreases with rising river stage. A decrease in

X3 with rising river stage indicates a decrease in the
resistance to seepage up through the landside top stratum.
This was common at a number of sites at relatively low
river stages. For example, the occurrence of sand boils
provides additional outlets for seepage, thereby decreas-
ing the resistance offered by the natural blanket to
seepage through the top stratum and thus decreasing the
distance to the effective seepage exit. On the x VS
river stage plots, the point at which X3 ?first s arts
to decrease, as the river stage increases, corresponds
approximatelyto the stage at which sand boils were first
observed (e.g., line M , Trotters 54, fig. 32).

c. ‘a increases with rising river stage. An increase in

i
with rising river stage indicates an increase in the

resistance to the flow of seepage landward. This phenom-
enon may be explained as follows: At the beginning of
overbank river stages the natural water table may be low
and there may be a large volume of unfilled porous space
in the ground into which seepage may readily flow and
which in a sense acts as a drainage reservoir for under-
seepage. For this condition the apparent seepage exit,
as previously defined, may be quite close. As the sub-
surface storage becomes filled in the vicinity of the
landside toe, the phreatic line comes in contact with
the bottom of the top stratum and seepage has to either
flow into storage areas farther landward or force its
way up through the top stratum. In either case the re-
sistance to the flow of seepage landward is increased,
which will increase the distance to the effective seepage
(drainage)exit; e.g., line E, Trotters 51, fig. 31. If
continued rising river stages cause the development of
sand boils, such boils will provide a form of drainage
that will result in a subsequent decrease in x3 . It
should be noted that prior to such time as the founda-
tion beneath the levee becomes fully saturated, a condi-
tion of truly artesian flow will not exist and, as a re-
sult, values of s and x3 computed from equations 10
and 14 may not be reliable. At certain lines and sites,
values of s and X3 could not be determined because
the piezometers were sluggish and/or gave erratic readings.

134. There are nmerous single piezometers along the toe of the

levee at the various sites. Although the data from these piezometers

were used in estimating the severity of underseepage, they were not
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used to estimate values of s and x
3“

Thickness and permeability
of mervious substratum

135● The total thickness of the pervious substratum was determined

from deep borings. The effective thickness d was determined as that

thickness of the principal seepage-carryingsand stratum below the top

stratum. (See definitions of thickness and permeability in Part V, para-

graph 651.) The thicknesses of very fine sand strata of low permeability

were transformed into reduced equivalent thicknesses with the same per-

meability as that of the principal seepage-carryingstratum. The per-

meability of the effective pervious substratumwas determined using var-

ious methods; the values so obtained at each site are tabulated in the

discussion of each site. Methods of determining ‘f
are explained in

Part III of this report. Those used in the analysis of data from the

piezometer sites are summarized as follows:

a. Laboratory permeability tests. Laboratory permeability
tests were made on samples from deep borings at or near
the landside toe of the levee, from which data kf was
estimated by equation 9. Where the borings did not fully
penetrate the substratum, kf for the part of the sub-
stratum beneath the boring was estimated from values of
kf obtained from the deeper samples in the borings. This
appears reasonable because it has been found that the
permeability of the substratum generally tends to in-
crease with depth in the Lower Mississippi River Valley.
The results of the laboratory permeability tests on re-
molded samples are shown adjacent to the logs of borings
in volume 2.

b. Grain-size data. The permeability of the foundation was
also estimated from the D7n size of the sand in each
stratum comprising the sub~~ratum by a procedure similar
to ~, above, except that kf was determined by means of
the empirical relationship between Dlo and kH shown
in fig. 17. The relationship between the permeability
of remolded samples of sand, taken with a bailer, as de-
termined in the laboratory and D10 is shown for the
various sites on plate 244. After this plate had been
prepared, numerous field pumping tests were conducted
from which the relationship between field permeability
kH and D1o was obtained as shown in fig. 17. It is
believed that a better estimate of kf can be obtained
from fig. 17 than from plate 244, and therefore fig. 17
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c.

d.

e.

f.

was used in estimating kf from grain-size data. Values
of Dlo as obtained from mechanical analyses are plotted
adjacent to the boring logs in volume 2.

Seepage and piezometric data. These data were used in
estimating kf by means of equation 2a at the six sites
where the seepage emerging landward of the levee was
measured.

Field pumping tests. Pumping tests were conducted at
Commerce and Trotters 54 (see Appendix C) to determine
the permeability of the sand. The results of these tests
are given in the table of analysis of piezometric and
seepage data for these sites.

Well flow data. At Commerce and Trotters 51, systems of
relief wells were in operation during the 1943 high-water
period, and values of kf were computed from the well
flow data. Similar computationswere made for the relief
well systems at Trotters 54 from data obtained during the
1943 and 1951 high-water periods. The permeability of
the sand substratum was computed from equation 2b by re-
placing QA with the well flow per unit length of levee
and MA with the slope of the hydraulic grade line land-
ward of the well system.

Best estimate. A best estimate of kf is given for each
site. This estimate is based on the k+ values obtained
by methods a-e, inclusive,with emphasi~ on results from

– ‘~, and e.methods ], g,

Thickness of top stratum

136. The top stratum was transformed into a blanket of uniform

vertical permeability of a specific thickness as illustrated in fig. 13.

The thickness transformationfactors used were approximately the same as

given in table 1.

137. Blanket formulas show that for a uniform top stratum infinite

in landward extent 64% of the seepage flow rises to the surface between

the landside levee toe and the effective seepage exit. Therefore, bor-

ings made between the toe of the levee and the effective seepage exit

were given more weight than those farther landward when estimating
‘bL “

All borings in an area with a length, parallel to the levee, equal to the

exit length were considered in determining the average thickness of the

top stratum at a given piezometer line. At sites where thin spots in

the top stratum are present, because of either natural deposition or man-

made ditches, it was necessary to assign values of
‘t

as well as
‘bL ‘
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as such thin areas determine the amount of excess head that may safely be

allowed to develop. The same thickness transformationfactors were

for Zt and zbL .

Permeability of top stratum

used

138. The permeability of the top stratum IjL was estimated by means

of blanket formulas and measurements of natural seepage as described below.

a. Blanket formulas. Where the top stratum was uniform and—
infinite in landward extent, ‘bL was estimated by means
of equation 5 using the best estimate of zbL and kf
for each piezometer line. However, at some sites the top
stratum does not extend infinitely landward but instead
the presence of a clay-filled channel effectively prevents
seepage farther landward and results in a blocked exit;
e.g., case 6 of fig. 23, and plates 20 and 27. The value
Of kbL for the portion of the blanket between the levee
toe and block L

3
can be estimated from equation 6 or

more easily from equation 5 after the distance to the ef-
fective seepage exit (x

3
for finite L ) as indicatedby

2piezometers is converte to a correspon ing X3 for L3 = m
using the factors shown in fig. 25. Values of kbL com-
puted from blanket formulas are given for each piezometer
line in the tabular summary for each of the piezometer
sites.

b. Seepage measurements. At the six sites where the quantity
of seepage emerging in a given area landward of the levee
was measured, kbL was also computed from equation 4.

c. Best estimate. At 11 SiteS kbL could only be estimated—
from blanket formulas which consequentlygave the best
estimate. At the six sites where natural seepage was
measured the best estimate of kbL was obtained by pro-
portioning results obtained from a and b above, giving
more weight to results from metho~ b. ~ah-IeS of kbL
are given for both the 1950 high-wa~er period and the
project flood; the latter values of ‘bL are estimates
of conditionswithout any additional seepage control
measures. It should be noted that at many sites ‘bL
will increase as the river rises and sand boils develop,
and therefore the predicted values of ‘bL at the crest
of the project flood usually exceed those observed in 1950.

Permeability ratio ‘f/~L

139. The ratio of the permeability of sand substratum to that of

the top stratum is given in the tabular sunmary for each site. The first

value listed in the table is the best estimate of kf/~L obtained by

the following methods:
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a. Blanket formulas. Blanket formulas were used to estimate
the permeability ratio. Where the landside top stratum
is i-tiinitein landward extent, equation 5 can be written
as follows:

kf
’32—=—

%L ‘bLd
(5a)

where ZbL and d are determined from boring data and
x3 is obtained from piezometric data as previously de-
scribed. Where a block occurred landward of the levee,
the observed X3 was converted to an equivalent
X3 for L3 = @ (from fig. 25) as previously described.

b. Natural seepage measurements. The permeability ratio was
also obtained by dividing the value of ‘f by the value
of kbL \obtained from natural seepage measurements and
equation 4.

Seepage beneath levee Qs

140. The seepage beneath the levee per 100 ft of levee was computed

for the crest of the 1950 flood and was also computed for the project

flood from equation 30 using the best estimated values of d , kf , s ,

and X
3

for the project flood. Values of seepage Qs/H in gpm per ft

net head per 100 ft of levee are shown in the tables. The severity of

seepage at the sites during the 1950 high water has been based on the

following arbitrary classification.

Qs/H

gpm per 100 ft of Levee Severity of Seepage

>10 Heavy
5-1o Medium
<5 Light

Piezometer readings
versus river staae

141. Readings of selected piezometers at the landside toe of levee

or berm were plotted against the correspondingriver stages for different

high waters; e.g., Caruthersville,plates 14 and 15. The ratio of the

head ho at the different piezometers to the net head H on the levee

was computed and is shown on the curves drawn through the plotted data.

Also shown are the estimated hydrostatic heads for the project flood;

these heads were based on extrapolations of observed data and consideration
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possible substratumheads. Values of hc were

the transformed thickness of top stratum
‘t by

value of 0.85 was assumed for ic to give a

the resulting estimated maximum substratumpres-

sures. As discussed later in the report, it was found that ic appears

to vary widely at several of the sites studied where sand boils developed;

generally, ic was equal to or less than 0.85. The maximum piezometer

readings were computed by adding hc to either the ground elevation at

the piezometer or the tailwater elevation where the ground at the piezom-

eter was submerged. Ditches frequently are critical as regards under-

seepage; therefore, some piezometers were installed on both sides of

(but not in) existing ditches. The head presumed beneath the bottom of

the ditch (Caruthersville,plate 15) was taken as the average of the

nearby piezometers.

142.

Pressures,

eluded for

and values

A table entitled “Head on Levee, Top Strata, Substratum

and Gradients through Top Strata along Toe of Levee” is in-

each site. This table contains a summary of ‘t
and h

c’
of ho for the crest of the 1950 flood and the estimated ho

at the project flood. Gradients through the top stratum and related

severity of seepage also are summarized in this table.

143. The hydrostatic head ho at various piezometers landward

of the levee was estimated for the project flood as described below.

The letter shown in the table by each ho estimated at the project flood

corresponds to one of the following methods of estimation.

a. Where piezometer readings continued to increase linearly—
with river stage and ho extrapolated to the project
flood was less than hc (=0.85 zt), the ho that will
develop at the project flood was taken to be the value
obtained by the above extrapolation (see piezometer 1,
line D, Caruthersville,plate 14).

b. Where piezometer readings reached a maximum and then re-
mained constant during a period when the river continued
to rise it was assumed that the substratum pressure would
not rise above such value regardless of head on the levee
and that ho at the project flood stage would be the
same as the above observed maximum (see piezometer C-5,
line C, Gammon, plate 30).
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c. Where piezometer readings increased with rising river
stages but it appeared ho would become equal to hc
before the project flood stage was reached, the curve
fitting the data was extrapolated to ho = hc (for i =
0.85). See piezometer 11, line D, Caruthersville,plate
15.

d. Where piezometer readings were available for several high
waters and it appeared that the maximum head recorded by
the piezometer at the project flood would be less than
hc , the curve fitting the data was extrapolatedby eye
to the project flood.

144. Landside piezometer readings remaining constant over a period

when the river stage continued to rise indicated that the critical head

beneath the top stratum had developed and that sand boils, with severity

dependent on the height of river stage above that causing hc , had de-

veloped at the site before the project flood crest was reached.

145. The initial portion of plots of piezometer readings vs river

stage indicate that artesian heads usually did not develop beneath the

top stratum until after water had been against the levee for several

days. This initial lag is attributed to the large volume of storage

above the initial ground-water table landward of the levee which must

be filled before the hydrostatic head in the pervious substratum can rise

above the ground surface.

146. Hydraulic gradients beneath and landward of the levee were

plotted for each site at a river stage equal to about 1/3 or 1/2 the

maximum stage, at maximum stage, and when the river had fallen to about

the natural ground surface. The gradient in the middle of the pervious

aquifer was estimated for a project flood stage for one of the piezom-

eter lines at each site. The gradient lines estimated for a project

flood were based on predicted values of s and
‘3

at a project flood

stage and values of kf/~ , zbL , and d .

Basis for Evaluation of Seepage Problem, and Recommendations
Regarding Seepage Control Measures

147. The adequacy of existing berms (and the relief well system at

Trotters 54) was evaluated for each site. The evaluation was based on
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the criteria given in paragraph 675.

148. Where the analysis of piezometric and seepage data from the

sites indicates that substratum pressures landward of the levee have ex-

ceeded or would exceed maximum allowable heads, seepage control measures

are recommended unless an existing seepage berm or sublevee is considered

to be adequate to safeguard the levee. Design values for each site and/or

subreach therein are given in tables titled “Summary of Analysis of Pi.

ezometric and Seepage Data, and Average Design Values.” The distances

to the source of seepage selected for design values are those estimated

at the project flood; the effective seepage exits are those determined

from piezometer readings, modified where necessary to conform with the

values of z
bL ‘ %L ~ d > ‘f ~ and ‘3 ‘elected ‘or ‘he ‘ndicated

reaches of levee. The selection of design values for

kf/~L was Predicated on
‘3 ‘ ‘bL ~ and

the intent that the resulting seepage control

measures would prevent the landside top stratum from becoming more per-

vious than it was observed to become during the 1950 high water as a re-

sult of seepage and sand boils. If the design of control measures had

been based on values (x3 and kf/~L) predicted for the project flood

without additional control measures, the design of the new control meas-

ures would not be compatible with top stratw conditions until after the

seepage situation became worse than that which existed during the 1950

high water.

Methods of Presenting Results of the Studies

149. The results of the studies are presented in the remainder of

this part and on the plates in volume 2. The discussions of each site

include the following information:

a. Description of the site which embraces (1) maps and an
aerial mosaic, (2) a history of the underseepage, (3)
underseepage control measures installed, and (4) features
of the piezometer installation.

b. Geology of the site and soil conditions which describe
(1) relation of underseepage to geology, (2) soil pro-
files and piezometer lines, and (3) characteristicsof
top stratum and foundation.
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c. Analyses of piezometric and seepage data by (1) estima-
tion of numerical values of factors L
s i~v~l%d’i~3s~e~&g~,~ X3 ~ d , kf ,Qs , ho , and ic
(2) study of substratumhydrostatic pressures and hydrau-
lic gradients beneath and landward of levee, and (3) com-
parison of measured and computed seepage flows.

d. Evaluation of seepage problem and recommendationsregard-—
ing control measures if any are indicated.

150. The plates of volume 2 comprise maps (paragraph1499), geo-

logical and soil profiles, and plots of piezometer data. The plan and

topographicmaps present the history and location of underseepage during

the 1937 and 1950 high waters; the topographic maps also show existing

seepage control measures. On the plan maps the surface geology at each

site is delineated by means of various hatchings and colors. The type

and thickness of the top stratum are shown in a similar manner on the

topographicmaps. (The legends for the symbols, hatchings, and colors

are given on plate 1.) The location of underseepage and sand boils with

respect to geological features and top stratum characteristicsis also

shown on the topographic maps. The soil profile plates present geolog-

ical and soil profiles in color, all available logs of borings,* labora-

tory data, and potential sources of underseepage. Locations where seepage

observationpoints were established can be found on the topographic maps

together with the date, river stage, and amount of seepage observed at

these points.

Caruthersville,Missouri

151. Caruthersvillewas selected as a site for study and the in-

stallation of piezometers primarily because of its record of heavy

underseepage and sand boils along certain reaches of the levee, whereas

underseepagehad not been a problem at other locations in the area. The

top stratum landward of and along the levee section investigatedmay be

.

* The classificationsof soil types shown on the boring logs were based
on the LMVD soil classificationtriangle included on plate 1, since
all borings were made before development of the Unified Soil Classifi-
cation System.
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divided into four basic types and thicknesses: (a) 10 ft of clay over-

lain by 5 ft of silt; (b) 2 to 5 ft of clay overlain by 5 ft of silt;

(c) 3 to6ftof silt; (d) 15 ftof silt. “

Description of site

152. The site is located along the west bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River near Caruthersville,MO.) and extends from about sta 25/O to

26/20. Plans of the site, river, borrow pits, piezometers, borings, and

the locations of underseepage and sand boil areas are shown on plates 2

and 3; plate 4 is an aerial mosaic of the site. The Mississippi River

is approximately 1500 ft from the levee. Riverside borrow pits approx-

imately 10 ft deep and 500 ft wide extend the full length of the section

of levee under study. The levee in the vicinity of sta 26/0 has a net

height of about 18 to 20 ft. River stages at this site can be estimated

from the Mississippi River gage at Cairo and the graph on plate 14.

153. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, H of

14 to 15 ft caused heavy underseepage and numerous pin boils along the

levee toe and for a distance 1000 ft landward between sta 25/O and 26/30;

sand boils were observed between sta 25/51 and 26/8. In 1939 a relatively

thin seepage berm approximately 100 ft wide was constructed along the

landside toe of the levee, as shown on plate 3.

154. During the 1950 high water, maximum H was approximately 8

to 9 ft; sheet seepage occurred along the berm toe and for a distance of

2000 ft landward between sta 25/O and 26/5; and medium underseepage and

sand boils were observed between sta 26/5 and 26/20 (plate 3).

155. Piezometer installation. In 1943 lines of piezometers were

installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 26/0 (line A), and at sta

26/10 (line C); piezometers were also placed along the toe of the seepage

berm from sta 25/O to 31/0 (line D). The tips of all piezometers were

installed in clean sand immediately beneath the top stratum. Piezometer

readings were obtained during high waters in 1943 and 1950.

Geology of site
and soil conditions

156. The surface geology is shown on plates 2 and 3. Plate 2

shows the locations of former river courses in the area and natural levee
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deposits which blanket the area. A more detailed presentation of the

character and thickness of the top stratum in the vicinity of stq 26/0

is depicted on plate 3, which also shows the location of underseepage

with respect to geological features.

157. The site is situated mainly in an area of point bar deposits

laid down as the river gradually enlarged a meander loop (plate 2). Dur-

ing former river course 11 a chute developed, approximately 1800 ft wide,

which subsequentlywas filled with silts and clays ranging in thickness

from 10 to 20 ft (plates 7 and 8). The fine-grained top stratum of the

point bar deposits in course 10 consists of a stratum of silty clay 2 to

6 ft thick overlain by 3 to 5 ft of natural levee deposits of sandy silt

and silty sand. The top stratum downstream of course 11 consists of 4

to 10 ft of silty sand and sandy silt. The thickest top stratum deposits

are found in the old channel of course 11.

158. Relation of underseepage to geology. At this site under-

seepage appears to be associated with the insufficient thickness and

silty character of the top stratum. During the 1950 high water the

heavier underseepage and sand boils were observed at and immediately

downstream of the downstream edge of the course 11 chute (plate 3).

This can probably be attributed to the thinness and silty nature of the

top stratum in this area and to the fact that foundation sands are

probably exposed to a greater extent in the riverside borrow pits op-

posite this location than along other reaches of the borrow pit in the

area.

159. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Soil profiles at piezom-

eter lines A, C, and D are shown on plates 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

Deep borings to Tertiary show the existence of a pervious sand stratum

about 100 ft thick extending from the river beneath and landward of the

levee. A generalized soil profile, with the same horizontal and vertical

scales, extending from the river to landward of the levee along line B

is shown on plate 5.

1.60. Piezometer line A was located in the center of a chute of

course 11 and in an area where the heaviest ~derseepage had been ob-

served during the 1933 and 1937 high waters (plate 3). Piezometer
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line C was installed perpendicular to the levee at the

chute where the top stratum was quite thin (5 to 7 ft)

edge of course

and consisted

largely of silty sand and sandy silt. Individual piezometers were 10
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11

cated along the landside toe of the present seepage berm as indicated on

plate 7.

161. Piezometer 1 at sta 25/O was installed in former river course

11 (see plate 2) at a point where the top stratum consists of about 9 ft

of clay overlain by 5 ft of natural levee deposits. Plates 3 and 7 show

that the borrow pits opposite piezometer 1 are blanketed by 3 to 5 ft of

clay. Piezometer 13, south of Caruthersvilleat approximate sta 31/0,

was deliberately located at a point where no significant underseepage

had ever been reported (plate 3). The boring for this piezometer re-

vealed essentially a silt top stratum approximately 15 ft thick. A cross

section of the borrow pit opposite piezometer 13 indicates that the bottom

of the pit at this location is probably blanketed by at least 5 to 6 ft

of silt.

Analysis of pi-
ezometric and seepage data

162. River stage and piezometer readings obtained during the 1943

and 1950 high waters are plotted on plates 9-11. These high waters

created a maximum H of about 8 to 9 ft. Piezometric gradients in the

pervious substratum beneath the levee along piezometer lines A and C at

selected river stages during these high-water periods are shown on plates

12 and 13, which also show the hydrostatic head along the toe of the

levee as measured by line D piezometers. From these plates it can be

seen that excess heads of about O.j to 1.5 ft developed at the berm toe

at lines A and C during these floods. These heads decreased rapidly

farther landward, and little or no excess head existed 300 ft landward

of the berm toe. The greatest head at the toe of the berm was estimated

to be about 5 ft at sta 26/6 during the 1950 high water (line D, plate

13). Plates 12 and 13 also show that the hydraulic gradient beneath the

levee and berm was essentially a straight line at lines A and C. A sum-

mary of information pertaining to the site and results of analyses of

piezometric and seepage data are given in table lL.
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Sulmaryof Aualysts of PLezometrlc and Seepage Data, and Average E.ssigrlvalues

Caruthersville, M.., Site

Line A Line C Average -slgm values

1943 1950 Prqe.t 1943 1950 w 6/ 6/ 6
Facto, Flood Flood X F100a Flood xZ&x X&.l&

277.4 287.2 276.2 q~.k 287.2 287.2
268.o+ 268.0+ 270.5 zTo.5 210.5 268.0
9.4 19.2 5.7 6.9 16.7 19.2

287.2
270.5
16.7

287.2
270.5 ‘
16.7

River stage (crest) 276.2

Averege el of gxound or tallwa.ter 268.W
Head on levee (H) 8.2

k & 5* ----- 8.%9 8.%9 ----- ---.-Piezometers used in e.na,lysis 3kb -----
-----
----- 300

lo ftsisd
-----
---.-

-----
----- 3&l 300

--.--
300

.....
Riverside borrow pit, width, ft
Top atl-.tum

303
0-5 ft ChY
2-5 ft si sd
5 ft St s&

1200

-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----

560
230

240

---.-

-----

-.-.-
-..--

-----
-----
-----

-----

17

17

90

89

260

28

-----

Average stratum
Distance from riverside levee toe to river (Ll)
%... width of levee (L2)
Lar@@.rd extent Of tOP stratum (L3)

10 ft Si Sd
1200
280
.

5 ft. Si Sd
Uoo
330

s.na
1200
300

s~a
1200
3m
.

-----
.----
-----
-----

4.%3
150

200

.----
-----
-----
-----

560
280

200

-----
-----
...-.
-----

480
200

180

330

810
530

500
203

Distance to effective seepage source (s)
Effective length of riverslae blanket (xl)

775
445

500
170

50!3
2’20

Distsnce to effective seepage exit (X3) 250 200 230 170

100

230

10C

1500
-----
-.---

Effective thickness of sand substratum (d) 100 100100 -.--- -----

Permeability of substratum (kf X 10
-4

Cmlsec)

laboratory permeability tests
Grain size (kf(fiela) v. DIO, fig. 17)

Seepage ma piezometric data
Field pumping tests
well flow ma pie.cmetri. tit.

1500

1150
-----

1500

1150
-----

1500
-----

1500-.---
.--.-
.----
-.---
-----

-----
-----
-----
-----
.....
-----

-----
..---
---.-
-----
-----
--.--

--..-
.----

-----
---.-
---.-

-----
-----
-.---

.-.--

....-
-----

-----
-----
.....

-----
-----

----- Silty sand ----- ----- Silty clay silty sa”a Silw, ~d
----- 7.5 ----- ----- 7.0 4.5

7.0 4.5 8.0

25 25 25 35 ----- . . . . . . . . . .

24 28 28 35 ----- . . . . . -----

60 60 60 45 75 60 60

62 53 53 43 ------- . . . . . ---
----- -------- --- ------ . . . . . . . . . ----

625 110 225 560 ----- ----- -----

33 19 33 33 ---------- -----

Top stratum, type Clay silt
Effect.ve thickness for seepage analysis (~L) 6.7
Critical thickness (z.)

‘.4
Fermeability (EL x 10 cm/see)

Piezometrlc data and blanket formulas
Piezometric date.and seepage measurements

15
16

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)

Blanket formula
N8tut-e.1seepage measurements

lCO

96

Natural seepage beneath levee
Q., sPm/1~ ft .f levee

Q,/E, @pm/ft of hemi/100 ft of levee

180

22

ii
c* Average of natural ground -a bottom of aitcheo.

** Piezometer 3 wassluggish in 1950.

e

163. Source of seepage. Seepage can enter the pervious founda-

tion at the Caruthersvillesite through the river bank approximately 1500

ft from the levee, and through riverside borrow pits from which the top

stratum has largely been removed in the vicinity of the central part of

the piezometer system. The thickness and character of the remaining top

stratum materials in the borrow pits in the vicinity of sta 26/0 are il-

lustrated by the colored hatching on plate 3.

164. Values of s as determined at piezometer lines A and C for

various river stages during the 1943 and 1950 high-water periods are

plotted in fig. 27. These values indicate that seepage enters the sand

substratumprimarily through the borrow pits, even though several feet

of silt remain in the pits (plates 5 and 6). (The source of seepage as

determined graphically at lines A and C is shown on plates 12 and 13.)

The distance to the effective source of seepage at lines A and C was
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Fig. 27. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Caruthersville,lines A and C

about 800 ft at the crest of the 1943 flood and about 550 ft at the crest

of the 1950 flood. It may be noted from fig. 27 that s decreased con-

siderably as the river rose and that a change probably occurred in borrow

pit conditions during the 7-year interval between the 1943 and 1950

floods; values of s for 1950 are about 175 ft less than those for the

1943 high-water period at the same river stage. From the values of s

plotted versus river stage in fig. 27 it is estimated that s might be

as close as 500 ft at the Caruthersvillesite during the project flood.

165. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

were determined using the same

piezometers as were used for estimating s . The average ground surface

and tailwater assumed in the analysis was 268.0 at line A and 270.5 at

line C. The resulting exit lengths are plotted vs correspondingriver

stages in fig. 27. At line A, where the top stratum consists of about

6.5 ft of clay silts,
‘3

was about 24o ft at the crest of both the 1943

and 1950 high waters. At line C, where the top stratum consists essen-

tially of about 7.5 ft of silty sand,
‘3

was about 200 ft during the

two floods. It is estimated that x
3

will be about 200 ft at the project

flood at both piezometer lines A and C.

166. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

foundation at Caruthersvilleconsists of an upper strat~ of fine sands

about 10 ft thick and strata of medium to coarse sands about 100 ft thick
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(plates 5-7). Permeabilities of these strata could be estimated only

from laboratorypermeability data, as grain-size data

urements were not available. Laboratory permeability

samples from bailer boring K-1 (plate 6) indicate a

10
-4

cm per sec for the upper, fine sands, and 1150 x

and seepage meas-

tests on remolded

‘f 4
of about 80 x

lo- cm per sec

for the lower, coarse sands. On the basis of classificationand pumping

tests at other sites it is believed that the upper sands at this site

have a k of about 100 x 10
-4

cm per see, and that the principal aquifer

has a k of about 1500 x 10
-4

cm per sec.

167. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. At line A the

average top stratum landward of the berm toe is composed of about 6 ft

of clay silts, except where ditches exist along Highway 84, underlain by

1 to 2 ft of sandy silt. On the basis of zbL = 6.5 ft, kbL was com-
-4

puted to be 20 x 10 cm per sec from formula 5, using x = 24o ft as
3

obtained from 1950 high-water data. At line C the top stratum (about
-4

7.5 ft of silty sand) has an estimated
‘bL

of about 25 x 10 cm per

sec. On the basis of these values it appears that during high water the

clay silt top stratum at Caruthersvillehas a permeability almost equal

to that of the silty sand top stratum.

168. Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability kf/l\L of

the foundation to that of the clay silt top stratum at line A is esti-

mated to have been 75, and that of the top blanket of silty sand at line

C to have been about 60 in 1950. Estimates of kf/~L for the crest of

the 1943 and project floods are given in table 4.

169. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at lines A

and C at the crest of the 1950 flood, and for the project flood, was

estimated using correspondingvalues for H , s , and x
3

for these

floods. The seepage at the 1950 crest was about 250 gpm per 100 ft of

levee at both lines A and C. Estimated Qs at the project flood is

about 600 gpm per 100 ft of levee. Qs per H in 1943, 1950, and for

the project flood is given in table 4. Because of the short length of

piezometer lines A and C it is not possible to estimate accurately how

much of the seepage passing beneath the levee in 1943 and 1950 actually

rose to the surface. However, it is believed that approximately 50 per
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cent of the seepage passing beneath the levee at the crest of

high water was emerging landward of the levee. During higher
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the 1950

river

stages when the ground storage will probably be filled farther land-

ward of the levee, practically all of the seepage passing beneath the

levee will rise to the surface. Thus it may be concluded that the

Caruthersville site is subject to a high rate of natural seepage. (Al-

though no actual seepage measurements were made at the site, it was re-

ported that the seepage landward of the levee was very heavy during the

1950 high water.)

170. Landside substratumpressures. The hydrostatic pressures

that developed at the toe of the berm at or near the crest of the 19~3

and 1950 floods are shown on plates 12 and 13 (line D). Plots of read-

ings of selected piezometers at or near the landside toe of the levee vs

river stages are shown on plates 14 and 15, together with estimated sub-

stratum pressures for river stages up to the project flood. The head

against the levee, the type and thickness of top stratum, and substratum

pressures at each piezometer along the landside toe of the berm are given

in table 5. From plates 9-11 it may be noted that maximum heads land-

ward of the levee lagged only about one day behind the crest

The lag of approximatelyfive days (plates 14 and 15) in the

of excess head landward of the levee after the river reached

can be attributed to filling of the natural ground storage.

Table 5

of the river.

development

the levee

Head W) Levee, Tq strata,Substratum Pressues, and Gradient, through Top Strata alon~ Tce of Levee

Caruthe,twille, Mo., Site

E,t Grtiient through
TOP Stratum (1950 Flw.i)

A“& Gra- h Crest of 1950 Project Flocd

clientat Est
Thicknees cm-mp Flocd 2 7.4

Li&t

(0.8; zt) ~ h:7h)
(287.2) Est

Pie. Pie,
stratum, ft

Heavy Med or No
Pie., el Tailwater

Line Numb,r ft, mGl ,1, ft &l CIW Silt Total Q% g& SQ- s=- Sg.g :! ) :% ‘::i”& ft ft ft E —— __

D 1 261+.7 --- 9.3 5.0’ 14.3 14.3 12.2 12.7 1.4 11 ---- ---- ---- 0.10 22.5 3.6a 16 >22.5

D 2 268.4 --- --- ---- 8.$ 8.3 7.1 9.0 1.1 12 ---- ---- ---- 0.13 18.8 2.1d 11 10.6

A-D Zaud6 268.0 --- 3.08 1.5s 4.5g 3.8s 3.2 9.4 2.0 21 ---- ---- 0.53 ---- 19.2 3.2” 17 10.8

C-D 9 and 10h 270.5 --- 0.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 6.4 6.9 L.7 25 0.23 ---- ---- ---- 16.7 k.od 24 10.0

D 11 269.2 --- 2.1 1.2’ 3.3 3.3 2.8 8.2 2.3 28 0.55 ---- ---- ---- 18.0 2.8C 16 9.3

D u 270.5 --- 0.0 8.2 8.2 8.2 7,0 6.9 1.8 26 ---- ---- ---- 0.22 16.7 LI.5d 27 10.2

D 13 264.0 --- 2.0 13.0 15.0f 15.0 12.8 13.4 5.6 42 ---- ---- ---- 0.37 22.2 12.8c 57 20.6

a, c, d
See paragraph 143.

e silt on top of clay.
f

Stratified ,ilt ead clay.

g Thickness of tq stratum beneath landside ditch.
h

At ed~ of clay filled channel.
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171. Plate 14 indicates that uplift pressures at piezometer 1 on

line D probably will not be critical at the project flood because the

estimated ho (3.5 ft) for that flood will be 8.6 ft less than that re-

quired to cause sand boils or uplift on the basis of ic = 0.85. Al-

though the top stratum at piezometer 2, on the same basis, is thick

enough to withstand a hydrostatic head of 7.1 ft, it appears from the

slope of the plotted data that ho probably will not exceed a maximum

of 1.5 to 2 ft, which probably will occur at a river height of about

11.5 ft on the levee, or 7 ft below the project flood. Although no sand

boils were reported during 1950, they can be expected at a river head

of 12 ft or more.

172. The computed hc at the toe

based on the thickness of blanket at the

plates 5 and 14). However, the maximum

is only 2.0 ft, which may be expected by

are also likely to develop at this head.

of the berm at line A is 3.2 ft

bottom of the two ditches (see

ho likely to develop at line A

the time H = 12 ft. Sand boils

At piezometer line C , hc =

6.4 ft; however, sand boils started in the vicinity of piezometers 9 and

10 with ho equal to only 1.0 to 1.5 ft. Thus, the gradient required

to cause sand boils in this area is considerably less than 0.85, and

sand boils may be expected whenever the river is higher than 6.5 ft. At

piezometer 11 (hc = 2.8 ft) sand boils started with i ~ 0.55 and

H =8.5 ft. The computed maximum he , based on ic = 0.85, and the

estimated ho at project flood stage are both equal to about 12.8 ft

at piezometer 13. The head, ho , will probable become equal to hc at

piezometer 13 when H = about 21 ft.

Evaluation of seepage
problem and recommendations
for control measures

173. Heads of about 8 and 14 ft on the levee during the 1950 and

1937 high waters, respectively, caused the formation of sand boils along

the levee toe at the Caruthersville site except in the vicinity of pi-

ezometers 1 and 13. Substratum pressures that develop at piezometer 1

during a project flood will probably not be sufficiently critical to re-

quire control measures.

174. On the basis of piezometric data obtained during the 1943 and



1950 high waters, sand boils

below a project flood stage.
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nay be expected at flood stages 8 to 10 ft

Higher stages will probably cause the forma-

tion of additional sand boils and increase the severity of the seepage.

Sand boils may be expected to develop first between sta 26/10 and 26/17,

where the top stratum is extremely thin (plate 7), and will probably

also occur at relatively low river stages between sta 25/40 and 26/10.

In the latter reach the severity will probably be greatest between sta

26/0 and about 26/10, because of proximity of the drainage ditch along

the landside toe of the levee and the greater head.

175. At piezometer 13, sta 30/46+60, h can be expected to de-
C

velop at a head 2 ft less than the project flood. However, in view of

the limited information available concerning conditions in the vicinity

of piezometer 13, no recommendationregarding control measures is made

for this reach of levee.

176. Since the maximum H at the Caruthersville site is only

about 18 ft and a somewhat smaller levee withstood a head of 14 ft in

1937, seepage beneath the levee is not considered particularly critical

considering the added safety provided by the existing seepage berm. An

important factor in this evaluation is the fact that the top stratum is

relatively uniform in character and thickness so that there probably

will be no high build-up of excess pressures or sufficient concentration

of seepage to cause a blowout or serious underground piping. However,

because of the close source of seepage in the riverside borrow pits and

the perviousness of the foundation sands, heavy seepage and numerous

sand boils can be expected when river stages exceed el 280.

177. In summary, the existing berm is considered somewhat narrow

and a little thin in certain reaches; however, the only additional con-

trol measure recommended at the Caruthersville site is the construction

of temporary abatis dikes in the riverside borrow pits to promote the

collection of silt and growth of willows which will eventually lengthen

the effective path of seepage.

Gammon, Arkansas

178. Gammon was selected as a site for study and installationof
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piezometers because of its record of underseepage

site was also excellent for a study of the effect

and sand boils. The

of borrow pits on

seepage flow and substratum pressure, as the Mississippi River is some

2-1/2 miles from the levee and the area riverward of the borrow pits is

blanketed with a fairly thick layer of clay for at least 2000 ft. The

top stratum

form clay 6

where it is

Description

landward of the levee

to 10 ft thick except

only 4 to 6 ft thick.

of site

generally consists of relatively uni-

in a drainage ditch along the levee

179. The site is located approximately 10 levee miles north of

West Memphis, Ark., between U. S. Highway 61 and the Mississippi River,

and extends from levee sta 138/0 to 139/31. Plans of the site, river,

borrow pits, surface geology, topography, and piezometers are shown on

plates 16 and 17; plate 18 is an aerial mosaic of the site. The levee

at Gammon has a net height of approximately 25 ft and a seepage berm 250

ft wide along its landside toe. Riverside borrow pits 5 to 10 ft deep

and 500 to 600 ft wide, in which most of the top blanket has been re-

moved, extend along most of the section of levee studied. A drainage

ditch approximately2 ft deep is located parallel to and about 150 ft

landward of the seepage berm toe. River stages at Gammon can be esti-

mated from the Memphis gage and the graph on plate 32.

180. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, when

H = 20 ft, heavy underseepage was observed in landside borrow pits and

in a sublevee basin between sta

ranging from pin size to 12 in.

area. The plan of the sublevee

16. Locations and size of sand

138/0 and 139/30. Numerous sand boils

in diameter were observed in the sublevee

area as it was in 1937 is shown on plate

boils that occurred during the 1937 high

water are shown on plate 17. Between the 1937 high water and the be-

ginning of the underseepage investigation at Gammon the landside borrow

pits were filled, and in 1946 the sublevee was replaced with a relatively

wide, thin seepage berm. Typical sections of this berm are shown on

plate 20.

181. During the 1950 high water (maximum H = 12.5 ft) heavy

underseepage and approximately40 sand boils, ranging in diameter from 3
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to 12 in., were observed along the landside toe of the seepage berm be-

tween sta 138/5 to 139/10. All boils were active and some discharged

an estimated 1/2 to 2 cu yd of sand; some discharged medium to coarse

sand. Many of the boils were estimated to be flowing at 25 to 40 gpm.

Medium to light seepage with some pin boils also was observed emerging

through the berm. The specific locations of the 1950 underseepage and

sand boils are shown on plate 17. The natural seepage QA emerging be-

tween the levee and the landside edge of the drainage ditch between sta

138/0 and the 138/22+75 was measured at the point indicated on plate 17

and equalled 56 gpm -per100-ft station for H = 11.5 ft , or approximately

5 gpm per ft H per 100-ft station.

182. Piezometer installation. In 1948 lines of piezometers were

installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 138/10+50 (line C), 138/26+00

(line D), and 139/10+00 (line G), and at the toe of the levee at sta

138/o and 138/45. The tips of all the piezometers were installed in

clean sand immediately beneath the top stratum. Piezometer readings

were obtained during the 1950 and 1951 high waters except at piezometers

D-7 and F-15 in the borrow pit which were not read in 1950.

Geology of site and soil conditions

183. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 16.

More detailed information regarding the type and thickness of top stratum

materials is given by the colo}ed hatching on plate 17. The site is lo-

cated mainly in a relatively small area of point bar deposits bordered

on the landside by river course 9 filled with relatively thick clay and

silt deposits. On the riverside the site is also bordered by an old

channel, also filled with relatively thick deposits of silt and clay

(plates 16, 17, and 20). The point bar materials consist of a relatively

uniform deposit of clay, with some minor amounts of silt, approximately

5 to 12 ft thick with a few interveningminor swale deposits (plates 17,

20, 22, and 23). These materials were deposited as the river gradually

migrated from course 8 to the position marked by course 9. As a result,

irregularitiesin thickness of the top strat~ largely reflect the

existence of subsurface ridges and swales, the axes of which generally

parallel the alignment of the levee. Thin, predominantly clayey natural
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levee deposits, which are difficult to distinguish from the underlying

point bar clays, blanket the site.

1.84. Relation of underseepage to geology. The underseepage and

sand boils that occurred during the 1937 high water can be attributed

largely to riverside borrow pits excavated to sand and to the thinness

of the top stratum landward of the levee, which was reduced in thickness

by excavation for borrow for the sublevees.

185. The character and configuration of the top stratum together

with the locations of seepage and sand boils that occurred during the

1950 high water are shown in detail on plate 17. An examination of this

plate reveals that most of the sand boils were located in the narrow

area between the toe of the present seepage berm and the thick clay de-

posits lying immediately landward of the levee, and in a shallow ditch

where the natural thickness of the top stratum had been reduced by ap-

proximately 2 ft. It is interesting to note again that most of the sand

boils occurred opposite borrow areas riverward of the levee where the

top stratm had been largely removed. It is also interesting to note

that two sand boils occurred in the landside drainage ditch in the vicinity

of the intersectionof the present seepage berm toe and the edge of river

course 9 (sta 138/6). Several active sand boils also were observed in

this ditch at about sta 139/10 where an appreciably thicker clay blanket

lies immediately landward of the berm toe and drainage ditch.

186. The primary factors affecting the severity and location of

vmderseepage and sand boils at Gammon are open riverside borrow pits and

the thinness of the natural landside top stratum, aggravated by the ex-

cavation of a drainage ditch inxnediatelylandward of the present seepage

berm toe. The presence of thicker clay deposits immediately landward of

the berm toe between sta 138/10 and 139/10 also contributes to

seepage problem at this site.

187. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations

the under-

of pi-

.- .

ezometers and borings are shown in plan on plates 16 and 17. Soil pro-

files and piezometer lines, both perpendicular and parallel to the land-

side toe of the levee at Gammon, are shown on plates 19 to 23. The pi-

ezometer lines perpendicular to the levee were located at points where
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underseepagehad been the most severe (lines D and G) during the 1937

high water, and at a point considered to be critical (line C) where the

clay filling in river course 9 intersects the levee toe at approximately

sta 138/10. The locations of the piezometer tips are shown on the soil

profiles.

188. Deep borings to Tertiary revealed a 140-ft-thick stratum of

very pervious sands extending from the river to landward of the levee.

In general, the natural top stratum immediately landward of the levee toe

between sta 138/10 and 139/10 consists of a relatively uniform clay with

a thickness of 6 to 10 ft, which has been reduced to only 4 to 6 ft along

somiereaches by the drainage ditch landward of the seepage berm toe.

Analysis of piezo-
metric and seena~e data

189. Piezometric and seepage data were obtained at Gammon during

the 1950 high water (maximum H = about 13 ft); the piezometer readings

are plotted together with river stages on plates 24 and 25. Piezometric

gradients in the pervious substratumbeneath the levee at piezometer

lines C, D, and G are shown on plates 26-28 for selected river stages

during the 1950 high water; the gradient at line D at about the crest

of a high water in 1951 is also shown on plate 27. The hydrostatic head

along the toe of the seepage berm as measured by piezometers along line

B is shown on plate 29. From these plates, it can be seen that excess

heads of about 2.5 to 5.5 ft developed at the toe of the berm from sta

138/0 to 139/10 at the 1950 crest. For the river stages experienced,

little or no head existed above the top of the seepage berm. Local pres-

sure relief along the toe of the seepage berm, as a result of seepage

and boils, reduced the substratumpressures as indicated by the dotted

lines on plates 26-27. It can also be seen that the gradients are rela-

tively flat at distances greater than 300 ft landward from the berm toe.

This is attributed in part to the ditch at the toe of the berm into which

a major portion of the seepage entered, and in part to the clay-filled

channel of course 9 landward of the levee which blocks the emerGence of

seepage beyond its near edge. The natural seepage emerging in an area

about 250 ft wide landward of the levee was measured in 1950 at the point
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shown on plate 17.

the permeability of

These seepage measurements were used in estimating

the top stratum and the ratio @%T “ A summary
J. UJJ

of informationpertaining to the site and analyses of piezometric and

seepage data are given in table 6.

190. Source of seepage. Seepage may enter the pervious substratum

at Gammon in the main channel of the Mississippi River and through the

riverside borrow pits where most of the natural blanket has been removed

(plates 17, 20, and 21).

191. Distances to the effective source of seepage were determined

from readings of piezometers on lines C, D, and

stages during the 1950 flood. The distances to

were referred to a point 400 ft landward of the

G for various river

the effective source

center line of the levee

(about the toe of the seepage berm), because most of the seepage emerged

landward of this point. The values of s obtained for various river

stages during the 1950 high water for the different piezometer lines are

shown in fig. 28 and plates 26-28. The data in fig. 28 show that seepage

enters the sand substratumprimarily through the borrow pits, even though

some clay remains in the pits at piezometer lines C and G. The distance

to the effective source of seepage at lines C and G was about 1100 ft.

At line D, s was only about 600 ft. The short distance from the
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Fig. 28. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Gammon, lines C, D, and G



Table 6

s-i-y Of Arw.ly.ls of Piezometric and Seepage Data.,and Avera&e i?esigDV.lues

Ganmon, Ark., Site

Line C T,i..n line c A.,-...-. “.= ,- ,,.,...”

Project
Factor 1950FIocd Flood

_..- . ....
Project

..... . “... “ ,G.u=.
project Sta lj8/4 sta 138 15 8/4 /fi I )x

1950Flood _ 1950FloodFlood I@.!LUJx.w@ Lwi.!h?a ==

River stage (crest) 230.9
Average el of ~ovnd or tailwater =9.0
Head on levee (H) 11.9

244.2

219.o
25.2

~,4, k 5*

-----
-----

-----
-----

-----

i%

>00

-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

7.5

7.4
-----

135
135

-----

330

13.1

230.9
=8.7
12.2

244.2
2L8.7
25.5

230.9 24J+.2 244.2 244.2
218.0 218.o 219.o 218.0
12.9 26.2 25.2 26.2

244.2
a8,0
26,2

24J+.2 244.2
218.0 218.0
26.2 26.2

244.2
218.0
26.2

-----

450
-----

3 ft clay
20,coo

5CG
5c0*
- **

lCQO
5c0

640+
750+$

135

lcca
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

clay
7.0
6.055

-----

-----
-----

3CQ*
@Cl**

-----

-----

-----

.----

Piez0meter6 used in analysis 3, 4> & 5* ~6 & 17 16 k 17 ----- -----9&lo 9&lo ----------

450 450
.---------

Riverside borrow pit, width 350
Top stratum o-4 ft clay

560
8-2 ft clay
o-2 ft silt
2 ft Si c1

530
2-6 ft clay

4 ft clay
20,030

5CXI

5C0

1050
550

403

135

1000

-----
-----

350 450
-----

450
-----

3 ft clay
20,00)

5C0
5CO*
2000**

loca
500

650+
750++

135

1000
-----
---.-

---.-
-----
..---

Clay
7.0
6.05S

-----

-----
--..-

30Q*
6GG*

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----
-----
-----
-----
---.-
-----

1050
550

400

-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

--.--
-----
-----

10

9.5
-----

100
K%

-----

360

14.3

-.---

Average atratum
Distance from riverside levee toe to river (~)
Base vidth of levee (L2)*

Landwe.rdextent of top stratum (L3)*

2 ft clay
20,000

500

3oot

98o
480

-1oo

130

1000
-----

12ca

850$
-----
-----

Clay
7.5
7.5

5

5.3
5.25

2Q0
2@3
200

135

11.3

6.0$

2 ft clay
20,coo

500

{

3GO*
300**

1 ft clay
20,030

500
300+
900**

600
100

3 ft clay 3 ft clay
20,CO0 20,00020,Oco

500
-----
-----
-----

‘500
500*
- **

I.coo
500

800*
870++

135

Iwo
-----
-.---

-----
-----
-----

clay
8.0
8.055

-----

-----
-----

300*
70Q**

-----

-----

-----

500
500*
- **

lCOO
500

950*
lm**

135

lCOO
-----
-----

.----
-.---
-----

clay
10.0
10.0$s

-----

.----
-----

300*
800%*

-.---

---.-

-..--

-.---

3oott

Di~tance to effective seepage source (s)H
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

61o
110

600
100

10XJ
500

{
750+
1103**

Distance to effectIve seepage exit (X3)*
450*
5c0**

130 130

Effectivethickness of eand substratum (d) 135 130

lm
-----

135

lWO
-----
-----

-----
---.-
-----

-----

Permeability of substratum (kf x 10
-4

cm/see)
laboratorypermeabilitytests
Grainsize (kf(field)“ ’10)

fig. 17)

Seepageandpiezometricdate
Fieldpumpingteats
Well flowand piezometrlccb?.ta

10GO
750
1203

850S
-----
-----

--.--
-----
----- 12W

-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

Top stratum, type
Effective thickness for seepage =alYSi6 (~L)
Critical thickness (z )

t-4
Permeability (%L x 10 cln/sec)

Piezou&.ric data and blanket formulas
Piezometric data and seqmge measurements

Clay
5.5
4.0

40

44
5.s

clay
8.5
8.o

10

9.5
-----

lm
106

-----

175

13.6

-----

clay
?.0
5.055

clay & silt
5.0
4.0$5

-----
-----
-----

40

V+
-----

-.---
-----

-----
-----
----------

permeability ratio (kf/k.L)
Blanket formula
W.tural seepage measurements

25
23
200

25
23

-----

300*
600**

-----

2QO*
400**

-----

Natural seepage beneath levee

Q..,gP@W ft of levee (computed)

Q,[E, gpqft of head/100 ft of levee

Q /H, gpm/lCC ft levee between s+..138/o and
‘138/22+75 and between levee and L.S.
drainage ditch (measured)

330

2+(.0

6.05

.--.-
-----
--.--

..--- -.---
---.-
-----

-----
---.-

* piezomter 3 appeared sluggish rmd thexvfore piezometer 5 we.salso considered in evaluating s and X3

** Measured from approximate toe of berm 400 ft lendvard # levee.
t Computed from Wadient (20 FebTua.ry1950, plate 26) and fig. 24 for blocked exit.
tt By inspection of hydmmllc grtie line for 20 February 1950, plate 2’f.
+ For design of relief wells,.
** For design of berm with drainage ditch being filled.
s Assuming 811 measured seepage actually rose to surface between sta ~38/5 and 136/22+75 in an area 250 ft wide between the levee and draimage ditch
ad using average H, M, and zbL values at lines C and D.

$$ Average thickness of top stratum beneath ditch.
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riverside toe to the point of seepage entry (150 ft) at line D is at-

tributed to the almost completely exposed foundation sands in the river-

side borrow pits. The clays in the borrow pit at lines C and G apparently

force the point of seepage entry about 500 ft farther from the levee than

that at line D. The values of s were approximately constant for all

river stages at all piezometer lines. The distance to the source of

seepage at the crest of the project flood was assumed to be about the

same as observed in 1950.

192. Seepage exit. The distances from a line 400 ft landward of

the levee center line to the effective seepage exit were determined at

lines C, D, and G. The average ground surface and tailwater used in the

analysis at lines C and D were el 219.O and 218.7, respectively. At

line G the tailwater was assumed at el 218.0 on the basis of the average

ground surface (plate 22) and estimated water surface in the drainage

ditch (plate 31). Values of X3 vs corresponding river stage are

plotted in fig. 28. At line C, where the top stratum consists of about

7.5 ft of clay,
‘3

was equal to about 700 ft at the crest of the 1950

high water. At line D where the blanket consists of about 5.5 ft of

clay,
‘3

was about 150 ft. At line G, the clay top stratum is about

8.5 ft thick and
‘3

was about 400 ft. It is believed that for the

project flood x
3

would be about the same as estimated for the 1950 high

water. The comparativelyclose exit at line i)as compared to lines C

andG is attributed to the thinner top stratum at line D.

193. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

foundation at Gammon consists of an upper stratum of fine sands about 25

ft thick with underlying strata of medium to coarse sands about 125 to

130 ft thick (plates 19-23, and 32). Based on laboratory permeability

tests on undisturbed and remolded samples an average permeability of
-4

about 75 x 10 cm per sec was obtained for the fine sands; laboratory
-4

permeability tests on the coarser sands indicated a ‘f
of 750 x 10

cm per sec. The effective thickness of the aquifer is considered to be

about 135 ft. From the correlation between Dlo and kf , the permeability
-4

of the substratumwould be 1200 x 10 cm per sec. The permeability of

the substratum computed from the natural seepage measured on 7 February

.
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191j0 (56 gpm per 100-ft station) in the vicinity of piezometer line C,
-4

and the correspondingpiezometric gradient at line C was 850 x 10 cm

per sec. On the basis of these data, the permeability kf of the sand
-4

substratum at Gammon is probably about 1000 x 10 cm per sec.

194. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The thickness

and permeability of the top stratum were estimated for lines C, D, and

G and are given in table 6. The effective thickness of top stratum
‘bL

was based principally on an average of conditions near the berm toe where

heavy seepage and sand boils occurred. The permeability of the clay top

stratum was determined from the natural seepage measurements made in the

vicinity of lines C and D and was determined from blanket formulas at

all three lines. The best estimate of kbL at the crest of the 1950
-4

high water is given in table 6 and ranged from about 5 to 40 x 10 cm

per sec. The high values of
‘bL

can be attributed to the relatively

thin top stratum and the numerous sand boils which permitted high rates

of seepage with relatively little head loss through the top stratum.

195. Permeability ratio. The ratio of the permeability of the

foundation to that of the top stratum is estimated to have been about

200 and 100, respectively, at lines C and G, but only about 25 at line

D at the crest of the 1950 high water. Estimates of kf/kbL for the

crest of the project flood are given in table 6.

196. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at lines C,

D, and G at the crest of the 1950 flood and for the project flood, was

estimated using correspondingvalues of observed H , s , and x
3

for

these floods. At the 1950 crest Qs was estimated to be about 150 gpm

per 100 ft of levee (Qs/H= 12 gpm) at lines C and Gand about 3(X)gpm

(Qs/H = 27 gpm) at line D. At project flood stage, Qs would probably

be about 300 and 700 gpm per 100 ft of levee at lines C and G, and line D,

respectively. QA/H as determined from seepage measurements near line C

was about 6 gpm (table 6), or about half of the estimated total seepage

passing beneath the levee was emerging between the levee and the drainage

ditch, a short distance landward. From these flows, it may be concluded

that a high rate of natural seepage occurs at the Gammon site.

197. Landside substratum pressures. Landside substratumpressures
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that developed at the berm toe near the crest of the 1950 flood are shown

on plate 29. Readings of certain piezometers landward of the levee have

been plotted vs corresponding river stages on plates 30 and 31. Esti-

mated substratumpressures for river stages up to a project flood stage

are also shown on these plates. The head on the levee, type and thick-

ness of top strata, and substratum pressures at typical piezometers along

the landside toe of the berm are given in table 7.

~98. Piezometer A-1 was installed near the intersection of the

landward levee toe and filled channel (course 9, plate 17). It appears

that the hydrostatic head at piezometer A-1 at the project flood probably

will not be more than h~ (basedon ic =0.85) because ho at the cor-

responding river stage is estimated to be 3.3 ft less than hc . At pi-

ezometer B-2, an excess head of 3.6 ft developed with a tendency to remain

essentially constant near the crest of the 1950 flood. Although hc =

4.7 ft (for i = 0.85), the maximum head that can develop appears to bec
only 3.6 ft, which corresponds to a gradient of 0.62. Similarly an ex-

cess head of 3.3 ft developed at piezometer C-5 at a river height of 9

ft and remained constant until the flood crested. This excess head

corresponds to a gradient of only 0.44. Active sand boils can be ex-

pected in the area bounded by piezometers B-2, C-5, and c-6 at the project

Table7

Head 0. Levee, Top Strata, Substratum Pressures, and Gradients through tip strata along TO. of Levee

Gammon, Ark ., Site

Est Gredie”t thrcnx!h

AW Gra- h
Crest of 19>0 TOP stratu (1950 Fl;cd) ProJect Flocd

Thickness of Top
Light

clientat Est
Flocd 2 0.

(0.8; Zt) ~ h: 3 h9)
(2kk.2)

stratum, I-t
Est

Piez Pie.
Heavy ~d or NO

Pie., .1 Tailwm.te, seep- seep- seep- H ho h Hati

Line Number ft, nG1 .1, ft mG1 Clay Silt Totsl ‘t ft f-t ft +% ,, c+$:ze=ma a&_—.— — —. ——

K
A-le,f

222.0 ----- 7.0 5.og 12.0 12.0 10.2 8.9 1.8 20 ..-. ---- ---- 0.15 22.2 6.9a 31 >22.2

B B-2 219.5 219.0h 5.5i 0.0 5.5i 5.5i k.7 11.9j 3.6j 30 0.62 ---- ---- ---- 25.2 b.7’ 19 14.7

C-B C-5 219.5 219.0h 7.0i 2.01 9.01 7.5i 6.4 11.9j 3.3J 28 ---- 0.44 ---- ---- 25.2 3.3b 13 9.0

c c-6k 219.0 ----- 8.5 0.0 8.5 8.5 T.Z 11.9 3.4 29 ---- ---- ---- 0.40 25.2 --- -- ----

D-B D-10 218.8 218.5 4.0i o.o 4.0i 4.0i 3.4 12.4J 2.5j 20 0.63 ---- ---- ---- 25.7 3.4” 13 16.5

B E-14 218.0 218.0h 7.5i 0.0 ~.~i 7.# 6.4 12.9J k.3j 33 0.5’7 ---- ---- ---- 26.2 6.4” 24 19.1

G-B G-18 218.0 218.0h 8.01 0.0 8.01 tloi 6.8 12.9j 4.0J 31 o.4e ---- ---- ---- 26.2 6.8C 26 19.9

a, b, c

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

see paragraph 143.

Piezometer at intersection of levee S1OF and berm.

Near edge of filled channel.

silt on top of clay.

Elevation of water in drainage ditch.

~lCkll,SS based 0. t~ stratum beneath drainage ditch near pic!Z_t,,.

Heads referred to water in drdnage ditch.

At edge of clay filled channel.
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will create an H about 15 ft greater than that re-

sand boils (see plate 30). Seepage will also be con-

area because of the thick clay deposit immediately

landward of the levee.

199. A river height of 11.5 ft created an excess head of 2.5 ft

and sand boils near piezometer D-10; additional boils may be expected

at river heights of more than 12 ft. Sand boils also developed in the

vicinity of piezometers E-14 and G-18 at H = 12 ft; h at these pi-
0

ezometers was about 4.0 ft.

Evaluation of seepage
problem and recommenda-
tions for control measures

200. River stages during the 1950 and 1937 floods created net heads

of 12.5 and 20 f-t,respectively, on the levee and caused considerable

seepage and sand boils; sand boils began to develop at an Hof9toll

ft. The project flood will result in an H of about 25 ft. River

stages in excess of the 1950 flood will increase the number and severity

of boils without much increase in substratum pressure landward of the

levee. The landside drainage ditch aggravates the seepage condition at

the site. The reach between sta 138/6 and 139/25 is the most critical.

Concentrations of seepage can be expected at sta 138/6 at the edge of

old channel 9, and as a result of the landside drainage ditch. Based on

readings of piezometer A-1 conditions do not appear critical beneath the

filled channel. Analyses of the piezometric and seepage data at the

Gammon site indicate that the existing berm is somewhat too narrow and

about 2 ft too thin between sta 138/4 and 139/24. Additional control

measures recommended are either a line of relief wells along the toe of

the existing seepage berm or an enlargement and extension of the exist-

ing berm including backfilling of the drainage ditch.

of seepage control that may be applicable at Gammon is

exposed borrow pits with clay.

Commerce, Mississippi

201. Comnerce was originally selected as a site

Another method

blanketing of the

for investigation
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because heavy underseepage and numerous sand boils occurred there during

the 1937 flood. In general, the site is located on point bar deposits,

the top of which consists primarily of 3 to 6 ft of silt overlain by 2

to 4 ft of clay. The top stratum landward of the levee is characterized

by numerous ridges and swales.

Descrirkion of site

202. The site is located approximately 10 miles north

Miss., where the levee is approximately2200 to 4500 ft from

sippi River. The site extends from levee sta.22/40 to 24/4;

of Tunics,

the Missis-

however,

most of the investigationwas centered in that reach of levee from sta

22/45 to 23/30.

203. Plans of the site, river, borrow pits, surface geology, to-

pography, and piezometers are shown on plates 33 and 34. plate 35 is an

aerial mosaic of the site and includes as an insertion an aerial view

made prior to construction of the existing levee. The levee has a net

height of approximately22.5 ft. Riverside borrow pits 5 to 10 ft deep

and 500 to 700 ft wide, in which much of the riverward top blanket has

been removed (plate 34), exist along the site from sta 22/40 to 23/30.

A fairly large old slough exists landward of the levee. River stages

at the site can be estimated from the Memphis gage and the graph on

plate 32.

204. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, an H

of 21 ft caused heavy underseepage from the levee toe for a distance 1000

ft landward between sta 23/5 and 23/18. Several quite large sand boils

developed and numerous boils required sacking (see plate 32). The levee

also became saturated for 50 to 75 ft up the landside slope. Heavy under-

seepage was also observed from sta 23/18 to 25/3. Locations and approx-

imate size of the 1937 sand boils are shown in detail on plate 34. In

1940, a landside seepage berm about 8 ft thick at the levee toe and 18o

ft wide was constructed along the levee (plate 34). Typical sections of

this berm are shown on plates 36-4o.

205. During the 1950 high water, when

area landward of the levee between sta 22/23

water, but no sand boils were observed along

H = 9 ft , much of the

and 23/35 was covered with

the toe of the seepage berm.

I
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Seepage flow between sta 22/24 and 23/36 as measured on 8 February 1950

with H = 8.2 ft amounted to approximately60 gpm per 100-ft station, or

approximately7.5 gpm per 100-ft station per ft H . The seepage flow

was measured at the 3-ft culvert shown on plate 33.

206.
45

An experimental relief well system with wells on 50-ft

centers was installed between sta 22/42+00 and 23/26+32 along the land-

side toe of the seepage berm in December 1942 and January 1943. These

wells were placed in operation during high river stages that occurred

in May and June 1943. The average well flow from this system was 22 gpm

for H = 7.4 ft , or approximately6 gpm per foot H per 100 ft of levee.

The estimated combined well flow and natural seepage per 100 ft of levee

per ft H was 7.5 gpm. This value checks the natural seepage measured

during the 1950 high water without any relief wells in operation. The

well installationat Commerce was plugged in December 1943.

207. Piezometer installation. The piezometers were installed in

1942 except for 1 through 13 which were installed in 1944. Piezometers

E-3-X and H-10-Y were removed in 1944. The piezometer installationcon-

sists of several lines (E, H, M, O, R, S) perpendicular to the levee at

sta 23/2+75, 23/10+75, 23/20+25, 23/25+25, 23/30, and 24/3+40, respec-

tively, with piezometers along the toe of the levee between sta 22/46+25

to 23/30 (plate 34). Piezometer line H extends from an old abandoned

levee near the bank of the present river channel to a point almost 2

miles landward of the present levee. The tips of a number of piezometers

on lines H and M were installed at different elevations in the per-

vious substratum to measure the difference in artesian pressure at dif-

ferent elevations in the sand strat~ (plate 39). In general, most of

the piezometer tips are in the top of the main sand stratum. Readings

were obtained at Cormnerceduring the high water of 1943 and 1950.

Geology of site and soil conditions

208. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 33.

More detailed information regarding the type and thickness of top stratum

materials is shown on plate 34. The principal area of investigationis

located in point bar deposits formed while the river occupied course 14

(plate 33) and is bordered on the landside by an old slough, also a
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remnant of course 14. The point bar deposits landward of the levee at

Commerce have 2 TO 6 ft of relief (plates 34 and

209. Landward of the old slough, shown on

two broad, flat, arcuate topographic lows (river

with 15 to 20 ft of clay which is covered with a

39).

plates 33 and 34, are

courses 9 and 10) filled

natural levee deposit

of sandy silt and lean clay, presumably laid down while the river oc-

cupied course 14 (plates 34 and 39). These latter deposits also exist

immediately landward of the levee at piezometer line S (plates 34 and

40).

210. The alignment of point bar, sandy ridges, and intervening

swales is unusual. Under the levee and for some distance riverward they

trend at an angle of about 45° to the levee, whereas landward of the levee

the alignment is roughly

pears to be blanketed by

difficult to distinguish

the point bar materials.

parallel to the levee. The point bar area ap-

thin natural levee deposits; however, they are

from the underlying fine-grained top stratum of

211. The point bar deposits consist of alternating ridges of sandy

silts and silty sands with intervening swales filled with clay (plates

38-4o). The swales are usually relatively shallow, the clay being only

8 to 12 ft deep, and except in one or two instances the sandy ridges are

blanketed with 2 to 8 ft of clay. The irregularitiesand thickness of

the top stratum largely reflect subsurface ridges and swales.

212. Relation of underseepage to geology. Most of the sand boils

occurring during the 1937 high water were located between sta 23/4 and

23/27 and between the then-existing landside levee toe and a clay-filled

swale paralleling the levee toe at a distance of about 300 ft (see plates

34 and 38-4o). This swale is 100 to 200 ft wide and thickens from about

6 ft at sta 23/10 to 35 ft at its junction

23/30. The ground surface in the swale is

ground on which the levee is constructed.

with the old slough at sta

2 to 5 ft lower than the

The width and depth of this

swale no doubt tend to concentrate the seepage between it and the toe of

the levee where the substratum,hydrostatic head is greatest. It is

pointed out that the toe of the existing seepage berm is now only about

100 ft from the edge of the swale. While the seepage berm increases the
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length of the path of seepage it will tend to further concentrate seepage

between the swale and the toe of the berm. The probable predominating

causes of seepage and sand boils in this reach of levee are: the close

seepage entrance in the riverside borrow pits which have been generally

excavated to sand; the great depth of very pervious substratum sands;

and the thinness of the landside top stratum immediately landward of the

levee toe (plate 37).

213. The natural levee deposits underlain by impervious clays,

which form a mantle 20 to 30 ft thick landward of the old slough, con-

stitute an effective block to underseepage landward of the slough. Con-

sequently,most underseepage in the point bar area landward of the Com-

merce levee must come to the surface in the area betyeen the toe of the

levee and the thick clay deposit landward. Little seepage was observed

along the reach of levee between sta 23/40 and 24/20 where the top stratum

is 10 to 20 ft thick and the borrow pits expose very little of the under-

lying pervious sands.

214. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations of piezom-

eter and borings are shown in plan on plates 33 and 34. Soil profiles and

piezometer lines, both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of

the levee, are shown on plates 36 to 40. Three principal piezometer

lines perpendicular to the levee, lines E, H, and M, are located in the

area where underseepagewas most severe during the 1937 high water. One

line of piezometers S perpendicular to the levee, is located downstream

of the point bar area where relatively little Underseepage was observed

during the 1937 high water.

215. The sediments that make up the top stratw in the point bar

area are quite variable in thickness and in type, ranging from clays to

silty sands. The top stratum immediately landward of the levee in the

area of heaviest underseepage (sta 23/~ to 23/30) consists of a thin

layer of clay 3 to 5 ft thick underlain by 3 to 8 ft of silty sand or

sandy silt. Numerous clay-filled swales and sandy ridges exist irmne-

diately landward of this reach of levee. Downstream of the old slough

at sta 23/40 the top stratum consists of a fairly uniform layer of im-

pervious deposits approximately 10 to 18 ft thick.
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216. The pervious substratum in the Commerce area consists of

sands and gravelly sands. Generally the pervious stratum increases in

coarsenesswith depth but coarse sands do exist to scme extent near the

top. Borings reveal only an occasional thin lens of fine-grained soils

in the pervious substratum. Two borings made to Tertiary revealed that

the substratumwas very pervious and approximately 175 ft thick. Me-

chanical analyses of sand samples taken from the pervious substratum at

Commerce are shown on plate 32.

Analysis of piezomet-
ric and seepage data

217. River stage and piezometer readings obtained during the 1943

and 1950 high waters are plotted on plates 41-46. At the crest of these

high waters, H = 8 to 9 ft. During part of the 1943 high-water period

a relief well system was in operation; however, the system was closed

between 9 April and 6 June. An analysis of this relief well system has

been reported in reference 45 and is not repeated herein. The analysis

of data that follows pertains to conditions observed when the wells were

closed, except that estimates of the permeability of the substratum were

based in part on well flows correspondingto piezometric data obtained

when the wells were flowing. No relief wells were in operation during

the 1950 high water and therefore the following analyses of the 1943 and

1950 piezometric data are on a comparable basis.

218. Piezometric gradients in the pervious substratum beneath the

levee at piezometer lines E, H, M, 0, R, and S are shown on plates 47-56

for selected river stages during the 1943 and 1950 high waters. Gradients

at short piezometer lines perpendicular to the levee (lines A, C, F, and

J) are shown on plates 57 and 58, which also include the hydrostatic head

along the toe of the levee as measured by line T piezometers. From these

plates it can be seen that excess heads of about 1.5 to 3.5 ft developed

at or landward of the berm toe from about sta 22/48 to 23/25 at the 1950

crest. (The hydrostatic head as measured at the toe of the seepage berm

at line S by piezometer 3-X is believed lower than the head that probably

existed because the tip of this piezometer was not set in clean sand.)

Hydrostatic heads were above the ground surface from the toe of the levee
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to the slough landward of the levee (see piezometer lines E, H, M, O,

and R, plates 47-54). The hydrostatic grade line in the pervious sub-

stratum at line H flattened rapidly landward of the levee; however, as

may be seen from plate 50, it still had some slope landward of the slough

indicating a certain amount of seepage beyond the slough. As the hydro-

static head was below the ground surface, none of this seepage emerged

above ground but flowed into ground storage landward of the slough. The

highest ho during the 1950 high water was about 3.5 ft (see lines E,

H, and M, plates 48, 50, and 52, respectively).

219.

of analyses

220.

through the

A sumnary of informationpertaining to the site and results

of piezometric and see-pagedata are given in table 8.

Source of seepage. Seepage may enter the pervious aquifer

bank of an old channel of the Mississippi River and through

riverside borrow pits (see plates 34, 36-39).

221. Values of s determined from piezometer lines E, H, and M

for various days during the 1943 and 1950 high-water periods are plotted

in fig. 29. (Because of the uncertainty as to the accuracy of the read-

ings obtained from piezometer 3-X on line S, the value of s at this

line was not determined.) The values of s shown in fig. 29 and plates

48, 50, and 52 indicate that seepage enters the sand substratum primarily

23o 230

225 225

220 220

2,5 215

210 210

205 205

200 200

,95 !95

,90
Iaoo 1000 500 0 500

190
!000 1500 2000

X> IN FEET S IN FEET

Fig. 29. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Commerce, lines E, H, and M



Table 8

Summry of Analysis of Plezom+ric and SeepageData.,and AverageDesign values

Comowrce,Miss., Site

I-J
Piv

--. ,
Lime E

IJem.@
Line H Line M Line S Valuee

PrOJect 1950 PrOJect 1950 ProJect PrOJect

A.2@l@x

Sta
1943 Fled. Flocd Flood 1943 Flocd Flocd Flocd Flccd @?2+@

Factor

River stage (crest)
Averageel of ground or tailwater
Head on levee (H)

Plezon&ers used in analysis

Riversideborrow pit, width, ft
ToP stratum

Averagestratum
Distancefrom ri.n?reidelevee tce to river (L1)
Ease width of levee (~)
Landwardextent of top stratum (L3)

Diatamceto effectiveseepagesource (B)
Effectivelengthof riversideblanket (.1)

Distanceto effectiveseepageexit (X3)

Effectivethicknessof sand substratum(d)

Permeabilityof substratum(k x 10
-4

%
cm/sec)

Laboratorypermeabilitytis e*
Grain size (k

f(field)w %ot
fig. 17)

Seepageand piezometricdata
Field pumpingtests
Well flow and piez-tric data

Top stratum,type
Effectivethicknessfor seepageanalysis (zbL)
Criticalthickness(z )

t-h
Permeability(%L X 10 cm/Oec )

Piezmretrlc data and blanket formulaa
Piezometric data and seepage measurements

Permeability ratio (kr/~L)
Blanket formula

Natural seepage rc-eascrem.ente

Natural seepage beneath levee (computed )
Qs, gpm/100 ft of levee

QS/H, gpm/ft of head/100 ft of lewe

Q /E, gpm/10C ft levee between at. 22/23 and
%3/35 and between levee and L.S. 1310u@

(measured)

205.7 220.2 205.7 206. T 220.2 20>.7 206.7 220.2
198.5 198.5 197.5 197.5 197.5 197.5 ~97 .5

7.2
197.5

21.7 8.2 9.2 22.7 8.2 9.2 22.7

220.2
197.5
22.7

220.2
197.5
22.7

-----

700
----.

5 ft Sd Si
2(X)O

4CXI
13CXJ

&x)
4(X3

600

165

lcao
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

Sal S1
7.0
7.0

-----

-----
-----

450
-----
-----

-----

-----

-----

2-X, 3-x* ----- 7-Y, 8-X, 11-Z ----- ----- 2-X, 4-Y ----- ----- -----

750
Sand

-----
-----

650
0-6 i% Sd Si

---------- 700 ----- -----
----- ----- 5-15 ft Sd S1 ----- -----

650
0-6 ft clay
3 ft Si
5 ft2:&

400

(None)
2000
400
15C41

3 ft Sd Si
1800
boo
lkoo

----- ----- 8 ft Sd Si ----- -----
---------- 20s0 ----- -----
----- ----- 400 ----- -----
----- ----- 950 ----------

---.-
-----
-----
-----

950
550

1500 1350 g 910 8C0
1100 950 510 400

152>
1125

Piezcnmeter
data too
poor to Lw
analyzed500 470 1050 10CO 880 520 520 500

165 165 ----- ----- 165 ----- ----- 165

moo
750
P

-----
-----
-----

1000
-----
-----

----- ----- 10CXJ _____ -----
---------- ----- ----- .----
----- ----- ----- ----- -----

-----
-----
-----

875 ----- ---.- k70 -----
----- ----- ----- ----------
----- ----- ----- ----- --.--

-----
1000
-----

-----
-----
-.---

-----
-----
%5

-----
-----

Cl & Sd Si
6.0
6.0

Cl & Si Sd
7.0
7.0

1.25

1.25
-----

---------- Cl & Sd S1 ----- -----
----- ----- 7.0 ----------
----- ----- 7.0 ----- -----

clay
8.0
8.o

-----

-----
-----
-----
4.5

4.5
-----

4.0

4.0
-----

2.0 1.7 5.5 4.0 5.5

5.3
;:;t _.::: ----- :::t -?

-----
-----

250 220 803
250 220 8s0

----- ----- --.--

500 580 190 250 180
720 580 190 19 185
310 ----- ----- 310 -----

-----
-----
-----

122 420 80

17.0 19.5 9.8

----- ----- -----

91 257 139 160 tiO

9.9 11.3 16.9 17.b 19.3

6.6 ----- ----- ----- -----

-----
-----

* Head at E-w was increased to obtain average head in send substratum as described in paragraph 132.
* Eased on D1o m km, plate 244.
f &aed on total meaewed seepage,average thicknees of top Btratwn, and ave~age excess head beneath top stratum for area landwe.rd of levee where

observed seepage was .merglng.

,
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through the borrow pits where most of the

has been removed. It is pointed out that
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natural impervious top stratum

piezometers 1, 2, and 3 river-

ward of the levee on line H (plate 50) indicated hydrostatic heads al-

most equal to the river stage. The distance to the effective source of

seepage at lines E, H, and M was about 950 ft, 1500 ft, and 925 ft, re-

spectively, at the crest of both the

and table 8). Fig. 29 shows that s

rose. From the plotted values of s

estimated that the source of seepage

1943 and 1950 high waters (fig. 29

decreased considerably as the river

vs river stage in fig. 29, it is

may be as close as 800 ft at lines

E and M at the project flood stage, and 1350 ft at line H. At lines E

and M the effective source of seepage entry thus would be only 400 ft

from the riverside toe of the levee.

222. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

are plotted vs corresponding

river stages in fig. 29 for both the 1943 and 1950 high waters. The

average ground surface and tailwater used in the determination of
‘3

are shown at the left in fig. 29. At piezometer lines E and M, where

the top stratum consists of about 2 to 3 ft of clay underlain by about

3 to 6 ft of sandy silt,
‘3

was about 500 ft at the crest of both the

1943 and 1950 high waters. At line H,
‘3

was about 1000 ft. Although

the top stratum immediately landward of the seepage berm at line H is

similar to that at lines E and M, it is somewhat thicker and more imper-

vious landward of the levee, which is probably the main reason for the

greater x
3

at line H. It is estimated that at the project flood
‘3

will be about 500 ft for piezometer lines E and M and about 900 ft for

line H.

223. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

foundation at Commerce consists of alternating strata of medium and

coarse sands with some finer sand strata near the surface, some of which

are also interspersed in the deeper and coarser strata (see plates 36

and 37). The pervious foundation has an effective thickness of about

165 ft. The permeability of the sand aquifer was estimated from labora-

tory permeability tests made on samples of sand obtained with a bailer

sampler, correlation of Dlo vs kf as shown by fig. 17, seepage and

piezometric data, relief well flow and related piezometric data, and
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field pumping tests. The results of these determinations are summarized

in table 8. The laboratory permeability tests indicated an over-all
-4

average
‘f

of about 750 x 10 cm per see, whereas the other tests and

determinations indicated a kf of about 850 to 1000 x 10
-4

cm per sec.

The permeability as determined from the field pumping tests as described
-4in Appendix C gave a k

f
of 1000 x 10 cm per sec. As this value is

considered to be the most reliable, it was used in the subsequent com-

putations of seepage flow beneath the levee.

224. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The average top

stratum landward of the berm toe at Commerce is considered to have an ef-

fective thickness of about 6 to 7 ft; as may be seen from plates 38 and

39 the top stratum along the berm toe consists of about 2 or 3 ft of

clay underlain by 3 to 6 ft of sandy silt or silty sand. However, it

should be noted that the character and thickness of the top stratum land-

ward of the levee vary considerably. On the basis of the top stratum

thicknesses set forth in table 8, k~. computed from piezometric data

during the

be about 2

stratum at

extent and

of the top

1943 and 1950 high waters”~t lines E, H, and M was found to

to5xlo
-4

cm per sec. The lower permeability of the top

line H (see table 8) can probably be attributed to the greater

thickness of clay existing along this line. The permeability

stratum based on seepage measured landward of the levee dur-

ing the 1950 high water, the average thickness of the top stratum, and

excess head in the area landward of the levee where the observed seepage
-4

emerged was about 3 x 10 cm per sec.

225. Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the founda-

tion to that of the top strat~ at piezometer lines E and M is estimated

to be about 200 to 250; at line H the ratio is estimated to vary between

500 and 800. Estimates of kf/kbL for the crests of the 1943, 1950,

and project floods are given in table 8.

226. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at lines E,

H, and M at the crests of the 1943 and 1950 high waters, and for the

project flood, was estimated using the corresponding values of H , s ,

and x
3

for these floods. The estimated Qs at the 1943 and 1950

crests ranged from about 80 to 160 gpm per 100 ft of levee. Natural
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seepage at a project flood stage would probably be about 250 to 450 gpm

per 100 ft of levee. Qs/H during the 1950 high water was estimated to

range from about 10 to 17 gpm per 100 ft of levee; QA/H as determined

from seepage measurements during this high water was about 7 gpm (see

table 8). In comparing the above values of Qs/H and QA/H , it is

pointed out that Qs/H as determined from piezometric data and founda-

tion permeability characteristicsrepresents the total seepage flow pass-

ing beneath the levee, whereas the value for QA/H includes only the

seepage emerging between the levee and the slough landward of the levee.

On the basis of the piezometric gradients observed at lines

ing the 1950 high water, plates 50 and 52, respectively, it

approximately80 to 90 per cent of the computed seepage Qs

landward of the levee during the 1950 flood. i)uringhigher

H and M dur-

appears that

was emerging

river stages

when the ground storage would probably be filled for greater distances

landward of the levee, practically all of the seepage passing beneath

the levee at Commerce may be expected to rise to the surface. From these

data it may be concluded that the Commerce site is subject to a high

rate of natural seepage.

227. Landside substratumpressures. The hydrostatic pressures

that developed along the toe

and 1950 floods are shown on

ings of selected piezometers

vs river stages are shown on

of the berm at or near the crest of the 1943

plates 57 and 58 (line T). Plots of read-

at or near the landside toe of the levee

plates 59 and 60, which also show estimated

substratum pressures for river stages up to the project flood stage.

me head on the levee, top stratum characteristics,and substratumpres-

sures at typical piezometers along the landside toe of the berm are given

in table 9.

228. Plates 41-46 show that the maximum heads landward of the

levee lagged only one or two days behind the crest of the river. The

lag of approximatelyfive days in development of excess heads landward

of the levee after the river reached the levee can be attributed to fill-

ing of the natural ground storage landward of the levee as the river rose.

229. The data shown on plate 59 and in table 9 indicate that up-

lift pressures sufficient to cause sand boils can be expected to develop
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Table 9

Head on Levee, ToP Strata, Substratum Pr.msures, and Gradient. through TOP Strata along Tce of Levee

commerce> Miss., Site

Est Gradient through

Crest of 1950
Top Stratum (195~

ProJect Flocd
Avg Gre.-

mickneas of Top
h

Flood (206.7)
LisIIt

clientat E,t (0.8; Z.t) ~ ho h
Heavy Med

(220.2) Est
Stratmn, ft

or No
Pie. Pie. Pie., .1 T&ilwater

h Hati

~ Number ft, IUG1 ~ $ ‘Yd
Seep- Seep- Seep- H o

~$ cel, m IUG1 ~ Silt Total ‘t ft f-t t-t ~ BOIIS ~ age age ft f* ~ ~

A-T A-1-X 201.0 3.5 5.0 8.5 6.0 5.1 j,~ ~.~ 18 ---- -... 0.20 ---- 19.2 2.6d 14 7.1

C-T c-1-x 199.5 ----- 1.8 2.0 3.8 3.8 3.2 7.2 2.5 30 ---- 0.70 ---- ---- 20.7 3.2” 15

E-3-X

7.8

E-T 199.0 .---- 3.0 3.0 6.0 k.5 3.8 6.7e 1.4e 21e ---- ---- 0.31 ---- 21.2 --- -- ----

E-T E-4-W 198.0 ----- 3.0 4.0 7.0 6.0 5.1 8.7 1.4 16 ---- 0.23 -... 22.2 3.8a 17 ----

E-1’ E-5-X 199.0 .---- 3.0 5.5 8.5 7.5 6.k 7.7 2.7 35 ---- ---- 0.36 ---- 21.2 6.06 28 14.2

E-T E-6-x 196.0 197.5 6.o 1.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 9.2 0.5 5 ---- ---- 0.07 22.7 3.1a 14 >22.7

T G-1-X 198.3 ----- 0.0 7.5 7.5 4.3 3.7 8.4 2.8 33 ---- 0.65 ---- ---- 21.9 3.7’ 17 11.0

H-T H-9-X 197.8 ----- 2.5 6.5 9.0 3.8 3.2 8.9 2.2 25 ---- 0.58 ---- ---- 22.4 3.2C 14 10.4

H-T H-12-W 197.5 ----- 2.7 0.0 0.0 2.’7 2.3 9.2 0.6 7 ---- ---- 0.26 ---- 22.7 1.3d 6 13.2

J-T J-1-X 199.4 ----- 5.0 4.0 9.0 5.5 4.9 7.3 1.7 23 ---- ---- 0.29 ---- 20.8 4.9’ 24 12.8

T L-1-X 199.4 -.-.- Y.O 3.5 5.Y 6.7 5.6 7,3 ~.> 21 ---- ---- 0.22 ---- 20.8 5.6’ 27 14.8

M-T M-3-X 198.5 ----- 3.0 8.o 11.0 5.8 4.9 8.2 1.2 15 ---- ---- 0.21 ---- 21.7 4.8d 22 16.7

M-T M-5-X 197.0 197.5 3.3 U.O 3.3 3.3 2.8 9.2 0.9 10 ---- ---- 0.27 ---- 22.7 2.8” 12 16.2

T N-1-X 198.0 ----- 0.0 9.0 9.0 7.0 5.9 8.7 1.3 15 ---- ---- 0.19 ---- 22.2 4.1a 19 ----

O-T O-1-X 198.0 ----- 1.0 9.0 10.0 5.4 4.6 0.7 1.5 17 ---- ---- 0.28 ---- 22.2 4.6= zl ----

O-T O-2-X 196.8 197.5 2.0 6.5 8.5 6.0 5.1 9.2 1.5 16 ---- ---- 0.25 ---- 22.7 4.2d 19 15.5

T Q-1-X 198.0 ----- 1.5 10.3 11.8 3.6 3.1 8.7 1.6 18 ---- ---- 0.44 ---- 22.2 3.1’ 14 13.0

R-!f R-2-X 195.2 197.5 7.0 17.0 24.0 19.0 16.0 9.2 3.4 37 ---- ---- 0.18 ---- 22.7 --- .- ----

R-T R-1-W 195.2 197.5 7.o 0.0 7.0 7.0 6.o 9.2 0.3 3 ---- ---- ---- o.ti 22.7 --- -- ----

S-T s-6-x 195.5 ----- 17.5 0.0 17.5 17.5 14.9 11.2 1.5 13 ---- ---- ---- 0.@ 24.7 3.9’ 16 >24.7

a, “; d See par~aph 143.

e 1943 flcmd.

along the toe of the existing seepage berm from sta 22/43 to 23/15 at

river heights on the levee in excess of 8 to 12 ft. The lack of occurrence

of sand boils during the 1950 high water may be attributed to the low head

on the levee (H = 8 to $ft ) and heavy uniform seepage which tended to

prevent the development of any high uplift pressures (h. ~ 1.0 to 3.5

ft) ; see table 9. These values of ho correspond to approximately20

to 35 per cent of H . The maximum gradient through the top stratum ob-

served during the 1950 high water ranged from about 0.6 to 0.7. In gen-

eral, the gradients through the top stratum ranged from about 0.2 to 0.4.

In summary, excess heads as high as 3 to 6 ft above ground and n~erous

sand boils may be expected to occur at the Comr,ercesite from sta 22/43

to 23/30 when the river stage is higher than 10 to 15 ft. Excess heads

greater than 3 to 6 ft are not expected to occur, as the top stratum can

withstand only heads of this amount before it ruptures. H of more than

10 to 15 ft can be expected to increase the number and severity of the

sand boils. In view of the fact that the project flood stage will create

an H of approximately22 ft, numerous and possibly severe sand boils

will probably develop along this reach of levee at such a flood stage.



230. Exploration data downstream of sta 23/30 are inadequate
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to

permit any accurate evaluation of conditions in this area. However, on

the basis of rather questionable data from -piezometerline S, conditions

downstream of sta 23/30 apparently are not nearly as critical as those

upstream of this point.

231. Hydrostatic head vs depth. Several piezometers were installed

at various elevations within the pervious substratum and in the top

stratum to determine variations in head at depth within the sand stratum

and loss of head as the subsurface seepage rose to the surface. The pi-

ezometric head above the ground surface as measured by piezometers at

different depths on lines H and M at about the crest of the 1950 high

water (H = 8 to 9 ft) is plotted in fig. 30. This figure indicates that

the hydrostatic head at a depth of approximately40 ft below the top of
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the pervious aquifer was approximately 1 to 1.5 ft greater than that im-

mediately beneath the top stratum for the river stage experienced. It

is also interesting to note that the rate of head loss up through the

top stratum at the points of measurement was about as great through the

silty sand and sandy silt material as through the thin upper layer of

clay; however, this may well be expected where the clay stratum is very

thin (only 2 to 4 ft thick) and is probably perforated by shrinkage

cracks, root holes, crayfish holes, and other fissures.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

232. Net heads of 8 to 9 ft on the levee during the 1950 high

water did not cause the formation of sand boils along the levee at the

Commerce site. However, from an analysis of the piezometric data and

soil conditions at the site, it appears that uplift pressures sufficient

to cause sand boils will probably occur when the river is higher than

10 to 15 ft on the levee (8 to 12 ft below the project flood stage).

Although this levee withstood a head of approximately 20 ft during the

1937 high water, numerous sand boils occurred which required controlling.

The seepage berm constructed in 19~t0no doubt has improved the safety of

the levee, in that it has practically eliminated any danger of sloughing

of the landside slope as a result of seepage, and has forced the point

of any subsurfacepiping farther from the levee proper. However, in the

constructionof this berm new borrow pits were opened riverward of the

levee which probably reduced the distance to the effective source of

seepage entry from that existing in 1937. Also, the berm and clay-filled

swale and thicker top stratum immediately landward of the levee have cre-

ated a condition that will cause concentrationof seepage in a much nar-

rower area from sta 23/O to 23/30 than existed during the 1937 high water

(see sections E, H, M, O, and R on plates 38-4o).

233. In view of these conditions and because of the close source

of seepage in the riverside borrow pits and the perviousness of the foun-

dation sands, additional seepage control measures are recommended to

further insure the safety of the levee at project flood stage. The

existing berm has more than adequate thickness but is considered somewhat
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narrow. Measures recommended are either a line of relief wells along

the toe of the seepage berm or widening of the berm.

Trotters 51, Mississippi

234. Trotters 51 was selected for intensive study because of the

very serious underseepage and sand boils that occurred there during the

1937 high water. Since 1937, a large seepage berm and sublevee basins

have been constructed. The top stratum landward of the levee between

levee sta 50/0 and 51/0 is extremely variable. Along the toe of the

seepage berm the top stratum consists essentially of silt 5 to 20 ft

thick; a thick, massive deposit of clay lies 100 to 300 ft landward of

the berm toe. A reach of levee from sta 52/20 to

stratum landward of the levee is quite thin (3 to

silt and intervening sandy ridges and clay-filled

lected for study and installation of piezometers.

53/0 where the top

5 ft of clay with some

swales) was also se-

This reach, although

subject to seepage, had not been considered particularly critical.

Description of site

235. The site is located along the east bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River approximately 5 miles west of Dundee, Miss., and extends

from sta 50/0 to 53/20; however, most of the investigationwas along

that reach of levee from sta 50/15 to 51/0.

236. Plans of the site, river, borrow pits, surface geology, to-

pography, and piezometers are shown on plates 61-63. Plate 64 is an

aerial mosaic of the site taken before construction of the present levee

and seepage berm. Plate 65 is an aerial mosaic taken after construction

of the present levee, seepage berm, and sublevee basin. The levee is

approximately 3500 ft from a former channel of the Mississippi River,

and has a net height of approximately25.5 ft. Riverside borrow pits 8

to 12 ft deep and 500 to 800 ft wide, in which most of the top blanket

riverward of the levee has been removed, extend along most of the site.

River stages at the site can be estimated from the Helena, Ark., gage

and the graph on plate 83.

237. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, an H
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of 21 ft caused very heavy underseepage and numerous sand boils 4 to 12

in. in diameter between sta 50/23 to 50/51, One 6-in. sand boil, when

discovered at sta 50/40+15, was discharging water to a height of 2 ft

above the ground surface. Opposite sta 50/42, a boil occurred about 200

ft from the levee toe east of a gravel road. This boil discharged con-

siderablematerial as it moved across the road, causing the road to cave

in to a depth of 15 ft to within 25 ft of the levee toe. Several sack

sublevees were constructed around the active sand boils but other boils

continued to break out beyond the limits of these sack levees. Finally,

a large-sized sack sublevee was constructed from sta 50/23 to 50/51

which extended about 5C0 to 800 ft from the levee. More serious under-

seepage and sand boils occurred at this location than at any other in
.

the Memphis District. At times, as many as 300 to 500 men were engaged

in fighting underseepage. Approximately 160,000 sacks were used in con-

structing sublevees. Several sand boils also were observed between sta

51/38 and 51/48. The locations of the boils that occurred between sta

50/25 and 51/0 are shown on plate 62. Several photographs of conditions

existing along this reach of levee during the 1937 high water are shown

on plate 83.

238. In the summer of 1937 after the high water, permanent sub-

levees were constructed between sta 50/25 and 50/47, and a large land-

side seepage berm about 10 ft thick at the levee toe and 200 ft wide was

constructed in 1938. This berm extends from sta 48/o to 54/43+64. The

location and extent of the permanent sublevee and seepage berm are shown

on plates 61-63; typical sections of the sublevee and seepage berm are

shown on plates 66-69.

239. During the 1950 high water (maximum H = 11 ft) 8 sand boils

were observed between sta 50/5 and 50/40. The locations of these boils

are shown on plate 62 by small solid dots. These boils were approxi-

mately 3 to 8 in. in diameter and were discharging considerable material

at the crest of the high water. Numerous pin boils were observed in the

landside drainage ditch between sta 51/37 and 51/53. Seepage water was

observed in many of the fields and road ditches landward of the levee

between sta 50/0 and 55/0. Considerable flow was emerging through a



culvert beneath the sublevee adjacent to the road at sta

flow, which came from the lower two sublevee basins, was
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50/44. This

measured on 9

February 1950 when H = 9.9 ft , and was found to be approximately 24o

gpm. This represents an average seepage flow from sta 50/33+70 to

50/47+27 of 17.7 gpm per 100-ft levee,station,or QA/H = approximately

1.8 gpm per 100 ft of levee. However, it is pointed out that the meas-

ured seepage flow does not include all of the seepage passing beneath

the levee along this reach, as there was still an appreciable flow of

seepage landward of the sublevee basin as indicated by the slope of the

hydraulic grade line at the landward side of the sublevee basin.

45 with wells on 50-ft centers was in-240. A relief well system

stalled between sta 50/26+00 and 50/46+95 in January 1943. The wells

were operated during high river stages that occurred in May-June 1943.

The average well flow for this system was 16.6 gpm per 100 ft of levee

for H = 6.3 ft , or an average flow of 5.3 gpm per 100-ft station per

ftH. The well system was plugged in December 1943.

241. A partial cutoff 42 ft deep was constructed along the river-

side toe of the levee between sta 51/6+38 to 51/20+70 in the fall of

1950. There has been no significant high water against this levee since

installation of the partial cutoff.

242. Piezometer installation. In 1942 lines of piezometers were

installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 50/36+50 and 52/22+00 with

some piezometers along the toe of the seepage berm at sta 50/4, between

sta 50/26+50 and 50/46+20, and between sta 52/48+00 and 53/3+40 (plates

61-63). Piezometer readings were obtained during the high water in 1943

and 1950.

Geology of site and soil conditions

243. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 61.

The type and thickness of top stratum materials are illustrated in more

detail on plates 62 and 63. The principal area of investigation (sta

50/0 to 53/15) is located in an area of point bar and channel deposits,

which were formed while the river occupied courses 13 and 14, and is

bordered on the landside by an old slough, a remnant of course 14 (plates

61 and 64).
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244. From sta 48/19 to 53/10 the levee crosses an old sand bar

deposit typified by ridge and swale topography underlain by deep deposits

of pervious sand. Cross sections of the mapped areas show an undulated

surface typical of ridge and swale topography. The maximum surface re-

lief in this area is about 8 ft, but generally averages about 2 to 5 ft.

(See plates 62-64, 66-67, and 69.) The ridges and swales formed during

course 14 either parallel the levee or cross it at small angles.

245. A predominant feature of the surface geology immediately

landward of the sublevee basin at Trotters 51 is a relatively thick (20

to 25 ft), narrow channel filling, the edge of which is approximately

300 ft from the landside toe of the levee as it existed in 1937 (plates

62 and 67). This channel filling does not exist at piezometer line H

at sta 52/22 (plate 69). At this latter line of piezometers across

course 14, the swale fillings consist of clay about 5 to 8 ft thick.

In summary, the deposits landward of the levee from sta 50/0 to 53/10

consist of a very complicated sequence of channel fillings and ridge and

swale deposits.

246. Clay deposits approximately 25 ft thick exist landward of

former river courses 13-B and 14, and are overlain by natural levee de-

posits of sandy silt and fine sands 5 to 10 ft thick (see plates 61, 64,

66, and69). The thickness and crevasse topography of these natural

levee deposits, as vividly illustrated in the aerial mosaic on plate 64,

indicate that the river must have occupied courses 13-B and 14 for many

years.

247. Relation of underseepage to geology. The most severe under-

seepage and sand boils occurring during the 1937 high water were located

between sta 50/23 and 50/51, and between the then-existing landside levee

toe and the thick channel filling 300 ft landward, the bottom of which

is filled with clay (plates 62 and 66). The top stratum between the

levee toe and this filled channel consists of sandy silts and silty sands

varying in thicl:nessfrom 5 to 15 ft (see plate 62, sections C and E on

plate 66, and sections F and U on plate 68). The presence of the deep

clay- and silt-filled channel landward and parallel to the levee toe,

and the silty ridge at the toe of the levee doubtless serve to localize



and concentrate underseepage

thickness and the occurrence
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along this reach of levee. Variation in

of occasional clayey seams in the sandy

ridge at the levee toe are no doubt conducive to the concentrationof

seepage at this point (see plates 66 and 68). The clay-filled channel

extends landward at piezometer line E until it joins a clay-filled slough,

creating in effect a block to the emergence of underseepage over an area

approximately800 to 1000 ft wide landward of the levee (plates 62 and

67).

248. It is pointed out that the toe of the existing seepage berm

is now only about 100 ft from the edge of the clay-filled channel. While

the seepage berm increases the length of path of seepage and moves the

point of any potential piping farther from the levee toe, it will in this

instance tend to further concentrate seepage between the deep clay fill-

ing and toe of the berm. Other predominating causes of seepage and sand

boils in this reach are the close effective seepage entrance in the river-

side borrow pits, which have been excavated to sand, the great depth of

pervious substratum sands, and the thinness and variability of the land-

side top stratum imr,ediatelylandward of the levee toe.

249. Conditions similar to those in the vicinity of the sublevee

basin described above exist along other reaches of the levee from sta

50/0 to 53/0. However, the particular combination of factors that causes

underseepage to be so severe in the vicinity of the subleveed area does

not exist to the same extent elsewhere. Either the top stratum is thicker

landward of the levee or the riverside borrow pits have not uncovered

the pervious sand foundation to the same extent, or the strata landward

of the levee are more uniform, thereby allowing more uniform upward flow

of seepage.

250. It would at first seem that a potentially critical under-

seepage area exists at about sta 53/0, where the clay-filled slough

previously mentioned intersects the levee at a small angle (plate 63).

The reason that no serious underseepagehas been observed to date at

this intersection is probably because the riverside borrow pits imme-

diately landward of the levee in this area do not penetrate to the prin-

cipal underlying pervious substratum, and also because a stratum of sandy
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silts and clay lies under this -particularpoint at a depth of approxi-

mately 20 ft (see sections J and L, plate 69).

251. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations of pi-

ezometers and borings are shown in plan on plates 61-63. Soil profiles

and piezometer lines, both perpendicular and parallel to the landside

toe of the levee at Trotters 51, are shown on plates 66 to 69. One pi-

ezometer line (E) was located Perpendicularto the levee in the area

where underseeFage was the most severe during the 1937 high water;

another line (H) was located perpendicularto the levee in an area of

sand bar deposits where no serious underseepage had occurred during the

1937 high water. Both piezometer lines E and H extend from near the

riverbank fo’ralmost a mile landward of the levee. Additional piezom-

eters were located at selected points along the landside toe of the

present berm from sta 50/0 to 53/5. The tips of some piezometers, desig-

nated W , were installed in semipervious strata within the principal top

stratum; the tips of the remaining piezometers, designated X , were in-

stalled in the upper part of the underlying pervious stratum beneath the

top stratum.

252. T’hesediments that make up the top stratum in the sand bar

area at Trotters 51 are quite variable, both in thiclinessand type, as

may be noted on plates 62, 63, and 66-69. These sediments range from

clay to silty sand. Most of the top stratum immediately landward of the

levee from sta 50/0 to 53/10 consists of alternate layers of silty sand

and sandy silt with occasional strata of clayey soils near the surface.

Numerous clay-filled swales also exist along this reach of levee.

253. The clays and silty clays landward of the levee at Trotters

51 are usually found as fillings in swales or abandoned channels. Sandy

silt and silty sand make up the greater part of the top stratum in the

area and form the upper part of the ridges in the ridge and swale to-

pography. They form the upper 5 to 15 ft of each ridge and grade upward

into somewhat finer sediments. These sediments also frequently underlie

swale fillings of clayey sediments and in places form part of old channel

fillings.

254. At piezometers A-1 and B-1 the top stratum consists of about
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k ft of silty clay underlain by approximately 8 ft of sandy silt. The

top stratum at the toe of the existing seepage berm from sta 50/15 to

51/20 consists of predominantly sandy silt and silty sand strata 5 to 15

ft thick interlacedwith strata of sand and silty clay as depicted on

section U, plate 68. The top stratum landward of the ridge of silt con-

sists of a relatively thick, wide deposit of clay.

255. The top stratum along section H is representativeof sandy

ridge and swale deposits where both the ridges of sandy silts and clay-

filled swales are relatively thin (see plate 69). The ridges usually

are covered with a thin layer of clayey silt or silty clay 3 to 5 ft

thick. The top stratum at the intersectionof the old slough and levee

at about sta 52/50 is depicted by sections J and L on plate 69. As may

be noted, the top stratum consists of an upper stratum of silty sand ap-

proximately 4 ft thick underlain by about 10 to 15 ft of very fine sand,

which in turn is underlain by a thin stratum of clays and silts about 3

ft thick.

256. The pervious substratum consists of medium to medium coarse

sands with some gravel, and extends from the river to landward of the

levee (see plate 67).

Analysis of piezomet-
ric and seepage data

257. River stage and piezometer readings obtained during the 1943

and 1950 high waters are plotted on plates 70-74. At the 1943 crest H =

7 tO 9 ft; during the 1950 high water maximum H = 9 to 11 ft. The re-

lief well system at the Trotters 51 site during the 1943 high water was

kept closed until after the river crested. The analysis of piezometric

data contained in this report pertains to conditions observed when the

wells were clo:;ed,except that estimates of the permeability of the sub-

stratum were b:~sed,in part, on well flows corresponding to piezometric

data obtained ~lhenthe wells were flowing. No relief wells were in

operation duri]lgthe 1950 high water; and, therefore, the following

analyses of th[~1943 and 1950 piezometric data are on a comparable basis.

258. Pi(>zometricgradients existing in the pervious substratum

beneath the le’~eeat piezometer lines E, H, and L for selected river
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stages during the 1943 and 1950 high waters are shown on plates 75-8o;

the hydrostatic head along the toe of the levee (piezometer line U) is

shown on plates 79-8o.

259. Seepage and soil conditions vary considerably at the Trotters

51 site as illustratedby the surface geology depicted on plates 62 and

63. Accordingly in the following discussion, the piezometer lines are
..

consideredmore or less representativeof soil conditions along the fol-

lowing reaches:

Sta 50/0 to 50/28 -- piezometer lines A, B, and C
Sta 50/28 to 51/o -- piezometer lines E and F
Sta 52/0 to 52/45 -- piezometer line H
Sta 52/45 to 53/5 -- piezometer lines J and L.

260. During the 1950 high water, ho was approximately7.5 ft

above the elevation of the water in the sublevee basin (see line U,

plate 80). Excess heads above the ground surface as high as 3 ft existed

as far as 2500 ft landward of the levee at piezometer line E (see plate

76). At piezometer line H, ho (immediatelybeneath the top stratum)

was estimated to be approximately2.5 ft at the 1950 crest; hx as meas-

ured by deeper piezometers was approximately 3.5 to 2.5 ft as far land-

ward as 700 ft (see plate 78).

261. A surmnaryof informationpertaining to the site, and the re-

sults of analyses of piezometric and seepage data subsequentlydiscussed

are given in table 10.

262. Source of seepage. Seepage may enter the pervious substratum

at Trotters 51 from the Mississippi River, and through riverside borrow

pits (see plates 62, 63, and 66-69). The worst seepage areas seem to be

located directly opposite those borrow pits where all or practically all

of the top stratum has been removed.

263. Values of s at piezometer lines E and H during the 1950

and 1943 high waters are plotted in fig. 31. These values indicate

that seepage enters the sand substratumprimarily through the river-

side borrow pits where most of the natural impervious top stratum

has been removed. It is pointed out that piezometer 1 riverward of the

levee on line H (plate 78) indicated hydrostatic heads almost equal to

the river stage. The distance to the effective source of seepage at
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Teble 10

Sumnaly of Atmlysis’of Piezometric end Seepage Datm, and Average DesigI value,

Trotters 51, Miss., Site

Line E Line H
Project Project

Factor 1943 F1oc.5 1950 FIOcd ~ 1950 Floti ~
Design Vslues

Sta 50/25-51/0 St& 52/0.53/0

208.7 208.7
183.0 185,0
25.7 23.7

Rinr stage (crest) 191.7
A=,- el of ground or tailwat.er 183.0
Head on levee (H) 8.7

194.0
183.0
11.0

208.7 194.0
183.0 185.0

25.7 9.0

Piezometersused1. analysis E-4X, -5x, -6x E-3X, -4X, -5X 6x ----- H-2X, -4X ...-. -.-.-
Rlver,ide borrow Pit> width, ft 800
Top stratun 0-5 f-tsa si
Averfvgestratuz 3 ft Sa Sf

Distance from riverside levee tce to ,ive, (Ll) 3400
Base width of levee (Iq) k50
Iandward extent of top Stratum (L3) 1600
Lsngth of leaking blanket 500

900
. . . . . 0-& f-ts. Si

1 ft S. Si
..... 3100
..... L50

1300

850 850
0-5ft s. si -----
2 ft Se Si .....

3300 3100
450 450
1600 1300

.....

----- 500 -----

Distance tO ,ffeCtiVE seePa@ B.lX’C,(s) 1150
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl) 700

1000
550

850 1100
Loo 650

750 735

100

85c 950
boo 400

2000 750

100 100

Di.tance to effective seepage exit (X3) 1600

Effective thickness of sand substratm (d) 100

2500

.....
-4

P.-ability of s.bstratma (kf x 10 .n!/eec) 1000
Laboratory permeability tests 750
Grein 81.. (kf(field) vs DIO, fig. 17) 1000

Seepage and pie.ometric data
Field pumping tests -----
Well flow and piezo.metricdata 1150

Top stratum, tw c1 & se Si
Eff,ctive thickness for ,eepage analysis (~L) 9.0
Critical thickness (z )

t.4
9.0

Permeability (%L x 10 cm/sec) 0.5

Piezmt,ic.kitaandblanket formulas 0.5’
Plezometric data and eeepage measurements -----

..... 1000
.....

.....

1000 1000
.--.- . . ..-

.-.--

835 ----- .....
.....
....-

.....

....- .....
----- .....

..... c1 & s. s,
5.0

...-. 5.0

1.6 1.0

L.6 1.0
-----

c1 & s, Si Cl & S. Si
e.o 5.0
8.0 5.0

.....
-----

0.5 ..... ...-.
0.3
0.7*

.....
-----.

Permeability r.tiO (kf/~L) 2000
Blanket formula 1980
Natural eeepage measurement. .....

2000
3500
1020

600 1000
610 9e0

-----

1900 1000
. . ..- . ----

Naturalseepagebeneath levee (computed)
Q,, =m/100 f* Of le=e 47.0

QS/E, gprujftof head/100 ft of levee 5.4

QA/H, SPm/100 ft of le.feebetween stti50/23 ....-

end 50/47+27 and between levee and L. S.
sublevee (rmasured)

-----
...-.48.0

L.4

1.6

236 72.5

9.2 8.1

-----

-----
...-.

* Eased on total measured seepage, average thickness of top stratum, and average excess head beneath top stratum for area landwsrd of levee where
observed seepage was eroerging.
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piezometer lines E and H was about 1000 and 1100 ft, respectively, at

the crest of the 1950 high water (fig. 31 and table 10). It may be seen

in fig. 31 that s decreased considerably as the river rose. From the

plotted values of s vs river stage in fig. 31 it is estimated that s

may be as close as 850 or ~00 ft at lines E and H for a project flood

stage. Thus the effective source of seepage entry would be only 400 or

500 ft from the riverside toe of the levee.

264. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

vs corresponding river stages

are plotted in fig. 31 for both the 1943 and 1950 high waters. The very

irregular topography, top stratum, and tailwater conditions landward of

the levee at -piezometerline E make a correct determination of the ef-

fective seepage exit difficult. On the assumption of an average ground

and tailwater elevation of 183.0, it appears from fig. 31 that
‘3 ‘n-

creased progressively during rising river stages during both the 1943

and 1950 high waters until H reached approximately 10 ft, at which

stage x
3

equalled.almost 3200 ft. At an H higher than 10 ft, the

distance to the seepage exit decreased to a value of about 2500 ft. The

distance to the effective seepage exit at project flood stage, based on

the maximum ho that can exist at line E, is about 750 ft. This phe-

nomenon of an increasing
‘3

followed by a decrease can possibly be ex-

plained as follows. At piezometer line E the top stratum immediately

landward of the present seepage berm consists of a relatively narrow

width of alternating strata of clay and silty soils and a wide width of

fairly thick impervious soils, with a thinner top stratum approximately

1500 ft landward of the levee. The resistance of this thickness and

type of top stratum to seepage rising to the surface is rather great.

Accordingly, at relatively low river stages, values of
‘3

probably

reflect largely the resistance to seepage flow landward in filling ground-

water storage. Then as the ground-water storage becomes filled, the re-

sistance to seepage flow either landward or Up through the top stratum

is increased and results in an increase of
‘3 “

At a river stage of

about 10 ft on the levee, several sand boils occurred in the sublevee

basin immediately landward of the berm toe. Such boils, of course, pro-

vide a certain amount of natural relief close to the levee, which decreases
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the distance to the over-all average seepage exit for the sand aquifer.

265. At the crest of the 1950 high water x

lt is expect~d=t~~ ‘~ atpiezOm-eter line H (fig. 31 and table 10).
3

may de-

crease to approximately 650 ft at project flood stage. The much shorter

‘3
at line H as compared to line E is attributed to a much thinner and

more pervious top stratum at line H.

266. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

substratum at the Trotters 51 site consists of medium to medium-coarse

sands with some gravel, with a depth of approximately 100 ft. The gra-

dations of typical foundation sands existing at this site are plotted on

plate 83.

267. The permeability of the pervious substratum was estimated

from laboratory permeability tests, correlation of Dlo vs kf as shown

by fig. 17, analysis of seepage and related piezometric data, and well

flow and related piezometric data. The results of these determinations

are given in table 10. It may be noted that results obtained with the

several methods used in arriving at the permeability of the substratum

at this site checked reasonably well except those determined from lab-
-4

oratory tests which appear low. A value of kf = 1000 x 10 cm per sec

was selected as being the best estimate of the permeability of the sand

aquifer in situ at the Trotters 51 site.

268. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The top stratum

landward of the levee at line E consists of alternating strata of clays,

silts, and sands and is approximately9 ft thick between the toe of the

existing seepage berm and the sublevee. Beneath and landward of the

sublevee a relatively thick, wide deposit of clay extends out a distance

of approximately 1500 ft from the center line of the levee. Landward of

this the top stratum for a distance of about 400 ft consists of about 10

ft of clay and clayey silt. In generalizing the top stratum at line E

for the purpose of seepage analysis, the leaking blanket was assumed to

have an effective thickness of 9 ft and a length of 500 ft, and an im-

pervious block was assumed to exist at this distance from the toe of the

seepage berm. On the basi:;of these assumptions the permeability of the

top stratum as computed from blanket formulas and
‘3

was 0.5 and
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0.3 x 10-4 cm per sec at the crest of the 1943 and 1950 high waters,

respectively. The permeability of the top stratum in the sublevee basin

areas based on seepage measurements during the 1950 high water, the

average thickness of top stratum, and the average head beneath the top
-4

stratum in the areas where the seepage was measured was 0.7 x 10 cm

per sec. All factors considered, this is a relatively close check (see

table 10).

269. The top stratum landward of the levee at line H consists of

ridges of sandy silts and clay-filled swales; it was considered to have

an average thickness of about 5 ft in the subsequent seepage analysis.

On the basis of this assumption and using blanket formulas and measured
-4

values of x3 , kbL was computed to be about 1 x 10 crlper sec at the

crest of the 1950 high water.

270. Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the founda-

tion to that of the top stratum was estimated on the basis of the above-

described analyses and is shown in table 10 for both lines E and H. At

the 1950 crest this ratio is estimated to have been 3500 for line E and

about 1000 for line H.

271. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at piezometer

lines E and H at the crests of the 1943 and 1950 high waters, and for

the project flood, was estimated using correspondingvalues of H , s ,

and
‘3

for these floods (see table 10). At the 1950 crest, Qs pass-

ing beneath the levee at piezometer line E was estimated to be 48 gpm

per 100 ft of levee, Qs/H 2 4 gpm per 100 ft of levee. QA/H as deter-

mined from seepage measurements near the crest of the 1950 high water in

two of the sublevee basins was about 1.6 gpm. In comparing these values

of Qs/H and QA/H it is pointed out that Qs/H as determined from

piezometric data and foundation permeability characteristicsrepresents

the total seepage flow passing beneath the levee, whereas the value for

QA/H includes only the seepage emerging in two sublevee basins irmne-

diately landward of the levee. On the basis of the piezometric grade

line observed at line E at the 1950 crest it appears that approximately

70 to 80 per cent of the computed seepage was emerging between the levee

and the slough approximately 1500 ft landward of the center line of the
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levee. At project flood stage the natural seepage with no change from

the 1950 borrow pit conditions is estimated at approximately235 gpm per

100 ft of levee, Qs/H = 9 gpm. Thus a fairly high rate of natural

seepage occurs at line E at H higher than 10 to 15 ft.

272. The natural seepage passing beneath the levee at line H was

estimated to be about 8 gpm per ft H per 100 ft of levee, or about 70

gpm at the crest of the 1950 high water (see table 10). The gradient

line on plate 78 shows that practically all of this seepage emerges be-

tween the levee and the landward slough. From this same gradient line

it appears that much of the natural seepage must have been emerging along

the low ground between approximately 1000 ft from the center line of the

levee and the slough. The fact that there was no indication of landward

seepage beyond the slough can be explained by the existence of the very

massive clay top stratum lying landward of the slough which prevents the

emergence of seepage from the deep sand aquifer. No concentrated seepage

or sand boils were reported during the 1950 high water; instead seepage

was reported as emerging throughout

the landward slough (see plate 63).

the levee at project flood stage is

QS/H = 9.6 gpm. This site may also

the whole area between the levee and

The estimated natural seepage beneath

about 230 gpm per 100 ft of levee or

be classified as one subject to a

high rate of natural seepage at high flood

natural seepage were made at line H during

273. Landside substratumpressures.

stages. No measurements of

the 1950 high water.

Hydrostatic pressures which

developed along the toe of the seepage berm (sta 50/28 to 51/0), pi.

ezometer line L, at the crests of the 1943 and 1950 high waters are shown

on plates 79 and 80. Hydrostatic heads at and immediately landward of

the seepage berm during these high waters are shown on the piezometric

gradient graphs (plates 75-78). Readings of selected piezometers at or

near the landside toe of the levee versus river stages are plotted on

plates 81 and 82. The head on the levee, type and thickness of top

stratum, and substratum pressures at typical piezometers along the land-

side toe of the seepage berm are given in table 11.

274. At piezometer line E, maximum hea&s landward of the levee

lagged little, if any, behind the crest of the high water in 1943 and
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Table 11

Head on Levee, ’10pStrsta, Substratum Pressures, amd Gradients through lbp Strata along Toe of Levee

Trotters 51, Miss., Site

Piez Pie.
Line Number——

A-u A-1-X

B-u B-l-w

c-u c-1-x

u D-1-X

E-U E-6-X

E-u E-7-W

F-u F-1-X

u G-1-X

H H-3-W

J J-1-X

L L-2-X

L L-1-M

AV,SGr.-
dielltSt
pie., el
~

1e4.0’

184.Oe

185.0

180. Og

186.0

182.01

183.0

183.0

182.0

182.0

185.0

183. ok

182.5

185.0

185.0

18C. 0“

Est
lhicknem of ’10p

!ca%lwater Stratum, ft

el, ft I@l Clay Silt Total ‘t

----- 6.0 7.3 13.3 8.5

----- 3.0 0.0 3.0 3.0

--------- ---- 18.0f 18.0

183.0 ---- ---- 12.0 9.7

------- -. 5.0 9.0h 9.0

183.0 0.0 1.0 13.0i 8.0

----- -------- 10. of 10.0

----- 3.0 1.0 4.0 4.0
Sd

183.0 0.O 16.0 16.0 16.0

183.0 ---- ---- 14.0f lk.o

----- 2.5 4.5 7.0 ‘7.0

----- 0.5 4.o 4.5 4,5

183.0 3.0 17.0120.0 15.0

------ ------- 18.0m 18.0

------ --- 4.0 4.0 4.0

183.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

h

(0.8j .t)

l-t

7.2

2.6

15.3

8.2

7.7

6.8

8.5

3.4

13.6

11.9

6.0

3.8

12.8

15.3
3.4

0.0

Crest of 1950
TOP Stratum (19>0 Fl:d)

Li@
Project FlcOd

F1oc.5(194.0)
Med or No

(20? 3.7)

n %
~$ ~y;e ~s~- S“= :t : >$ft ft H —— —

10.0 4.2 42 ---- 0.49 ---- ---- 24.7 7.2C 29

10.0 0.7 7 ---- ---- 0.27 ---- 24.7 0.7b 3

9.u 5.5 61 ---- ---- 0.31 ---- 23.7 15.3C 64

11.0 7.0 64 0.72 ---- ---- ---- 25.7 8.2= 32

8.o 4.5 56 ---- 0.50 ---- ---- 22.7 7.7C 34

11.0 7.0 64 0.87 ---- ---- ---- 25.7 6.8C 26

11.o 7.4 67 0.74 ---- ---- ---- 25.7 8.5’ 33

11.0 2.8 25 0.70 ---- ---- ---- 25.7 2.8b 11

11.0 7.7 70

n.o 7.2 65

9.0 3.0J 33

11.0 2.7 25

11.0 3.8 35

9.0 2.0n --

9.0 0.0 0

11.0 0.0 0

----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----

0.48

0.51

0.60

----
----
----

----
----
0.43

----

0.25

----

----

----

----
----
----
----
----
----
0.0

----

25.7 13.6’ 53

25.7 11.9= 46

23.7 6.0C 25

25.7 3.8” 15

25.7 12.8C 50

23.7 ---- --

23.7 3.4C 14

25.7 ---- --

Est
Hati

c
ft

15.6
6,3

20.4

11.0

~.5

11.0

11.0

8.6

16.8

18.0

11.4

9.5

23.0

----
15.4

----

b> c

e

f

g

h

1

j

k

L

m

n

See pe.mzraph 143.

l?ottomof S1OIXSIJat elevation 182~ .

Alternating strata of clay, sand, and silt.

Bottom of lendside borrow pit.

Top stratum 5 ft silty send and 12 ft very fine sand.

0. .1OP in landside borrow pit at edge Of clay top stratum. Top etratum 1 ft of Bllty sand aud 12 rt of wry fine and.

Estimated rrom H-4-X and fig. 26.

Enttom of drainage ditch 60 ft landward.

Silty sand and very fine sand.

‘fbizclay stratum O=rlai. by silty sand end very fine eeind.

F&tom of drainage ditch 150 ft landward.

1950 (see plates 70 and 72). The quick build-up of pressure with rising

river stages can probably be attributed to the relatively thick top

stratum that exists over most of the area landward of the levee at line

E and to the fact that the bottom of this top stratum is below the normal

water table. In fact, at line E during the 1943 high water, excess head

above the ground surface appeared within three days after the river

reached the levee.

275. Plate 70 shows a considerablelag in the crest of the piezom-

eters on line H during the 1943 high water and the early stages of the

1950 high water. This may be attributed to filling of the natural ground-

water storage landward of the levee at this line and emergence of seepage

in the low ground landward of the levee. During the later stages of the

1950 high water, when the ground-water storage had become largely filled,

the piezometers immediately landward of the levee on line H responded

quickly to changes in river stage (see plate 73). Piezometers on lines J
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and L exhibited even greater tendency to lag than those on line H (see

plate 73).

276. Based on the data in table 11 and field observations,uplift

pressure sufficient to cause sand boils in the sublevee basins may be ex.

petted at heads on the levee above 10 to 12 ft. These river stages cre-

ated uplift pressures of from 5 to 7.5 ft in the sublevee basins; see

table 11 and plate 80. These uplift pressures correspond to approximately

55 to 70 per cent H. The maximum excess head that can develop in the

sublevee basins ranges from about 8 to 15 ft. In areas where sand boils

were observed, i through the top stratum ranged from about 0.70 to 0.87.

No sand boils occurred where i was less than these values. Heavy seep-

age was observed in a number of places where i ranged from about 0.5

to 0.6.

277. Since a project flood stage will create an H of approximately

25 ft, numerous active and possibly severe sand boils may be expected be-

tween sta 50/28 and 51/0. The reasons that the seepage conditions and

sand boils will probably be more severe in this reach than immediately

upstream are that seepage landward of the levee will be more concentrated

because of the shorter distance between the seepage berm and massive clay

filling immediately landward, the foundation sands are exposed immediately

riverward of the levee along this reach, and the thickness of the top

stratum has been reduced immediately landward of the levee for construc-

tion of the sublevees. Conditions similar to those found between sta

50/28 and 51/0 probably exist for a distance downstream of sta 51/0.

278. The fact that there is a maximum hydrostatic pressure that

can develop beneath a given top stratum is again illustratedby the plot

on plate 81 of piezometer readings for piezometer E-7-W on line E vs

river stage. (PiezometerE-7-W is located in a sand stratum within the

general top stratum at line E, see plate 76.) This plot illustrateshow

the substratumpressure increases with increasing river stage up to a

certain amount equal to about the critical pressure for the weakest part

of the top stratum in which sand boils were observed. In this instance

the hydrostatic pressure at piezometer E-7-W remained essentially constant

after the river stage became more than about 10 ft on the levee.
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279. The head inxnediatelybeneath the top stratum at the toe of

the seepage berm on line H was not observed during the 1950 high water;

however, from readings of piezometer H-4-X and fig. 26 it was estimated

to be about 3.0 ft above the ground surface. This is believed to be about

the maximum ho that can develop at this line because of the thinness of

the top stratum and existence of a drainage ditch a short distance landward

of the levee. Thus a river stage of 10 to 12 ft may cause sand boils

along the toe of the seepage berm or in the drainage ditch landward of

the levee.

260. Initially it was thought that a critical seepage condition

might exist at about sta 53/0 (see plate 63). However, readings of pi-

ezometers along line L at about the crest of the high water in 1943 and

1950 (plates 79 and 80) show that for the flood stages experienced the

hydrostatic head at the levee toe did not rise above ground surface except

possibly for some excess head above the bottom of the drainage ditch at

this point. The reason for the low hydrostatic pressures landward of the

levee at piezometer lines J and L may be explained by reference to section

J on plate 69, which shows that the upper stratum of very fine sands has

a drainage outlet landward of the levee at an elevation 5 ft below natural

ground surface at the seepage berm toe. Although no head above tail-

water developed in the upper sand stratum, a head of almost 2 ft above

estimated tailwater in the drainage ditch did develop in the deeper sand

foundation at piezometer L-2-X.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

281. The seepage berm at this site has reinforced the stability of

the landside portion of the levee and forced the location of boils farther

from the levee proper. However, it also has reduced the area in which

natural seepage can emerge between the levee and a massive body of clay

immediately landward, and thus at times of high river stages will tend to

increase substratumpressures and the number and activity of sand boils

from sta 50/0 to 51/0, the limit of the area studied.

282. Sta 50/0 to 50/25. A net head of about 10 ft on the levee

caused development of heavy seepage and small sand boils along this reach
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during the 1950 high water.

the 1950 high water was just

An analysis of piezometric data reveals that

sufficient to cause a few sand boils. Al-

though few piezometric data are available for this reach of levee, it is

believed that a project flood stage, which would be approximately 15 ft

higher than the 1950 high water and 5 ft higher than the 1937 high water,

will create an underseepage problem as bad as that occurring during the

1937 high water. On the basis of borings T-9 and T-12, the top stratum

along the toe of the present seepage berm appears to be thick enough to

withstand the uplift pressures that might develop. However, the top

stratum apparently is thinner landward of the levee, as most of the sand

boils occurring during 1950 were lCO to 150 ft landward of the berm toe

(see plate 62). Additional borings should be made along this reach to

better delineate the character and thickness of the top stratum landward

of the levee; also additional control measures may be necessary along

this reach of levee. In view of the fact that the sand boils that oc-

curred during the 1950 high water were located some lCO to 150 ft land-

ward of the existing seepage berm, it is believed that relief wells are

a more applicable seepage control measure along this reach of levee than

an extension of the present seepage berm. The existing seepage berm has

more than adequate thickness.

283. Sta 50/25 to 51/0. Although the sublevee basins between sta

50/25 and 50/47 have added a measure of seepage control, in that the ex-

cess head can be reduced by impounding water in these basins, the seepage

problem within the basins was aggravated by borrowing material within the

basins to build the sublevees,which significantlydecreased the thickness

of top stratum within the basins proper. Also, since the 1937 high water,

the distance to effective source of seepage entry into the pervious founda-

tion probably has been decreased as a result of borrow operations river-

ward of the levee to construct the landside seepage berm. No information

is available as to the distance to effective source of seepage entry dur-

ing the 1937 high water. Even assuming water impounded in the sublevee

basins to el 190, a project flood stage would create more than 8 ft of

head above that necessary to cause formation of sand boils in the sub-

levee basin.
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284. Critical uplift pressures and sand boils may be expected be.

tween sta 50/25 and 51/0 at river heights of more than 10 to 12 ft on the

levee. Additional seepage control measures are indicated on the basis of

possible river stages, field observations during previous high waters,

soils data, and piezometric readings. Soil conditions along this reach

of levee are such that an extension of the existing seepage berm is not

consideredpracticable. The berm would have to be extended at least 150

to 300 ft and would have to be quite thick to insure that boils would not

burst through it as a result of high pressures that would be created by

tieing the berm into the thick clay deposits lying landward of the levee.

Control measures recoxmnendedare the degrading of the existing sublevee

basin so as to restore the ground surface to its original elevation and

the installation of a line of relief wells.

285. Sta 52/0 to 52/45. The seepage berm along the reach of levee

from sta 52/O to 52/45 has more than adequate thickness but is not suf.

ficiently wide to prevent development of critical uplift pressures land-

ward of the berm. Critical uplift pressures may be expected to develop

at river stages in excess of 10 to 12 ft and therefore some additional

seepage control measures probably are indicated. This reach of levee is

not considered as critical with respect to seepage as the reaches just

discussed because the top stratum landward of the levee is uniformly thin

which permits dispersion of natural seepage, and there is no thick stratum

of clay closer than 600 to 800 ft to the levee to concentrate seepage.

However, the drainage ditch about 80 ft landward of the toe of the seepage

berm creates a potentially critical seepage condition. Recommended seep-

age control measures are either a line of relief wells along the toe of

the existing berm or widening of the existing berm.

286. Sta 52/45 to 53/5. This reach of levee is particularly dif-

ficult to evaluate as regards seepage or adequacy of the existing seepage

berm because of the topographical configuration,geology, and drainage

ditch. No serious underseepage was reported during the 1937 high water,

and river stages experienced during the 1950 high water were not great

enough to cause the development of hydrostatic head above ground in either

the upper fine sand strata or the deeper sands. However, the reach is
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considered potentially critical with respect to seepage because of the

5-ft-deep drainage ditch and massive clay-filled slough a short distance

landward of the levee. The seepage berm appears to have more than ade-

quate thickness. However, its adequacy with regard to width cannot be

evaluated on the basis of piezometer readings and river stages obtained

since installation of the piezometers. The only additional seepage con-

trol measure recommended is the construction of a gated structure at the

end of the drainage ditch to insure impoundment of water in the ditch up

to natural ground elevation during high river stages.

Trotters 54. Mississimi

287. Trotters 54 was originally selected for investigationand in-

stallation of piezometers because of the very heavy underseepage and

numerous sand boils that had occurred there during the 1937 flood. It

was selected for installation of an experimental relief well system in

1950 for these reasons also, and because of the uniformity of soil condi-

tions both riverward and landward of the levee, and the availability of

results of previous geological and soil studies, as well as pi=ornetric

and seepage data. The top stratum landward of the levee consists of a

medium thick (8 to 9 ft) clay blanket except where the thickness has been

reduced by a landside drainage ditch 2 to 3 ft deep.

Description of site

288. The site is located along the Mississippi River levee across

from Helena, Ark., just downstream of the Trotters 51 site. The Trotters

54 site as discussed herein extends from sta 53/25 to 54/28; however,

most of the investigationwas centered around that reach of levee from

sta 53/36 to 54/28 (plates 61 and 84).

289. Plans of the site, borrow pits, surface geology, topography,

and piezometers are shown on plates 61 and 84. Plate 85 is an aerial

mosaic of the site

and seepage berm.

of the Trotters 51

relief well system

and river taken after constructionof the present levee

The locations of certain piezometers at the lower end

site are also shown on this mosaic. The extent of the

at Trotters 54 and the locations of all piezometers
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and borings

ft from the

are also shown

present course

on plate 85. The levee is

of the Mississippi River.

approximately 2700

Most of the top

stratum riverward of the levee has been removed by riverside borrow pits

5 to 10 ft deep and 800 to 1000 ft wide. River stages can be estimated

from the Helena, Ark., gage and the graph on plate 83.

290.

of 23.7 ft

tance 1000

relatively

291.

History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, an H

caused very heavy underseepage from the levee toe for a dis-

ft landward between sta 53/34 and 54/26. About 300 to 500

small sand boils occurred in this area.

In 1938 a large landside seepage berm about 11 ft thick at

the levee toe and 200 ft wide was constructed. The location and extent

of the seepage berm are shown on plates 61 and 84; typical sections of

the berm are shown on plates 86-89.

292. During the 1950 high water (maximum H = 13.5 ft) heavy under-

seepage and numerous sand boils occurred in a drainage ditch irtmediately

landward and parallel to the toe of the berm between sta 53/36 and 54/34.

Most of these boils were 3 to 6 in. in diameter and were moving a small

amount of sand when observed. The heaviest concentrationof sand boils

occurred between sta 53/52 to 54/10 where approximately 75 sand boils

were found. Some of these boils were as large as 10 in. in diameter; 12

sand boils were counted in a landside drainage ditch between sta 54/10

and 54/13. Numerous small pin boils were also observed between the toe

of the berm and the drainage ditch. Seepage rising to the surface im-

mediately landward of the berm toe between sta 53/48+15 to 54/10+25 was

measured on 8 February 1950 when H = 13.5 ft. The average rate of seepage

along this reach of levee was 55 gpm per 100-ft station, or approximately

4 gpm per ft H per 100 ft of levee. The measured seepage flow does not

represent the total seepage passing beneath the levee at this point, as

there was still some flow of seepage landward of the drainage ditch as

indicated by the slope of the hydraulic grade line immediately landward

of the ditch.

293. A relief well system, with 2-1/2-in.-IDwells on 75-ft centers,

was installed between sta 53/31+84 and 54/34+C0 about 50 ft landward from
45

the landside toe of the seepage berm in 1943. These wells flowed during

.“
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high river stages that occurred in May-June 1943. The average well flow

was 25.5 gpm for H = 9.4 ft, or a flow of 3.6 gpmper ft H per 100-ft

station. The well system was plugged in December 1943.

294. An experimental relief well system, with 6-in.-ID wells on

50-ft centers, was installed between sta 53/51+55 and 54/8+25 along the

landside toe of the seepage berm in 1950 (see Appendix D). These wells

were operated during high river stages in 1951 and 1952. The average

well flow was 75 gpm for H = 7.5 ft, or 20 gpm per ft H per 100-ft

station.

295. Piezometer installations. Piezometers were installed in 1942,

1943, 1948, and 1950. The installation consists essentially of a line M

of piezometers perpendicular to the levee at sta 54/1, with numerous pi-

ezometers along the toe of the seepage berm and in the well line. Piezom-

eter readings were obtained during the high water in 1943, 1950, 1951,

and 1952.

Geology of site and soil conditions

296. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 61.

The type and thickness of top stratum materials are illustrated in more

detail on plate 84. The levee at the site crosses an old river channel

laid down during course 12, which extends from approximately levee sta

53/37 to 54/18. The sediments within this area consist of impervious top

stratum and a thick pervious substratum extending to a depth of about 130

ft (see plates 86-89). From about sta 53/16 to 53/51 the top stratum con-

sists of a fairly uniform clay layer about 15 to 20 ft thick, overlain by

natural levee deposits 4 to 7 ft thick. From sta 53/51 to 54/18 the top

stratum thins to a relatively uniform clay stratum only 10 ft thick, which

extends along the toe of the levee. The top stratum thickens somewhat

landward of the levee. A stratum of extremely uniform fine and very fine

sand about 35 ft thick lies immediatelybeneath the top stratum of clays

and silts; uniform medium to coarse sands approximately90 ft thick lie

below the fine sands. At lower depths a considerableamount of gravel is

interspersed in the coarse sand. Tertiary materials underlie the sand

substratum. This condition of an upper stratum of relatively impervious

clays and silts underlain by a stratum of fine sands, in turn underlain
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by a massive stratum of coarser sands and

along the Lower Mississippi River levees,

gravels is typical of many sites

except that the stratum of very

fine sands at Trotters 54 is somewhat thicker than usual.

297. Relation of underseepage to geology. As illustrated on plate

84, the character and thickness of the top stratum are relatively uniform

except for a thicker deposit of clay at the upstream end of the site.

Seepage was less severe during both the 1937 and 1950 high waters in the

area covered by the thicker clay. The somewhat thicker top stratum land-

ward of the levee toe at the center of the site no doubt exerts a certain

concentratinginfluence on seepage between the levee toe and the thicker

top stratum. The shallow drainage ditch innnediatelylandward of the

seepage berm toe at the site has caused most of the sand boils observed

to date to form on the bottom and sides of this ditch. The rather severe

seepage conditions at the Trotters 54 site may be attributed principally

to the riverward borrow pits in which the top stratum has been removed

down to the underlying clean pervious sands and which provide a ready

entrance for seepage into the pervious foundation. The lesser seepage

upstream of sta 53/45 is probably a result of both the riverside borrow

pits not penetrating the top blanket and the top stratum landward of the

levee being appreciably thicker.

298. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations of piezom-

eters and borings are shown in plan on plate 84. Soil profiles and pi-

ezometer lines both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of the

levee at Trotters 54 are shown on plates 86-89. One perpendicularpi-

ezometer line

severe during

a distance of

(N, Q, R, and

M is located in the area where underseepagewas most

the 1937 high water, and it extends from near the river to

3200 ft landward of the levee. Additional piezometer lines

O) were located perpendicular to the levee to provide a

check on the distance to the effective source of seepage entry and seep-

age exit at the site. Numerous piezometers were located along the land-

side toe of the present seepage berm (line T) and in the line of relief

wells (line U). The tips of most of the piezometers were installed in

the upper part of

blanket; however,

the pervious substratum a short distance below the top

as shown on plate 86, a number of tips were installed
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at the bottom of the very fine sand stratum.

299. The thickness of the top stratum silts and clays at the site

ranges from 9 to 11 ft except at the bottom of the drainage ditch where

the thickness is only about 6.5 ft (plates 86-89).

300. The principal seepage-carryingstratum of medium and coarse

sands at this site is quite pervious and averages about 85 to 90 ft in

thickness depending on the thickness of the upper fine sand stratum and

irregularity of the top of the underlying Tertiary formation.

Analysis of piezomet-
ric and seepage data

301. River stages and piezometer readings observed at the Trotters

54 site during the 1943, 1950, 1951, and 1952 high waters are plotted on

plates 90-96. A relief well system (1943) was in operation during a part

of the 1943 high-water period. An analysis of the 1943 relief well system
45at Trotters 54 has been reported previously and is not repeated herein.

After the high water of 1950 a new relief well system was installed at

this site, and was in operation during the 1951 and 1952 high waters.

The design and constructionof this system and its operation in 1951 and

1952 have been reported in detail in reference 51; its design and per.

formance are summarized in Appendix D. The following analysis pertains

to conditions observed when the wells were closed, except that estimates

of the permeability of the substratumwere based in part on well flows

correspondingto piezometric data obtained when the wells were flowing.

The maximum heads created on the levee at Trotters 54 during the 1943,

1950, 1951, and 1952 high waters with the well systems closed were 9.2,

13.8, 5.5, and 8.8 ft, respectively.

302. Piezometric gradients in the pervious substratumbeneath and

landward of the levee at piezometer line M are shown on plates 97 and 98

for selected river stages and relief-well operating conditions during the

1950, 1951, and 1952 high waters. Gradients at piezometer lines R and Q

during the 1951 and 1952 high waters are shown on plate 99. The hydro-

static head along the toe of the seepage berm, line T piezometers, is

shown on plate 100 for the 1951 and 1952 high waters. (Piezometer line

T was not in existence during the 1950 high water.) From plate 97, it
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may be noted

ft above the

that ho at piezometer line M

ground surface at the crest of

was

the

approximately 5.0 to 5.5

1950 high water. During

this high water, excess heads of 2 to 4 ft existed as far as 2500 ft land-

ward of the levee. Plates 97 and 98 show that the hydrostatic grade line

in the pervious substratum at line M flattened rapidly landward of the

levee. Thus most of the seepage passing beneath the levee, after the

ground-water storage becomes filled, apparently rises to the surface be-

tween the levee and a point approximately 2000 ft landward.

303● A summary of informationpertaining to the site and results

of analysis of piezometric and seepage data

304. Source of seepage. Seepage can

at Trotters 54 from the main channel of the

riverside borrow pits.

are given in table 12.

enter the pervious substratum

Mississippi River and through

305. Values of s are plotted for lines M, Q, and R in fig. 32.

The values at the crest of the high waters are given in table 12. The

values of s shown in fig, 32 and as depicted graphically on the piezo-

metric gradients, plates 97-99, indicate that the seepage enters the sand

substratumprimarily through the riverside borrow pits where most of the

natural impervious top stratum has been removed. It is pointed out that

piezometers M-I-X, M-l, and M-8 riverward of the levee on line M indicated
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Fig. 32. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Trotters 54, lines M, Q, and R



Table 1.2

Summary of Analysis of Piezometric and Seepage Data, and Average Design Values

Trotters 54, Miss., Site

Line M Line P Line Q Line R
1950 1951 1952 Project

Line S

Factor

1951 1952 1951 1952 1952
1943 Flood Flood Flood

Project 1952

—a———_ _Flood Flood Flood Flood Flood 1951 Flood Flood Flood_ 1951 Flood Flood Design value 8

River stage (crest) 189.2X 193.8 185.5* 188.8+
Average el of ground or tailwater 180.0 180.o 180.o 180.0
Head on levee (H) 9.2 13.8 5.5 8.8

Piezometers used in analysis M-2X, 2, 3> 4 ---------- -----

207. -( 185.5* 188.8++ 185.5* 188.* 185.5* 189.& 207.T* 185.5*
180.0 180.5 180.0 180.5 180.5 179.5 ~79.5 179.5 180.0
27.7 5.0 8.3 5.0 8.3 6.0 9.3 28.2 5.5

188. W
180.0
8.8

-----

--.--

-----

.....
-----
-----

975
500

67w

-----

.----
-----
---.-

-.---
-----
-.---

-----
-----
-----

2.4

:.4
-----

515
515

-----

92.0

10.5

-----

207’.7
180.0
3’.7

-----

900
.----

-----

2500
475

900
425

750

90

1250
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

clay
9.0
6.5

..---

-----
-----

700
-----
-----

-----

-----

.----

. . . . . P-1, -2 ----- Q-1, -4 ----- R-5, -’7,-8 ---------- s-1, -2

----- 900 ----- 900 ----- 900 -.--- -----
-----

900
10-15 ft clay o-2 ft -----0-2 ft clay & 2-5 ft ----- 0-2 ft.Clav

Riverside borrow pit, width 900
TOP strata o-2 ft clay

.---- -----
----------

-----

,1a“ Si-sa
Average ~tratum

Distance from riyerside levee toe to river (Ll)
Base width of levee (L2)
Landward extent of top stratum (L3)

Distance to effective seepage source (s)
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

Di.sta.nceto effeetive seepage exit (K3 )

Effective thic!mess of smd substratum (d)

Permeability of substratum (kf x 10
-4

cm/sec)
Laboratory permeability tests
Grain size (k

f(field) ‘s ’10>
fig. 17)

Seepage and pie zometric data
Field pumping tests
Well flow and pie zometric data

Top stra.tmn, type
Effective thickness for seepage analysis (~L)

Critical thickness (z )
‘-4

Permeability (~L x 10 c,3/sec)

Pie zometric data and blanket formulas
Piezometric data and seepage measurements

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket formula
Natural seepage measurements

Natural seepage beneath levee (computed)
Qa.,~m/100 ft of levee

Q~/H, SQm/ft of head/100 ft of levee

QA/H, &Qm/1~ ft levee between sta 53/b8+15
and 54/10+25 and bet=en levee and L.S.
drainage ditch (measured)

L ft Clay

2500
475
.

11OC
625

770

90

1250
400
1250

-.---
-----
1250

Clay
9.0
6.5

1.7

1.7
-----

730
732

-----

81.4

8.9

-----

----- 12 ft clay 1: ----- 7 ft Clav.-----.--- ----- ----- 1 ft clay

.--------- 2500
----- ----- 475
----- ----- .

875 850 1225
400 375 750

45’W ----- 8oot

-----
-----
. ..-.

3000
475
.

clay
2800
475
.

2500
475
.

975
500

6oot

90

1250
-----
.....

-----
.....

clay
9.0
6.5

2.8

2.8
-----

445
445

.....

63.0

10.5

-----

----- -----
475 -----

----- -----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
---.-

1050 1150
575 675

-770 770

1100
625

950
k75

650

1375
900

1100
625

1150
675

902
425

6z5t 600EI770 79m-----

90

----- 1250
----- -----
---.-

----- ...-.
------- ..-
----- .----

----- clay
----- 8.0
----- 6.5

----- 1.4

----- 1.4

----- 900
----- 890
----------

----- 45.0

----- 8.2

------- ---

90

1250
-----
-----

90.. ..- . . . . ----- ----- -----
b

----- -----

---.-
-----
-----
-----
-----
-.---

-----
-----
-----
5.0

5.0
-----

250
250

-----

L16

12.5

-.---

1250

-----

----- -----
-..-..----

-----
-----
-----

..---
-----

-----
-----
-----

. . . .

---------------
1250 -----
1180 -----
----- 1500

-----
-.---

-----
. . ..-
-.-.-

-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
. . . . .

Clay
16.0
14.0

-----

clay
8.0

---------
. . . ..
----------

-----
-----
-----
1.7

1.7
.-.--

-----
-----
. . . ..
2.4

2.4

-----
---.-
-----
2.9

2.9
.----

----

.. . . .
2.5

2.5

5.5

2.3

2.3
-----

1.4 l.~

1.7 1.7
l.ott----- . . ..

730 730
732 732
1250 -----

5bo
542

-----

730
732

-----

520
521

-----

435
435

-----

500
500

-----

-----
---.-
-----

125 47’.4

9.1 8.6

4.0 -----

286

10.3

.....

72,6

8.8

-----

46.5

9.3
.----

78

8.9

-----

91.5

11.0

-----

----

.. . . .

* Maximum ri~er stage with wells closed.
** 4 April 1952, wells closed.
t 10 March 1951, wells closed.

tt Based on total measured seepage, average thickness of top stratum , and average excess head benecith top stratum fo, area landward of levee where observed seepage was emerging.
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hydrostatic heads almost equal to the river stage. Values of s ranged

from about 900 to 1100 ft at the crest of both the 1950 and 1952 high

waters. It maybe seen in fig. 32 that s decreased considerably as the

river rose. From the values of s plotted vs river stage in fig. 32, it

is estimated that s may be as close as 850 to 950 ft at the project

flood stage if borrow pit conditions are not altered, Thus, the effective

source of seepage entry would be only about 500 ft from the riverside toe

of the levee at such a flood stage.

306. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

are plotted vs corresponding

river stages in fig. 32 for the 1943, 1950, 1951, and 1952 high waters.

A line of best fit has been drawn through the readings for line M in fig.

32. At this line, where the top stratum for a distance of approximately

500 ft landward of the seepage berm toe consists of about 9 ft of clay,

‘3
was about 770 ft at the crest of the above-mentionedhigh waters. At

piezometer lines P, Q, R, and S,
‘3

at nearly the 1952 crest ranged

from about 500 to 800 ft. In considering the distance to the effective

seepage exit at this site, it is pointed out that much of the natural

seepage passing beneath the levee rises to the surface between the levee

and the 2-ft-deep drainage ditch 100 ft landward of the seepage berm.

Also the clay blanket immediately landward of the seepage berm and in the

bottom of the drainage ditch has been perforated previously by sand boils

and therefore does not perform as a uniform or continuous layer of clay.

307. On the basis of extrapolation of the data plotted in fig. 32

and the computed maximum ho that can exist beneath the top stratum

landward of the levee at piezometer line M,
‘3

would probably be about

650 ft at the project flood stage without the relief well system in opera-

tion. The rather sharp break in the seepage exit line at a river stage

of 195 in fig. 32 is predicted on the basis that this stage will cause

sand boils that will provide additional outlets for seepage, thereby re-

ducing the distance to the effective seepage exit.

308. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. As previously

stated, the pervious foundation at Trotters 54 consists of an upper

stratum of fine to very fine sands, approximately 20 to 40 ft thick with

a k of approximately 50 x 10
-4

cm per see, underlain by the principal
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seepage-carryingstratum consisting of

90 ft thick. The gradation of typical

medium to coarse

foundation sands

site is plotted in fig. D3, Appendix D. Photographs of

145

sands about 80 to

at the Trotters

two undisturbed

samples of the upper foundation sands are shown on plate 83.

309. The

from laboratory

bility as shown

tests, and well

are included in

several methods

permeability of the pervious substratumwas estimated

permeability tests, correlation of Dlo vs in-situ permea-

by fig. 17, seepage and piezometric data, field pumping

flow and piezometric data, and the results for line M

table 12. Reasonably good checks were

used except for the k

The principal aquifer is considered to
-4

about 1250 x 10 cm per sec.

estimated from

have an in-situ

310. Thickness and permeability of top stratum.

obtained for the

laboratory tests.

permeability of

The top stratum

landward of the levee has been described under “Geology of site and soil

conditions.“ The effective thickness of top stratum used in the seepage

analyses made at the various piezometer lines is given in table 12. The

critical thickness of top stratum as regards uplift considerationsand

the development of sand boils is that beneath the drainage ditch previously

referred to, and ranges from about 5.5 to 6.5 ft. The permeability of

the clay top stratum as computed from blanket formulas and piezometric

data obtained at the crest of the various high waters and the effective

thicknesses shown in table 12 ranged from about 2 to 5 x 10
-4

cm per sec.

The permeability of a 100-ft-wide strip including the critical drainage

ditch area was computed from measured seepage and average excess head be-

neath the area. By this method and from these data the permeability of

the top stratum in this strip was found to be 1 x 10
-4

cm per sec. The

fact that the permeability of the clay blanket is very much greater than

would normally be associated with such material is attributed to the

existence of numerous crayfish holes, sand- boils) and Other fissures in

the top stratum through which most of the seepage was emerging (see fig.

10 and photographs of undisturbed samples on plate 83).

311. Permeability ratio. Estimates of the ratio of permeability

of the foundation to that of the top stratum along the several piezometer

lines at the high water crests are shown in table 12. In general,
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this ratio ranged from about 500 to 700.

312. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at the crests

of the high waters, and for the project flood, was estimated using cor-

responding measured values of H , s , and x
3

for these floods (see

table 12). At the 1950 crest Qs at piezometer line M was estimated to

be 125 gpm per 100 ft of levee. Qs/H ranged from about 8 to 12 gpm per

100 ft of levee for the various piezometer lines and high waters. QA/H

as determined from seepage measurements during the 1950 crest between

levee sta 53/48+15 and 54/10+25, and between the levee and landside

drainage ditch, was 4.0 gpm. In comparing the above values of Qs/H

and QA/H , it is pointed out that the Qs/H as determined from piezo-

metric data and foundation permeability characteristicsrepresents the

total seepage flow passing beneath the levee, whereas the value for QA/H

includes only the seepage emerging between the levee and the landside

edge of the drainage ditch. On the basis of the piezometric gradients

observed at line M during the 1950, 1951, and 1952 high waters (plates

97 and 98) it appears that approximately 60 to 8c$ of the computed Qs

seepage was emerging within a short distance landward of the levee at the

crests of these high waters, and that probably 9@0 of Qs was emerging

landward of the levee. At project flood stage the natural seepage with

no change in borrow pit conditions from those existing since 1943 is

estimated at approximately 300 gpm per 100 ft of levee, or Qs/H = 10 gpm.

From these data it may be concluded that the Trotters 54 site is subject

to a high rate of seepage at significant flood stages. Flow from the

1950 relief well system when operating on 50- and 100-ft centers averaged

about 16 gpm per ft H per 100 ft of levee during the 1951 and 1952 high

waters (see Appendix D). No observable natural seepage rose to the sur-

face landward of the well system when the well system was

The head between wells, with the well system operating on

centers,was about 8 and 15 per cent H , respectively.

in operation.

50- and 100-ft

313● Landside substratumpressures. Hydrostatic heads at and im-

mediately landward of the seepage berm during the high waters since 1943

are shown on plates 97-99. Hydrostatic pressures that developed along

the toe of the berm at or near the 1951 and 1952 crests are shown on
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plate 100, line T. Readings of selected piezometers at or near the land-

side toe of the levee vs river stages are plotted on plate 101. Also

shown are estimated piezometer readings for river stages up to the project

flood. The head on the levee, type and thickness of top stratum, and sub-

stratum pressures at certain typical piezometers along the landside toe

of the berm are given in table 13. Plates 91-96 show that the maximum

heads landward of the levee lagged little if any behind the crest of the

river. During the 1950 high water there was an estimated lag of approx-

imately 5 to 7 days in the development of excess heads landward of the

levee after the river reached the levee. This is attributed to filling

of the natural ground storage landward of the levee as the river rose.

The well system at Trotters 54 began to operate during the 1951 and 1952

high waters with a head of only about 1 to 2 ft on the system. Thus the

Table 13

Ifead 0. Levee, ‘Topstrata,Substratum Pressures, and Gr8dient8 ttio~ Tq strata alon& Toe of Ievee

Trotters 54, Miss., Site

Est Gradient throwzb

Avg Gra-
dient at Est

Pie. Pie. Pie., el Ta.ilhater
Lin, Number ft> mG1 ,1, ft mG1

N-T

‘I

T

Q-‘I

Q

M-T

M

M

T

R-T

R

T

0-T

P-2

T-1

T-2

Q-2

Q-k

M-4-W

M-lh

M-5-W

T-9

R-6

R-8

T-11

s-2

181.0

179. 3f

181.0

178. 9f

181.0

178.6f

181.0

178 .5*

181.0

178.5f

180.0

177.5*

~79.5

-----

1??.0

-----

180.0

177.5f

180.0

177.5f

179.5

177.5f

180.5

177.5=

180.5

177.5f

h
crest of 1950 TOP strat~ (1950 F1~cd) Project Flocd

Thickness of I@ F1oc.3(1 3.8
Light

(0.8;zt) ~ ho9h)
(207.7)

stratum, ft
Heavy Med or No

Est

~ Silt Total ‘t Q% ;~:, SQ- s=- SQ- H ‘0 ~% ‘;:i”ft ft ft H ft ft H

L6.O O.O 16.0

14.3 0.0 14.3

9.5 3.0 12.5

7.k 3.0 10.4

LO.O 1.0 11.0

7.7 1.0 8.7

7.5 0.5 8.0

5.0 0.5 5.5

8.0 0.0 8.0

5.5 0.0 5.5

9.0 0.0 9.0

6.5 0.O 6.5

8.5 0.0 8.5

11.4 3.6 15.0

--- ----
10.0 0.0 10.0

7.5 0.’0 7.5

9.0 0.0 9.0

6.5 0.O 6.5

9.0 1.5 10.5

7.0 1.5 8.5

9.8 0.0 9.8

6.8 0.0 6.8

9.5 0.0 9.5

6.5 0.O 6.5

16.0 13.6

14.3 12.2

9.8 8,3

8.8 7.>

10.2 8.7

7.9 6.7

7.7 6.5

5.7 4.8

8.o 6.8

5.5 b.7

9.0 7.7

6.5 5.5

8.5 7.2

----
11.5 9.8

..-. ....
10.0 8.5

7.5 6.L

9.0 7.7

6.5 5.5

9.2 7.8

7.2 6.1

9.8 8.3

6.8 5.8

9.5 8.1

6.5 s.>

7.8 2.8e 36

9.3 4.3’ 46

7.8 1.7e ?2

9.6 3.5e 36

7.8 --- -.

9.8 --- -.

4.8 o.6g 13

7.0 2.86 40

4.8 o.6g 13

7.0 2.@ 40

13.8 3.0 22

15.8 5.0 32

9.3 1.2’ 13

...-
15.8 5.0 32

-.. .-
5.8 1.5s 26

7.8 3.>g b5

8.8 2.1’ 24

10.8 4.1’ 38

9.3 2.1’ 23

10.8 3.6e 33

8.3 1.3’ 16

10.8 3.8e 35

8.3 2.3’ 28

10.8 4.8’ 45

....

..-.
----
----

.-. .
----

0.77

----

----
-.. .

..-.

0.63

. ..-

0.50

..-.

0.65

----

0.74

----
----
....
----

----
..-.
0.49

----

0.51

.-..

----

....

0.47

----

----

----

....

...-
0.30

----

0.40

----
...-
----
.-. .
0.33

..-.

0.44

----

----

----
----
...
----

.-. .
0.24

0.18

0.17

. ..-

-.. .

0.08

0.08

----

0.14

...-

....

0.15

----

0.23

----

0.23

----

0.13

...-

..-.
----

26.7 ---

28.2 . . .

26.7 ..-

28.5 . . .

26.7

28.7 . . .

26.7 ---

28.9 ---

26.7 . . .

28.9 . . .

27.7 3.0b

29.7 5.0b

28.2 . . .

---
29.7 3.5b
----

27.7 ---

29.7 ---

27.7 ---

29.7 ---

28.2 ---

29.7 ---

27.2 -..

29.7 ---

27.2 . . .

29.7 ---

.-
--
--
.-
.-
.-
.-

-.
.-
11

25

--

.-

33

-.

..

..

.-

..

..

--
..
.-

..-
---

-..
..-

-..
---
---
6.7

3.7

-..

.-.

. . .

-..

---

---

-..

---

..-

---

---

b See parapaph 143,
e

1952 Piemmeter readings with floti ~tage . 1@8.8.
f

Bottom of .ir@.ina&editch 100 ft lmdwrd of berm toe.
II

1951 pie..~ter reading. with flood stage . 185.8

No relief well ByDtem in operation.
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lag in development of excess heads landward of a levee during rising

river stages depends to a marked extent upon previous river stages and

ground-water storage conditionsbeneath and landward of the levee.

314. From the data shown on plate 101 and in table 13, and from

field observations,uplift pressures sufficient to cause sand boils im-

mediately landward of the levee and in the drainage ditch along the toe

of the existing seepage berm may be expected between sta 53/50 and 54/20

at flood stages higher than 7 to 9 ft without the relief well system in

operation. For these river stages, uplift pressures of 2 to 3 ft were

observed at the toe of the seepage berm (see table 13 and plates 100 and

101)● These pressures correspond to approximately 25 to 35% H . The

net hydrostatic head above the water in the drainage ditch approximately

100 ft landward of the seepage berm toe ranged from about 4 to 5 ft. In

the drainage ditch, where most of the sand boils occurred in 1950-1952,

i through the top stratum ranged from about 0.5 to 0.8 (table 13) com-

pared to a theoretical ic of 0.8 for clays. The maximum gradient through

the top stratum where no sand boils were observed was about 0.5. However,

rather heavy seepage was observed in these areas.

315. In summary, it appears that excess heads as high as 3 to 5 ft

and numerous sand boils may be expected at Trotters 54 site when H is

higher than about 8 ft and the relief well system is not in operation.

River heads higher than 8 ft will increase substratum hydrostatic pres-

sures very little because the top stratum in the bottom of the drainage

ditch immediately landward of the levee can withstand only a head of this

amount before it ruptures or sand boils develop. Since the project flood

stage will create an H of approximately 28 ft, numerous and probably

severe sand boils may be expected unless the existing relief well system

is operated. Such boils may also be expected downstream of the well

system where top stratum conditions are quite similar (see plate 87).

No analysis of the condition upstream of the relief well system has been

made.

316. The limited ho that can develop beneath a given top stratum

is well illustratedby the plot of M-4-W piezometer readings vs river

stage on plate 101. This plot shows how the substratumpressure increases



with increasing river

critical pressure for

boils were observed.

on the levee (el 189)
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stage up to a certain amount equal to about the

the weakest point in the top stratum at which sand

In this instance after the river rose above 9 ft

the hydrostatic pressure at piezometer M-4-W re-

mained essentially constant.

317. Hydrostatic head vs depth. Several line M and R piezometers

were installed at various elevations within the pervious substratum for

determining variation in head at depth within the sand stratum, and loss

of head as the subsurface seepage rises to the surface. The piezometric

head above ground surface as measured by such piezometers at about the

crest of the 1951 and 1952 high waters is plotted in fig. 33. The tips
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Fig. 33. Piezometric head above ground surface at various depths land-
ward of levee, Trotters 54, Miss. (Note: figures in parentheses are

river stage H above ground)
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of these piezometers in this case were installed beneath the top stratum

and below the fine to very fine sand stratum previously described. Data

in fig. 33 indicate relatively little loss in head (0.2 to 0.6 ft) as the

seepage from the deep, principal water-carrying stratum rose vertically

through the overlying stratum of fine to very fine sand for H = 6 to 10

ft● For high river stages the head loss up through the fine sand stratum

would, of course, be proportionately greater.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

318. An H of approximately 8 ft at Trotters 54, a river stage

approximately20 ft below project flood stage, causes the formation of

sand boils in the drainage ditch landward of the levee. At no time during

the high waters since 1943 has any hydrostatic head risen above the sur-

face of the seepage berm at Trotters 54 (see plates 97-99). The pre-

dicted gradient beneath the existing levee and seepage berm at line M for

the project flood without the relief well system in operation is plotted

on plate 98. Thus, the existing seepage berm is not wide enough to pre-

vent the development of critical uplift pressures but has more than ade-

quate thickness.

319. The relief well system on either 50- or 100-ft centers is

consideredadequate to prevent dangerous sand boils from forming along

the reach in which it is installed.

320. In view of the similarity of soil conditions downstream of

the relief well system, it is believed that the seepage berm from sta

54/8+25 to 54/28 should be extended landward, or the relief well system

extended downstream in order to insure the safety of the levee at project

flood stage. No studies have been made regarding conditionsupstream of

the present relief well system.

Stovall. Mississirmi

321. Stovall was originally selected for investigationbecause it

was one of the worst underseepage and sand boil sites in the Memphis

District during the 1937 flood. In 1947 it was chosen for installation
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of piezometers because of the availability of fairly complete soils data,

and the fact that the site represented a highly irregular type of land-

ward top stratum conditions. It was also still considered to be a site

that might be critical with respect to underseepage.

Description of site

322. The site is located along the east bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River approximately 3-1/2 miles west of Stovall, Miss., and extends

from sta 77/20 to 78/30. The levee is approximately 2500 ft from the

bend of Island 63, a chute of the Mississippi River. Plans of the site,

river, borrow pits, surface geology, topography, and piezometers are

shown on plates 102 and 103. Plate 104 is an aerial mosaic of the site

flown in November 1947; an aerial mosaic of the site taken before con-

struction of the present levee and seepage berm is included as an insert

on this plate. The location of the landside toe of the levee as it

existed during the 1937 high water is shown by a dotted line on the in-

sert. The levee at Stovall has a net height of approximately 29 ft. Ex-

tensive riverside borrow pits have been excavated along the portion of

levee studied, in some of which the natural top blanket of clays and silts

has been removed, while in others there is still an appreciable thickness

of clay cover. River stages can be estimated from the Helena, Ark., gage

and the graph on plate 116.

323. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, a max-

imum H of 26.5 ft caused heavy underseepage and sand boils between sta

77/25 and 78/30. Five sand boils occurred in the vicinity of the levee

toe at sta 77/40; between sta 78/12 and 78/16 the sand boil area extended

from the levee toe landward for 200 ft. Opposite sta 78/6 a large sand

boil and three smaller boils developed on the bank of a slough 210 ft

from the toe of the levee. All of these boils were discharging consid-

erable material when first discovered. The boils were surroundedwith

large sack sublevees but continued to discharge very fine sand for more

than 15 days. The material ejected was deposited to a depth of 6 ft in

the slough and amounted to approximately 1000 cu yd. Fig. 9 is a photo-

graph of the large sand boil which is also shown on plate 116. This was

probably one of the worst boils that occurred along the Lower Mississippi
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River levees during the 1937 high water.

324. A large landside seepage berm about 10 ft thick at the levee

toe and 200 ft wide was constructed along the Stovall loop levee in 1938.

The location and extent of this berm are shown on plates 102 and 103;

typical sections of the berm are shown on plates 105 and 106.

325. During the 1950 high water (maximum H = approximately 15 ft),

heavy underseepage occurred along the toe of the seepage berm and land-

ward for about 100 ft between sta 77/25 and 78/30. Ten sand boils vary-

ing in size from 2 to 4 in. were active between sta 77/41 and 77/43; their

flow was estimated to be from 5 to 70 gpm each. Relatively little sand

was discharged from any of the boils. Seepage filled the slough landward

of the levee from sta 78/4 to 78/25. Upstream of this slough, most of

the seepage and flow from the sand boils were concentrated in a small

drainage ditch parallel to and approximately 100 ft from the toe of the

berm. Measurement of the flow in this ditch at sta 77/38+75 and 78/1+30

on 21 February 1950 showed that 1400 gpm of seepage was rising to the

surface between these two points and the ditch landward of the berm toe.

This seepage amounted to 117 gpmper 100 ft of levee with H = 14..5ft,

or 8.1 gpm per lCO ft of levee per ft H .

326. Locations of the sand boils that occurred during the 1937 and

1950 high waters and the location of the seepage measuring points are

shown on plate 103.

327. Piezometer installation. In 1948 two lines of piezometers,

A and B, were installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 77/38+00 and

77/48+50, respectively, with some piezometers (line E) placed along the

berm toe from sta 77/33 to 78/20 (plates 103 and 104), Piezometer read-

ings were obtained during the 1950 high water.

Geology of site and soil conditions

328. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 102.

The type and thickness of top stratum soils are illustrated in more de-

tail on plate 103. This site is located in an area of point bar and

channel deposits formed while the river occupied courses 12 and 13 and

as it was gradually enlarging a meander loop (see plate 102). Clayey

natural levee deposits, which are indistinguishablein composition from



the underlying fine-grainedpoint bar deposits,

as is known, the natural levee deposits contain

materials.

329. The top stratum consists largely

variable in thickness, ranging from about 11

of

to
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cover the area. So far

no silty or sandy

clayey

30 f%,

deposits highly

being thickest in

two broad swales that cross the levee at an angle of approximately 45

degrees (plate 103). Although the two broad swales at the site are largely

filled with clay, they.do contain numerous strata of silts and very fine

sands (plate 105). The top stratum between the swales also consists of

clay about 10 to 12 ft thick.

330. Relation of underseepage to geology. The

seepage and sand boils occurring during the 1937 high

most severe under-

water were located

between the then-existing landside toe of the levee and the rather mas-

sive clay-filled swales at the site (see plate 103). It is of particular

interest to note the location of the very large boils at the edge of the

old slough at sta 78/6. It is also of interest that practically no sand

boils were observed in the areas of the thick, clay-filled swales. Al-

though the top stratum was 10 to 15 ft thick between the levee toe and

the clay-filled swales, the relatively high head on the levee, nearness

of source of seepage, and the concentrating effect of the swales landward

of the levee caused the formation of very active and serious sand boils

in the area during the 1937 flood (see section A-A, plate 105, and C-C,

plate 106).

331. The seepage berm constructed in 1938 covered most of the

thinner top stratum between the levee toe and the swale between sta 78/5

and 78/15, and no sand boils occurred along this reach of levee during

the 1950 high water. However, the surface geology, as shown on plate 103,

indicates a potentially critical area

though the seepage berm blanketed the

77/38 and 77/40, numerous active sand

between borings S-1 and s-6. Al-

1937 sand boil area between sta

boils occurred at the toe of the

present seepage berm between the two clay-filled swales during the 1950

high water (see plate 103).

332. It is pointed out that the toe of the present seepage berm

is now only about O to 500 ft from the edge of the landwardmost
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clay-filled swale (see plate 103, section A-A on plate 105, and section

C-C on plate 106). While the seepage berm may have eliminated one of

the potentially critical sand boil areas, it has not alleviated the

situation between sta 77/35 and 77/47, except by lengthening the path

of seepage and moving the point of potential piping farther from the

levee toe. Another predominating cause of seepage and sand boils in this

reach is the close effective seepage entrance in those portions of the

riverside borrow pits excavated to sand. The most severe seepage during

the 1937 and 1950 high waters was opposite those portions of riverside

borrow pits in which most of the clay top stratum had been removed (see

plate 103). The fact that no sand boils occurred along other portions

of the Stovall site geologically similar to reaches where large sand

boils did occur can probably be attributed to the fact that the borrow

pits opposite the former reaches of levee are still covered with an ap-

preciable thickness of clay top stratum.

333. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Locations of piezometers

and borings are shown in plan on plates 103 and 104. Soil profiles and

piezometer lines are shown on plates 105-107; a soil profile through the

riverside borrow pits and logs of miscellaneous borings made in these pits

are shown on plate 108. One piezometer line (A) was located perpendicular

to the levee at a point consideredparticularly critical with regard to

underseepage. Piezometer line B was located so as to cross one of the

rather deep swales at a point where the swale crosses beneath the toe of

the present seepage berm and where no serious sand boils had occurred.

One piezometer, D-10, was also installed riverward of the levee between

lines A and B in a portion of the borrow pit that had been excavated to

sand. Other piezometers were installed beneath and along the toe of the

present seepage berm at locations considered representative of different

conditions at the site. The tips of some of the line B piezometers were

installed at an elevation approximately equal to the depth of the swale

which this line of piezometers crosses, for the purpose of determining

if the pressure head drops significantlyacross the swale filling (see

section B-B, plate 105).

334. The sediments making up the top stratum in the point bar area
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at

in

an

ft

Stovall are quite variable as regards thickness and type. The filling

the large swale farthest landward of the levee consists essentially of

upper stratum of clay approximately 25 ft thick underlain by 5 to 10

of sandy silts and silty sands (plate 105). The other swale at the

site appears to be filled with more heterogeneous strata of silts, clays,

and sands (see section B-B, plate 105, and C-C, plate 106). The top

stratum between and adjacent to these swale fillings consists of a rather

uniform clay approximately 10 to 12 ft thick underlain by a 2- to 8-ft

stratum of silty sands and sandy silts.

335●
The pervious substratum at the site consists of medium to

coarse sands approximately 50 ft in thickness (plates 106-107). Although

this pervious substratum is the thinnest of all sites investigatedalong

the Mississippi River, it has sufficient seepage and pressure-carrying

capacity when combined with unfavorable borrow pit conditions and geolog-

ical features to cause serious sand boils and piping.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

336. River stage and piezometer readings observed at Stovall during

the 1950 high water are plotted on plates 109 and 110. This high water

created a maximum H of about 15 ft. Piezometric gradients existing in

the pervious substratumbeneath the-levee and berm along piezometer lines

A and B at selected river stages during the 1950 high water are shown on

plates 111 and 112. The hydrostatic head along the toe of the seepage

berm (line E) is plotted on plate 113. The excess head along the berm

toe amounted to 6 to 9 ft at the crest of the 1950 high water. High ex-

cess heads also existed for considerabledistances landward of the levee;

1000 ft landward of the berm toe the excess head amounted to as much as

5 ft, or 33% H (see plates 111 and 112).

337* Informationpertaining to the site and results of analyses

of piezometric and seepage data subsequentlydiscussed are summarized in

table 14.

338. Source of seepage. Seepage may enter the pervious substratum

at Stovall in a chute of the Mississippi River and in parts of riverside

borrow pits where most of the natural clay blanket has been removed (see



Table 14

s—y Of And YsisOf Piezometric and Seepage Data, and Aversge Design values

Stovall, Miss. , Site

c1
(n

Line A Line B n...- ,7”1..-”

PrOJect Pro,ject
1950F1oc.5

179.4*
164.5
14.9

B-3 & -4

Fl&d

194.3
164.5

29.8

1950Flccd

179.4
164.5
14.9

E-12 & -13

1000
0-6 ft clay

Samd
3000
600
9Q0

800
200

FIood

U4.3
164.5
29.8

-----

-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----

800
200

750

..---

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

_-.--
-----
-----

4.2

3.6
-----

600
700

-----

280

9.4

-----

River stage (crest)
Average el of ground or tailwater
Head on levee (H)

@.3
165.5
28.8

-----

1000
-----

5 ft clay
-----

6CQ
400

1200
6Q0

1500

40

2500

194.3
164.5
29.8

-----

1000
-----
Sand
-----
600
400

10CO
400

11(XI

40

25c0
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

clay
12.0
10.5

-----

-----
-----

800
-----
-----

-----

-----

-----

194.3
16A.5
29.8

-----

1000
-----
Sand
-----
600
PO

800
200

850

40

2500
-----
-----

-----
---.-
-----

clay
15.0
12.5

-----

-----
-----

800
-----
-----

_----

---_-

-----

194.3
163.0
31.3

194.3
163.0
31.3

-----

1000
-----

4 ft clay
-----
600
1400

loco
400

moo

40

2500
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

clay
18.0
18.0

-----

-----
-----

lcc!a
-----
-----

-----

-_---

-----

Piezometers used in analysis ----- -----

Riverside borrow pit, width, ft
Top stratum
Average mtratum

Distance from riverside levee tce to river (Ll)
E!e.sewidth of levee (~)
Landward extent of top stratum (L3)

loco
o-3 f-tclap+

Sand
3000
600
450

1C80
48o

loco
-----

4 ft clay
-----

600
13CKI

-----

-----
-----
-----
-----

Distance to effective seepege source (s)

Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

1050
450

1000
400

Distance to effective seepage exit (X3) 1360

40

800

40

25co
350
950

2320
-----
-----

1150 950

Effective thickness of sand substratum (d) 40-----
-4

Permeability of substratum (kf x 10 cm/Oec)
Laboratory permeability tests
Grain size (k

f(field) W ‘1O’
fig. 17)

Seepage and piezcxretricdata
Field pumping tests
Well flow and piezometric dda

25IxI
350
950

3370
-----
-----

2500
-----
-----

-----
-----

-----
-----
-----
-----

clay
14.5
1.2.O

-----

-----
-----

@Co
-----
-----

-----

-----

---_-

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

Top stratum, type

Effective thickness for seepage EU181YEis (zbL)

Critical thickness (z. )

clay
12.0
10.5

3.1

2.2

5.3

80o
1150

520

silty clay
15.0
15.0

3.6

3.2
5.5

700
780
500

clay
10.5
10.5

-----
-----
-----
3.6

2.7
-----

‘-4
Permeability (%L x 10 cm/8ec) -----

Piezometric data and blanket formulas

Piezometric data and seepage measurements

--_--
--_--

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket formula
Natural seepage mesaureuents

700
940

-----

800

Natural seepage beneath levee
Q~, gJm/100 ft of levee

Qe/H, gpn/ft of head/100 ft of levee

90

6.1

20C

6.7

-----

135

9.1

8.1

--_--
-----Q /H, gpm/100 ft leveebetweensta 77/38+75and

~{~3~&~~~ l,VW and L.S. drainage

-----

* Maximum river stage was recorded on 21 February 1950 when natural seepage was measured. !Fnisriver stage is not shown on plates 111-112.
* Riverside swale not included.
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plates 102, 103, and 105). No significant seepage was reported during

either the 1937 or 1950 high waters along those reaches of levee where

the riverward clay blanket had not been removed by borrow pit operations.

339. The distance to the effective source of seepage as determined

at piezometer lines A and B during 1950 is plotted in fig. 34. The source

of seepage as determined graphically at lines A and B during the crest of

the flood is shown on plates 111 and 112, respectively. These plates and

fig, 34 show that seepage enters the sand substratumprimarily through

the riverside borrow pits where the foundation sand has been exposed by

borrow operations. The effective distances to the source of seepage at

lines A and B as measured from the berm toe were about 1100 and 800 ft,

respectively, at the crest of the 1950 flood, or only 300 ft riverward

of the riverside toe of the levee at piezometer line B. It appears from

fig. 34 that s remained essentially constant as the river rose. The

source of seepage is farther from the levee at line A than at line B be.

cause of the clay-filled swale at the riverside levee toe at line A (plate

105)● It is estimated that s will be about 1050 and 800 ft from the

berm toe at lines A and B, respectively,at the project flood.

340. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

determined from piezometer

readings are plotted vs correspondingriver stages in fig. 34. At line A,

200 200

10s 105

190 !00

i
2185

t
145

t

z 180
$ 180

:
=,75
$

175

.

I70 t70

165 165

Ieo
1500 Iwo 500 0 500

I80

X,IN FEET
1000 1500

S IN FEET

Fig. 34. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Stovall, lines A and B
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where the clay top stratum is about 12 ft thick for about 400 ft landward

and then becomes about 25 ft thick,
‘3

was about 1350 ft at the crest

of the 1950 high water. At line B, where the top stratum consists of

about 15 ft of clay and silt,
‘3

was about 800 ft during the 1950 flood.

It is estimated that x
3

will be about 1150 and 750 ft at lines A and B,

respectively, at project flood stage. The greater value of
‘3

at line

A is attributed to the clay plug landward of the berm toe which in effect

blocks the emergence of seepage along this line.

341. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

foundation at Stovall consists of an upper stratum of fine sand about 20

to 25 ft thick underlain by about 35 ft of medium-coarse sand (plates 106

and 107), Grain-size curves for typical samples of the foundation sands

are shown on plate 116. On the basis of the relationshipbetween Dlo

an~4 kf (fig. 17) the upper sands have apermeability of-~bout 200x

10 cm per sec and the lower sand stratum about 950 x 10 cm per sec.

On the basis of Dlo the aquifer is considered to have an effective thick-

ness of 40 ft. Based on laboratory permeability tests,
-4

‘f
would be

only 350 x 10 cm per see, which is quite low for medium and coarse

sands. At the crest of the 1950 high water, natural seepage between the

levee and drainage ditch landward of the levee amounted to 117 gpm per

100 ft of levee between sta 77/38+75 and 78/1+30 with H = 14.5 ft. From

these seepage measurements the permeability of the foundationwas esti-
-4 -4

mated to be 3370 x 10 cm per sec at line A and 2320 x 10 cm per sec

at line B. Weighing kf obtained from DIO data and fig. 17 with that

from seepage measurements, the average
-4

‘f
at Stovall was taken to be

2500 x 10 cm per sec for the aquifer on the basis of its being 40 ft

thick.

342. It should be noted that a discrepancy exists between values

of
‘f

as determined from D10 and QA , and the differences cannot

readily be explained. It i::possible that thin gravel strata which were

not sampled with either the split spoon or bailer may be present in the

pervious substratum. Such [~ravelstrata would have a large seepage-

carrying capacity and could result in a highly pervious substratum.

343. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The average top
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stratum at line A consists of 12 ft of clay between the levee toe and a

point 450 ft landward of the berm toe, beyond which the thickness in-

creases considerably (plate 105). Beneath the landside ditch 100 ft land-

ward of the berm toe, the top stratum is only about 10.5 ft thick. The

clay top stratum at line A is underlain by about 3 ft of silty sand for

the first 100 ft landward from the berm toe which increases considerably

farther landward of the levee. On the basis that zbL = 12 ft,
-4

~L was

computed to be 2.2 x 10 cm per sec from formula 5, using x . 1360 as
3

obtained from the 1950 high-water data and a finite length of landside

blanket L3 = 450 ft. From natural seepage measurements the permeability
-4

of the top stratum at line A was estimated to be 5.3 x 10 cm per sec.

Thus, the average ~L at line A during the 1950 high water was about

3.1 x 10
-4

cm per sec. At line B the top stratum landward of the berm

toe consists of about 15 ft of clay and silt. On the basis that zbL =

15 ft, ~L was found to be 3.2 x 10-4 cm per sec from formula 5, using

‘3
= 800 ft and L3 = 900 ft. From natural seepage measurements

-4
~L was

estimated to be 5.5 x 10 cm per sec. The average ~, at line B was
-4

about 3.6 x 10 cm per sec.

344. Permeability ratio. The ratio

foundation to that of the clay top stratum

at line A, and 700 at line B during 1950.

project flood stage are given in table 14.

345. Seepage flow. Seepage passing

UJJ

of the permeability of the

is estimated to have

Estimates of kf/~L

beneath the levee at

and B at the crest of the 1950 flood, and for the project flood,

been 800

for

lines A

was es-

timated using correspondingmeasured values of H , s , and x
3“

Seepage

at the 1950 crest was estimated to be about 100 gpm per lCO ft of levee

at line A and 150 gpm per

15 ft. Qs/H ranged from

The observed seepage QA

of levee in an area which

100 ft of levee at line B with an H of about

about 6 to 9 gpm per 100 ft of levee in 1950.

landward of the levee was 117 gpm per 100 ft

encompassedboth piezometer lines A and B;

QA/H = 8 gpm. Estimated natural seepage at project flood stage is about

200 gpm at line A and 300 gpm at line B per 100 ft of levee (see table

14). Because of the relatively flat piezometric grade line landward of

the existing drainage ditch it is believed that little seepage passes
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beyond this point, and that most of it emerges between the berm toe and

the ditch. Therefore the seepage measured at Stovall represents most of

the seepage that passed beneath the levee during the 1950 flood.

346. Landside substratum pressures. Hydrostatic pressures that

developed along the toe of the seepage berm during the crest of the 1950

high water are shown on plate 113. Readings of selected piezometers at

or near the landside toe of the berm are plotted vs correspondingriver

stages on plates 114 and 115, which also show estimated substratum pres-

sures for project flood stage. The head on the levee, type and thickness

of top stratum, and substratum pressures at each piezometer along the

landside toe of the berm are given in table 15. From plates 109 and 110

it may be noted that changes in river stage were rapidly reflected in

readings of piezometers landward of the levee. From plates 114 and 115

and table 15, it appears that uplift pressures sufficient to cause active

sand boils will develop along the toe of the present seepage berm between

sta 77/20 and 78/8 at flood stages higher than about 15 to 20 ft on the

levee. Downstream from sta 78/8, critical uplift pressures probably will

not develop until H is higher than about 22 ft, as the top stratum is

generally thicker than that upstream (plates 103 and 107). Sand boils

Table 15

Wad on levee, Top Strata, ?,.betratvmPressures, ad Gradients through Top Strata along Tce of levee

Stwall, Miss., Site

Eat Gradient tbrou@

Crest of 1950
TOP Stratum (1950 Flocd)

Avg Gra-
Project F1oc.3

TbIcknes, m- Top
h

Flood (178.7)e
Li@fc

clientat E,t
(194.3) Est

Stratum, ft (0.8; zt) ~ ho b.
Ee.vy &d or No

Pie. Pie. Pie., .1 %ilwater
h

Seep- Seep- Seep- H o
Hati

~ Number ~$ cft, IUGI .1, ft &l C1aY silt Total ‘t ft y * &~s .ge age age ft &!_ L _.E___ft ft——

E A-lf 165.5 ----- 14.5 12.5 27.0 19.0 16.2 13.2 8.5 64 ---- 0.k5 ---- ---- 28.8 16.2’ 56 21.3

163. og 163.2 n.oh 12.0h 23.0h 15. oh 12.8 15.5 10.8 70 0.72 ---- ---- ---- 31.1 12.8’ 41 17.9

A-E 2-5i 165.0 ----- 11.2 3.5 14.7 11.5 9.8 13.7 6.0 44 ---- 0.52 ---- ---- 29.3 9.8’ 33 18.7

A-E B-5-A 162.7 163.2 10.oh 2.5h 12.5h 10.5 8.9 15.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 31.1 8.9’ 29 18.7

E c-9 165.0 ..... 15.0 5.0 20.0 15.0 12.8 13.7 6.0 44 ---- 0.40 ---- ---- 29.3 12.8’ 44 27.0

16z.5g 163.2 12.5h 5.0h 17.5h 12.5 10.6 15.5 7.8 50 0.63 ---- ---- ---- 31.1 10.6C 34 21.4

B-E E- lkf 165.0 3.0 ‘7.0 10.0 10.0 8.5 13.7 1.7 12 ---- ---- ---- 0.17 29.3 8.5’ 29 ----

B-E E-15f 165.0 -------- ---- 19.0J 19.o 16.1 13.7 7.4 54 ---- 0.39 ---- ---- 29.3 16.1C 55 23.8

B Avg ;::? 162.2 163.2 ---- --- 17.5J 17.5 14.9 15.5 7.7 50 ---- 0.44 ---- ---- 31.1 14.9’ 48 22.1

B E-16 164.0 ----- 14.0 4.0 18.0 14.0 11.9 lb.7 5.3 36 ..-. ---- ---- 0.38 30.3 11.9’ 39 ----

c
G-19

‘Vg F. 18 160.0 163.0 10.5 7.5 18.0 11.0 9.3 u.7 9.8 62 ---- 0.89 -... . . . . 31.3 9.3’ 30 ----

c See paragraph 143.

e Maxim river St.ge in 1950 d which piezometric data were obtained.
f

1“ ,Wale.

g Invert elevation of drainage ditch.
h

TOP ,tratum bemath ditch.
i

At edge of swale near ditch.
J Stratifled clay and silt.
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and medium to heavy underseepage were observed between sta 77/25 and 78/30

in 1950 with an H of about 15 ft. This stage created excess heads

along the toe of the levee of 6 to 9 ft, or 40 to 65% H . In areas of

sand,boils, i ranged from about 0.62 to 0.73. As the project flood

stage will create an H of about 30 ft, considerablyheavier seepage

and more numerous and active sand boils can be expected at the Stovall

site than occurred in 1950.

347. The irregular top stratum and shallow landside ditch affect

the seepage pattern upstream of sta 78/8. The boils that developed in

1937 and 1950 generally occurred in the thin, intervening ridges between

the thick swales and sloughs in this reach. Downstream from sta 78/8

the area for 800 ft landward of the levee appears to have a relatively

thick top stratum (a clay-filled slough), and a considerableamount of

clay blanket remains in the riverside borrow pits. No sand boils were

observed downstream of sta 78/8 during the 1950 high water.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendations for control w.easures

348. An H of 12 to 15 ft caused the formation of rather high up-

lift pressures and sand boils along the berm toe at Stovall during the

1950 high water. The seepage berm constructed in 1938 has forced the

location of sand boils landward from the levee toe but has not eliminated

the possibility of sand boils occurring which would result in a potentially

critical situation. At line A and between sta 78/0 and 78/10 the berm

possibly has potentially increased the severity of the underseepage prob.

lem, because it has reduced the area, between the levee and the landward

clay-filled sloughs and swales, in which seepage can emerge. Since H

will be about 30 ft at the crest of the project flood, it is believed

that a critical underseepage condition still exists. An important factor

in this evaluation is that the top stratum is highly irregular and com-

posed of ridges and swales inclined with respect to the levee in such a

manner that concentrationsof seepage can be expected near the edges of

the swales. The proximity of the drainage ditch between sta 77/26 and

78/0 also aggravates the seepage condition. Because of the close source

of seepage in the sandy riverside borrow pits and the high seepage-carrying
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capacity of the pervious foundation, considerable seepage and numerous

sand boils can be expected between sta 77/20 and 78/8 when H is higher

than 12 ft. In view of this, it is considered necessary that additional

seepage control measures be provided at the Stovall site. Such measures

could consist of seepage berms or relief wells. Relief wells probably

would be more desirable because of the highly irregular nature of the

landside top stratum, and because wells can be located at critical Points

in the top stratum, whereas a berm extending an additional 150 to 200 ft

landward would raise the hydrostatic pressures beneath the levee and berm.

349. The existing seepage berm has approximately adequate thick-

ness for its width; however, if the berm is widened, its thickness should

be increased somewhat.

350. Farrell was selected as one of the original sites for inves-

tigation because of its record during the 1937 high water. It was se-

lected subsequentlyfor installation of piezometers because of data

available from previous investigationsat the site, and because it af-

forded an opportunity for studying the effect of riverside borrow pits

on seepage and substratumpressures, as the river is a considerable dis-

tance from the levee at this site.

Description of site

351. The site is located along the east bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River approximately 3 miles west of Farrell, Miss. The reach of

levee studied is that between sta 81/10 and 82/20 where the levee is ap-

proximately one mile from the bend of Island 63, a chute of the Missis-

sippi River.

352. Plans of site, river, borrow pits, surface geology, topography)

and piezometers are shown on plates 117 and 118; plate 119 is an aerial

mosaic of the site. Riverside borrow pits 5 to 10 ft deep and 800 to

1000 ft wide exist along the site. The natural top stratum of clay and

silt has been materially decreased in these pits by borrow operations and

the pervious foundation sands have been exposed at some locations. The
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levee at Farrell

can be estimated

has a net height

from the Helena,

of approximately 24.5 ft. River stages

Ark., gage on the Mississippi River and

the graph on plate 116.

353. History of underseepage. Heavy underseepage and sand boils

occurred between sta 81/2 and 83/2 during the 1937 high water (maximum

H= 23ft). The levee banquette also settled between sta 81/41 and 81/43.

At least 12 sand boils, which discharged considerable sand, were noted

within 100 ft of the portion of banquette that settled; locations of these

sand boils are shown on plate 118. In 1938 a large landside berm about

10 ft thick at the

tion and extent of

tions are shown on

354. During

levee toe and 200 ft wide was constructed. The loca.

the berm are shown on plates 117 and 118; typical sec-

plate 120.

the 1950 high water (maximum H = 7 ft), only light

seepage occurred between sta

occurred in a drainage ditch

between sta 81/16 and 81/17.

ditch was estimated at about

sta 81/10 to 81/30. Seepage

81/30 to 82/10 to a depth of

served along this reach. It

81/10 and 81/42; however, several pin boils

approximately 100 ft landward of the berm

Seepage between the berm toe and the drainage

5 to 10 gpm per 100-ft levee station from

water covered the low-lying ground from sta

6 to 12 in.; however, no sand boils were ob-

is to be noted that the head on the levee

during the 1950 high water was very low compared to that during the 1937

high water.

355. Piezometer installation. In 1948 a line of piezometers was

installed approximatelyperpendicular to the levee at sta 81/24 (line A)

and several piezometers were placed along the toe of the present seepage

berm from sta 81/15 to 82/5 (line C). The tips of the piezometers in

line A were set immediatelybelow the top stratum and also below a thin

seam of clay underlying the area immediately landward of the levee at a

depth of about 25 ft (plate 120). Two line A piezometers were installed

riverward of the levee in the riverside borrow pits. Piezometer readings

were obtained during the 1950 high water.

Geolom of site and soil conditions

356. The general surface geology is depicted on plates 117 and

118. Plate 117 shows the location of former river courses, swales, and
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natural levee deposits blanketing the area. A more detailed picture of

the character and thickness of the top stratum, and the location of under-

seepage with respect to geological features are shown on plate 118.

357. The site is located mainly on point bar deposits laid down

as the river gradually enlarged a meander loop during river courses 13

to 15. A broad chute which linked the two arms of the meander loop de-

veloped during course 15. Later, course 15 was cut off from the main

channel of the river. The old channel and chute subsequentlywere filled

with silts and clays, which encircle the Farrell site on three sides. An

exceptionallybroad swale, which branches into four smaller units, crosses

the levee at an angle of approximately 90 degrees. Three rather large

swales, 25 to 30 ft deep and filled with alternating strata of clays,

silts, and sands, cross the levee between sta 81/28 and 82/1. The top

stratum immediately landward of the levee is extremely variable in thick-

ness and types of material (plates 118 and 121). The top stratum from

sta 81/10 to 81/28 consists of clays and silts 2 to 5 ft thick. The top

stratum between the two upstream swales consists of clays and clay silts

approximately8 to 15 ft thick; between the two downstream swales the top

stratum consists of silty sands approximately 7 to 10 ft thick. Down-

stream of sta 81/1 the top stratum is composed of an upper, very thin

stratum of clay 1 to 3 ft thick underlain by sand and silty sand to a

depth of approximately 14 ft. Natural levee deposits of the same general

compositionas the underlying fine-grained top stratum appear to cover

much of the area.

358. Relation of underseepage to geology. Although the river is

approximatelyone mile from the levee, heavy underseepage and sand boils

occurred along this reach of levee, owing to the deep riverside borrow

pits, the very thin top stratum in many places, and the hi~h head exist-

ing during the 1937 high water. The worst sand boils occurred in a small

area between two broad, clay-filled swales where the top stratum was thin

and seepage from the deep underlying pervious substratumwas forced to

concentrate. It was in this area that there was apparently sufficient

piping to cause the levee banquette to settle. The effect of the deep

clay-and-silt-filledchute bordering the site on the southeast is difficult
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to assess, but this chute may aggravate the problem by preventing the

emergence of subsurface seepage. Although the seepage berm constructed

in 1938 has covered the location of most of the 1937 sand boils, the same

basic conditions remain that tend to cause underseepage and sand boils,

except for whatever reduction in severity is obtained from an increase

of 200 ft in seepage path length. Of course, the seepage berm has moved

the point of potential boils farther landward of the levee toe. The in-

fluence of discontinuitiesin thickness and composition of the top stratum

on localization of sand boils and underseepage is well illustrated at

this site.

359* Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Soil profiles at piezom-

eter lines A and C are shown on plates 120 and 121, respectively. Soil

profiles along sections B, D, and E are shown on plates 120-122. Logs of

miscellaneousborings made in the borrow pits are included on plate 120.

A deep boring, F-1, to Tertiary at the toe of the present seepage berm

at sta 81/41 shows a pervious sand stratum with a thickness of about 70

ft. Other deep borings in the area show that this sand stratum underlies

the entire area. This sand stratum is typical of the pervious alluvium,

and consists of alternating strata of sands grading from fine to coarse

with some gravel at depth.

360. Piezometer line A was located perpendicular to the levee

about 600 ft upstream of the point where one of the broad clay-filled

swales crosses under the levee and in an area where the landside top

stratum is rather thin. The riverside top stratum has been removed down

to the sand foundation as a result of borrow operations. As may be seen

from plates 118 and 120, piezometer line A extends from the riverside

edge of the borrow pit to a point approximately 1500 ft landward of the

levee center line. During installation of the piezometers along this

line, a thin seam of clay 1 to 2 ft thick was encountered at approximately

25-ft depth. In view of this unanticipated stratum it was decided to

place the tips of most of the piezometers immediatelybelow it, as shown

on plate 120. However, the tips of piezometer B-6 and those along the

berm toe were placed immediatelybeneath the top stratum, as shown on

plate 121. Subsequent to the 1950 high water another piezometer, B-6-A,
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was installed on line A immediatelybeneath the thin clay top stratum

about 100 ft landward of the seepage berm toe (plate 120). Before

another major high water occurs, shallow piezometers should be installed

along the toe of the seepage berm at the following critical points: sta

81/29, 81/40, and 82/12+50.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

361. River stages and piezometer readings observed at the Farrell

site during the 1950 high water are plotted on plate 123. At the crest

of this high water the maximum H was as high as 11 ft and averaged

about 7 ft for the site. Piezometric gradients in the pervious substratum

beneath the levee at piezometer lines A and C are shown on plates 124 and

125, respectively. Excess heads of 2 to 7 ft developed at the toe of the

landside berm between sta 81/20 and 82/3. The shallow piezometer beneath

the thin surface top stratum at line A indicated only about 1 ft of ex-

cess head. The head beneath the thin clay seam at about el 142 was ap-

proximately 2.5 ft higher than that beneath the upper top stratum at the

berm toe. The hydrostatic grade line at line A was relatively flat land-

ward of the levee, and excess pressures beneath the deep clay seam were

recorded as far as 1000 ft landward of the berm toe.

362. The analyses of piezometric and seepage data reported herein

pertain primarily to conditions at piezometer line A which, because of

the presence of a deep clay seam, may not be tmical of conditions at the

Farrell site. As only one piezometer line was installed perpendicular

to the levee at this site, values of s , xj , ~L , and Qs downstream

from sta 81/30 could not be determined. However, values required to de-

sign seepage control measures downstream from sta 81/30 have been esti-

mated and are given in table 16.

363. A summary of informationpertaining to the site and results

of analyses of piezometric and seepage data are given in table 16. As a

result of the apparent continuity of the clay seam at el 142 in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the levee, it was necessary to evaluate seepage

flow in the sand strata above and below the clay seam. In table 16, the

sand above the clay seam is classified as the “upper aquifer,” and
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Table 16

Sunrmmy of AIMlysi. of Piezcrmetrlcand Seepage Data, and Arerage Desl~ value,

Farrell, Miss., Site

Line A DeBi@ ValE B
Loner AqUifer JPW, A@f er St. 81/10-81/30

Pro lect P,oJect Lover UpPr
Factor

Sta 81/30 sta 81/42 Sta 51/48
1950 Flocd ~~ ~uifer ~ ~ ~1950 F1oc.3 &

192. I
168.0
24.1

. . . . .

-----
-----
-----
-----

800
300

1050

-----

-----

. . . . .

-----
-----
. . . . .

River stm~ (crest)
Aver.&e el of &round or tailwate,
Heed on levee (H)

174.8
168.0

6.8

17k .8 192.1 192.1 192.1 192.1
168.0 168.0 ~66 .6 165.6 164.0

6.8 24.1 25.5 26.5 28.1

192. I
16A. O
28.1

-----
. . . . .

-----
-----

1000
500

1500

70

1000
.-.--
-.---

. . ..-
-.---
..---

Clay
16
16

-----

-----
-----

2000
-----
-----

-----

-----

192. I
166.0
26.1

-----

-----
-----
-----
. . . . .
-.---
-----

?2

10s0

70

eoo
---.-
---.-

-----
-----
-----

silt
10
10

-----

.----
-----

150D
-----
.----

-----

-----

&4, -5, -7Plezometersused in amilysis --.-- ----- ------- .-------
Riverside borrow pit, width, ft
TUZ strstum
Average stratum

Distance from riverside levee tce to river (L1)
Base width of levee (~)
Iandward extent of tq stratum (L3)

850
0-5 n si sd
2 ft S1 Sd

5000
500

--.-- ----- 850 850 850
----- --------.- --... .----
----- ----- 2 ft Si Sd 2 ft Si Sd 6 ft Clay

5000 5000
500 500

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
--.--

50S0
5CQ
. .

Dietence to effective seepage source (s)
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

860
360

580
@o

550
50

&lo
300

lm

575
---.-

1000
500

Distance to effecti- ,eepage exit (X3) 1030 140 120 135 1100

Effective th>ckness of sand Substratum (d) 70 20 70 20 70

Pemability of substratum (kf x 10
-4

cm/sec)
laboratory permeability test,
Grain size (kf(fi=ld) TS DIO, fig. 17)

Seepage and piezometric data
Field PunPing tests
Well flow and piezmnetric data

1000
800
12C0

300
60

350

1000 303
-----
-----

1000
-----
-.---

-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
..---

--.--
-----
-..--

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----

-----
-.---
.----

..---

20 ft of ,and between thin seams of C1aY C4V
4
3

-----

clay
7
7

Top stratum,type
Effective thickneea for seepage ane.lyeis(zbL)
Critical thickness (z )

t-4
Permeability (%L x 10 c~/8ec)

Piezo.etric data and blanket formv.le.o
Piezcmetric data and seepage meaeurem?nts

-----

0.38

0.38
-----

4
3

1.22

1.22
-----

-----
-----

1.67

1.67
-----

6
25

-----0.49

0.k9
-----

-----. .....
-----

-----
.....

-----
-----

Pemability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket fOtTIula
Natural seepage measurertenta

2056
2050
-----

2630
2630

180
180

-----

225
-----
-----

25c0
-----
-----

245
245

-----

2400
-----

Natural seepage beneath levee
Q,, @m/100 ft Of levee

Q,/H, .gpInjftof head/100 ft of levee

37.5

5.5

134

5.6

8.2

1.2

32

1.3

---.- -----

** :bL t~en as total thickness of clay ,t,.t.a.
t includes tbickneee of sand above el 142.

the sand stratum below the clay seam as the “lower aquifer.”

determined364. Source of seepage. Values of s were

eter line A for both the upper and lower aquifers,

at piezom-

and are plotted in

fig. 35. These values were necessarily based in part on piezometer B-4,

which has its tip at about the elevation of the clay seam. As the head

recorded at piezometer B-6 was less than that at B-7, the values of s

obtained for the upper aquifer are less than those for the lower aquifer.

Had a piezometer been installed inunediatelybeneath the top stratum at

the same location as piezometer B-4, it probably would have indicated a

lower head than that recorded by B-4, and s might actually be the same

for both aquifers. In view of this uncertainty, values of s are given

for both aquifers, although those given for the lower aquifer probably

are more reliable. At the crest of the 1950 high water, s was 580 and
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860 ft for the upper and lower sand aquifers, respectively.

timated that s will be about 550 ft for the upper aquifer

flood stage and 800 ft for the lower aquifer. On the basis

exit.

It is es-

at project

of these values

of s it appears that seepage enters the sandy substratum primarily

through the borrow pits where most of the natural top stratum has been

removed. Relatively little of the seepage passing

levee is considered to originate in the channel of

proximately one mile from the site.

365. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

for line

responding river stages in fig. 35 for the 1950 high water for the upper

beneath the Farrell

bend of Island 63, ap-

A are plotted vs cor-

and lower sand aquifers. The seepage exit for the upper aquifer was only

140 ft from the berm toe, This close exit is attributed to the very thin

top stratum near the berm toe and beneath the landside drainage ditch.

It should be noted that x
3

may actually be slightly greater than indi-

cated, because piezometer B-4 was used to evaluate
‘3

in the absence of

a shallow piezometer (tip immediatelybeneath the top stratum) beneath

the levee. For the lower aquifer,
‘3

increased rapidXJ with rising

river stages to a value of about 930 ft at the crest of the 1950 flood.

This increase in
‘3

is attributed to increased resistance to the flow

of seepage landward for filling ground-water storage as the river rose
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above bankfull stage.

aquifer is attributed
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The larger value of
‘3

obtained for the lower

to the lower clay stratum along line A. It is es-

timated that x
3

will be about 120 ft for the upper aquifer at the

project flood and about 1050 ft for the lower aquifer. Little change in

‘3
is anticipated for the lower aquifer after the foundation becomes

completely saturated.

366. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

foundation at Farrell generally consists of alternating strata of medium

to coarse sand with strata of finer sands in the upper portion of the sand

aquifer (plates 120-122)0 At piezometer line A (sta 81/24) substratum

sands above the clay seam at el 142 are medium-fine; below the clay seam,

medium and coarse sands are present (plate 121). The lower aquifer has

an effective thickness of about 70 ft; at line A the upper aquifer has

an effective thickness of about 20 ft. Grain-size curves for typical

samples of both aquifers are shown on plate 116. The permeability of the

substratumwas estimated from laboratory permeability tests on remolded

samples of sand obtained with a bailer (plates 120 and 121), and correla-

tion of kf vs Dlo (fig. 17). The results of these determinationsare
-4

summarized in table 16. A value of 1000 x 10 cm per sec was selected

for kf for the lower aquifer. The permeability of the upper aquifer

(300 x 10-4 cm per see) was based primarily on the correlation given in

fig. 17, as the laboratory permeability test data appeared to be too low.

367. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The top stratum

along the berm

various swales

was taken as 4

lower aquifer

toe at Farrell is highly irregular as a result of the

and ridges along the levee. At piezometer line A,
‘bL

ft for the top stratum above the upper aquifer. For the

z‘hT
was taken as 6 ft, the total thickness of clay above

Uu

the lower aquifer. The thickness

was not considered in evaluating

vertical permeability of the sand

of the intervening

‘bL
for the lower

was believed to be

upper sand stratum

aquifer, as the

sufficientlygreat

as compared to that of

on
‘bL “

However, in

thickness of the upper

surcharge on the lower

the two clay strata to have practically no effect

evaluation of zt for the lower aquifer, the

sand stratum was included because it acts as a

clay seam in resisting uplift. ‘or ‘bL
= 4 ft,
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~L was found to be 1.2x 10-4 cm per sec at line A at the crest of the

1950 high water (see “upper aquifer,” table 16). For the lower aquifer,

where = 6 ft,
‘bL

~L was about 0.5 x 10-4 cm per sec. The lower

permeability of the combined clay stratum (%L for “lower aquifer,”

table 16) is attributed to the effect of the lower clay stratum, which

probably is not as fissured as the surface clay stratum. Based on the

above thicknesses and permeabilities the vertical permeability of the

lower clay seam itself is 0.23 x 10
-4

cm per sec. (The computed values

of ~L for the top stratum above the lower sand aquifer are probably

very approximate, as the continuity of the lower clay seam is unknown.)

Estimated values of ~L for the project flood are given in table 16.

368. Permeability ratio. Values of ‘f/~L at line A are esti.

mated to have been 245 and 2050 for the upper and lower aquifers, respec-

tively, at the 1950 high water crest. Estimates of kf and ~L at the

crest of the project flood are given in table 16.

369. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at line A

at the crest of the 1950 high water was estimated to be about 8 and 38

gpm per 100 ft of levee in the upper and lower aquifers, respectively.

These values correspond to values of Qs/H of 1.2 and 5.5 gpm per ft H .

In the vicinity of piezometer line A, most of the seepage in the upper

aquifer was probably emerging landward of the levee, whereas the emergence”

of seepage in the lower aquifer probably was not detectable, as such

seepage was very likely flowing laterally into ground-water storage for

the river stages experienced. The respective estimated seepage in the

upper and lower aquifers at the project flood is 32 and 134 gpm per 100

ft of levee. From these data it is concluded that seepage is compara-

tively light in the vicinity of line A at the Farrell site.

370. The continuity of the clay seam found at line A at el 142

along the levee is not known, although it appears to be relatively con-

tinuous perpendicular to the levee as shown on plate 124. If the clay

seam is not continuousbetween sta 81/10 and 81/30, heavier seepage will

generally occur in this reach as compared to that in the vicinity of

line A. Downstream from sta 81/30, Qs may also be greater than that

1

I

at line A, as no deep clay seam is present.
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371. Landside substratumpressures. The hydrostatic pressures

which developed along the toe of the berm (line C) near the crest of the

1950 flood are shown on plate 125. Readings of selected piezometers at

the berm toe vs river stages are plotted on plate 126; also shown are

the estimated substratumpressures for the project flood and the computed

maximum piezometer readings based on i = 0.85. The head on the levee,c
top stratum characteristics,substratumpressures, and gradients through

the top stratum at certain typical piezometers along the landside toe of

the berm are given in table 17.

372. From plate 123, it can be seen that two shallow piezometers

(A-l andB-6) lagged considerablybehind the river during the initial

rise in river stage. Head above the ground surface did not develop at

these piezometers until about 18 days after the river reached overbank

stages. The data shown on plate 126 and in table 17 indicate that uplift

pressures in the upper aquifer sufficient to cause sand boils will develop

along the berm toe between sta 81/12 and 81/30 at H higher than 9 to 10

ft● The nonoccurrence of large sand boils in this reach during the 1950

high water is attributed to the low head on the levee (H = 7 ft). The

uplift pressures that developed beneath the surface top stratum in 1950

varied from about 1.3 to 2.7 ft between sta 81/12 and 81/30, with the

Table 1’(

i+@d On knee, TOP Strata,Sub,tratumPressures, and Gradientsthrou@ITop strataalongW. of Levee

Farrell,Miss.,Site

Eat Gradientthrough

ATE Gre- h
c=e.t.f 1950 ‘p ‘tr*tUIU(1950ti Frojeet Flood

clientat Eat ‘lh.ickne,sof TOP Flocd 174.8) Light

(0.8;zt) ~ h: h
(192.1)

Piez Piez
stratum,ft Heavy Ked or No E,t

Pie.,el Te.ilwa,ter
*

h h Hat I

~ ~$ ‘d
seep- %,*. seep- H o

l-t,rlGL ,1, ft WSl clay silt mtal ~ x-t 11 l-t E EOib age age age r-t i-t S.=

c A-1 ti8.2

M57.8’

A-c B-6 167.5

166.2’

A-C E-T 16T.5

166.2e

A-C B-6-A 167.5

166.Zg

c c-n ti4.5

S3.0’

c D-u2 ti3.O

362.5’

c E-13 168.0

167.0J

-----
-----
-----

.....
-----
...-.

-----
W+.O
164.’O

164.0

-----

1.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 5.1 6.6 E.O 30

1.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 5.1 7.0 2.7’ 39

3.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 7.3 1.3 18

2.8 0.0 2.8 2.8 2.4 0.6 2.4’ 2a

---- 25.0f 25.0 21.2 7.3 4.7 64

-... .... 23.5* 23.5 20.0 8.6 6.2’ 72

3.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 7.3 --- --

2.5 0.0 2.5 2.5 2.1 8.6 --- ..

---- ---- 15.0h 15.0 x2.7 10.3 7.5 73

---- ---- 13.5h 13.5 31.5 10.8 8.0’ 74

16.5 5.0 21.5 16.5 14.0 10.8 7.2 67

16.o 5.0 21.0 16.o 13.6 10.8 7.2’ 67

1.0 12.5 13.5i 13.5 11.5 6.8 1.2 18

0.5 12.o u2.5 32.5 10.6 7.8 2.2J 28

----
.-..
-...

----
----
..-.
----
----
----
----
----
....
....

----
0.b5

----

O.ffi

----

----

----

. . . .

. . . .

. ..-

----

----

0.33
----

0.43

----

----

----
0.50

0.59
----

----
..-.

----
0.19

0.26

‘, c see prag,e.ph143.

e Pattcmof drainaseditchlCC rt Inndwatiof piezometer.
f

Thin clay eeamoverlainby amroxim.ately20 ft of sandand 3 n .? clay,

g mttom of drainageditchadjacentto piez.!leter.
h

Stratifiedclayand siltysand.
i Six feet siltysand o“e,lainby ‘Ift fineeaad with cle.y.em .
J Eottomof dre-ixe ditch75 n Inndwardof piezometer.

0.45

0.45

0.09

O.le

23.9 5.1C

24.3 5.1’,’

24.6 2.5C

25.9 2.4’,’

24.6 17.7a

25.9 ----

24.6 2.5’

25.9 ~.l.,s

27.6 U.7C

28.1 U.5cIe

28.1 14.0C

28.1 13.6’,’

24.1 11.5

25.1 10.6C]J

21 9.3

21 10.0

10 9.0

9 10.3

71f x24.6

.. W5.9

10 ----

8 ....

46 13.2

41 13.7

50 ----

49 ----

48 14.0

42 1510
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higher heads being those referred to the water in the landside drainage

ditch. Upward gradients of about 0.3 to 0.9 occurred in this reach. The

excess head beneath the clay seam at el 142 was about 6 ft, correspond-

ing to about 7~0 H .

373* Downstream from sta 81/30, the estimated river height required

to cause sand boils, assuming ic = 0.85, is about 14 ft (comparedwith

H = 26 ft at the project flood). Although H = 10 ft at the crest of the

1950 flood, seepage was comparativelylight. Excess heads of 2 to 7 ft

were recorded in this reach and correspond to upward gradients of about

0.2 to 0.6. The higher gradients occurred beneath the bottom of the land-

side drainage ditch.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

374. An H of 7 to 11 ft during the

any significant sand boils. Only medium to

ever, from analysis of soil and piezometric

1950 high water did not cause

light seepage was noted. How-

data, it appears that uplift

pressures sufficient to cause sand boils may occur along some reaches of

the levee when H is higher than 10 to 15 ft. H during the 1950 high

water was low compared to that in 1937 when serious seepage occurred.

The landside seepage berm constructed since 1937 no doubt has improved

the safety of the levee and has forced the point of possible subsurface

piping farther away from the levee. However, even with the berm in place,

active sand boils can probably be expected landward of the berm, partic-

ularly between swales, at high river stages.

375●
Because of the comparativelythin top stratum upstream be-

tween sta 81/10 and 81/30, heavy seepage can be expected along this reach

of levee unless the clay seam at el 142 (at piezometer line A) is con-

tinuous along the reach. At high river stages, concentrationof seePage

can be expected along the edges of the swales downstream of sta 81/30.

376. In view of the above and because excavations in riverside

borrow pits along a portion of the site have exposed the foundation sands,

resulting in a very close source of seepage, additional seepage control

measures are considered necessary. Measures recommended are an extension

of the berm between sta 81/10 and 81/30 and a line of relief wells along
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the toe of

377*

cates that

the berm.

the present seepage berm downstream from sta 81/30.

The estimated hydraulic gradient at the project flood indi-

in the lower aquifer considerablehead may be expected above

This condition is not considered critical if the clay stratum

at el 142 is continuous. However, the continuity of this clay stratum is

questionable and there probably are reaches of top stratum between sta

81/10 and 81/30 where such a clay seam does not exist. In such reaches

the present berm would have sufficient thickness but probably insuffi-

cient width for adequate seepage control. Downstream from sta 81/30 the

berm appears to be sufficientlythick but may not be sufficientlywide

in certain reaches.

378. Before any additional control measures between sta 81/10 and

81/30 are designed, some additional deeper borings should be made along

the berm toe to determine the continuity of the clay seam at el 142 along

the levee. The existence, or lack thereof, of this seam would have con-

siderable effect on the design of additional control measures.

Upper Francis, Mississippi

379* Upper Francis was selected as a site for study as being

representativeof a relatively uniform, thick deposit of clay over a

broad area where no serious seepage had occurred during the 1937 high

water and riverside borrow pits do not penetrate to the underlying per.

vious substratum. Also this site provided an opportunity to obtain pi-

ezometric data beneath an old channel filling where it was thought that

the effect of differing geological features at the edges of the channel

fillings would not be significant (plate 127).

Descrirrtionof site

3eo. The site is located along the east bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River approximately 3 miles west of Mississippi State Highway 1

where the county line between Coahoma and Bolivar Counties crosses the

levee. The levee is approximately one to two miles from the Mississippi

River. Plans of the site, river, borrow pits, sublevee basin, surface

geology, topography, and piezometers are shown on plates 127 and 128;
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plate 129 is an aerial mosaic of the site.

381. At the Upper Francis site the levee crosses a former course

of the Mississippi which is now filled with a rather thick deposit of

clay. Although rather deep and wide borrow pits have been excavated

riverward of the levee, they do not penetrate to the underlying pervious

foundation. A generalized soil profile perpendicular to the levee at the

site is shown on plate 130. The levee has a net height of approximately

25 ft. An approximate relation between river stages at Upper Francis

and the Helena, Ark., gage as determined from previous high Waters is

shown on plate 140.

382. History of underseepage. Although a maximum H of 18.5 to

20.5 ft developed during the 1937 high water, no seepage of any consequence

was reported. H was about 11 ft during the 1945 high water; and although

seepage was observed for a distance about 500 ft landward of the levee,

no boils were noted. In 1918 a large landside seepage berm about 10 ft

thick at the toe of the levee and 200 ft wide was constructed. The loca-

tion and extent of the berm are shown on plates 127 and 128 and typical

sections are shown on plates 131 and 132.

383. Some very light seepage was observed in the area landward of

the levee during the 1950 high water (plate 128) when H was approxi-

mately 8 to 10 ft. The seepage was so light that it could not be measured.

384. Piezometer installation. In 1948 two lines of piezometers,

B and C, were installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 39+00 and 57+00,

respectively. One piezometer, B-1, was installed in the riverside borrow

pits; another, A-1 (line G), was installed at the toe of the seePage berm

at sta 30+00. The tips of most of the piezometers were installed imme-

diately below the clay top stratum except for piezometer c-6 which was

installed at a depth of approximately 20 ft below the top of the sand

substratum. Piezometer readings were obtained during the high water of

1950.

Geology of site and soil conditions

385. The general surface geology is shown on plates 127 and 128.

Plate 127 shows the location of former river coursesj swales, and natural

levee deposits which blanket the area. The character and thickness of
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the top stratum in the immediate vicinity of the site are shown in more

detail on plate 128.

386. The site is located mainly on thick clays and silts deposited

in a cutoff channel of former Mississippi River course 11 (see plates

127 and 131). In consequence,the top stratum is predominantly clayey.

The filling in the old channel consists of clays 10 to 20 ft thick under-

lain by silts, sandy silts, and silty sands 3 to 20 ft thick (plate 134).

The area beneath the levee and in-mediatelylandward is covered with

natural levee deposits of clay silts and sandy silts 2 to 7 ft thick

(plates 132 and 134). These natural levee deposits extend from the out-

side of the bend of course 15 to about 1500 ft landward of the levee.

387. Relation of underseepage to geology. The top stratum at this

site is of such character and thickness that no underseepage of conse-

quence has developed for the river stages createdby the 1937 and 1950

high waters. The lack of a ready entry for seepage into the pervious

substratum on the riverside was no doubt an important factor in prevent-

ing underseepage and the formation of sand boils at certain weak points

in the top stratum. The only seepage actually observed rising to the

surface landward of the levee at this site was at the intersectionof

piezometer line B and a dirt road approximately 1500 ft landward of the

seepage berm where there was an excess head of approximately ~ ft above

the ground surface at the crest of the 1950 high water.

388. Some minor seepage probably occurs as a result of percolation

through the natural levee deposits of sandy silt that lie immediately

beneath the base of the levee.

389. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Soil profiles at piezom-

eter lines B and C perpendicular to the levee, and line F parallel to the

toe of the seepage berm, are shown on plates 131, 132, and 134, respec-

tively. Soil profiles along sections A, E, G, H, and I are shown on

plates 132 and 133. Deep borings to Tertiary along the toe of the levee

show a pervious sand stratum about 140 ft thick. Other deep borings show

this stratum to underlie the entire area. The pervious substratum con-

sists of an upper zone of relatively fine sands approximately 20 ft thick

underlain by medium to coarse sands with some gravel; some strata of fine
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sands exist throughout the more pervious and coarser sands and gravel.

As may be seen from the grain size and permeabilities of the deep sands,

the pervious aquifer at Upper Francis has a very high seepage-carrying

capacity.

Analysis of piezomet-
ric and seepage data

390, River stages and piezometer readings observed at the Upper

Francis site during the 1950 high water are plotted on plates 135 and 136.

At the crest of this high water, H was about 8 to 10 ft. Piezometric

gradients existing in the pervious substratumbeneath the levee along pi-

ezometer lines B and C at selected river stages are shown on plate 137.

The hydrostatic head along the toe of the levee as measured by piezometers

along line G is also plotted on plate 137.

391. The excess hydrostatic head along the toe of the seepage berm

ranged from about 1.5 to 6 ft at the crest of the 1950 high water. Ex-

cess heads as high as 4 ft above the ground surface existed as far as

3000 ft landward of the levee at piezometer line B (see plate 137). These

excess heads are based on piezometers installed immediatelybeneath the

clay top stratum at this site.

392. A summary of informationpertaining to the site and the re-

sults of analysis of piezometric and seepage data subsequently discussed

are given in table 18.

393. Source of seepage. The only free entry for seepage into the

pervious foundation at the site is in the channel of the Mississippi River

some one or two miles distant. The only other source of seepage is through

the natural top blanket of silts and silty sands riverward of Parker Bayou

(see plate 127).

394. Values of s at piezometer lines B and C during the 1950 high

water are plotted in fig. 36. The values of s shown in fig. 36 and on

plate 137 indicate that seepage enters the sand substratum primarily

through the silty sand top stratum that exists riverward of Parker Bayou

(see plates 128 and 131). At piezometer lines B and C s was about 1500

and 1700 ft, respectively, at the crest of the 1950 high water (fig. 36

and table 18). It may be seen from fig. 36 that s changed relatively
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Table 18

Svlmneryof Andyeis of Piezonwtric and Seepage Data, and Average Design Values

Upper Francis, Miss. , Site

Line B Line C
ProJect PrOJect Design values

Factor 1950 Flood Flocd 1950 FIocd Flood Sta 2t3-L7’ Sta 47-60— — _

River stage (crest) 168.3
Averageel of ground or tailwater 160.0
Head on levee (H) 8.3

Piezometerfiused in enalysis B-2, B-3, B-4, B-5

Riversideborrow pit, width, ft 300
Top stratum 4-1o ft clay

5-8 ft silt
Averagestratum 8 ft clay

Distancefrom riversidelevee toe to river (Ll) 6800
&se width of levee (Lp) 450
Iandwardextent of top stratum (L3) .

Distance to effecti.n? seepage source (s) 1520
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl) 1070

Distance to effective seepage ex,t (X3) 1400

Effective thickness of sand substratum (d) 125

-4
Permeabilityof substratum(kf x 10 cm/sec) 1400
Laboratorypermeabilitytests 900
Grain size (k

f(field) = ‘1O’
fig. 17) 1900

Seepageand piezometricdata -----
Field pumpingte~ts -----
Well flow and piezometricdata -----

TOT stratum, type
Effective thickness for seepage analysis (zbL) 18.o
Critical thickness (z )

‘-4
18.o

Permeability(%L x 10 cmjsec) 1.6

Piezometricdata and blanketformulas 1.6
Piezometricdata and seepagemeasurements -----

Permeabilityratio (kf/~L) 87o
Blanketformula 870
Naturalseepagemeasurements -----

Naturalseepagebeneath levee
QB, gpm/100ft of levee 73

Q+, gpm/ft of he&i/100ft of levee 8.8

185.0
160.0
25.0

-----

-----
-----

-----
-----
---.-
-----

15ce
1050

2000

-----

-----
-----
-----
-.-.-
-----
-----

-----
-----
0.9

0.9
-----

1600
1600
-----

185

7.4

168.3
158.0
10.3

C-1, c-3, c-4, c-6

300
6-10 ft clay
4 ft silt
8 ft Clay

6500
450
.

1720
1270

1540

115

1400
900
1900

-----
-----
-----

15.0
12.o

1.1

1.1
-----

1270
1270
-----

75

7.3

185.0
158.0
27.0

-----

-----
-----

.----
-----

-----

1700
1250

1500

-----

-----
-----
-----
-----
-.---
-----

-----
-----

1.2

1.2
-----

1200
1200

-----

200

7.5

185.0
160.0
25.0

-----

300
-----

8 ft Clay
7000
450

1500
1050

1950

125

1400
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

16
16

0.8

-----
-----

1500
-----
-----

-----

-----

185.0
158.o
27.0

-----

-----
-----

300
6500
-----
.

1700
1250

1450

115

1400
..---
-----

-----
-----
-----

14
12

1.0

---.-
-----

1.2m
-.---
-----

-----

-----

!95 I*5

190 100

185 ,8s

180 I*O

I75 175

170 170

165 165

1- leo

155
3000 2000 1000 0 1000 2000

155
3000

X, IN FEET S IN FEET

Fig. 36. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Upper Francis, lines B and C
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little as

source of

this site

the river rose. Little change in the distance to the effective

seepage entry with rising river stages would be expected at

because seepage enters the pervious foundation primarily through

the natural top stratum riverward of the levee. The bottoms of borrow

pits along the Upper Francis site are blanketed by rather thick clay.

For these reasons it was assumed that s would be approximately the same

for the project flood stage as the value measured at the crest of the

1950 high water.

395● Seepage exit. Values of x
3

are plotted vs corresponding

river stages in fig. 36 for the 1950 high water. The slope of the ground

surface away from the berm toe makes a correct determination of
‘3

dif-

ficult. Assuming average ground and tailwater elevations as shown in the

lower left-hand corner of fig. 36,
‘3

appears to increase progressively

during rising river stages for the heads experienced (8 to 10 ft). The

shape of the x
3

curves extrapolated from the observed data to the

project flood stage is based on observed data and the maximum computed

hydrostatic head that can exist landward of the levee at a project flood

stage. The above phenomenon of an increasing X3 followed by a decrease

is similar to that at line E, Trotters 51.

396. The distance to the effective seepage exit at lines B and C

at the crest of the 1950 high water was about 1500 ft. At project flood

stage
‘3

may increase to 2000 ft for line B and will probably remain

about 1500 ft for line C. The greater predicted distance for line B is

based on the fact that the thickness of the top stratum along line B

averages about 18 ft, whereas it is only 12 to 15 ft at line C.

397* Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

substratumat Upper Francis consists of a deep stratum of pervious sand

with some gravel having an effective thickness of about 125 ft. The

gradations of typical foundation sands at the site are plotted on plate

140.

398. The permeability of the pervious substratumwas estimated from

laboratorypermeability tests aud correlation of Dlo vs kf as shown by

fig. 17. These estimates are given in table 18. A value of kf = 1400 x

10
-4

cm per sec was selected as being the best estimate of ‘f
at the site.
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Thickness and ~ermeabilitv of to~ stratum.399*

landward of the levee at this site consists essentially

clay layer approximately 10 to 20 ft

posits of sandy silt 2 to 7 ft thick

ft landward of the seepage berm toe.

stratum used in the seepage analyses

given in table 18. The permeability

The top stratum

of a continuous

thick overlain

for a distance

The effective

by natural levee

of approximately

thickness of top

de-

1000

made at the two piezometer lines is

of the clay top stratum as computed

from piezometric data obtained at the crest of the 1950 high water and

the effective thicknesses as shown in table 18 was about 1 x 10
-4

cm per

sec. The fact that the permeability of the clay blanket is very much

greater than normally would be associated with such soil is attributed

to numerous crayfish holes and other fissures in the top stratum. In

this connection it is pointed out, however, that ~L at Upper Francis

is approximately 2 to 5 times less than that for the thinner clay blanket

at the Trotters 54 site.

400● Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the founda-

tion to that of the top stratum is estimated to have been about 1200 along

piezometer lines B and C at the crest of the 1950 high water.

401. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at the crest

of the 1950 high water, and for the project flood, was estimated using

the correspondingmeasured values of kf , s , and x
3

for these floods.

At the 1950 crest the natural seepage passing beneath the levee at the

Upper Francis site was computed to be about 75 gpm per 100 ft of levee,

or Qs/H= 8 gpm. Relatively little seepage was observed emerging in

the immediate vicinity of the seepage berm at the 1950 crest. As may be

noted from the slope of the hydraulic grade line for piezometer B on

plate 137, seepage landward of the levee is dispersed over a wide area

and some no doubt emerges as far as a mile landward of the levee.

402. Landside substratumpressures. The hydrostatic pressures

that developed along the toe of the berm at the crest of the 1950 high

water are shown on plate 137. Hydrostatic heads at and landward of the

seepage berm are also shown on plate 137. Readings of selected piezom-

eters at or near the landside toe of the levee vs river stages are plotted

on plates 138 and 139. Estimated piezometer readings for river stages
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higher than those experienced to date also are shown. The head on the

levee, top stratum characteristics,substratumpressures, and gradient

through the top stratum at certain typical piezometers landward of the

levee are given in table 19. Plates 135 and 136 show that changes in

rising river stages were quickly reflected in readings from most piezom-

eters landward of the levee. During the 1950 high water there was an es-

timated lag of approximately 7 days in the development of excess head

landward of the levee after the river reached the levee. This is attrib-

uted to filling of natural ground storage landward of the levee as the

river rose.

403. Uplift pressures that developed during the 1950 high water

at the Upper Francis site were not great enough to cause sand boils land-

ward of the levee. However, on the basis of plots shown on plates 138

and 139 and data in table 19, it appears that critical uplift pressures

will develop landward of the levee when H is higher than approximately

20 ft. At project flood stage H will be approximately 25 to 28 ft.

404. Excess heads landward of the levee at the crest of the 1950

high water ranged from about 2 to 5 ft, or about 25 to 5C$ H . Excess

heads of 10 to 15 ft probably will have to develop at this site before

sand boils will occur. Such boils, when they do occur, may be expected

to be quite active because of the high pressures required to cause them

and concentrationof seepage toward the few points of relief.

405. Estimated gradients through the top stratum at the crest of

the 1950 high water ranged from about 0.1 to 0.3. The fact that no sand

boils occurred at this site may be attributed largely to the considerable

distance to effective seepage entry and the thickness of the top stratum.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

406. A river head of approximately 20 ft on the Upper Francis

levee, approximately 5 to 8 ft below project flood stage, may be expected

to cause the formation of rather concentrated sand boils landward of the

levee. Although the levee withstood a head of approximately 18.5 to 20.5

,

ft during the 1937 high water without any serious seepage or sand boils

being reported, such a stage is about equal to that estimated as being



Table 19

Headonlevee,TopStrata, substratum Fressures, and Gradients

through TopStrata along Toe of Levee

UpperFrancis,Miss.,Site

Piez
Line

A-G

B-G

B

B

C-G

c

c

Piez
Number

A-1

B-4

B-5

B-7

c -4

c-5

c-6

Piez Piez
Line Number

A-G A-1

Avg Gra-
dient at Est
Piez, el TailWater

ft, msl el, Pt msl

161.5 -----

161.o -----

160.5 -----

157.0 -----

159.5 ---.-

158.0 -----

158.0 -----

Thicknessof Top
Stratum,ft

~ Silt Total ‘t—— .

1.2.o 7.0e 19.0 17.5

13.5 9.5e 23.0 18.0

15.0 U.5 26.5 20.0

18.0 0.0 18.0 18.0

10.0 8.0e 18.0 14.0

12.o 6.5 18.5 u.o

12.o 6.5 18.5 u.o

h

(0.8;Zt)

ft

14.9

15.3

17.0

15.3

IJ..9

10.2

10.2

Crest of 1950

6.8 2.0 30

7.3 1.5 21

7.8 1.8 23

1.1.3 4.0 35

8.8 4.3 49

10.3 3.2 31

10.3 4.9 48

Est Gradient through

TopStratum(1950Flood)
Light ProjectKlood

orNo (185.0) Est
ho H at ic

ft >$ ft——

B-G B-4

B B-5

B B-7

C -G c-4

c c-5

c c-6

Sand
Boils

----

----

----

--..-

----

----

----

IIeavy
Seep-

J%%

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

Meal
Seep-

_wL

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

Seep- H
ft-5iS_—

O.11 23.5

0.08 24.0

0.09 24.5

0.22 28.0

0.31 25.5

0.27 27.0

0.41 27.0

9.7a 41 %3.5

15.3C 64 16.7

13.5a 55 >24.5

15.3c 55 20.0

IL9C 47 19.6

10.2C 38 20.0

10.2C 38 14.4

a> c See paragraph 143.

e Only silt on top of clay included in computing Zt .
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required to cause the development of sand boils. Thus, there is no as-

surance that an additional 2 to 3 ft of net head might not have activated

rather severe boils. The maximum river stage experienced during 1950 was

not very high and piezometer readings were relatively low. However, on

the basis of higher stages and correspondinghigh substratumpressures

at sites similar to Upper Francis (i.e., L’Argent and Baton Rouge)> high

and probably critical substratumpressures may be expected at Upper Francis

at river stages near project flood stages; thus, some additional under-

seepage control measures are indicated. Filling the riverside borrow

pits would result in little reduction in landward pressures; extension

of the existing berm would be a possible solution, but is not considered

practicable because of the flatness of the hydraulic gradient. Relief

wells spaced fairly far apart are recommended to reduce subsurface excess

pressures to safe values.

407. The existing seepage berm probably is not sufficientlywide

to prevent the formation of critical uplift pressures landward of the

berm toe at a project flood stage; however, it is more than adequately

thick for its width as illustratedby the gradients shown on plate 137.

408. The narrow sublevee basin from sta 50 to 60 has little effect

on the development of critical excess pressures landward of the levee as

shown by the hydraulic gradients observed during the 1950 high water.

When filled with water, the basin will have a somewhat greater effect on

shallow seepage through the natural levee (sandy silt) deposits immediately

beneath the levee. However, as the levee and berm have a creep ratio of

18 for a project flood without water in the subleveebasin, the basin is

not considerednecessary for the control of shallow

Lower Francis, Mississippi

409. The Lower Francis site was selected for

seepage.

study because of its

record of heavy underseepage, and the existence of a relatively uniform

thin landside top stratum, and of riverside borrow Pits excavated to sand”

Investigationof the effectiveness of a wide, pervious berm for controlling

underseepagewas also desired.
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Description of site

410. This site, located immediately downstream of the Upper Francis

site, extends from levee sta 110 to 150.. The levee is approximately

1500’ft from the Mississippi River and has a net height of approximately

29 ft. Plans of the site, river, borrow pits, surface geology, topography>

and piezometer layout are shown on plates 141 and 142; plate 143 is an

aerial mosaic of the site. Along the portion of levee studied, riverside

borrow pits 10 to 15 ft deep and approximately 700 ft wide have been ex-

cavated 5 to 10 ft into the pervious substratum (see plates 142, 144,

and 145). The large clay-filled channel previously described for the

Upper Francis site lies adjacent to and landward of the Lower Francis

site as shown on plates 141 and 142.

411. Prior to 1944, the levee at Lower Francis was located as shown

on plate 141. As described on this plate, the former levee was also sub-

ject to very heavy underseepage during periods of very high water. At

the time the levee was set back at Lower Francis, a large sand seepage

berm was provided as shown on plates 141 and 142; this berm is approxi-

mately 13 ft thick at the levee toe and 200 ft wide. Sections of the

berm are shown on plates 144 and 145. An approximate relation between

river stages at Lower Francis and the river gage at Helena, Ark., is shown

on plate 140.

412. History of underseepage. The levee was set back to its pres-

ent position in 19~4, and the first high water against it occurred in

1945. During this high water, an H of about 16 ft caused very heavy

seepage and numerous sand boils. Six large sand boils developed between

sta 115 and 128, and 54 sand boils occurred within 200 ft of the toe of

the berm between sta 135 and 151. Upstream from sta 135, seepage emerged

at the surface of the berm along the landward half; downstream from sta

135, the toe of the berm was unstable. As the toe of the berm was built

of clay and served as a retaining dike while the remainder of the berm

was being dredged in place, it is believed that the clay toe was inhibit-

ing the emergence of seepage from the berm. During the 1950 high water,

an H of approximately 13 ft caused medium to heavy underseepagebetween

sta 105 and 150 with numerous sand boils from sta 141 to 147. The sand
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boils first

mated to be

appeared about 5 February 1950, and by 8 February were esti-

flowing at a rate of 5 to 50 gpm each; some boils discharged

as much as 1 cu yd of sand. The locations of the seepage and sand boil

areas are shown on plate 142. The seepage along the toe of the berm from

sta 140 to 147 was very heavy; in fact, some places along the berm toe

were so soft that it was impossible to walk across the area. The topogr

raphy at the Lower Francis site is such that seepage measurements could

not be made.

413. Piezometer installation. In 1948 two lines (C and E) of pi-

ezometers were installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 130 and 145.

Piezometer line C was located where soil and geological conditions are

most typical of the site. Line E was located where geological conditions

are such as to create a particularly dangerous underseepage condition

(see plate 142). Two line C piezometers were installed in the riverside

borrow pits to measure the head in the sand foundation irmnediatelyriver-

ward of the levee. Piezometers were also installed along the toe of the

seepage berm from sta 115 to 145 (line H). The tips of most of the pi-

ezometers were installed immediatelybeneath the clay top stratum. Pi-

ezometer readings were obtained during the 1950 high water.

Geology of site and soil conditions

414. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 141;

the type and thickness of top stratum deposits are shown in more detail

on plate 142. The site is situated on point bar deposits laid down as

the river gradually enlarged a meander loop leading eventually to a cut-

off at the end of stage 11 (plate 141). The top stratum landward of the

levee consists of a relatively thin blanket of clay underlain by silt

which gradually increases in thickness until it finally merges with the

thick clay and silt deposits filling the cutoff channel of course 11 (see

plates 142, 144, and 145). The clay-filled channel has a crescent out-

line and at the center of the site lies approximately 2000 ft landward

of the levee. The near edge of this old channel crosses under the toe

of the seepage berm at approximately sta 145. The clay and silt deposits

of the old channel range in thickness from 20 to 30 ft (plate 144).

415. Relation of underseepage to geology. The primary geological
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feature affecting seepage at the site is the

landward of the levee. As may be noted from

massive clay-filled channel

plate 142, all of the ob.

served seepage and sand boils at the site occurred in the area between

the levee and the old channel filling. The removal of the natural top

blanket riverward of the levee has also aggravated the underseepage

problem significantly. The fact that most of the seepage landward of

the levee was dispersed rather than concentrated in the form of sand

boils can be attributed to the relatively uniform nature and thinness of

the top stratum landward of the levee for a distance of 300 or 400 ft ex-

cept where the clay-filled channel crossing beneath the levee at sta 145

concentrated the seepage.

416. Soil profile anti piezometer lines. The locations of piezom-

eters and borings are shown on plates 142 and 143. Soil profiles and

piezometer lines, both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of

the levee, are shown on plates 144 through 147.

417. The sediments making up the top stratum in the point bar area

are relatively uniform in type and thickness (plates 142, and 144 to 146).

In general, the top stratum landward of the seepage berm for 500 ft or

more consists of about 4 to 6 ft of clay underlain by 1 to 2 ft of sandy

silts, except in the area between sta 140 to 148 where the clay top

stratum is somewhat thicker.

418. The pervious substratum at the site consists of an upper

stratum of fine to medium sand approximately 20 ft thick which is under-

lain by about 130 ft of very pervious, medium to coarse sands with some

gravel. This pervious stratum no doubt extends to the bank of the Mis-

sissippi River, a distance of approximately 1200 ft from the center line

of the levee.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

419. River stages and piezometer readings observed at the site

during the 1950 high water are plotted on plates,148 and 149. At the

crest of this high water, the head on the levee was about 13 to 14 ft.

Piezometric gradients existing in the pervious substratum beneath the

levee at piezometer lines C and E are shown on plate 150. The hydrostatic
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head along the toe of the berm as measured by the piezometers along line

H is also shown on this plate. Excess heads of about 2 to 3 ft developed

along the berm toe from about sta 115 to 145. Some excess hydrostatic

head existed as far as 600 to 800 ft landward of the levee; the gradient

beyond this point

on plate 150, all

between the levee

was practically flat. Based on the gradient curves

seepage passing beneath the levee apparently emerged

and the filled channel of course 11. The highest ex-

cess head at the toe of the berm during the 1950 high water was about 3

ft.

420. A summary of information pertaining to the site and the re-

sults of analyses of piezometric and seepage data based on borrow pit

conditions and seepage control measures as existing in 1950 are given in

table 20.

Table 20

Summary of Analysis of Piezcmetric d Seepage Data, amd Average Desi@ values

Lower Francis, Miss. , Site

Line C
PrOJect

F~ctor 1950 Flccd Flocd

Line E
Project

1950 Flocd Flood
Design values

Sta 114-122 Sta 122-138 Sta L38-147

River stage (crest)
Average el of ground or tailwater
Head on levee (H)

Piezmneters used in analysis

Riverside borrow pit, width, ft
Top stratum

Average stratum
Distance from i-iverside levee toe to river (Ll )
Ease width of levee (~)
La.ndward extent of tq stratum (L3)

Distance to effective seepage Bource (s)
Effect ive length of riverside blanket (xl)

Distance to effective seepage exit (X3)

Effective thickness of sand substratmu (d)

-4
Permeability of substratum (kf x 10 Cmjsec )

Laboratory permeability tests
Grain size (k

f(field) ‘s ‘1O’
fig. 17)

Seepage and piezometric data
Field pumping tests
Well flow and piezorcetric data

Top stratum, type
Effective thickness for seepage analysie (zbL)
Critical thickness (z )

‘-k
Permeability (%L x 10 cm/sec )

Piezometric data and blanket formulas
Piezometric data and seepage measurements

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket formula
Natural seepage measurements

Natural seepage beneath levee
Q~ , @m/100 ft of levee

Q8/H, gpm/ft of head/ 100 ft of levee

167.6
154.0
13.6

c-4 & c-6

600
0-4 ft clay

sand
1100
575
850

1010
435

250

135

16c0
1100
23cil

-----
--..-

17

17

93
93

-----

340

25.2

182.6
-----
28.6

-----

-----
---.-

-----
-----
-.---
-----

950
375

200

-----

-----
-----
-----

-.---
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

27

27
-----

60
59

-----

790

27.‘7

167.6
154.0
13.6

E-1 & E-2

600
0-4 ft clay
o-2 ft .911t
1 ft claY

1300”
575
600

1280
705

46o

135

1600
1100
2500

---.-
-----
-----

---.-
7.5
6.5

10

10
-.---

165
166

-----

250

18.3

182.6
-----
28.6

-----

-----
-----

-----
---.-
-----
-----

1100
525

250

-----

-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

---.-
-----
-----

26

26
-----

60
62

-----

675

23.6

182.6

155.5
27.1

-.---

700
-----

Sand
1500
575
1000

900
325

330

135

1600
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

clay
4.0
3.5

---.-
-----
-----

200
-----
-----

-----
-----

182.6
154.0
28.6

-----

600
-----

Sand
1100
-----
&o

1000
425

370

-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----

i:;

.----

-..--
-----

200
-.---
-----

-----

.----

182.6
154.0
28.6

-.---

6W
-----

1 ft clay
1300

-----
600

1100
525

610

-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----

7.0
6,0

-----

-----
-----

300
-----
-----

---.-

-----
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k21.

through the

borrow pits

Source of seepage.

bank and bed

which extend

144 and 145).

422. Distances to

of the

187

Seepage may enter the pervious aquifer

Mississippi River and in the riverside

8 to 10 ft into the pervious substratum (plates

the point of effective seepage entry were deter-

mined at piezometer lines C and E for various

water period and are plotted in fig. 37. The

37 and on plate 150 indicate that most of the

stratum sands through the borrow pits wherein

days during the 1950 high

values of s shown in fig.

seepage enters the sub-

the substratum sand has

been exposed. The values of s as measured at lines C and E at the

crest of the 1950 high water were about 1000 and 1280 ft, respectively.

These values are equivalent to an open seepage entry face only 400 to

700 ft from the riverside toe of the levee. Values for

flood are estimated to be 950 and 1100 ft for piezoxneter

respectively.

423. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

vs river stage

s at the project

lines C and E,

are plotted in

fig. 37. The average ground surface and tailwater elevation used in de-

termining X3 was 154.0 as shown in table 20 and fig. 37. (The area

below el 154.0 was submerged in 1950.) At piezometer line C where the

top stratum consists of about 5 ft of clay, x
3

was about 250 ft during

!90 1eo

185 I85

,eo 180

:
~ 175

k
175

Y

~ 170

:
170

s
.

f 165
:

1e5

.

160 160

!55 155

150
1000 540 0 500

150
1000 1500 2000

k IN FEET S IN fEET

Fig. 37. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Lower Francis, lines C and E
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the 1950 high water. At piezometer line E, where

sists of about 7.5 ft of clay,
‘3

was about 46o

the top stratum con-

ft near the crest of

this high water. The greater value of
‘3

at line E is attributed to

the thicker clay top stratum at this location as compared to that at

line C. As the values of x
3

are somewhat less than the respective dis-

tances
‘3

to the channel fill landward of the piezometer lines, it can

be concluded that the channel fill does not materially affect the sub-

stratum pressures, although the channel has an influence on the distribu-

tion of seepage landward of the levee. Values of X3 estimated for the

crest of the project flood are 200 and 250 ft for lines C and E, respec-

tively (see table 20 and fig. 37).

424. Thickness and permeability of substratum sand. The pervious

foundation has an effective thickness of about 135 ft. The permeability

of the sand aquifer was estimated from laboratory permeability tests made

on samples of sand obtained with a bailer and correlation of DIO vs kf

(fig. 17). The results of these determinationsare given in table 20 as

is the permeabilitybelieved to be most representativeof the sand aquifer.

(Grain size curves for typical substratum sands are shown on plate 140.)

From these data the average permeability of the substratum sands is con-
-4

sidered to be about 16OO x 10 cm per sec.

425. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The average top

stratum landward of the berm toe is primarily clay and is considered to

have an effective thickness of about 3 to 7.5 ft (plates 144 through 147).

The top stratum is relatively uniform landward of the levee toe, but

farther landward becomes considerablythicker. On the basis of the thick-

nesses in table 20, ~L computed Tom piezometric data during the 1950

high water was about 17 and 10 x 10 cm per sec at lines C and E, re-

spectively. The lower permeability at line E can probably be attributed

to the somewhat greater thickness of clay in the vicinity of this line.

426. Permeability ratio. The ratio of the permeability of the

foundation to that of the top stratum at piezometer lines C and E is es-

timated to be about 95 and 165, respectively. Estimates of kf/l$.L for

the crests of the 1950 and project floods are given in table 20.

427. Seepage flow. The natural seepage passing beneath the levee
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at the crest of the 1950 high water, and (estimated) for the project

flood, at lines C and E was computed from correspondingvalues of H , s ,

and x .
3

The value of Qs at the 1950 crest ranged from about 250 to

340 gpmper 100 ft of levee (Qs/H = 18 to 25 gpm) with the greater seepage

estimated at line C. Natural seepage at the project flood is estimated

at about 700 to 800 gpm per 100 ft of levee, or

greater seepage at line C is believed to result

stratum landward of the levee which offers less

flow than that at line E. From the above data,

Qs/H= 25 gpm. The

from the thinner top

resistance to seepage

it is concluded that the

Lower Francis site is subject to a very high rate of natural seepage.

428. Landside substratumpressures. Hydrostatic pressures that

developed along the toe of the berm at or near the crest of the 1950

flood are shown on plate 150 (line H). Readings of selected piezometers

at or near the landside toe of the levee vs river stages are plotted on

plates 151 and 152. Also shown are the estimated substratumpressures

for flood stages up to the project flood, and computed maximum piezometer

readings based on i = 0.85 .
c The head on the levee, top stratum charac-

teristics, and substratumpressures at certain typical piezometers along

the landside toe of the berm are given in table 21. Plates 148 and 149

show that in general most of the piezometers followed rising river stages

with little lag. Uplift pressures sufficient to cause sand boils and to

make the top stratum become quick developed along the entire Lower Francis

site at H = 12 ft during the 1950 high water. The uplift pressures be-

neath the top stratum ranged from about 8 to 25$ H during 1950 and

T&ble 21

Head on Levee, TOF strata, Substratum Fressuxee, and Gradients thrcmgb Top Strata along Toe of Ievee

Lower Francis, Miss., Site

Est Gradient throu@
T

Avg Gra- Crest of 1950
OP Stratum (1950 Flocd)

F1-a.lectFlocd
Thickness of Top

h
clientat Est Flood 16 .6 Lisht

Pie. (0.8~zt) ~ h: 7h )
(182.6)

stratum,f-t Heavy i-ted Est
Pie. Pie., .1

or No
Tailwate,

Line $% ‘d
Seep- Seep- Seep- S ‘o

Hati

Number ft, Ir!sl,1, ft ml ~ silt Total ‘t.— i-t ft ft E’3il.s age - - ft ft :% ft c
.—

A-H A-1 156.0 ----- 3.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 2.6 11.6 1.6 14 ---- 0.53 ---- ---- 26.6 1.6b 6 9.8

H B-1 154.5 ----- 3.2 0.0 3.2 3.2 2.8 13.1 3.0 23 ---- 0.93 ---- ---- 28.1 3.0b 11 11.6

C-H c-7 154.5 ----- 4.0 2.0 6.0 k.5 3.8 13.1 1.7 13 ---- 0.38 ---- ----- 28.1 3.8C 14 18.5

H D-1 153.8 154.0 5.0 2.0 7.0 5.o 4.2 13.1 2.5 19 ---- 0.50 ---- ---- 28.1 2.5b 9 12.0

E-H E-2 154.2 ----- 3.5 2.7’ 6.2 6.2 5.3 13.1 3.2 24 ---- 0.52 ---- ---- 28.1 3.4b lz 12.9

E E-3 151.5 154.0 7.5 0.0 7.5 7.5 6.4 13.1 1.1 8 0.15 ---- ---- ---- 28.1 l.lb 4 11.8

bJ c see paragraph 143.

e sand on top of clay.
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resulted in

top stratum

gradients of about

during the project

than those experienced in 1950

0.4 to 0.9. In general, heads beneath the

flood stage probably will not be greater

(about 2 to 3 ft) as the latter are gen-

erally representativeof the critical heads that can develop.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

h2cj . H of about 11 to 13 ft during the 1950 high water and 16 ft

during the 1945 high water caused numerous sand boils along the Lower

Francis site. An analysis of the piezometric data and soil conditions at

the site indicates that uplift pressures in excess of those already ex-

perienced will not develop and that river stages exceeding the 1950 high

water crest will tend only to increase the number and size of sand boils.

The seepage problem is made

channel from sta 1~0 to 150

berm improves the safety of

of the landside levee slope

more severe by the presence of the filled

landward of the levee. Although the seepage

the levee in that it will prevent sloughing

and will force the point of any subsurface

piping farther landward, the width of the berm is

development of sand boils.

430. Eecause of the relatively low maximum

exist due to the thin top stratum, and because of

not adequate to prevent

excess pressures that can

the high creep ratio of

21, there is some question regarding the extent of additional control meas-

ures required. It is believed that a line of relief wells should be in-

stalled along the toe of the berm from sta 140 to 150 where the clay-filled

channel is close to the levee and tends to concentrate seepage and sand

boils along this reach of levee. Upstream from sta 140, the landside berm

should be widened. The existing berm is thicker than required and part of

the berm material could be used for widening if desired.

431. At no time during the 1950 high water was any excess hydro-

static head observed above the surface of the seepage berm and the pre-

dicted gradient beneath the levee and berm at line C for the project

flood stage is below the surface of the

berm is comFosed of sand, its thickness

at the berm surface and as a result the

pervious berm.

berm. Even though the seepage

prevents the emergence of seeFage

berm acts essentially as an im-

4
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432. Bolivar was

subject to underseepage

Bolivar, Mississippi

selected as a site for study because it had been

and sand boils during previous high waters and

was considered representative of a medium-thick, uniform clay landside

top stratum. It also provided an opportunity for studying the effective.

ness of sublevees as a seepage control measure.

Descri~tion of site

433. The site is located along the east bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River approximately 2 miles northwest of Benoit, Miss., and extends

from levee sta 2190 to 2210. Plans of the site, borrow pits, surface

geology, topography, and piezometers are shown on plates 153 and 154;

plate 155 is an aerial mosaic of the site. At this site the levee is ap-

proximately 8 miles from the main channel of the Mississippi River; how-

ever, it is only about 1200 to 1500 ft from Bolivar Chute, which lies

riverward of the levee. Riverside borrow pits 5 to 10 ft deep and about

300 ft wide have been excavated along most of the site. Sublevees extend

along the levee from approximately sta 2122 to 2253 (plate 153). No

seepage berms have been constructed at this site. The levee has a net

height of approximately 26 ft. An approximate relation between river

stages at Bolivar and the river gage at Arkansas City, Ark., is shown on

plate 1660

434. History of underseepage. Although considerable seepage

probably occurred along this site during the 1937 high water, there is

no record of it. Heavy underseepage and numerous pin boils were reported

between sta 2020 and 2250 during the high water of 1945, and the sublevee

basins were between one-fourth and one-half filled with seepage. H dur-

ing this high water was about 11 ft.

435. During the 1950 high water, when H = 9 ft, the sublevee

basin became filled with water~ probably as a result of both surface

runoff and seepage. It was impossible to determine whether any sand

boils developed in the sublevee basin; however, very little, if any,

seepage occurred between the levee toe and the water in the basin.

436. Piezometer installation. In 1948 a long line (D) and two
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shorter lines (B

the levee at sta

piezometer (D-1)

and G) of piezometers

2200, 2192, and 2210,

was installed on line

,

were installed perpendicular to

respectively (plate 154). One

D, in the riverside borrow pit.

Additional piezometers (line K) were installed along the landside toe of

the levee from approximately sta 2190 to 2210, one of which (A-1) was

located at a point consideredparticularly critical as regards seepage.

Piezometer readings were obtained during the high water of 1950.

Geology of site and soil conditions

437● The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 153;

the type and thickness of top stratum materials are shown in more detail

on plate 154. TWO very different geological conditions exist at the site.

It is believed that an ancient channel (course H), now filled with thick

deposits of silt and clay, at one time crossed the site at the levee.

Subsequent to the filling of this old channel the river cut out a part

of the old filling at the center of the site, leaving point bar deposits

as it migrated from course 3 to course 5. Thick clays deposited in the

abandoned channel of course H lie immediately landward of the levee from

sta 2190 to 2203 (see plate 154). As shown on this plate, relatively

narrow and widely spaced swales cross the levee at an angle of approxi-

mately 90° downstream of sta 2190. The filling in former course H consists

of approximately 35 ft of silts and clays. The top stratum along the toe

of the levee from sta 2190 to 2206 consists of clay 8 to 10 ft thick except

where swales approximately 15 ft thick pass beneath the levee. Downstream

of sta 2206 the top stratum also consists of clay, but it is only about 7

ft thick and underlain by approximately 4 ft of silty sands and sandy

silt (see plate 154 and sections K and L on plates 158 and 159). About

3 to 5 ft of clayey and silty natural levee deposits blanket the site.

438. Relation of underseepage to geology. The recorded seepage

data are not adequate for drawing conclusions regarding the effect of

distribution of sediments on the location and formation of serious under-

seepage. However, a potentially serious underseepage condition exists

between the toe of the levee and the massive clay-filled channel from

sta 2190 to 2200, particularly in the area bounded by piezometers A-1,

B-1, and B-2. The reason that more serious underseepage has not occurred
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at this site is probably because the riverside borrow pits are blanketed

by 2 to 5 ft of clay. A reason the site is potentially dangerous is that

the top stratum immediately landward of the levee is 8 to 10 ft thick --

thick enough to permit the formation of considerableexcess hydrostatic

pressure but not thick enough to withstand 50 per cent of the possible

head on the levee. Where such conditions exist, sand boils usually de-

velop in localized areas and because they are few in number may become

very active and result in serious piping, such as occurred at the Stovall

site previously discussed.

439. The top stratum at ‘piezometerline G consists essentially of

a uniform stratum of clay about 5 ft thick similar to the top stratum at

Lower Francis (see plate 157).

440. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations of piezom-

eters and borings are shown in plan on plate 154; soil profiles and pi-

ezometer lines, both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of

the levee, are shown on plates 156-159. Piezometer line B was located

at a point where the most critical seepage condition was thought to

exist (plate 154). Piezometer line D was located at a point where the

top stratum was fairly uniform as regards both thickness (8 to 12 ft)

and type for a distance of 800 ft landward of the levee. Piezometers

were located on lines B and D adjacent to a drainage ditch landward of

the levee which significantlyreduces the top stratum thickness, partic-

ularly at boring 18 (plates 154 and 156). Piezometer line Gwas located

in an area of uniform top stratum consisting of approximately 4 to 6 ft

of clay underlain by several feet of sandy silt. Additional piezometers

were located along the toe of the levee (line K) as shown on plate 154.

The tips of most of the piezometers were located immediatelybeneath the

clay top stratum.

441. The pervious substratum at the site consists of an upper

stratum of fine to very fine sand approximately 10 ft thick underlain by

approximately 30 ft of fine to medium sands which in turn are underlain

by approximately 75 ft of alternating strata of medium to coarse sands.
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Analysis of piezomet-
ric and seeFage data

442. River stages and piezometer readings observed at the site

during the 1950 high water are plotted on plates 16o and 161. At the

crest of this high water, H was about 6.5 ft. Piezometric gradients

existing in the pervious substratumbeneath the levee along piezometer

lines B, D, and G perpendicular to the levee are shown for selected river

stages on plates 1.62-164. Hydrostatic heads along the toe of the levee

as measured by piezometer line K are plotted on plate 164, and ranged

from about 1.0 to 2.5 ft above the elevation of water in the sublevee

basin at the 1950 crest. Excess heads above the ground surface existed

only a short distance landward of the sublevee because of the low head

on the levee. A summary of informationpertaining to the site and the

results of analyses of piezometric and seepage data subsequently dis-

cussed are given in table 22.

443. Source of seepage. Seepage may enter the pervious foundation

in Bolivar Chute and in the other river channel, shown as (19) on plate

153, and through riverside borrow pits (see plate 163).

444. Values of s at piezometer lines G and B during the 1950

high water are plotted in fig. 38. The values of s shown in fig. 38

and plates 163 and 164 indicate that seepage enters the sand substratum

primarily through borrow pits immediately riverward of the levee. Most

of the natural, impervious top stratum has been removed in the borrow

pits at piezometer lines D and G; some thin strata of silty sands and

sandy silts still remain in the bottoms of these pits and about 2 ft of

clay apparently remain in the bottom of the pits at line B. Clean sands

exist immediatelybeneath these layers. At piezometer lines D and G, s

was about 600 to 650 ft at the crest of the 1950 high water (fig. 38 and

table 22). It may be seen in fig. 38 that s decreased considerably as

the river rose. Based on piezometer data obtained during the 1950 high

water, s may decrease to as little as 500 to 550 ft at project flood

stage if borrow pit conditions are not altered. Thus the effective source

of seepage entry would be only about .200ft from the riverside toe of the

levee at such a flood stage.



Table 22

Summary of Analjr*iBm“ Piezometric and Seepage Data, and Avera&e DeBiw value,

Bolivar, Miss., Site

Line B Line D LirIeG
Plqlect Project ProJect Desi2zIvalues

Factor 1950 F1ocd ~ = ~ St. 21$0-2205 Sta 2205-22201950 FIocd 1950 F1oo6

River stage (crest)
Avg tailwmter .s1in sublevee basin
Hesd on levee (H)
Average ground elevation

Piemmetemused in analysis

Riverside borrow pit, width, II
Top stratlun

Average stratum
Distance from riverside levee toe to river (Ll)
Base width of levee (Lz)
LandWard extent of top stratum (L3)

Distance toeffective seepage source (s)
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

Distance to effective seepage exit (.3)

Effmti~ thi.krm~s of sand substratum (d)

-4
Pemability of subfitratwn(kf x 10 crn/.ec)
I.s.horatorypermeability tests
Grain size (kf(field) vs Dlo, fig. 17)

Seepage and piezometric data
Field PumPin& tests
Well flow and piezouetric data

Top ,tratwn, type
Effeetiv. thickness for seepage analysis (zbL)
Critical thickness (z )

t-k
Pemability (~L x 10 cm/sec)

Piemnnetric data and blanket formulae
Piezometric data and seepage measurements

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket formih
Natural seepage measwements

Natural seepage beneatb levee
Q,, @m/100 ft of le~e

Q~/H, SPm/ft of he&3/100 ft of levee

147.5
141.0
6.5

139.0

.....

300
? ft clay

2 n clay

15m
330
160

-----
-----

-----

90

1200

1310
-----

-----

clay

7.0

7.0

-..--

-----

.----
-----
-----

-----

-----

147.5
141.0
6.5

139.0

D-2, -3*

300

0.3r-tc1
2-5 ft Si sd
5 ft S1 Sd

1500*
330
900

650
320

365

90

12C0
....

1310

.----
---.-

Clay

13.0
13.0

10

10

120
120

101

15.6

167.2
141.0
26.2
-----

-----

-----
-----

.....
-----

550
220

250

-----

-----
-----
-----

...-.
-----
-----

...-.

-----

22

22
.....

sb
54

-----

520

19.8

147.5
141.0
6.5

140.0

G-1, -2*

300
2-IIft c1
3 ft Si Sd
5 ft Sd Si

150@
330

600
270

320

90

12G0
-----

1310

.----
-----
-----

clay

6.0
6.0

6

6
-----

200
200

-.---

112

17.3

167.2
141.0
26.2
-----

.....

-----

-----
-----
-----
-----

500
170

175

-----

-----
-----

-----

-----
-----
.....

21

21
-----

57
57

-----

620

23.6

* needs at D-3 and G-2 were increased to obtain average head in sand substratum .s described in paragraph 132.
++ Eolivar Chute.

167.2
141.0
26.2
139.0

300
-----

2 ft clay
150W
330
500

500
.....

350

90

1200
-----
.----

-----
-----
-----

cby
7.0
7.0

-----

.....
---.-

165
-----

-.---

-----

167.2
141.0
26.2
140.0

-----

300
-----

5 t-tSd Si
150G+
?,30
.

500-----

300

90

lzc
-.---

.----

-----

clay

6.0
6.0

-----
-----
-----

165
-----
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Fig.
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Bolivar, lines D and G
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source and exit.
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445.

are plotted

Seepage exit. Values of x
3

vs correspondingriver stages

in fig. 38 for the 1950 high water. There is a great deal

of scatter in the values of x
3

at both piezometer lines D and G. The

average
‘3

at the 1950 crest was about 350 ft. On the basis of the

maximum computed hydrostatic head that can exist landward of the levee

at project flood stage it is believed that x
3

might decrease to 200 or

250 ft for such a flood stage. The short X3’S at the Bolivar site may

be attributed to the relatively thin top stratum immediately landward of

the levee.

446. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

substratumat the Bolivar site consists of a deep stratum of pervious

sands with some gravel in the lower third of the aquifer; it is considered

to have an effective thickness of about 90 ft. The gradations of typical

foundation sands at the site are plotted on plate 166. The permeability

of the pervious substratumwas estimated from a correlation of Dlo vs kf

as shown in fig. 17, and laboratory permeability tests on remolded samples.

A kf = 1200 X 10
-4

cm per sec was estimated for the aquifer at the site.

447. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The top stratum

landward of the levee varies considerably in thickness and uniformity, as

illustratedon plates 154, 156, and 157. Except for the thick clay-filled

channel (H), the top stratum from sta 2190 to 2L05 consists of clay ap-

proximately 13 ft thick. Downstream of sta 2205, the top stratum appears

to be considerablythinner, consisting only of about 6 ft of claY* The

effective thickness of top stratum used in the seepage analyses made at

piezometer lines D and G is given in table 22. The permeability of the

clay stratum, as computed from piezometric data obtained at the crest of

the 1950 high water and the effective thickness as shown in table 22, was
-4

about 6 to 10 x 10 cm per sec.

448. Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the founda-

tion to that of the top stratum along piezometer lines

crest of the 1950 high water is estimated to have been

respectively (table 22).

449. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the

of the 1950 high water, and for the project flood, was

D and G at the

about 100 and 200,

levee at the crest

estimated using



the correspondingmeasured values of H

(see table 22). At the 1950 crest, the
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,s, and x
3

for these floods

natural seepage passing beneath

the levee was computed to be about 100 gpm per 100 ft of levee, or

Qs/H= 16 gpm. At project flood stage, seepage beneath the levee may

amount to as much as 500 to 600 gpm per 100 ft of levee, or Qs/H = about

20 gpm. Because of water in the sublevee basin landward of the levee, no

idea of the rate of seepage into the inclosed area could be obtained. On

the basis of the hydraulic grade line shown on plates 163 and 164 for the

1950 crest, it appears that 70 to 90 per cent of the seepage passing be.

neath the levee was emerging either in the sublevee basin or immediately

landward thereof.

450. Landside substratumpressures. Hydrostatic pressures that

developed along the levee toe (piezometerline K) at the crest of the

1950 high water are shown on plate 164. Hydrostatic heads in the sublevee

basin and landward thereof at the 1950 crest are shown on plates 162-164.

Readings of selected piezometers at or landward of the levee toe vs river

stages are plotted on plate 165. The head on the levee, top stratum

characteristics,substratumpressures, and the gradient through the top

stratum at certain typical piezometers are given in table 23.

Table 23

Head on Levee, TOP Stre.ta.,Substratum Pree.wre.a,and Gradients through Top Strata along Tce of tivec

Bollvar> Miss., Site

Est Gradient throwh

Pie.
Lin,—

K

B-K

B-L

K

D-K

D

D

K

K

G-K

G-L

Crest of 19>0
TOP strdw (1950FI;D5) Project Flocd

Avg Gra- ThicknesB ‘ofT~
h

Flocd 147.5)
Ll@t

d,ent at Est
(0.8; zt) ~ h: h

Heavy &d (167.2) E*t

Pie7.
Stratum, ft

or No
Pie., el Tailwater

~ ft, ma el, ft MS1 ~ Silt Total ‘t ft ~$::;es’g~~ H ~ ~$n;:i’ft ft H &—L_

A-1 140.0

B-1 139.0

>2 138.0

c-l 139.0

137.0e

D-3 138.5

D-5 141.5

140.0S

D-7 140.o

134.Og

E-1 141.0

F-1 140.5

136.5’

G-2 140.0

G-3 139.0

136.5e

141.0 16.0 0.O 16.0 16.0 13.6

141.0 8.0 2.0 10.o 8.0 6.8

141.0 7.0 0.0 7.0 7.0 6.0

141.0 11.0 0.0 11.0 L1.o 9.4

141.0’ 9.0 0.0 9.0 9.0 7.7

141.0 10.0 3.0f 13.0f 13.0 11.0

8.0 3.0f ll.Of 11.0 9.k

140.5 8.0 1.5 9.5 9.5 8.1
----- ---- ---- ----

136.0 11.0 0.0 11.0 L1.o 9.4

141.0 9.0 3.0f 12.O 12.0f 10.2

141.0 5.2 5.0 10.2 7.0 6.0

141.0 1.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 5.1

141.0 5.0 3.0 8,0 7.0 6.0

141.0 4.0 3.0 7.0 6.0 5.1

141,0 1.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.8

c, d Seeparagraph143.

e AU=.t l~side bO,r~ pit.
f

silt on top of clay.

g Adje.centdrainage ditch.

Elevation of water in sublevee bmins 2 March 1950 was 141.2.
E1evation of water landvard of sublevees 2 March 1950 was lbO.4.

6.5 1.1 17 ---- ---- ---- 0.07 26.2 ---- --

6.5 2.2 3J4 ---- ---- ---- 0.28 26.2 6.5’ 26

6.5 0.0 0 ---- ---- ---- 0.0 26.2 ---- -.
6,5 3.5 ~b ---- ---- ---- 0.32 26.2 ---- ..
6.5 3.5 54 ---- ---- ---- 0.39 26.2 7.7’ 29

6.5 2.4 37 ---- ---- ---- 0.18 26.2 b.2d 16

6.0 0.2 3 ---- ---- ---- 0.02 25.7 ---- --

7.0 1.2 17 ---- ---- ---- 0.13 26.7 ---- --
....-. . .. .... ...----- -------- ------

11.5 4.3 37 ---- ---- ---- 0.39 31.2 9.4’ 30

6.5 2.8 43 ---- ---- ---- 0.23 26.2 ---- --

6.5 1.7 26 ---- ---- ---- 0.24 26.2 ---- -.

6.5 1.7 26 ---- ---- ---- 0.28 26.2 lad 7

6.5 1.8 28 ---- ---- ---- 0.26 26.2 ---- -.

6.5 1.4 22 ---- .... ---- 0.23 26.2 ---- --

6.5 1.4 22 ---- ---- ---- 0.31 26.2 ...- --

----
10.1

----

----

10.4

6.2
.-..

----

----

17.2

----

5.6
----

----

----
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water

451. The data on plates 160 and 161 show that

storage was filled the piezometers landward of

after the ground-

the levee reacted

rapidly to changes in river stage. As at other sites upstream of Bolivar

there was an estimated lag of approximately 7 to 10 days in the develop-

ment of excess heads landward of the levee after the river reached it.

This again is attributed to the filling of the natural ground storage

landward of the levee as the river rose.

452. Uplift pressures that developed during the 1950 high water

at Bolivar were not great enough to create any known sand boils landward

of the levee. The fact that no sand boils occurred may be attributed to

the low head of water against the levee. On the basis of plots shown on

plate 165 and data in table 23, critical uplift pressures will probably

develop landward of the levee at river stages higher than approximately

10 ft. (H of 10 to 11 ft during the 1945 high water is reportedto have

caused heavy underseepage and numerous pin boils.) The project flood

stage will create an H of approximately 26 ft with a water surface

elevation in the sublevee basins of 141.

453. Excess heads landward of the levee at the crest of the 1950

high water ranged from about 1 to 4 ft, or about 20 to 5@0 H (table 23).

Generally, excess heads of 4 to 7.5 ft would be required for sand boils

to occur along this site except possibly in the bottom of the sublevee

basin near piezometer F-1. An excess head of 4.3 ft existed above the

estimatedwater-surface elevation in the landside drainage ditch near

piezometer D-7. If it were not for the limited amount of excess pressure

that can develop immediately landward of the levee, a river stage of 17

ft could be expected to produce sand boils in the bottom of the drainage

ditch at piezometer D-7.

454. Estimated gradients through the top stratum at the crest of

the 1950 high water were relatively low, ranging from about 0.25 to 0.40.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

455. An H of approximately

stage, may be expected to cause the

the levee, particularlybetween sta

10 ft, 16 ft below project flood

formation of sand boils landward of

2190 and 2192 and in the bottom of
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the landside borrow

control measures in

pits from sta 2190 to 2220. Consequently, seepage

addition to the present sublevee basins are indicated.

The maximum river stage during the 1950 high water created an H of only

6.5 ft and thus was not high enou~h to demonstrate visually the need for

control measures. No record of seepage observations during the 1937 high

Water, maximum H of 18 ft, could be found. Although the present sub.

levee basins will decrease the net head acting on the levee by about 3 ft

if they are filled, this reduction will be more than offset by the reduc-

tion in the thickness of the landside top stratum inside the subleveed

area as the result of borrow operations to construct the sublevees.

456. Raising the sublevees to a height that would insure adequate

reduction in net head landward of the levee is considered impracticable.

The sublevees could be degraded, the material used to fill the original

borrow pits excavated for their construction,and a seepage berm con-

structed. However, for any practical width of seepage berm a critical

condition will remain where the landside toe of the seepage berm inter.

sects the massive clay-filled channel (H) such as now exists between pi-

ezometers A-1 and B-1. If a seepage berm is selected as the method for

controllingunderseepage at the Bolivar site, it probably will still be

necessary to install a few wells at the intersection of the landside toe

of the berm and former river course (H). Another method suitable for the

control of underseepage at this site is a line of relief wells along the

landside toe of the present levee. Installation of relief wells along

this site would also make possible degrading of the existing sublevees

to fill in the existing landside borrow pits and return this area to

normal land use.

Eutaw, Mississippi

457. Eutaw was selected as a site for study primarily because it

had been subject to heavy underseepage during the 1945 high water and a

new large berm

selection, had

to measure the

had been constructed subsequentlywhich, at the time of

not been subjected to any high water. It was also desired

drop in the hydraulic gradient in the pervious stratum
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across a filled

aquifer, and to

beneath the new

conditionswere

channel that extended 30 to 40 ft

determine the increase in head in

down into the pervious

the pervious foundation

berm as compared to a point just upstream where geological

similar and no berm exists.

Description of site

458. The site is located along the east bank levee of the Missis-

sippi River approximately one-half mile from the town of Eutaw, Miss.,

and lies between sta 2835 and 2880. Plans of the site, river, borrow

pits, surface geology, topography, and piezometers are shown on plates

167 and 168; plate 169 is an aerial mosaic of the site. Rather extensive

borrow pits have been excavated riverward of the levee which, though

relatively deep and wide, are presently blanketed by about 5 to 8 ft of

silty sand and sandy silt with some clay in spots. The levee has a net

height of approximately 31 ft. An approximate relation between river

stages at Eutaw and the Mississippi River gage at Arkansas Cityj Ark.,

is shown on plate 166.

459● History of underseepage. It is not known

seepage occurred during the 1937 high water when H=

heavy underseepage extending to a slough about 200 ft

levee toe occurred during the 1945 high water when H

whether any under-

15 ft. However,

landward of the

was 9.4 ft.

Numerous pin boils were observed at the toe of the levee and for a dis-

tance of about 80 ft landward between sta 2810 and 2912. In 1947 a large

seepage berm approximately 12 ft thick at the levee toe and 200 ft wide

was constructed.

46o. During the 1950 high water, H = approximately 9 ft, no seep-

age or sand boils of consequencewere reported. The area landward of the

levee below contour 132 was under water during this high water.

461. piezometer installation. In 1948 a line

was installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 2860

riverside borrow pit landward for approximately 1500

of piezometers (D)

and extends from the

ft● Several other

piezometers (lines B, F, and J) are located along the toe of the levee

and seepage berm as shown on plate 168. The tips of the line D piezom-

eters were installed at several elevations as shown on plate 170. Pi-

ezometer readings were obtained during the 1950 high water.
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Geology of site and soil conditions

462. The general surface geology at the site is shown on plates

167 and 168. Plate 167 shows the location of former river courses, swales,

and natural levee deposits which blanket the area. The character and

thickness of the top stratum are shown in more detail on plate 168.

463. The levee and seepage berm are located on old channel fill.

ing and channel bar deposits laid down when the river shifted its course

during former stages 10 to 13 (plate 167). Although stage 13 was fol-

lowed by a cutoff, the channel was subsequently filled with very fine

sands, silty sands, and sandy silts with a thin covering of clay, as de-

picted by section D on plate 170. The thalweg position of course 13, as

marked by a small slough immediately landward of the present seepage

berm, was filled with approximately 40 ft of alternating strata of silty

sands and sandy silts with occasional clay seams covered with 8 to 10 ft

of clay.

464. The top stratum deposits landward of course 13 are typical

of ridge and swale topography and consist largely of numerous shallow

clay-filled swales with intervening sandy ridges (see plates 168 and 170).

The site appears to be blanketed by natural levee deposits that cannot be

distinguishedwith respect to grain size from the underlying point bar

top stratum.

465.

age during

ported for

in 1947, a

toe of the

Relation of underseepage to geology. Except for heavy seep-

the 1945 high water, no serious sand boils have ever been re-

this site. However, prior to construction of the seepage berm

potentially serious seepage condition did exist between the

levee and the deposits in the old slough landward of the levee

(see section D on plate 170). The seepage berm now appears to adequately

cover the thin top stratum previously existing along the levee toe.

466. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Soil profiles and piezom-

eter lines F, D, and B perpendicular to the levee are shown on plates 170

and 171. Soil profiles H and G in the borrow pits are shown on plate

172. Profiles I, K, and J, which are landward of and parallel to the

levee, are shown on plates 173 and 174.

467. As shown on plate 168 and the soil profiles, the top stratum
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beneath the levee consists of a relatively uniform layer of clay approx-

imately 3 to 5 ft thick underlain by approximately 20 ft of alternating

strata of silty sands and sandy silts (plate 173). Immediately landward

of the present seepage berm, the top stratum consists of about 8 to 10

ft of clay in the bottom of an existing slough which is underlain by 20

to 30 ft of silts and silty sands. Landward of the slough, the topography

varies as much as 10 ft in elevation with alternating shallow swales

filled with clays and sandy ridges, both of which are underlain by 5 to

20 ft of silty sands and sandy silts (plate 170).

468. The tips of certain piezometers on line D were installed at

a depth of approximately 50 ft and so as to cross the silt-filled channel

previously described, for the purpose of determining if any significant

drop in head occurs across this channel filling other than that which

would normally be expected as a result of seepage flowing landward (see

plate 170).

469. The pervious foundation at this site was explored at depth

by only one boring (boring 49, plate 171). This boring indicates an upper

stratum of fine to very fine sands approximately 40 ft thick underlain by

approximately60 ft of medium to coarse sands.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

470● River stages andpiezometer readings observed at Eutaw during

the 1950 high water are plotted on plates 175 and 176. At the crest of

this high water, H was about 9 ft above the natural ground along the

toe of the existing seepage berm and the water in the slough immediately

landward of the levee. The piezometric gradient existing in the pervious

substratumbeneath the levee along piezometer line D is shown on plate

177 for three selected river stages. Readings of piezometers along lines

B and F are plotted on plate 178 for correspondingriver stages. The sub-

stratum pressures along the toe of the existing levee and seepage berm

are plotted on plate 179.

471. During the 1950 high water, the water level in piezometers

with tips set in the silty sand immediatelybeneath the clay top stratum...-

rose only about O to 1 ft above the natural ground surface. However,

.,’
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pressure in the deeper underlying sand was as much as 6 ft above the

elevation of water in the slough. Whether or not there was any excess

head above the natural ground surface landward of the slough in the deep

sands depended upon the ground elevation at the piezometer (see plate

177).

472. A summary of

lysis of piezometric and

in table 24.

the informationpertaining to the site and ana-

seepage data subsequentlydiscussed are given

Table 24

sLmrmary of Analysis of Piezometric and Seepage Dataj and Average Design values

Eutaw, Miss., Site

Design Values
Sta 28ko-2880

Factor Average U!@

Upstream from
Sta 2@to
(Tentative)

LineD (DeepSand)
1950Flocd Project Flood

Rivsr stage (crest)

Average e 1 of ground or tailwater

Head on levee (H)

163.1
135.0*
28.1

163.1
138.O+W
25.1

141.2
135.cM
6.2

163.1
135.W
28.1

-----

-----
-----

-----
--.--
-----
-----

1500
1050

900

-----

1100
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

1.7

1.7
-----

645
645

-----

132

4.7

163.1
132.0
31.1

-----

-----
_----

-----
-----
-----
-----

--_--
-----

-----

-----

-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----

Clay
-----

13

-----

-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

-----

-----

Piezometers used in analysis D-2, -4, -7 ----- -----

Riverside borrow pit, width, ft
Top stratum

600
6 ft Sd Si

700
3 ft cl-
5 ft Si Sd
6 ft Si Sd

2500
450
.

700
6 ft Si Sd

Average stratum
Distance from riverside levee toe to river (Ll)
Base width of levee (~)
Landward extent of top stratum (L3)

Distance to effective seepage source (s)
Effective length of riwerside blanket (xl)

Distance to effective seepage exit (X3)

-----
25c0
450
.

-----
3500
250
150

1600
1150

1500
1050

1500
-----

10001050 1000

Effectivs thickness of sand substratum (d) 70 70 70

Permeability of substratum (kf x 10
-4

cm/sec )
Laboratory permeability tests
Grain size (k

f(field) ‘s ‘1O’
fig. 17)

Seepage and piezometric data
Field pumping tests
Well flow and piezometric data

1100
560
1310

1100
-----
-----

1100
-----
-----

-----
-----

-----
-----
-----

Top stratum, type
Effective thickness for seepage analysis (zbL)
Critical thickness (zt~4

Permeability (%L x 10 cm/sec )

Piezometric data and blanket formulas
Piezometric data and seepage measurements

Sd Si
18
13

Sd Si
18

Clay

::;-----

1.3 0.7 -----

1.3
-----

----- -----
-----

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket formula
Natural seepage measurements

875
875

-----

800
-----

-----
-----
-----

Natural seepage beneath levee

QB,SPd100 ft of levee

QB/H, @m/ft of head/100 ft of levee

27

4.3

* Assumed average ground elevation landward of levee. Average ground elevation along toe of seepage berm =

132.0. Elevation of water in slough (1950 high water) = 132.0.

* Assumed tailwater with sublevee basin full.
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473●

through the

ft distant,

top stratum

474.

Source of seepage.

bank and channel

in the bottom of

riverward of the

Values of s at

of

Seepage may enter the

the Mississippi River

pervious foundation

approximately 2500

the riverside borrow pits, and through the

levee.

piezometer line D, for piezometer tips in

deep sand, during the 1950 high water are plotted in fig. 39. The point

of effective seepage entry into the underlying pervious foundation lies

between the riverside borrow pit and the Mississippi River. At piezom-

eter line D, s was about 1600 ft at the 1950 crest (fig. 39 and table

24). The fact that the source of seepage is this far from the levee can

probably be attributed to the 5 to 10 ft of silts that blanket the river-

side borrow pits. The distance to effective seepage entry is probably

shorter for the Eutaw site in general than at piezometer line D because

more clay seems to exist along D than at other sections perpendicular to

the levee (see plates 168, 170, 171, and 172). Thus the primary source

of seepage entry in the pervious foundation at the site appears to be in

the riverside borrow

value of s for the

line D in table 24.

pits. Also, it may be concluded that the average

site is probably somewhat less than that shown for

170 170

I 85 Ie5

160 180

.

g 155 155

1-
M
L

z 150

%

150

~

~ 145 la

;

140 140

135 I35

,30 130
1500 1000 500 0 500 1000 1500 2000

X,IN FEET S IN FEET

Fig. 39. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Eutaw, line D (deep piezometers)
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475. Seepage exit. Values of X3 are plotted vs corresponding

river stages in fig. 39 for the 1950 high water. The distance to the ef-

fective point of seepage exit was difficult to estimate because of the

variation in tailwater and ground surface landward of the levee. In es-

timating x3> it was assumed that the average ground and tailwater eleva-

tion was 135.0. The relation of this assumption to actual ground and

tailwater elevations, as they existed at the crest of the 1950 high water,

may be seen from plate 177. On the basis of the above assumption, the

average
‘3

at the crest of the 1950 high water was estimated to be about

1050 ft. On the basis of the maximum computed hydrostatic head that can

exist landward of the levee at a project flood stage, it is believed that

‘3
might decrease to about 900 ft for such a flood stage. The relatively

long
‘3

at Eutaw may be attributed to the relatively thick top stratum

of sandy silts existing for a distance of approximately900 ft landward

of the present seepage berm.

476. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. Relatively

little information is available regarding the thickness and permeability

of the sand aquifer. The pervious substratum is considered to have an

effective thickness of about 70 ft. The gradations of typical foundation

sands at the site are plotted on plate 166. The permeability of the per-

vious substratumwas estimated from a correlation of Dlo vs kf , as

shown in fig. 17, and results of a few laboratory tests on remolded
-4

samples. A kf = 1100 X 10 cm per sec was estimated for the pervious

substratum.

477. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. As previously

described, the top stratum landward of the levee varies considerablyin

character and thickness (see plates 168, 170, and 171). The top stratum

between the levee toe and the slough at piezometer A-1 consists only of

about 3 ft of clay underlain by about 2 ft of sandy silt. The top stratum

in the slough and landward thereof is believed to be similar to that

shown for line D on plate 170. The top stratum from sta 284o to 2880

landward of the present seepage berm consists essentially of a sandy

silt-filled channel covered with about 8 ft of clay landward of which

are alternating strata of clays and silts for a distance of about 600 ft
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(see plates 168 and 170). In the seepage analyses, the top stratum was

considered to be sandy silt 18 ft thick. The permeability of this top

stratum, as computed from piezometric data obtained at the crest of the

1950 high water and effective thickness as shown in table 24, was 1.3 x

10
-4

cm per sec.

478. Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the founda-

tion to that of the top stratum at piezometer line D is estimated to have

been about 900 at the crest of the 1950 high water (see table 24).

479● Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at line D

at the crest of the 1950 high water, and for the project flood, was es-

timated using correspondingvalues of H , s , and X3 for these floods

(table 24). Natural seepage passing beneath the levee was estimated to

be about 27 gpm per 100 ft of levee at the 1950 crest (H = 6.2 ft), or

Qs/H = about 4 gpm. At project flood stage, seepage passing beneath the

levee may amount to as much as 130 gpm per 100 ft of levee, or Qs/H =

5 gpmo On the basis of the hydraulic grade line shown on plate 177 for

the 1950 high water, about 50 per cent of the seepage passing beneath

the levee was emerging in an area about 1000 ft landward of the levee

with the remainder either going into ground storage or emerging in a low

area about 1500 ft from the levee.

48o. Landside substratum pressures. Hydrostatic pressures that

developed along the levee toe and seepage berm at the crest of the 1950

high water are shown on plate 179. Hydrostatic heads that developed

landward of the seepage berm on line D as measured by piezometers imme-

diately beneath the upper clay stratum and also in the deep pervious

sands are shown on plate 177. Readings of selected piezometers along

the levee toe vs river stages are plotted on plate 180. The head on the

levee, top stratum characteristics,substratumpressures, and the gradient

through the top stratum at certain typical piezometers are given in

table 25.

481. The data on plate 176 indicate considerablelag in the de-

velopment of pressure in shallow piezometers installed in the top of the

silty sand and sandy silt stratum which lies immediatelybeneath the

upper, more impervious clays. On the other hand, pressures in the
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Table 25

Head on levee, ToP Strata, Substratum Presmres, and Gredients th,ot@ Top strata alone me of Levee

Euta-,1,Miss ., Site

E8t Gradient throu.qh

Avg Gra-
Crest of 1950 Top str.twI (19>0 F1.03) ProJect Flocd

Thickness of TOP
h

Flocd (141.2) Light
clientat Est

stratum, ft (0.8; Zt) ~ ho ho
(163.1) E,t

Pie. Pie.
Heavy Mea

Piez, .1 Tailwater
or No

hh
SeeP- SeeP- Seep- H c, Hati

Line Numb,r ft MSI ,1, ft mel clay Silt Total ‘t I-t +% ~t ‘Y$smY1s~~xe ft ft __f-t ft

1 A-1’

A-lf

J B-1

J C-lf

D-J D-6f

D ~-7J

D D-8

J E-lf

F-J F-lf

138.0 ----- 3.0 1.5 4.5 4.5 3.8 3.2 --- -. ---- ----

130.Og 132.0 8.0 11.o 19.0 11.0 9.3 9.2 3.9 b2 ---- ----

130.0i 132.0 11.5 0.0 11.5 11.> 9.8 9.2 1.0 11 ---- ----

130.0i 132.0 9.0 2.5 11.5 9.0 7.7 9.2 1.3 14 ---- ----

130.0i 132.0 8.0 0.0 8.0 8.0 6.8 9.2 0.3 3 ---- ----

130.0i 132.0 8.0 2.0 28.0 13.0 11.0 9.2 6.0 65 ---- ....
140.0 ----- 5.0 k.0 9.0 7.0 6.0 1.2 --- -- ---- ----

130.0k 132.0 ---- ... ---- .... ---- 9.2 1.8 20 ---- ----

128.0i 132.0 7.0 -.. 7.0 7.0 6.0 9.2 0.6 7 .... ----

1?8.01 132.0 7.0 1.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 9.2 0.5 5 ---- ....

----

----
----
..-.
----

....
----
----

---- 25.1 3.8’ 15 9.0

0.35 31.1h 9.3’ 30 15.0
O.’cp 31.1h 9.8” 32 ----

0.14 31.1h 7.7” 25 ----

0.@4 31.1h 6.8C 22 15.3
0.46 31.1h 11.0’ 35 12.3

23.1h 6.0C 26 --------

---- ----- ----- ----

0.Q 31.1h 6.0’ 19 ----

0.07 31.1h 6.0” 19 14.2

c See paragraph 143.

e In clean foundation sand.

f
In channel fill silt.

g I!Ottomof elough 200 ft land”a,d
h

Ground along toe of berm 132.0.
i

Bottomof slou@ 30 ft la.ndward
J Deep piezonreterin clean sand.
k

EOttom of slOu.@ 100 ft riverward.

principal sand aquifer both at and landward of the levee toe responded

rapidly to changes in river stage.

482. Uplift pressures that developed during the 1950 high water

were not great enough to create any known sand boils landward of the

levee. The fact that no sand boils occurred can be attributed largely

to the low head of water against the levee and the relatively thick top

stratum landward of the seepage berm. Based on the very limited data on

plate 18o and in table 25, critical uplift pressures may develop landward

of the levee at river stages higher than approximately 15 ft or a stage

of some 16 ft below the project flood stage.

483. Excess heads along the toe of the present seepage berm at the

crest of the 1950 high water ranged from only about O to 1 ft as measured

by shallow piezometers (see plate 179). In view of the fact that the new

seepage berm covers the thin top stratum between the original location

of the landside levee toe and the slough, the most critical location as

regards underseepage is in the slough and immediately landward thereof,

except at piezometer A-1. It is along this slough that the greatest head

can be expected to develop because of its low elevation and relatively

low height to which water will probably impound. Because of the apparent

lag in the shallow piezometers and the low head that developed during the
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1950 high water, it is doubtful that the values of ho/H shown in table

25 for shallow piezometers are as high as they may become during a sus-

tained higher river stage. High pressures that may be expected to develop

in the deep underlying sands are illustratedby the high ratio of ho/H

of 65 per cent at the crest of the 1950 high water (table 25). The pre-

diction of the development of sand boils at river stages of about 15 ft

is based on analyses of readings of both shallow and deep piezometers.

484. Sand boils maybe expected at the north end of the seepage

berm in the vicinity of piezometer A-1, because of the thinness of the

top stratum between the landside toe of the levee and thicker top stratum

deposits in the bottom of and landward of the slough paralleling the levee.

Sand boils in this area may occur at a river stage of 147 or an H of

only 9 ft. This is considered a critical location in regard to the de-

velopment of excess pressures during high water. Conditions at piezometer

A-1 are believed similar to those at the reach of levee along which the

berm was constructed in 1947.

485. Gradients through the top stratum at the crest of the 1950

high water were quite low because of the low river stage.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

486. An H of approximately 15 ft and a river stage of approxi-

mately 16 ft below project flood stage may create sand boils in the

bottom of the slough paralleling the seepage berm. The same head may be

expected to cause sand boils between the levee toe and the slough land-

ward of the levee between sta 2835 to 284o, at the north end of the seepage

berm (vicinity of piezometer A-l). On the basis of soil conditions and

estimated excess hydrostatic pressures that can develop landward of the

levee, the present seepage berm is believed too narrow for completely

adequate seepage control and is thicker than required for its present

width. Thus, some additional seepage control measures are recormnended.

487. Irregularitiesin ground elevation and type and thickness of

top stratum landward of the seepage berm make prediction of subsurface

pressures at high river stages and the design of control measures diffi-

cult. The primary area of concern landward of the seepage berm is the
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adjacent slough. In view of this, the most practical recommendationfor

additional seepage control measures appears to be

levees across the old slough at approximately sta

would permit impounding of water up to el 138.0.

would have to be of substantial cross section and

the building of sub-

2820 and 2900, which

These cross levees

would have to be pro-

vided with manually operated control gates at each end with overflow

spillways of adequate design set at el 138.0; the top of the cross levees

should be set at el 140.0. The creation of such a sublevee basin would

entail building a few low dikes along the landside bank of the slough.

Impoundment of water to el 138.0 would reduce the maximum net head pos-

sible to 25 ft, and the estimated maximum excess head in the slough to 7

ft, which should be safe. Although the source of seepage at Eutaw is

fairly far riverward of the levee, it is recommended that a few permeable

dikes be constructed across the riverside borrow pits to encourage their

filling, thus lengthening the distance to the effective source of seepage.

488. A potentially critical underseepage situation exists upstream

of sta 284o where a very thin and short reach of top stratum lies between

the levee toe and much thicker landward top strata. Construction of the

sublevee basin described above will not alleviate this situation. Addi-

tional seepage control measures recommended along this reach are either

a reliefwell system or a landside berm.

489. L’Argent was selected as a site for study because a uniform,

thick deposit of clay was known to exist over a broad area and the only

source of seepage is in the river channel. The riverside borrow pits do

not penetrate the thick clay top stratum. However, it was thought that

high substratum pressures might develop because of the thickness and ex-

tensive area covered by the clay top stratum. Except for a sand boil 650

ft landward of the levee during the 1937 flood, no serious underseepage

had been observed at this site.

Description of site

490. ‘Thesite is located on the west bank of the Mississippi River
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approximately 12 miles northeast of Ferriday, La., and extends from about

levee sta 3525 to 3560. The levee is approximately 2800 ft from the river

bank. Plans of the site, river, borrow pits, surface geology) topography)

and piezometers are shown on plates 181 and 182; plate 183 is an aerial

mosaic of the site.

491. At the site the levee crosses a former course of the Missis-

sippi River which is now filled with a relatively thick deposit of clay.

Although borrow pits 5 to 8 ft deep and 500 to 1000 ft wide have been

excavated riverward of the levee, they do not penetrate to the underlying

pervious foundation. The levee has a net height of approximately 30 ft.

River stages at L’Argent can be estimated from the Natchez, Miss., gage

and the graph on plate 191.

492. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water when

H = 20 to 24 ft, medium underseepage was reported between sta 3543 and

3546. A 6-in. sand boil occurred at sta 3528, 650 ft landward of the

levee, and a 3-in. sand boil was reported at sta 3530, 250 ft landward

of the levee.

493. During the 1945 high water,

reported at the site. Correspondingly,

ported at the site during the 1950 high

when H = 17.8 ft, no seepage was

no seepage or sand boils were re-

water

extent of the site is shown on plate 182; the

boils are also plotted on this @ate.

494. Piezometer installation. In 1948

when H = 15.4 ft. The

locations of the 1937 sand

one line of piezometers (B)

was installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 3542+33 and another (line

A) was installed along the landside toe of the levee from sta 3538 to

3552. The tips of most of the piezometers were set irmnediatelybeneath

the clay stratum except for one, B-4, which was placed at about the middle

of the top stratum as shown on plate 184. The first readings were made

during the high water of 1950.

Geology of site and soil conditions

495● The general surface geology at the site is depicted on plates

181 and 182. Plate 181 shows the locations of former river courses,

swales, and natural levee deposits which blanket a considerableportion

of the area. The character and thickness of the top stratum in the
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immediate vicinity of the site are shown in more detail on plate 182.

496. The central portion of the site is located on a relatively

thick clay stratum deposited in a cutoff channel of course 14 (plates

181-185). The surface geology downstream of course 14 consists mainly

of silty sands and sandy silts with frequent, rather shallow clay-filled

swales having a trend approximately normal to the levee. This formation

was created as point bar deposits during migration of the river from

course 13 to course 14. A thin layer of natural levee silts and clays,

difficult to distinguish from point bar and channel fillings with respect

to grain size, is believed to cover most of the site. The clay filling

in former river course 14 is relatively uniform along the landside toe

of the levee, ranging in thickness from about 15 to 20 ft (see plate 185),

but appears to thicken appreciably toward the present position of the

Mississippi River (plate 184). The silty top stratum in the point bar

deposits immediately downstream of course 14 is about 12 to 18 ft thick.

497. There is considerablerelief in topography at the L’Argent

site as shown by the contours on plate 182. It is to be noted that the

ground surface at the toe of the levee is approximately 6 ft higher at

sta 3550 than at sta 3535, and that the ground surface in the old channel

filling of course 14 drops off appreciably landward of the levee.

498. Relation of underseepage to geology. The reason that no

serious underseepage has occurred at L’Argent is probably due to the

facts that no significant amount of seepage can enter the pervious founda-

tion except along the bank of the Mississippi River 2500 to 3000 ft from

the levee, and that the top stratum is thick enough to withstand uplift

pressures that have occurred. The two sand boils noted during the 1937

high water occurred in areas where H was approximately 25 ft. On the

basis of extrapolation of data obtained during the 1950 high water, the

excess head in these areas was just about equal to Hc . The minor seep-

age reported between sta 3543 and 3546 may possibly have seeped through

natural levee deposits that lie imxnediatelybeneath the base of the levee.

499. A potentially critical area at the site with respect to under-

seepage is believed to exist along the boundary of former river courses

13 and 14 (see plates 182-185). The probable reason that sand boils have
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not occurred along this boundary is that the silty sand and sandy silt

top stratum covering former course 13 is sufficientlypervious that natural

leakage through the blanket reduces the substratum head enough to preclude

serious seepage or sand boils. Another feature that may have significantly

minimized seepage, both along the clay-filled channels and downstream

point bar deposits, is the relatively low carrying capacity of the per-

vious substratum as subsequentlydiscussed.

500. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. A generalized soil sec.

tion perpendicular to the levee at the center of the site drawn to the

same horizontal and vertical scales is shown at the top of plate 18h.

Detailed soil sections, profiles, and piezometer lines, both perpendicular

and parallel to the levee toe, are shown on plates 184 and 185.

501. The full depth of the pervious aquifer was not penetrated by

the borings at this site; however, from geological information the eleva-

tion of the top of Tertiary was estimated to be at -80 msl. If this es-

timate is correct, the pervious substratum at the site is approximately

120 ft thick. The upper 60 ft of the pervious sands are fine; no informa-

tion is available regarding the lower half of the sand aquifer. The

seepage carrying capacity of the aquifer at L’Argent is only about one-

third of that for the piezometer sites previously discussed.

502. The clayey top stratum along piezometer line B at the center

of the site is approximately 17.5 ft thick and thins to 14 ft at a point

approximately 1500 ft landward from the center line of the levee, where

point bar deposits of course 13 are encountered and the ground surface

is approximately 10 ft higher than that in the channel filling (see plate

184). The average thickness of the clayey top stratum along the landside

toe of the levee across the channel filling is very uniform, varying from

about 17 to 19 ft; however, it is pointed out that the ground surface at

sta 3530 is about 6 ft lower than at sta 3550 and thus the head on the

levee at sta 3530 is always higher by a correspondingamount. The ground

surface in the point bar deposits is the highest in the area; the thick-

ness of the silty top stratum in this area ranges from about 12 to 18 ft

(see plates 184 and 185).

503● Piezometer line B was located in a position thought to be
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representativeof the center of a wide clay-filled channel. Piezometers

A-1 and C-1 were located along the landside toe of the

purposes.

courses 13

thought to

Piezometers D-1 and D-2 were located at the

and 14 to observe substratumpressures at a

be critical with respect to seepage.

levee for check

boundary between

point that was

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

504. River stage and piezometer readings observed at the L’Argent

site during the 1950 high water are plotted on plates 186 and 187. At

the crest of the 1950 high water, H was about 16 ft. Piezometric gra-

dients existing in the pervious substratumbeneath the levee at piezom-

eter line B are shown on plate 188 for selected river stages occurring

during the 1950 high water. The hydrostatic head along the toe of the

levee as measuredly piezometers along line A is shown on plate 189.

During the 1950 high water, ho varied from about 1.5 to 5.5 ft along

the toe of the levee. The highest heads were recorded at about sta 3538

where the ground is somewhat lower than in adjacent areas (plate 189).

At piezometer line B the excess head was about 5 ft from the landside

toe of the levee to the edge of the point bar deposits (course 13) about

1340 ft landward of the levee toe. A summary of informationpertaining

to the site and results of the piezometric and seepage data subsequently

discussed are given in table 26.

505. Source of seepage. Values of s at piezometer line B during

the 1950 high water are plotted in fig. 40. These values indicate that

the seepage enters the sand substratum in the bed of the Mississippi River

2800 ft distant, and that the 10 to 15 ft of clay blanket in the river-

side borrow pits effectively seals the pits. The distance to the effec-

tive source of seepage was about 3150 ft at the crest of the

water; it is estimated that s may be approximately 3000 ft

flood stage. The source of seepage is comparativelydistant

levee at this site.

1950 high

at project

from the

506. Seepage exit. The average ground surface and tailwater used

in determining x
3

was taken to be at el 59, which represents an average

of the tailwater elevations 800 ft landward as measured on 8 March
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Table 26
Summary of Analysis of Piezometricand SeepageData, and Average Design Values

L’&-gent,La., Site

Line B Design Values

Factor 1950Flood ProjectFlood Sta3526toBSY2

River stage (crest)

Average el of ground or tailwater

Head on levee (H)

75.4
59.0
16.4

90.0
59.0
31.0

90.0
59.0
31.0

Piezometers used in analysis B-1 & B-2* ---- ----

Riverside borrow pit, width, ft

Top stratwn

Average stratum

Distance from riverside levee toe to river (Ll)

Base width of levee (L2)

Landward extent of top stratum (L3)

1ooo
12-20 ft clay
15ft clay

2500
38o
1340

1000----
----
----
----
----
----

----
15ftclay

2500
38o
1340

Distance to effective seepage source (s)

Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

3000
2620

3150
2770

3000
2620

Distance to effective seepage exit (X3) 3000 4200 5500

Effective thickness of sand substratum (d) 120 120----

Permeability of substratum (kf x 10
-4

cm/sec )

Laboratory permeability tests

Grain size (k
f(field) ‘s ‘1O’

fig. 17)

Seepage end piezometric data

Field pumping tests

Well flow and piezometric data

400
----
350

400
----
----

----
----
----

----
----
----

----
----
----

----
----
----

Top stratum, type

Effective thickness for seepage analysis (zbL)
Critical thickness (Zt)

Clay Clay
15.5
15.5

----
----
----

0.15
0.15
----

2700
2700
----

15.5
15.5

-4
Permeability (ljL x 10 cm/sec ) 0.24

0.24
----

----

Piezometric data and blanket formulas

Piezometric data and seepage measurements

----
----

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)

Blanket formula

Natural seepage measurements

1700
1700
----

3700
----
----

Natural seepage beneath levee

Qs, gpm/100 ft of levee 18
1.1

30
1.0

----

----Q~/H, gpm/ft of head/100ft of levee

* Head at B-2 was increased to obtain average head in sand substratm as described in paragraph 132.

(plate 188) andtheground surface atthelandside toe of the levee.

From the data plotted in fig. 40,
‘3

appears to increase progressively

during rising river stages up to the crest of the 1950 flood. The dis-

tance to the effective seepage exit at project flood stage based on the

maximum ho that can exist at line B is about 42C0 ft. It is believed

that x
3

will increase with rising river stages until the river reaches

el 80 to 85, and will then decrease as the river rises above el 85 (see
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~ IN FE= S IN FEET

Fig. 40. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
L’Argent, line B

fig. 40). The above phenomenon of an increasing x
3

followed by

crease is similar to that at line E, Trotters 51.

a de-

507. Thickness and permeability of the substratum sands. The per-

vious foundation at L’Argent consists of medium fine, and fine to medium

sands to a depth of about el -35. The top of Tertiary is estimated at

about el -8o, and as borings did not penetrate below -35, about 45 ft of

aquifer were not explored. From grain-size data and fig. 17 the permea-
-4bility of the sands above el -35 was estimated to be about 200 x 10 cm

per sec. The average permeability of the sands below el -35 was assumed
-4

equal to that at the nearby Hole-in-the-Wall site (500 x 10 cm per see).

On the basis of these values and assuming an effective thickness of the
-4

sand substratum of 120 ft, it is estimated that kf . 400 x 10 cm per

sec at L’Argent.

508. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The top stratum

landward of the levee (line B) consists of about 15.5 ft of clay for a

distance of about 1340 ft. Landward of this point the top stratum consists

of about 17 ft of silt and silty

of the clay top stratum computed

crest of the 1950 high water was

Estimated values of kbL at the

sand with clay strata. The Permeability

from piezometric data obtained during the

found to be about 0.2 x 10
-4

cm Fer sec.

project flood are given in table 26.
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509. Permeability ratio.

tion to that of the top stratum

The ratio of permeability of the founda-

at the crest of the 1950 high water is

estimated to have been 1700; values for project flood stage are given in

table 26.

510. Seepage flow. The natural seepage passing beneath the levee

at the crest of the 1950 high water was

ft of levee, or Qs/H= about 1.1 gpm.

ect flood Qs will be about 30 gpm per

1.0 gpm (table 26). The lower value of

compared with that at the 1950 crest is

estimated to be 18 gpm per 100

It is estimated that at the proj-

100 ft of levee, or Qs/H = about

Qs/H for the project flood as

predicated on the longer
‘3 at

the project flood. On the basis of these seepage estimates, the site is

subject to a low rate of natural seepage.

511. Landside substratum pressures. The hydrostatic pressures

that developed along the toe of the levee at or near the crest of the

1950 high water are shown on plate 189, line A. Readings of selected

piezometers vs river stage at the landside toe of the levee are plotted

on plate 190. Also shown are estimated substratum pressures and maximum

estimated piezometer readings for river stages up to the project flood.

The head on the levee, top stratum characteristics,and substratum pres-

sures at certain typical piezometers along the landside toe of the levee

are given in table 27. From plates 186 and 187 it may be noted that the

maximum heads landward of the levee lagged about a week behind the max-

imum river stage observed in 1950. There was also about a two weeks lag

Table 27

Head cm L?vee, lbp Strata.,Substratum Fresswes, and Gradients through Top Strata along Toe of Levee

L,Argent, la., Site

E.t Gradient through

Crest of 1950
TOP stratum 1 50 F1oc.3

AVS Gra-
Thickness of Top

h
clientat Est

Floti (75.4)
stratum, t-t (0.8; zt) ~ ho h

see,- ‘;:;. :$ S H%
Heavy

Pie% Pie. Pie., el Tailwater
NumberLine ft ~1 ,1, ft ml clay Silt Total ‘t ft $$~~?s=~>e ft %I-t ft ft

A A-1 59.0 ---- 20.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 17.0 16.4 5.6 34 ---- ---- ---- 0.28 31.0 ---- -- ----

B-A B-2 60.0 ---- 17.5 0.0 17.5 17.5 14.9 15.4 5.4 35 ---- ---- ---- 0.31 30.0 14.9C 50 22.6

B B-3 56.2 57.5 14.5 0.0 14.5 14.5 12.3 17.9 5.1’ 29 ---- ---- ---- 0.35 32.5 12.3’ 38 23.0

A c-l 62.5 ---- 16.0 Z.of18.0 18.0 15.3 12.9 3.1 24 ---- ---- -... 0.1’7 27.5 15.3C 56 20.7

A D-1 64.j ---- 4.2 4.0 5.2 7.2 6.1 10.9 0.4 4 ---- ---- ---- 0.06 25.5 0.6d 2 9.7

A D-2 64.5 ---- 4.2 7.0 12.0 10.1 8.6 10.9 1.4 13 .... ---- ---- 0.14 25.5 8.6” 34 15.7

c, d
see paragraph 143.

‘h at B-3.x
f

silt on top of clax.
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in the development of substratum pressures above the ground surface after

the river reached a bankfull stage. This lag is attributed to the fill-

ing of natural ground storage landward of the levee as the river rose

and the relatively low permeability of the pervious aquifer.

512. Sand boils did not develop at L’Argent during 1950. Uplift

pressures along the toe of the levee varied from about 5.6 ft at piezom-

eter A-1 to 1.4 ft at piezometer D-2 at the crest of the 1950 high water,

and correspond to values of 34 and 13$ H , respectively. (It shouldbe

noted that the ground surface is about 4.5 ft higher at piezometer D-2

than at A-l.) The maximum upward gradients through the top stratum were

about 0.30 to 0.35. Uplift pressures as high as 5.1 ft were recorded at

piezometer B-3, about 1200 ft landward of the levee.

513. On the basis that ic = 0.85, the clay top stratum between

about sta 3526 and 3552 can withstand about 12 to 17 ft of excess head.

Similarly, the silty top stratum between sta 3552 and 3557 can withstand

about 9 ft of excess head. From the data given on plate 190 and in table

27, it is estimated that critical substratumpressures will develop be.

tween sta 3526 and 3557 at a river stage of about 22 ft, or 9 ft below

the project flood stage.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendations for control measures

514. The levee at L’Argent has no landside seepage berm. As in-

dicated above, the existing top stratum between about sta 3526 and 3557

probably is not sufficientlythick to prevent the formation of critical

uplift pressures landward of the levee toe at river stages higher than

about 20 ft. Thus, some seepage control measures are indicated. The

riverside borrow pits are already sufficientlyblanketed with clay and

the effective seepage source is in the river. In view of the thickness

and low permeability of the top stratum, and because of the discontinuity

existing in the top stratum landward of the levee, a line of relief wells

would probably be the most practical control measure at this site. The

wells not only would reduce the pressure at the levee toe but also land-

ward of the levee, and would prevent the formation of sand boils and pos-

sible piping. Some seepage control measures may also be required both
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upstream and downstream from the reach of

Sufficient soils and piezometric data are

levee between sta 3526 and 3557.

not available, however, to make

a decision in this regard nor to design the control

Hole-in-the-Wall,Louisiana

515. Hole-in-the-Wallwas selected as a site

measures, if required.

for study because it

is representativeof relatively uniform thin deposits of clay and sandy

silts over a relatively broad area; heavy underseepage and sand boils

had been observed there during the 1937 high water; and a wide seepage

berm has since been constructedbut not tested by a high river stage.

Description of site

516. The site, located immediately downstream of the L’Argent

site, extends from levee sta 3600 to 363o. A general plan of the area

is shown on plate 181; more detailed plans of the site, river) borrow

pits, surface geology, topography, and piezometers are shown on Plate

192; plate 183 is an aerial mosaic of the site. The levee is approxi-

mately 2200 ft from the Mississippi River and has a net height of approx-

imately 23.5 ft. Riverside borrow pits 5 to 10 ft deep and 500 to lCOO

ft wide extend along the site, and in some locations have penetrated

the underlying sand stratum but, in general, the pits are blanketed by

5 to 8 ft of silts and clay silts. River stages at the site can be es-

timated from the Natchez, Miss., gage and the graph on Plate 191=

517. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, when

H = about 14.7 ft, heavy underseepage was reported between sta 3597 and

3637; numerous small sand boils were reported between sta 361o and 3625.

A large seepage berm approximately 6 ft thick at the levee toe and 200

ft wide was constructed in 1940. Sections of the berm are shown on plates

193-195. During a high water in 1945 (H = 11.4 ft), medium underseepage

was reported from the levee toe to a distance 500 ft landward between

sta 3597 and 3625. Light underseepage was observed landward of the levee

between sta 3597 and 3625 during the 1950 high water (H = 9.4 ft), but

no sand boils were reported.

r

518. Piezometer installation. In 1948 four lines of piezometers
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(B, C, D, and E) were placed perpendicular to the levee. Some of the

piezometers on lines B and E were installed riverward of the levee. Ad-

ditional piezometers (line A) were installed along the landside toe of

the seepage berm. Piezometer readings of consequencewere first obtained

during the 1950 high water.

Geology of site and soil conditions

519. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 181;

the type and thickness of top stratum deposits are shown in more detail

on plate 192. The site is located on point bar deposits laid down when

the river shifted its channel from course 11 to course 14 (see plate 181).

The site as discussed in this report is located in former river course

12. Numerous shallow, clay-filled swales trending approximatelynormal

to the levee extend under the levee and for some distance landward. An

exceptionallybroad and deep clay-filled swale roughly parallels the levee

on the riverside at a distance of about 1700 to 1800 ft (plates 192 and

193). In general, the surface geology landward of the levee for 10CO ft

consists of a thin top stratum of clays and clay silts 2 to 5 ft thick,

underlain by sandy silts and silty sands 2 to 5 ft thick. The top stratum

is rather variable as regards both character of soil and thickness. The

upper clay stratum riverward of the levee has been completely removed as

a result of borrow operations. Silty and clayey natural levee deposits

cover much of the site, and it is possible that most, if not all of the

fine-grainedtop stratum is natural levee deposits. Gwing to the diffi-

culty of separating natural levee deposits from the underlying fine-grained

top stratum of point bar material, no distinctionbetween the two has

been made on the soil profiles.

520. Relation of underseepage to geology. Geologically,the top

stratum deposits are essentially of the same character and vary only as

is normal for point bar deposits. The only relation between geology and

location of sand boils reported during the 1937 high water between sta

3610 and 3625 is that their location coincides quite well with that reach

of top stratum along the levee toe where the top stratum is thinnest (see

plate 192). Although the clay-filled swale riverward of the levee is

quite wide and probably as deep as 40 ft, it is not consideredto have
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any significanteffect on seepage flow, in that seepage may enter the

pervious foundation at the riverbank and through riverside borrow pits.

521. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations of piezom-

eters and borings are shown on plates 181 and 192. Soil profiles and pi-

ezometer lines both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of the

levee are shown on plates 193-195. Because of inability to always deter-

mine the bottom of the top stratum at this site, the tips of a number of

piezometers were set at two different elevations at the same location to

determine the hydrostatic pressure more precisely beneath or in the top

stratum.

522. The sediments making up the top stratum in the point bar area

vary from lean clay to silty sand. In general, they consist of 1 to 5 ft

of lean clay or clay silt underlain by 2 to 5 ft of silty sands and sandy

silts. There probably are some slightly deeper clay swales in the area

which were not encounteredby the boring explorations.

523. The pervious substratum consists of alternating strata of

fine to medium sands and has an estimated thickness of approximately 140

ft● The effective permeability of the sand stratum at this site is es-

timated to be about 500 x 10
-4

cm per see, or only 1/3 to 1/2 of that at

most piezometer installations in the

The seepage-carryingcapacity of the

the reason that underseepage at this

the high waters occurring to date.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

Memphis and Vicksburg Districts.

aquifer is low which is probably

site was not more serious during

524. River stages and piezometer readings observed during the 1950

high water are plotted on plates 196 and 197. At the crest of this high

water H was about 10 ft. Piezometric gradients existing in the pervious

substratumbeneath the levee along piezometer lines B) D) and E> Perpen-

dicular to the levee, are shown for selected river stages on plates 193

and 199. The hydrostatic head along the toe of the levee as measured by

piezometers along line A is also plotted on plate 199, and at the 1950

crest ranged from about 0.5 to 2.0 ft above the average elevation of the

ground surface. Little difference in head existed between piezometers
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immediatelybeneath the top stratum and those

along the toe of the levee, as shown on -plate

above the ground surface were observed only a

the levee, as shown on plates 198 and 199. A

about 4 to 5 ft deeper

199 (line A). Excess heads

short distance landward of

surrmaryof informationper-

taining to the site and the results of analysis of piezometric and seepage

data subsequentlydiscussed are given in table 28.

521j , Source of seepage. Seepage may enter the pervious aquifer

through the bank and bed of the Mississippi River, approximately2200 ft

distant, and also through riverside borrow pits excavated along the levee.

526. Values of s at piezometer lines B, D, and E during the 1950

high water are plotted in fig. 41. The values of s shown in fig. 41

and plates 198 and 199 indicate that seepage enters the sand substratum

primarily through both riverside borrow pits and the natural top stratum

riverward of the levee. A portion of the natural blanket has been re-

moved in the borrow pits at lines B and D (plates 194-195) and almost all

Table 28

Smary of laalyeis of Piezometric& Seepage De.ta,and Avers.seDeei&n value.

Hole-in-the-Wall,Le.., Site

Line B Line D
Project
~F,, tor 1950 Flocd

River stage (crest) 75.4
Average ,1 of ground or tailwater 66.0
Head on 1,”,, (H) 9.L

Fiezcnnetersused .. arm.lysie B-2, B-4

Riversideborrow pit, width, f’t 500
Top stratum 2.3 ft c1 si

2 ft Sd S,
Average stratum 3 ft Cl Si

Distarme frcm riverside levee toe to river (Ll) 2200
Ease width of levee (~) 500
Landward extent of tq stratum (L3) .

Distance to effective seepage source (s) 1150
Effective length of riversideblanket (xl) 650

Distant. to effective seepage ex>t (X3) .*

Effective th,.kn,,s of sand substratum (d) 130

PmneabilitY of substratum (kf x 10-4 cm/mc ) 500
Laboratorypermeabilitytests .-..
Grain SiZe (kf(field)vs Dlo, fig. r?) ..-.

Seepage and piezometricdata
Field pumping tests
Well flow and p.ezmnetricdata ....

‘lopstratum, type Cl & Sd Si
Effective thicknessfor seep%le anelysis (zbL) 8.0
Criticalthickness (zt) 5,0

Permeability(%L x 10
-4

cm/sec) .-..

Piezmnetri.data and blanket formulas ...-
Piezometricdata and seepe.~emeasurements ...-

Penneab,lityratio (kr/~L) ----
Blank,t formula ----
Natural S,,PW, toeasurement, ..-.

Natuml seePa& beneath levee (co~uted )
Q,, mm/100 ft or levee ----

Q#i, ~m/ft of head/lQO ft of 1,”,, ....

I’r”iec+–“..
~

89.5
66.0
23.5

. . . .

----

..-.

. . . .

1150
650

120

. . . .

.-. .

. . . .
. . . .
----

----
..-.

36

36

14
14

. . . .

. . . .

----

1950 Flood

75.4
65.0
10,4

D-2, D-3, D-5

700
-...

3 ft Si Sd
21CC
500
.

?100
1600

600

130

500
60
500

..-.

Cl & Sd Si
4,0
2.2

0.’72

0.77

690
690

----

40

3.5

89.5
65.0
2b.5

. . . .

. . . .

-.. .
----

2100
1600

300

----

.-. .
----
----

----
. . . .
. . . .

----
----
----

2.9

2.9

173
173

.-. .

98

4.0

Line E Desi&m values
Project Sta St.

1950 Flood F1cJcd 3603-3606 3606.3623 362:2632. —

“(5.4
66.0
9,4

E-2, E-3,E-5

m)
0-3 rt si sd

1 ft Si Sd
2100

500

1850
1350

290

130

500
....
.-..

....

Cl & Sd S1
8.0
7.5

6.2

6.2
. . . .

8L
81

----

42

4.5

89.5
66.0
23.5

----

. . . .

----
----
----

1850
1350

700

----

..-.
----

----
. . . .
. ..-

. . . .

..-.

1.1

1.1
----

470
470

----

M

3.7

89.5 89.5 89.5
65.0 66.0 66.0
24.5 23.5 23.5

---- ---- . ..-

500 700 8c0
---- . . . . .-. .

2100
500

.

1200
700

5CC

130

500
----
.-. .

.-. .

. . . .

.-. .

Cl & Sd Si
4.0
4.0

----

----
----

400
----
----

3ftC1Si 2ftS1Sd 2ftSiSd
2200
500
.

1200
700

62?

130

500
----

....

c1 Si
7.5
7.5

----
----
----
4C0

----
----

----
----

----
----

2100
500
.

12C0
700

535

130

5m
----
----

----
----

C1
5.5
5.5

----
----
400

..-.
----

----

* It W.B not possible to detenune .3 i. 1950, 6s the landwwd extensionof the hyiraulic grade line intersectedthe ground Surfacebeneath the levee
or berm, for all river stages experienced.
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Fig. 41. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Hole-in-the-Wall,lines B, D, and E

of the top stratum has been removed in the bottom of the borrow pits

riverside of the levee at line E, plate 193. In general, some thin strata

of silty sands and sandy silts remain in the bottoms of the borrow pits

along the site. At piezometer line B, s was about 1150 ft at the crest

of the 1950 high water. As excess heads first developed landward of the

levee at a river stage of about 8 ft, a state of truly artesian flow did

not exist at lower river stages. As a result, values of s determined

for river stages less than 8 ft may not be reliable. At lines D and E,

s was about 21C0 and 1850 ft, respectively, at the crest of the 1950

high water. Because values of s that are considered reliable were ob-

tained only at about the 1950 crest, it was difficult to determine any

trend in s with river stage. Therefore, it was assumed that at the

project flood s would be the same as at the 1950 crest. It should be

noted that values of s are comparativelylarge consideringthe fact

that the top stratum remaining in the bottom of the borrow pits is

probably relatively pervious.

527. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

are plotted vs corresponding

river stages in fig. 41 for the 1950 high water. As explained above,

since artesian flow conditions did not develop beneath the levee until

near the crest of the flood, values of x
3

obtained at river stages less
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than el 74 are meaningless.

ground surface, the apparent

river rose. At lines D

at the flood crest. At

portion of the gradient

After excess heads developed above the

values of x
3

increased considerablyas the

and E, Xa was about 600 and 300 ft, respectively,

piezomete~ line B, the landward extension of the

line beneath the levee intersected the ground

surface riverward of the landside berm toe during the entire 1950 high

water and as a result all values of x
3

are meaningless. The relation-

ship between x
3

and river stage as shown in fig. 41 for stages in ex-

cess of the 1950 flood was computed from equation 31 and piezometer read-

ings plotted against river stage extrapolated to the project flood (for

example, see plate 200). It should be noted that at line B, all values

of x
3

shown in fig. 41 were estimated, as measured values of x
3

dur-

ing the 1950 high water were negative. Although X
3

at lines E and B

should be about the same, inasmuch as the landside top stratum at both

lines consists of about 8 ft of clay and sandy silt, the estimated values

of x
3

at line B were considerably less. On the basis of the maximum

computed hydrostatic head that can exist landward of the levee at the

project flood

100 to 700 ft

will probably

at which time

be sufficient

stages.

stage (assuming ic = 0.85),
‘3

is estimated at about

for the project flood stage. As seen from fig. 41,
‘3

increase until the river rises to about el 80 (H Z 15 ft),

seepage and sand boils landward of the levee will probably

to cause a reduction in
‘3

for subsequent rising river

528. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The pervious

substratum at Hole-in-the-Wall consists of a deep stratum of pervious

sands, varying in gradation from fine to medium, and having an effective

thickness of about 130 ft. The gradations of typical foundation sands

at the site are plotted on plate 191. The permeability of the pervious
-4

substratumwas estimated from grain-size data to be 500 x 10 cm per

see, or only one-third to one-half of that at most piezometer installa-

tions upstream of this area. Values of kf as estimated from laboratory

permeability tests and grain size data are given in table 28.

529. Thickness and permeability Gf top stratum. The top stratum

landward of the levee consists of a surface layer of clay underlain by
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sandy silts and silty sands, the

about 5 and 8 ft. The effective

total thickness of which varies between

thickness of the top stratum used in the

seepage analyses made at piezometer lines B, D, and E is given in table

28. The estimated permeability of the combined top stratum thickness

(clays and-~ilts) at the crest of the 1950 high water varied between 0.7

and 6 x 10 cm per sec.

530. Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the founda-

tion to that of the top stratum was estimated at about 700 for piezometer

line D and only 80 at line

the permeability ratio for

given in table 28.

531. Seepage flow.

E at the 1950 high-water crest. Estimates of

the project flood at lines B, D, and E are

Seepage passing beneath the levee at the crest

of the 1950 high water, and for the project flood, was estimated using

the correspondingvalues of H , s , and x
3

for these floods (see table

28). At the 1950 crest, the natural seepage passing beneath the levee

was computed to be about 40 gpm per 100 ft of levee or Qs/H = ~ gpm. At

project flood stage, it is estimated that Qs may amount to as much as

90 to 180 gpm per 100 ft of levee (Qs/H = about ~ to 8 gpm). On the

basis of these data, natural seepage at Hole-in-the-Wallduring high

waters can be classed as medium.

532. Landside substratum pressures. Hydrostatic pressures that

developed along the toe of the berm (line A) at the crest of the 1950

high water are shown on plate 199. Hydrostatic heads landward of the

levee at the 1950 crest are shown on plates 198 and 199. Readings of

selected piezometers at the toe of the levee vs river stages are plotted

on plate 2000 The head on the levee, top stratum characteristics,sub-

stratum pressures, and the upward gradient through the top stratum at

certain typical piezometers are given in table 29.

533* The data on plates 196-197 show that considerable time was

required for the ground-water storage landward of the levee to fill, and

the piezometers landward of the levee did not record excess heads until

about 30 days after the river reached bankfull stage. Excess heads land-

ward of the levee did not begin to develop until H = about 8 ft. This

considerablelag in the development of excess heads is attributed to slow
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Table 29

need 0. Levee, TOP Strat.,Substratum Pz.msures, and Gradients thrmgb TOP Strata along Tce of tivee

Eole.in.the-Wall, La., Site

Eet Gradient throti
Top Stratum ( 1950 Fl;od)

Avg Gra- h
Crest of 1950 Project Flocd

clientat Est
Thickness of TOP Flocd .4

Li@t

(0.8; Zt) ~ h~ h)
(89.5)

Pie. Stratlnn,f-t Heavy Med Est

Pie7. 2ie7,,,1
or No

Tailw.ster
Line Number ft, ml ,1, T-tmsl Clw silt Tot&ll % I-t ~$~~- s~-~- :t > >$’::i’
—— l-t ft B .— _

A A-1 64.5 ---- 7.5 3.0 10.5 7.5 6.4 10.9 2.0 18 ---- . . . . ---- 0.27 25.0 6.4C 26 ----

E-A B-5 66.0 ---- 2.5 0.0 2.5 2.5 2.1 9.4 0.5 5 . . . . ---- ---- 0.20 23.5 2.1’ 9 11.2

C-A c-1 65.5 ---- 1.5 7.5 9.0 9.0 7.6 9.9 1.4 14 ---- ---- ---- 0.16 24.0 7.6’ 32 ----

D-A D-4 66.0 ---- 1.2 1.0 2.2 2.2 1.9 9.4 1.2 13 ---- ---- 0.5k ---- 23.5 1.9” 8 10.3

D D-6
Aw D-7 63.0 64.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 4.3 11.4 2.0 18 ---- ---- 0.40 ---- 25.5 k.3c 16 ----

E-A E-k 66.0 ---- 2.0 6.5 8.5 7.5 6.k 9.k 1.2 13 ---- ---- ---- 0.16 23.5 6.4’ 27 12.5

A F-1 66.0 ---- 5.5 0.0 5.5 5.5 4.7 9.4 0.7 7 ---- ---- . . . . 0.13 23.5 4.7= 20 15.8

‘ See paragraph 143.

filling of the natural ground storage landward of the levee as the river

rose because of the apparent relatively

seepage and the low permeability of the

the other sites farther upstream.

534. Uplift pressures during the

great distances to the source of

foundation compared to that of

1950 high water were not great

enough to cause any known sand boils landward of the levee, and in gen.

eral only light to medium underseepage occurred at the site. The fact

that no sand boils occurred can probably be attributed to the low head

of water against the levee (about 10 ft), the low kf , and the relatively

great distance to the source of seepage. However, based on plots on

plate .200and data in table 29, it appears that critical uplift pressures

will develop landward of the levee at river stages higher than approxi-

mately 10 to 16 ft. The project flood stage will create an H of about

24 to 25 ft.

535* Excess heads landward of the levee ranged from about 0.5 to

2.O ft at the crest of the 1950 high water, or about 5 to l&% H . It is

believed that excess heads of about 2 to 6 ft will be required before

sand boils will occur. Estimated gradients through the top stratum at

the crest of the 1950 high water were comparatively low and varied be-

tween 0.13 andO.54 (table 29).

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

536. An H of about 10 ft during the 1950 high water was not
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sufficient to

existing berm

develop sand boils at the site. However, the width of the

is not believed adequate to prevent the development of

critical substratumpressures and sand boils landward of the berm toe at

net heads higher than about 12 to 15 ft. As H during project flood

will be about 24 ft, either a moderate extension of the present berm or

installationof relief wells to supplement it is recommended. The exist-

ing berm is considered to have adequate thickness (see plate 198).

Kelson, Louisiana

537. Kelson was selected for study and installation of piezometers

because it was considered representativeof sites where the levee is

underlain by natural levee deposits

thick clay and then pervious sand.

in 1937 at Kelson.

Description of site

of sandy silt in turn underlain by

Heavy underseepage had been reported

538. The site is located on the west bank

approximately 15 miles north of Baton Rouge, La.

river, borrow pits, surface geology, topography,

are shown on plates 201 and 202; plate 203 is an

of the Mississippi River

Plans of the site,

and piezometer layout

aerial mosaic of the

site. The site, as discussed in this report, extends from levee sta 2672

tO 2710. The levee is located approximately 8c0 ft from the bank of the

Mississippi River; however, as shown on plate 202, a wide, flat sand bar

lies between the top of bank and normal channel of the river. The levee

has a net height of approximately 22 ft. Rather extensive borrow pits

have been excavated riverward of the levee as shown on plates 202, 204,

and 205, but these pits have not penetrated the deep underlying sands.

River stages at the site can be estimated from the Baton Rouge gage and

the graph on plate 211.

539. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water, when

H = 18 ft, heavy underseepage was reported along the toe of the levee

and in fields landward between sta 26eo and 2750. No seepage was ob-

served during the 1950 high water, which created a sustained head of

almost 17 ft on the levee for several weeks. In view of the lack of
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.

seepage in 1950 and soil conditions subsequently

of heavy underseepage during the 1937 high water

discussed, the report

is questionable.

540. Piezometer installation. In 1948 one line of piezometers

was installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 2700+71 (line B). In

general the tips of the piezometers were installed in a silty stratum

beneath a surface clay stratum. The first readings were obtained during

the 1950 high-water period.

Geology of site and soil conditions

541. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 201;

the type and thickness of the top stratum are shown in more detail on

plate 202. The site is located mainly on channel fill and natural levee

deposits. The channel filling of clay underlying the site was deposited

in former river course 13 after a chute cutoff occurred in this stage

some distance upstream. The clayey filling in this old channel varies

from 10 to 15 ft in thickness (plate 204). Subsequent to the filling of

river course 16 the area was covered by natural levee deposits composed

largely of clayey silts and sandy silts to a depth of about 10 ft. The

levee is founded directly on these natural levee deposits.

542. Relation of underseepage to geology. At the time the Kelson

site was selected for investigationthere was no reason to doubt the heavy

underseepage reported during the 1937 high water. Accordingly a detailed

investigationwas begun to learn whether the cause of the reported heavy

underseepagewas the natural levee deposits immediatelyunder the levee

or the result of seepage and pressure in the deep underlying pervious

foundation.

543. It now appears that any underseepage occurring at this site

in 1937 can be related only to seepage through silt seams in the lower

part of the natural levee deposits underlying the levee. Seepage prob-

ably gained access to these silt seams where they had been exposed in

the sides of the riverside borrow pits. Appreciable seepage from the

underlying sand substratum appears to be precluded by the presence of

the thick silt and clay beds that underlie the site, and the fact that no

seepage was observed during the 1950 high water. The combined silt and

clay strata seem to be sufficientlythick to withstand any substratum
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pressures that might develop in the lower sands,

stage. The clay and silt deposits filling river

even at project flood

course 13 have no in-

fluence on the development of seepage through the natural levee deposits

under the levee or from the deeper underlying sands, since the natural

levee deposits laid down during courses 19 and .20extend without inter-

ruption across both courses 9 and 13, and the upper clay strata in course

13 are no thicker than, if as thick as, the clay top stratum between the

levee and course 13.

544. Soil profiles and piezometer lines. The locations of piezom-

eters and borings are shown on plates 202 and 203. Soil profiles and

piezometer lines both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of

the levee are shown on plates 204-206. The tips of the piezometers, ex-

cept for piezometer A-5, are located within the natural levee deposits

underlying the levee. The tip of piezometer A-5 is located beneath the

previously discussed clay-channelfilling that covers the area and is at

such elevation that it is believed to reflect the hydrostatic head in the

underlying pervious sand formation fairly accurately.

545● The natural levee deposits are quite heterogeneous in charac-

ter and thickness. At piezometer line B, they consist essentially of

sandy silts approximately 5 to 8 ft thick extending from the riverside

toe of the levee to 100 to 200 ft landward. At line B the sandy silts

are overlain by 1 to 2 ft of more impervious silty clay. Variations in

the type and thickness of the natural levee deposits are well illustrated

by the logs of borings shown on plates 204 and 205.

546. Relatively little explorationwas made of the pervious sand

formation underlying the site. From other geological information,the

thickness of the sand was estimated to be approximately90 ft. The upper

40 to 50 ft of this sand stratum consists of very fine sand. Laboratory

tests on remolded samples indicate a

per sec (see boring 2-x, plate 204);

a considerablyhigher
‘f

in situ.

permeability of the lower sands.

-4
permeability of about 2 x 10 cm

however, these sands probably have

No information is available on the
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Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

547. River stages and piezometer readings observed at Kelson during

the 1950 high water are plotted on plates 207 and 208. This high water

created a maximum H of about 17 ft, or only 5 ft below project flood

stage. Piezometric gradients in the silt stratum beneath the levee are

shown for selected river stages on plate 209.

548. No hydrostatic head was observed in the silt stratum above

ground surface during the 1950 high water. However, an excess head of

4.6 ft did exist beneath the thick clay stratum underlying the levee.

549. A summary of informationpertaining to the site and the re-

sults of analyses of seepage and piezometric data subsequentlydiscussed

are given in table 30.

550. Source of seepage. The only known source of seepage into

the deep underlying sands is in the channel of the existing river or

through the sand bar shown on plates 202 and 204. Seepage can enter the

sandy silt stratum of the lower part of the natural levee deposit through

the levee side of the riverside borrow pits (see plates 204 and 205).

551. The distance to the effective source of seepage entry into

the silt stratum beneath the levee during the 1950 high water is plotted

in fig. 42. The data plotted on plate 209 and in fig. 42 show that at

line B the seepage enters the silt stratum in the bottom of the borrow

pit adjacent to the levee, s being only 250 ft from the landside toe

of the levee. The value of s decreased somewhat as the river rose.

This possibly can be attributed to scouring away of imperviousmaterials

which may have accumulated over the exposed face of the silt stratum in

the riverside borrow pit. It was not possible to estimate the distance

to the effective source of seepage entry into the deep

from the one piezometer set in this stratum.

552. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

for the silt

the levee are plotted vs correspondingriver stages in

1950 high water. The average x= at the crest of the

sand formation

stratum beneath

fig. 42 for the

1950 high water

was about 50 ft. The very short~distanceto the seepage exit is attrib-

uted to the practically complete lack of top stratum over the silty

stratum landward of the levee.
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Table 30
SummaryofAnalysisofPiezometricandSeepageData,andAverageDeaiw Values

Kelson, La., Site

---- D
lJ.1.L1~ D

Factor 1950Flood Project Flood Design Values

River stage (crest) 48.7
Average el of ground or tailwater 32.0
Head on levee (H) 16.7

53.7
32.0
21.7

53.7
32.0
21.7

Piezometers used in analysis A-1, -2, -3 ---- ----

Riverside borrow pit, width, ft 300
Topstratum* 15ftclay

20ftSdSi
Averagestratun~ 15ftclay

Distancefromriversideleveetoetoriver(Ll)t
Basewidthoflevee(Lz)
Lendwardextentoftopstratum(L3)tt

----
----

----
----

15ftclay----
----
----
----
----

1000
180
400
1000*

250
70

50

6
90+

5
0.6
----

----
----
----

Sicl
2
2

0.025
0.024
----

200
208
----

0.25
0.015

----
----
----
----

Distance to effective seepage sowce (s)
Effective length of riverside blmket (xl)

----
----

----
----

Distance toeffectiveseepageexit(X3) 20 50

Effective thickness of sand substratum (d)t* 6
90

----
----

-4Permeabilityofsubstratum(kfx 10 cm/sec)
Laboratorypermeabilitytests”lt

5 5
----
----

----
----

‘rain ‘ize ‘kf(field)
vs Dlo, fig. 17)

Seepage and piezometricdata
Fieldpumpingtests
Wellflowandpiezometricdata

----
----
----

----
----
----

Top stratum, type
Effective thickness for seepage analysis (zbL)**
Critical thickness (z )

‘-4
Permeability (%L x 10 cm/sec)tt

----
----
----

----
----
----

0.15 ----

Piezometric data and blanket
Piezometric data and seepage

formulas
measurements

0.15 ----
--------

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)tt
Blanket formula
Natural seepage measurements

200
----
----

Natural seepagebeneath levee
Qs,gpM/100ft of leveeit

Qs/H, gpm/ft of head/100 ft of

0.35
0.016

----

----levee

* Above sand foundation. Sandy silt stratum under levee exposed.
++ In borrow pit.
t To smd bar.

tt For sandy silt stratum.
+ For deep sand stratum.
++ Above sandy silt top stratum.
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Fig. 42. Distances to effective seepage source
Kelson, line B

553* Thickness and permeability of silt stratum.

and exit.

The natural

levee deposit of sandy silt underlying the levee at

discontinuitiesand is quite variable in thickness;

thickness of about 6 ft. The gradations of samples

plotted on plate 211. Laboratory tests on remolded
.4

silt gave a permeability of 0.6 x 10 cm

mated that the horizontal permeability of

5X1O
-4

cm per sec.

554. Thickness and permeability of

Kelson has numerous

it has an average

of this silt are

samples of the sandy

per see; however, it is esti-

this stratum in situ is about

top stratum. The top stratum

of silty clay over the sandy silt at line B is only 1 to 2 ft thick. At

line A the sandy silt stratum is only 2 to 3 ft thick and is not overlain

by any impervious top stratum (see plates 204 and 205). The deeper and

somewhat thicker sandy silt at line A does not extend landward of the

levee. Although estimated values of the permeability of the top stratum

at line B are shown in table 30 they are not considered to be reliable.

555* Permeability ratio. The ratio of permeability of the sandy

silt stratum to that of the top stratum at piezometer line B at the crest

of the 1950 high water was estimated to have been 200; however this value

is not considered very reliable.

556. Seepage flow. Seepage passing through the sandy silt stratum
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beneath the levee at line B was estimated for the crest of the 1950 high

water, and for the project flood, using correspondingvalues of H , s ,

and xj for these floods (see table 30). The natural seepage passing

beneath the levee at the 1950 crest was estimated to be about 0.25 g-pm

per 100 ft of levee; at project flood stage the seepage would probably

increase to about 0.35 gpm. Qs/H was estimated as being only O.015 gpm

per 100 ft of levee. Thus the amount of seepage passing through the

natural levee deposits under the levee is extremely small. On the basis

of the hydraulic gradient line shown on plate 209, practically all the

seepage passing beneath the levee apparently emerges irriiediatelyland.

ward of the toe of the road.

557. Landside substratum pressures. Hydrostatic pressures develop-

ing at and landward of the toe of the levee during the 1950 high water

are shown for line B on plate 209. A plot of the estimated pressure in

the sandy silt stratum at the landside toe of the road at Kelson is shown

on plate 210; a similar plot of the pressure in the deep underlying sands

as measured by piezometer A-5 vs river stages is also shown. The head

on the levee, top stratum characteristics,substratum pressures, and the

gradient through the top stratum at certain typical piezometers are given

in table 31.

558. Uplift pressures that developed during the 1950 high

were not great enough in either the sandy silt or the underlying

Table 31

Headon I.=ee,TOP Strata, Substratum Fremuree, and Gradient. through TOP Strat. along Tce of time

Kelson, la., site

water

deeper

E,t Gradient through
Top stratwn (1950 mwa)

Avg Gra- hc
Crest of 1950 Project F1ced

Thickness cf TOP F1OO3 48. LISM
clientat Est Heavy Wa 53.-1) Eat

Pie, Pie.
Stmtum, ft (0.85.*) ~ h! :: or No

Piez, el Tailwater Seep- Seep- Seep- H
ho h H at ic

Line Number ft, ml ,1, ft ml ~ —msilt ‘t I-t ft ~%~% ;ylB age E.&_ ~ I-t > c a
— 13.———

B-D A-3 34.2 ..-. 3.8 0.0 3.8 3.8 3.2 14.5 D.O 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 19.5 ---- -- ----

B-D A-4 34.2 ---- 0.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.5 14. > 0.0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 19.5 ---- -- ----
A-3e

P-D and 32.0e ---- 1.5e 0.0’ 1.5’ 1.5e 1.3
A-6e

16.7 0.6 4 ---- ---- ---- 0.40 21.7 1.3= 6 17.3

B-D J.-6 32.8 ---- 1.8 2.0 3.8 3.8 3.2 15.9 0.0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 20.9 ---- .. ----

E-D A-7 32.8 ---- 8.0 1.5 1.5 8.0 6.8 15.9 0.0 0 ---- ---- .... .... 20.9 ---- .- ----

B-D A-5f 32.06 ---- 12.0S 10.0’@ 22.0S 22.0S 18.7 16.7 4.6 28 ---- ---- ---- 0.21 21.7 8.9a 41 >21.7

a’ c See paragraph 143.

e Average of A-3 m A-6.
f

Piezometer in deep sand.

g Sixty feet lanAward Of piWLOUet.,.
h

silt on top of clay.



sands to cause any sand boils landward of the levee. The thickness and

permeability of the natural levee silts underlying the levee are not great

enough to permit development of sufficient seepage flow and excess head

to cause sand boils. Only light seepage and possible softening of the

ground at the toe of the levee is expected to occur at the site. In view

of the information derived from this investigationand the fact that no

seepage or sand boils were observed either along the levee toe or in the

fields at the crest of the 1950 high water, which was only 1 ft lower

than the maximum stage experienced during the 1937 high water, it is dif-

ficult to understand how the heavy underseepage reported along this reach

could have occurred.

559* Considerable excess head did develop beneath the thick clay

stratum at the Kelson site as measured by piezometer A-5. A plot of

readings of this piezometer vs river stage (plate 210) indicates that

the maximum head that may be expected to develop beneath the clay stratum

at project flood stage is about 9 ft. It is believed that the thick clay

top stratum at line B can withstand an excess head of about 15 ft with

safety.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recormnendationsfor control measures

560. The criteria used for evaluating the safety of the levee

against uplift are not considered applicable to the sandy silt stratum

beneath the levee. For such a condition the safety of the levee against

piping probably can best be evaluated from considerationof the creep
4ratio as described in paragraph 111. According to Bligh, the creep

ratio for a continuous stratum of very fine sand or silt should equal or

exceed 18; Lane22 recommends a weighted ratio of 8.5. At line B, C has

a value of about 13 or 14. Considering the fact that along most of the

Kelson site the sandy silt stratum beneath the levee is either quite thin

or noncontinuous, it is doubtful that seepage through this stratum pre-

sents any significant danger to the levee.

561. On the basis of field observations and piezometer readin~s

obtained at the crest of the 1950 high water, no additional seepage con-

trol measures are recommended for the Kelson site. Also no relief of
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substratumpressures is needed in the sand foundation.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

562. The site at Baton Rouge was selected

serious sand boils that occurred during the 1937

for study because of the

high water. Rather deep

borrow pits have been excavated between the levee and river, but they do

not penetrate the underlying pervious foundation because of the thickness

of the top stratum.

Description of site

I
,

563. The site is located on the east bank of the Mississippi River

a short distance south of Baton Rouge, La., and lies principally between

the river and Louisiana State University. The levee at this site is lo-

cated only about 600 ft from the river and has a net height of 23 ft.

The site extends from about levee sta 55 to 110. Plans of the site,

river, borrow pits, surface geology, and piezometers are shown on plate

212; plate 213 is an aerial mosaic of the site. No contour maps of the

site were made because the terrain landward of the levee has practically

no relief, varying only a foot or so in elevation over the entire area.

River stages at the piezometer site can be estimated from the river gage

at Baton Rouge and the graph on plate 211.

564. History of underseepage. During the 1937 high water (maximum

H = 19 ft), 8 large sand boils occurred 200 to 4000 ft landward of the

levee between sta 74 and 115. It was determined subsequently that these

boils occurred at locations of seismic shot points made in connection

with geophysical surveys. Locations of most of these sand boils are

plotted on plate 212 and photographs of the boils are shown on plate 211.

565. During the 1945 high water (maximum H = 20 ft), underseepage

occurred in numerous spots from the levee toe for a distance 5000 ft land-

ward between sta 74 and 115. Four sand boils were observed.

566. During the 1950 high water (maximum H = 17.4 ft), some under-

seepage was observed emerging in drainage ditches in the fields and along

the roads over an area extending 1/2 mile landward of the levee between

sta 74 to 1150 Four fairly large sand boils occurred at the crest of the

1
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high water. However, according to available records,

not at the same locations as the 1937 boils. Seepage

2s5

these boils were

measured between

sta 74+25 and 98+00 on 15 March with an H of

9 gpm per 100-ft station, or QA/H = 0.6 gpm.

sures of 12.5 to 15 ft existed in the pervious

the landside toe of the levee during the crest

approximately 15 ft was

Excess hydrostatic pres-

substratum sands along

of the 1950 high water.

These

of 10

Baton

Rouge

lines

pressures represent heads of 75 to 90 per cent H . Excess heads

to 12 ft were observed as far as 3/4 mile landward of the levee.

567. No underseepage control measures have been constructedat the

Rouge site.

568. Piezometer installation. The piezometer installationat Baton

was largely made in 1942 and 1946, and consists essentially of four

of piezometers perpendicular to the levee at the following stations:

Numerous other

levee (line G)

in the general

Piezometer Line Levee Station

A 73+40
B 87+87
c 97+42
E 107+66

piezometers were installed along the landside toe of the

from about sta 55 to 100; other piezometers were installed

area as shown on plate 212. Piezometer line C extends a

distance of

most of the

However, as

approximately 6000 ft landward of the levee. The tips of

piezometers were set near the top of the pervious substratum.

may be seen from the various soil profiles, a number of pi-

ezometer tips were set at various elevations in the top stratum to meas-

ure the distribution of head within the top stratum.

Geolou of site and soil conditions

569. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 212.

The principal area of investigation is located mainly on thick point bar

deposits laid down during former river courses 7 through 9. As indicated

on plates 212 and 214; a massive clay-and-silt-filledchannel lies land-

ward of the site between the boundary of course 7 and the terrace.

570. The fine-grained top stratum at the site is very heterogeneous

in type of soil and thickness. Essentially it consists of an upper stra-

tum of clay silts and silty clays approximately 10 to 15 ft thick underlain
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by silts interspersedwith numerous thinner strata of sands and clays, to

a depth of 20 to 35 ft. These lower deposits of silts are frequently

interspersedwith irregular strata of fine sands and clays. The tops of

some of the buried sandy silt and silty sand ridges are within 5 to 10

ft of the ground surface in some locations. In some areas within the

site the total thickness of the top stratum is as much as 50 ft. Profiles

of soil conditions are shown on plates 214-217.

571. It is interesting to note that the swale fillings generally

do not extend below

this reason several

not been delineated

and swales is at an

the base of the fine-grained top stratum, and for

shallow swales visible on plates 212 and 213 have

on the soil profile sheets. The alignment of ridges

angle of approximately 45° to the levee. The thick

clays encountered beyond the northeast margin of course 7 represent back-

swamp deposits laid down in deep depressionsbordering the Prairie ter-

race (representedby the white areas on the right-hand side of plate 212).

Up to 10 ft of predominantly clayey natural levee deposits, which cannot

be distinguishedfrom the underlying top stratum materials with respect

to grain size, cover much of the site. The height of the natural levee

along the present course of the Mississippi River bank is clearly illus-

trated on plates 214 and 215.

572. Relation of underseepage to geology. Underseepage at the

site appears in general to be related to irregularitiesin the thickness

of the top stratum. According to Fisk,
11

sheet seepage is confined to

subsurface sandy ridges between swales; seepage through swales is prac-

tically unknown. In some reported instances during previous high waters

at Baton Rouge areas between swales became sufficiently soft to bog down

farm animals. Such conditionsprobably were a result of excessive sub-

stratum pressures and concentrationof seepage rising through the ground

to the surface in areas where sandy ridges extend almost to the surface.

573* The sand boils occurring in this area during the 1937 flood

ranged in size from minute “crayfish boils” associatedwith areas of gen-

eral seepage to several large boils which required sacking. The larger

sand boils were studied by Fisk, and he found that, without exception,

all occurred near ridges in the top stratum. Fisk believes that
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development of most of the sand boils was aided, if not initiated,by

poorly backfilled seismic shot holes. The largest boil occurred at a

distance of about 600 ft from the levee toe; however, boils actually de-

veloped at locations as far as a mile or two from the levee.

574. The top stratum at the site is sufficientlythick and imper-

vious to permit the development of high substratumpressures throughout

the entire area. With such a high substratumpressure prevalent over the

entire site, the location of underseepage and sand boils is particularly

affected by irregularitiesand weak spots in the top stratum resulting

from either artificial or natural occurrences. In this connection it is

pointed out that no sand boils occurred at the site prior to the 1937

flood (H = approximately 20 ft) or prior to the period (1935-1937)when

geophysicalparties were active in tracing the limits of the LSU oil

field. Considerable general seepage but no large sand boils occurred

during the 1927 flood (maximum H = 22.8 ft). Only relatively minor sand

boils occurred during either the 1945 or 1950 high waters.

575●
Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Soil profiles and pi-

ezometer lines, both perpendicular and parallel to the landside toe of

the levee, are shown on plates 214 to 217. In the initial layout of the

installationmost of the piezometers were located along the landside toe

of the levee and along two existing roads (lines A and B) which are more

or less perpendicular to the levee. A number of individualpiezometers

were installed at locations where large sand boils had occurred during

the 1937 high water. Subsequent to the initial installationa number of

additional piezometers were installed at the site to permit better de-

lineation of subsurfacepressure conditionsbeneath and within the top

stratum.

576. The top stratum has been described under “Geology of site

and soil conditions.”

577. The pervious substratum in the Baton Rouge area was not ex-

plored below a depth of about 65 ft. From other boring data available

it appears that the sand stratum extends to a depth of about 210 ft,

which would make the thickness of the sand aquifer approximately 175 ft.

On the basis of information available the upper 30 ft of the sand varies
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from very fine to coarse. Little is known about the deeper portion ex-

cept that it extends out to the channel of the Mississippi River. There

is no information regarding the permeability of the pervious aquifer at

the site.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

578. River stages,

fall data observed at the

are plotted on plates 218

piezometer readings at lines A and C, and rain-

Baton Rouge site during the entire year of 1945

and 221; other piezometer data for the 1945

high-water period are shown on plates 219, 220, and 222. River stage

and piezometer readings during the 1950 high water are plotted on plates

223 through 226. At the crest of the 1945 and 1950 high waters, H was

about 20 and 17 ft, respectively. The following analysis of data pri-

marily pertains to conditions observed in 1950.

579* Piezometric gradients in the pervious substratumbeneath and

landward of the levee at piezometer lines A, C, and E are shown on plates

227-229 for selected river stages during the 1945 and 1950 high waters.

The hydrostatic head along the toe of the levee as measured by piezometers

along line G is shown on plate 230. These plates show that excess heads

of about 15 to 16 ft developed at the levee toe throughout the entire

reach at the crest of the 1950 high water. Hydrostatic heads above the

ground surface of about 10 to 12 ft were observed as far as 3000 ft land-

ward from the levee (see plates 227-229).

58o. A summary of informationpertaining to the site and results

of analyses of piezometric and seepage data are given in table 32.

581. Source of seepage. Values of s determined at piezometer

lines A and (!during the 1950 high-water period are plotted in fig. 43;

because of insufficientdata for piezometer line E, s was not deter-

mined at this line. The values of s shown in fig. 43 and plates 227

and 228 indicate that seepage enters the sand substratum through the bank

and bed of the Mississippi River. A certain scattering in the piezometric

data was apparent, which affects the determined values of s as shown

in fig. 43. A slight decrease in s occurred during initial rising

stages; at the crest of the 1950 flood s was about 800 ft at lines A



Table 32

Sumnary of Analysis of Piemmetric and Seeps@ De.ta,and Avera@ Deeisn Vslues

B-ton Rouse, La., Site

Line A Line C
Project Pro.lect Desi&m values

Factor 1950 Flocd Sta 54-65 st* 65.79 st~ 79-106Flti 1950Flocd *

River stase (crest) 42.4
Average,1 of ~rOund 0, tailwater 25.0
Head on levee (H) 17.4

48.o 42.4 48.0
25.0 25.0 25.0
23.0 17.4 23.0

M3.O 48.0
25.0 25.0
23.0 23.0

---- ----

48.0
25.0
23.0

----Piezometer, used in ansly,iB 7, 9, k II ---- 21c, 22A & 23 ----

Riverside borrow pit, width, ft 300
Top stratum 33 ft 51 k c1

---- 200
---- 15 ft c1 k

----
----
----
----
----
...-

800
590

11,200

....

----
----

----
----
----

----
----
----

0.06

O.ti
----

9000
9000
----

24.7

1.1

----

250 300
30 ftcl&si 30 ftsi&c1

200
25 ft c1 k SI

7 ft silt
20 ft c1

5s0
210

Average .t..ttm 25 ft CI
Distance from riverside levee tce to river (Ll) 500
b,, widthof levee (L2) 210
I@dward e.tent of top stratum (L3) 3200

25 ft CI
500

25 ft c1
500
210
3200

20 i-tcl
5oa
210
5020

----
----
....

850
640

10,COO

----

----
....

....
----
----

----
----
----

0.07

0.09

7000
5450
----

27.3

1.2

. . . .

210
1500

.
Distance to effective seepage source (s) 850
Effectiv, length of river,ide blanket (xl) 6!40

Distanceto effective seepage exit (X3) 10,000

800
590

11,200

175

500
----
----

325

----

Si & cl
30
30

0.06

0.06
0.05*

9000
9000
10,000

18.7

1.1

0.52

850
640

850
64o

800
590

14,01Y3

175

11,000

Effective thickness of sand substratum (d) 175 175 175

Permeability of substratum (kf x 10
.4

inn/se.) 500
Laboratory permeability teste
Grain eize (k

f(field) ‘s ’10’ ‘ig” 17)
----

Seepage and piezometric data 600
Field pumping tests ----
WC1l flow and piczcnnetricdata ----

500 500 500

----
----
--------

----
----

----
----
----

----
----

Top stratum, type Si & c1
Effective thicknese fcm-seepage analysis (zbL) 30
Critical thickne*e (zt)

-4
30

Permeability (~L x 10 cro/.9ec) 0.06

Piezometric data and blanhet formulas 0.09
Piezometric data =d weepage measurements 0.05*

c1 & Si
25
25

Si & cl
30
30

Si k c1
30
30

---- ----
----
..-.

...-
----

----
----

Permeability rstio (kf/~L) 8350
Blanket formul, 5450
Natural seepage measurements 10,000

5000
----
----

7000
----

9000
----

Natural .eepage beneath levee
Q,, @m/100 f’tof levee 20.6

Q,IH, @m/f t of head/100 ft of levee 12

QA/H, @m/100 ft levee between sta 74+25 and ----
98+00and between lewe ~d 1/2 mi 1, IS.IUI-
ward (mee.,wed )

---- ----
----
----

----
----

* B&sed on total measured e.eepcige,average thicknes. of t~ Btr.tum, and average excess head beneath top stratrm for area landwara of levee
“he,, observed ,eePe.gewas em.rging.

5s 5s

50 50

45 45

.
a

= 40
k

40

f

~ 35 35

:
*
.

30
%
>

30

z

25 25

20 2Q

15
12.000 10,WO 8,CCQ .3,CQ0

15
4.CW 2900 0 2.000 4.000

X> IN FEET S IN FEET

Fig. 43. Distances to effective seepage source and exit.
Baton Rouge, lines A and C...
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and C. It is estimated that s will also be about 800 ft at these two

piezometer lines at project flood stage (see fig. 43 and table 32).

582. Seepage exit. The values of x
3

for the 1950 high water

are plotted vs correspondingriver stages in fig. 43. At piezometer line

A, where the top stratum consists of about 30 ft of silt and clay, X2

was 10,000 ft, and at line C, where the

thickness as at line A,
‘3

was 11,200

values of x
3

are considerablygreater

sites studied, and may be attributed to

and the fact that the weak spots caused

top stratum has about the sam~

ft at the 1950 crest. These

than those obtained at the other

the thick top stratum at the site

by the

ently healed, at least to the extent that they

equal to those occurring during 1945 and 1950.

seismic shots

can withstand

583. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands.

have appar-

river stages

Little is

known regarding the exact depth and characteristicsof the substratum

sands. On the basis of nearby borings and geological information, it is

estimated that the pervious foundation has an effective thickness of 175

ft. The permeability of the substratumwas estimated from natural seepage
-4

measurements and piezometric data to be between 300 and 600 x 10 cm per

sec. Results of these determinationsare summarized in table 32. For
-4

analytical purposes it was assumed that kf = 500 x 10 cm per sec at

the site.

584. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The average top

stratum landward of the levee is considered to have an effective thick-

ness of about 30 ft; see plates 214-217. However, it should be noted

that there is considerablevariation in the character and thickness of

the top stratum landward of the levee. On the basis of the top stratum

thickness listed in table 32,
‘bL -~omputed

found to be about 0.06 to 0.09 x 10 cm per

the top stratum from measurements of natural

0.05 x 10
-4

cm per sec. The permeability of

Rouge site is believed equal to about 0.06 x

from piezometric data was

sec. The permeability of

seepage was estimated to be

the top stratum at the Baton

10
-4

cm per sec. This com-

paratively low permeability probably can be attributed to the greater ex-

tent and thickness of clays and silts at this site as compared to those

at other piezometer locations.
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585. Permeability ratio. The ratio of the permeability of the

foundation to that of the top stratum was estimated at piezometer lines

A and C to have been about 84OO and 9000, respectively, at the 1950 flood

crest. Similar estimates of kf/~L for the project flood are given in

table 32.

586. Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee at lines A

and C at the crest of the 1950 high water, and for the project flood, was

estimated using correspondingvalues of H , s , and x
3

for these floods

(table 32). The estimated seepage at the 1950 crest was about 20 gpm per

lCO ft of levee, or Qs/H= 1.2 gpm. QA/H as determined from seepage

measurements during this high water was about 0.5 gpm. In comparing the

above values of Qs/H and QA/H it is pointed out that Qs/H , as de-

termined from piezometric data and foundation permeability characteristics,

represents the total seepage flow passing beneath the levee, whereas the

value for QA/H includes only the seepage emerging between the levee and

the landward edge of the seepage-measuringpoint landward of the levee.

Based on the piezometric and seepage data obtained during the 1950 high

water, about 50 per cent of the above-computed Qs was emerging land-

ward of the levee in the seepage-measuringarea. From these data it may

be concluded that the Baton Rouge site is not subject to a high rate of

natural seepage and even during a project flood stage the total quantity

of seepage passing beneath the levee will probably be quite small.

587. Landside substratum pressures. The hydrostatic pressures

which developed along the toe of the levee at or near the crest of the

1950 flood are shown on plate 230 (line G). Readings of selected pi-

ezometers at or near the landside toe of the levee vs river stages are

plotted on plate 231. Also shown are estimated substratumpressures for

river stag?s up to project flood stage. The head on the levee, top

stratum characteristics,and observed and computed maximum substratum

pressures at certain piezometers along the landside toe of the levee or

landward of the levee are given in table 33.

588. Plates 218-226 show that changes in river stage were quickly

reflected in the piezometers installed in the foundation sand. However,

minor irregularitiesin the readings of the deep piezometers occasionally
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Table 33

Head on Levee, Top Strata, Substratum Pressures, and Gradients thmugb TOF strataalongToe of levee

Bet..Rou@ , la.,site

EstGradientttl,Ol@

Av~Gra- Crestof 19>0
!COPStratum (1950 Flood)

Project Flood
TbickneBs of Top

h
Flocd 42.4

Li@It
die”t at Est

(0.8; Zt) ~ h! h)
Heavy Msd

(48.0) Est

Pie7. Pie.
Stlmlllm,ft

or No
Piez, el Tailwater

Line Number ft, mG1 el, ft mG1 ~ Silt Total ‘t ft ~ % ;y;. ‘:& ‘~- ‘~” :t : ; $ H ;: ‘c
—— ft ft ~—— —. .— ——

G P-37

G P-1

G P-1-A

G P-2

G P-3

1 P-k

A-G P-5

A-G P.6-A

A-G P-10

A-G P-11-B

A-G P-11

G F-32-A

G P-33

G P-35

G P-13

G P-31-A

G P-18

C-G P-19

C-G P-21-A

C-G P-21

P-45
C-G and

P-23

26.0

25.4

25.4

26.4

26.4

24.1

25.5
25.0

23.8

23.0

23.0

25.5

25.5
26.0

26.0

25.5
26.2

25.5

24.8

24.8

23.5

----
----
----
----
----
----
..-.
....
----
----
----

...-
----
----
.-. .
----
----
----
----

.-. .

...- 24.2 24.2 20.6

15.5 9.5 25.0 25.0 21.2

15.5 20.5 36.0 36.0 30.6

21.0 17.5 38.5 38.5 32.6

17.0 4.0 21.0 17.0 14.5

---- ---- 20.0 20.0 17.0

---- ---- 51.0 51.0 43.4

10.0 3.0 13.0 13.0 11.0

6.0 4.0 10.0 10.0 8.5

7.0 0.0 7.0 7.o 6.0

7.0 18.0 25.0 25.0 21.2

20.0 3.0 23.0 20.0 17.0

18.0 22.5 40.5 40.5 34.4

---- ---- 32.5 32.5 27.6

---- ---- 27.0 27.0 23.0

18.0 17.0 35.0 35.0 29.8

---- ---- 31.0 31.0 26.4

31.5 2.0 33.5 31.5 26.8

10.0 0.0 10.0 10.0 8.5

---- ---- 22.5 22.5 19.1

---- ---- 31.0 31.0 26.4

16.1+--- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 22.0 ---- --

17.0 6.5 38 ---- ---- 0.26 ---- 22.6 ---- .-

17.014.5 85 ---- ---- 0.40 ---- 22.6 ---- --

16.0 3.0 19 -... ---- 0.02 21.6 4.8a 22

16.0 3.3 21 ---- ---- ---- 0.19 21.6 5.8a 27

18.3---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 23.9 ---- --

16.912.1 72 ---- ---- 0.24 ---- 22.5 14.5’ 64

17.4----e -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 23.0 ---- --

18.6---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 24.2 ---- --

19.4 1.9 10 ---- ---- 0.27 ---- 25.0 .... .-

19.415.0 77 ---- ---- 0.60 ---- 25.0 19.8a 79

16.9 0.8 5 ---- ---- ---- 0.04 22.5 2.0’ 9

16.9---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 22.5 ---- --

16.4---- -- ...- ---- ---- ---- 22.0 ---- -.

16.415.2 93 ---- ---- 0.56 ---- 22.0 20.2a 92

16.910.9 64 ---- ---- 0.31 ---- 22.5 ---- ..

16.215.2 94 ---- ---- 0.49 ---- 21.8 20.8a 95

16.912.4 73 ---- ---- 0.39 ---- 22.5 15.2a 68

17.6 0.3 2 ---- ---- ---- 0.03 23.2 ---- --

17.6 1,2 7 .... ---- ---- 0.05 23.2 ---- --

u3.916.9 89 ---- ---- 0.55 ---- 24.5 21.6 %

----
----
----
%1.6

>21.6
----

>22.5

----

----

----

>25.0

>22.5

----

----

>22.0

----

>21.8

>22.5

----

----

*4.5

a Seeparqaph 143.
e

1950piezGTaeterreedings did exceed ground surface elevation.

were noted, The deeper piezometers installed in the top stratum also

quickly reflected changes in river stage; the shallow piezometers, how-

ever, appear to be affected more by rainfall than by the river stage

(see piezometers 6-A, 11-B, and 21-A; plates 218 and 221).

589. From the data shown on plate 231 and in table 33 it appears

that uplift pressures sufficient to cause sand boils will not develop

along the levee toe at the Baton Rouge site during the project flood un-

less the old shot holes become active. Although minor boils were ob-

served during the 1945 and 1950 high-water periods under heads of about

17 to 20 ft on the levee these boils were comparatively small. The ob-

served uplift pressures in 1950 correspond to about 75 to 95% H . The

maximum gradient through the total top stratum observed during the 1950

high water was about 0.6. In general, the gradients through the top

stratum ranged from about 0.2 to 0.5. In summary, although excess heads

as high as 20 ft may develop at the crest of a project flood stagej the

top stratum appears to have sufficient thickness to withstand a head of

this amount. A few sand boils have occurred at the site with river

t
t
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stages producing an H of about 20 ft, but as H for the project flood

will be only about 23 ft the site is not considered criticalwith respect

to underseepage. It is pointed

usually high excess hydrostatic

some sand boils may be expected

high river stages.

590. Hydrostatic head vs

out, however, that in view of the un.

heads that develop landward of the levee

to recur at thin or weak spots during

depth. Several piezometers were installed

at various elevationswithin the top stratum to determine the distribu.

tion of head with depth as the subsurface seepage rose to the surface.

The piezometric head above ground surface as measured by piezometers at

various depths in lines A and C at about the crest of the 1950 hiGh water

(H= about 17 ft) is plotted in fig. 44. The data in this figure indi-

cate that the hydrostatic head beneath the top stratum was about 12 to

15 ft and that this head decreased rapidly as a result of seepage flowing

upward through the lower 10 to 20 ft of the top stratum. It is inter-

esting to note that the rate of head loss through the top stratum at the

points of measurement was about as great through the silty sand and sandy

silt strata as through the clay strata. This is difficult to explain, as
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the deep clay strata are rather thick and

shrinkage cracks, root holes, or crayfish

probably are not perforated by

holes. However, on the basis

of the data shown in fig. 44 it appears that the deep silty soils are no

more permeable than the clayey soils at this site.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recormnendationsfor control measures

..
591. An H of about 17 ft during the 1950 high water created four

sand boils at the site. Several sand boils also developed during the

1937 and 1945 high waters. The sand boils that developed in 1937 are at-

tr~outed to weak spots in the top stratum resulting from seismic shots

made in connectionwith geophysical surveys. The 1945 sand boils were

less severe and apparently developed at thin spots in the top stratum.

However, since then the weak or thin spots seemed to have largely healed

as the boils that occurred in 1950 were at different locations. As the

levee at Baton Rouge has withstood heads within about 3 ft of those that

will exist at project flood stage with only a few sand boils developing,

the levee is considered safe as regards underseepage.

heads landward of the levee predicted for the project

sufficient to create sand boils except in areas where

in the top stratum may exist and possibly where boils

The hydrostatic

flood will not be

discontinuities

previously have

developed. The top stratum at the site is comparativelythick, although

somewhat irregular in character. Although some minor boils may be ex-

pected at project flood stage, no seepage control measures are considered

necessary.

Cotton Bayou, Louisiana

592. The Cotton Bayou site was selected for investigationbecause

it is along a reach of levee on the Red River where, prior to construc-

tion in 1947 of the present setback levee, the former levee had been

subjected to considerableunderseepage during high-water periods.

Description of site

593* The site is located between Alexandria Municipal Airport and

the Red River approximately 8 miles upstream from Alexandria, La. The
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site as discussed in this report extends from about sta 815 to 865. plans

of the site, river, borrow pits, surface geology, topography, and piezom.

eters are shown on plates 232-234; plate 235 is an aerial mosaic of the

site. The levee at Cotton Bayou has a net height of approximately17 ft

for’the interim flood; the net height for the project flood is about

13.5 ft,* Rather extensive riverside borrow pits approximately300 ft

wide and 15 ft deep have been excavated along the portion of the levee

studied; in some of these pits the natural top blanket of clay has been

removed and the underlying silts have been almost penetrated. Although

a few feet of head was created on the levee during 1950, it has not yet

been subjected to a significant high water. River stages at the Cotton

Bayou site can be estimated from the Alexandria, La,, gage and the graph

on plate 243.

594. History of underseepage. There is no history of underseepage

to date for the present levee as there has been no high water of any

significance since constructionof the setback levee,

595●
Piezometer installation. In 1948 two lines of piezometers

(BandD) were installed perpendicular to the levee at sta 826+49 and

842+90, with some (line A) placed along the berm between sta 8z0 and 850

(plates 233-235). Piezometer readings were obtained during the 1950

high water.

Geology of site and soil conditions

596. The general geology of the site is illustrated on plate 232;

the type and thickness of the top stratum soils are illustrated in more

detail on plates 233 and 234. The site is located mainly on natural

levee, backswamp, and channel deposits laid down as the Red River shifted

its course from the position marked by Bayou Rapides to essentially its

present position. Cotton Bayou follows a former channel of Red River

filledby thick clay and silt deposits (plates 233, 237, 238). Big Bayou

may also follow a former course of the Red River, but the data available

are not sufficient to establish this possibility. In the area between

Cotton Bayou and the present course of Red River, the top stratum

* Project flood height after completion of authorized reservoirs,
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consists of 5 to 10 ft of clay silts underlain by 5 to 10 ft of silty

sands and sandy silts (see plates 236 and 237). A deep clay-and-silt-

filled swale extends roughly parallel to the river on the riverside of

the levee (plates 233 and 236). Silts and sands are exposed in the bottom

of the borrow pits. Thin, predominantly clayey natural levee deposits

may cover much of the site, but if so they are insignificantin compar-

ison with similar materials bordering the old Bayou Rapides course of the

Red River and for this reason they have not been delineated on plate 232.

Backswamp clays covering what are probably point bar deposits occupy an

extensive area south and west of the site.

597* Soil profiles and piezometer lines. Soil profiles and pi-

ezometer lines both perpendicular and parallel to the levee are shown on

plates 236-238. Piezometer line B was located perpendicular to the levee

at a point considered representativeof the general area bounded by the

levee on the north and Cotton Bayou. Line D was located perpendicular to

the levee at a point consideredpotentially critical as regards under-

seepage because of the nearness of a thick clay deposit immediately land-

ward of the levee and of riverside borrow pits penetrating to the top of

the underlying pervious sands. As may be seen from the soil profiles on

plates 236-237, the tips of some of the piezometers were installed both

in the top of the substratum sands and in the silty sands immediately

beneath the upper top stratum of clay silt. Piezometer line D extends

from the abandoned levee near the present position of the Red River to a

distance of approximately 1500 ft landward of the levee.

598. The sediments making up the top stratum in the area between

Cotton Bayou and the levee are very uniform as regards thickness and type.

As previously stated, the top stratum consists of 5 to 10 ft of clayey

silts underlain by about 5 to 10 ft of silty sands and sandy silts. The

filling in the former course of Red River presently marked by Cotton

Bayou consists of about 20 to 30 ft of clay. The clay-filled swale be-

tween the levee and Red River is filled with alternating strata of clays

and silts to a depth of approximately 35 ft. Although the area landward

of the levee is relatively uniform in elevation there is a perceptible

slope along the toe of the levee down to the former course of the Red



River which is now filled with sediments and occupied by Cotton Bayou.

The pervious substratum at the site consists of about 30 to 40 ft of fine

sands (see plate 236). It appears on the basis of boring 1-X that the

top of Tertiary may be as high as el 40 beneath the abandoned levee.

This in effect reduces the thickness of the pervious aquifer between the

present levee and Red River to about 10 to 25 ft.

Analysis of piezometric
and seepage data

599. River stages and piezometer readings observed at Cotton Bayou

during the 1950 high water are plotted on plate 239. This high water

created a maximum H of about 5 ft, or 12 ft below the interim flood

stage. Piezometric gradients beneath the levee along piezometer lines

B and D perpendicular to the levee are shown on plates 24o and 241, re-

spectively. The hydrostatic head along the toe of the levee (line A) is

shown on plate 241. From plates z40 and 241 it is apparent that no hydro-

static head developed above the ground surface during the 1950 high water.

A sumnary of information pertaining to the site is given in table 34.

600. Source of seepage. Because of the configurationof the pi-

ezometric grade line beneath the levee (plates 24o and 241), s could not

be determined as was done for the other sites. The data obtained at

lines B and D show that ground-water storage still was being filled at

the crest of the 1950 flood, and a portion of the semipervious strata

under the levee had not yet become saturated. Although it appears from

plate z40 that the point of seepage entry may have been about 900 ft

riverward of the levee on 24 February 1950, this point may not be indic-

ative of the true value of s , which can be obtained from piezometer

data only when artesian flow conditions exist beneath the levee. Seepage

may enter the sand substratum at the site through the bank of Red River

and, to an unknown extent, through the bottom of riverside borrow pits

(see plates 236 and 237).

601. Seepage exit. Values of x
3

could not be determined, as no

head developed above the ground surface landward of the levee during the

1950 high water.

602. Thickness and permeability of substratum sands. The sand
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Table 34

Swmm-y of An81yalsof Piez.uetric*.3SeepageData,andAverageDesignvalues

CottonBayou, La., Site

Line B Line D
Interim Interim Desi.g Value,

Factor ~ 1950 F1oc.3 ~ Sta 17- 30 Sta 30- 3 St- 3 - sta~

Biverstn@ (crest)
Amrase el of pound or tailwater
Had on levee (H)

Piemmtem used in md.ysia

Biverside borrow pit, width, ft
TOP stratum

Average.tr&tvm
DiBtencefromrivereideleveetoeto riwer(Ll)
?-seewidth of levee (L2)
ticiward extent of top ntratmn (L3)

Di,tence to effective seepase source (E)
Effective length of riverside blanket (xl)

Distance to effective seepage exit (X3)

Effective tbickneea of sand eubstra,tun(d)

Permeability of substratum (lq.x 10
-4

cln/se.)
Laboratory ~meabillty teste

‘rain ’12= (kf(field) w ‘1OJ ‘is” 17)
Seepage and piezometric data
Field pumping tests
Well flw and piezcmetric data

Top stratum, tyxe
Effectimthicknessforseepe.geanalysi.(zbL)
criticalthickness(z )

t.4
Permeability(%L x 10 en/see)

Piezcmetricdataandblanketformulas
Piezcmetricdateandseepagemeamm’e.enta

Permeability ratio (kf/~L)
Blanket fozmula
Natursl seepage Irea.mreuents

Natur.sl seepage beneath levee
QS, axLI/lW ft of le~e

Q~/E, gpmjft of head/10C ft of levee

1950 FIcG.3

86.5
82.0
4.5

----

225
0-5 ft CI si
5-15ft Sd S1
10 ft Sd Si

1050
200
2300

----
----
----

30

200
30

20!3

----
----
----

clay
7.5
7.5

----
----
----
----
----
----

----
----

99.0
82.0

17.0

----

----
....

...-

----
-...

----

----

-...
----
----

----

----

----
----
----

----

----
----

----
....

....

----

86.5
81,5
5.0

----

300
1-3ft c1

2 ft c1
1600
225
350

-...
...-

..-.

30

200
30
200

.-..

----

clay
8.2
8.2
...-

----
----

.-..

....

----

99.0
81.5
17.5

----

----
----

..-.

.-..

----
----

----

.-..
----
----

----

----

----
----
----

----

----
----

----

..-.

9$?.0
85.0
14.0

----

250
S1 Sd

6
1000
200
1600

1000
80o

160

30

200
----
----

----
----
----

cle.y
7.0
7.0

0.2

----

1000
----
----

----

99.0
82.0
17.0

----

250
S1 Sd

8
13s0
225
2200

10CO
775

460

30

2s0
----
----

----
----
----

clay
7.0
7.0

0.2

----
----

loco
----
----

----

----

99.0
81.0
18.0

----

250
S1 Sd

5
1600
225
350

1000
775

800

30

200
....
----

----

clay
8.0
8.0

0.2

....
----

1000
...-

----

99.0
80.0
19.0

----

250
Si Sd

3
1600
250
100

1000
750

2100

30

200
----
...-

----

----

clay
7.0
7.0

0.2

----
-...

1000

....

----

----

consists of about 30 ft of sand varying from

On the basis of grain size data, plate 243
-4

about POO x 10 cm per sec. Laboratory

substratum at Cotton Bayou

very fine to medium fine.

and fig. 17,
‘f

would be

permeability tests indicated that the permeability of the sand stratum
-4

would be only 30 x 10 cm per sec. It is believed that kf is probably
-4

about 2C0 x 10 cm per see at this site. The low permeability may ac-

count for the comparativelylong time required to fill ground-water

storage landward of the levee during initial rising river stages.

603. Thickness and permeability of top stratum. The top stratum

at Cotton Bayou consists of ‘about7 to 8 ft of clay underlain in turn by

silty sands and sandy silts with a thickness of about 2 to 10 ft. It

was not possible to determine the value of $_L frompiezometric data.

Since the present levee has not been subjected to a high water and pre-

vious high waters against the abandoned riverfront levee probably did

not cause significant, if any, seepage landward of the present setback ..



levee, the top stratum landward of the present

yet been subjected to upward seepage. In view

levee probably

of this, ~~
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has not

at this

site is believed to be somewhat lower than that at many of the other

sites studied where boils and piping have developed through top strata

of similar characteristicsand thicknesses. Therefore it has been as-

sumed that ~L=o.2xlo-4 cm per sec.

~0~. Permeability ratio. On the basis of values

ratio of permeability of the top stratum to that of the

stratum is estimated to be about 10CO.

given above, the

pervious sub-

605 ● Seepage flow. Seepage passing beneath the levee could not

be estimated from the piezometric data. Because of the comparatively

low permeability of the substratum at this site, seepage beneath the

levee will probably be small even during high floods.

606. Landside substratum pressures. Hydrostatic pressures along

the toe of the berm during the 1950 high water are shown on plate 24.1

(line A). The tips of most of the piezometers along this line were set

in the silty sands beneath the upper clay portion of the top stratum.

As evidenced from these piezometers no excess head developed above ground

surface during the 1950 high water. Selected piezometer readings vs river

stages are plotted on plate 242. Also shown on this plate are estimated

piezometer readings for river stages up to the interim flood. The head

on the levee, top stratum characteristics,and estimated critical heads

at certain typical piezometers are given in table 35.

607. Based on the data on plate 242 and in table 35, the Cotton

Bayou site might possibly be critical as regards underseepage, as river

stages of about 11 to 13 ft may produce excessive substratumpressures.

The interim flood stage will result in an H of about 14 to 19 ft, with

the possible development of critical uplift pressures. The most critical

reach is probably at the crossing of the levee and Cotton Bayou in the

vicinity of sta 850, where a discontinuity exists in the top stratum.

However, in view of the limited data obtained to date, it is not possible

to predict-the severity of the seepage problem with any degree of certainty.
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Table 35

Headon u?.ree,TopStrata, substratum Pressures, and Gra.iientsthrough Top strata .10.8 Toe of Levee

Cotton Bayou, la., Site

Eet Gradient thrmu?h

Crest of 1950
Top Stratum (1950 Fl;cd) ProJect F1oo3

Avg Gra- Thickrw,s of TOP
h

clientat
F1oc.5(%.5)

LiEIIt
~st 99

,O)f

(0.8~ .t) ~ hoe h
Heavy Med or No

Est

Pie. Piez Pie., el Tailwa.ter
stratum, ft

~ % ;yl, S’= s~- S:g :+ ~

h H’ati

Line Number ‘t f-tft,,ml el, ft msl Clay Silt Total ft ft H +% f~ c
.— ——

A A-1 85.0 ---- 6.5 --- 6.5 6.5 ?.5 1.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 14.0 ---- -- ----

B-A B-5 82.11 ---- 7.5 --- 7.5 7.5 6.b 3.8 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 16.3 ---- -- ----

B B-6 81.0 ---- 7.5 2.0 9.5 7.5 6.k 5.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.o ---- -- ----

A c-1 81.8 ---- 7.5 3.0 10.5 7.5 6.4 4.7 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 17.2 ---- .. ....

D-A D-3 81.0 ---- 8.2 4.5 12.7 8.2 7.0 5.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.0 I’.og 39 12.8d

D D-5 80.0 ---- 4.0 0.0 k.0 4.0 3.4 6.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 19.0 ---- -- ----

D D-6 80.0 ---- 4.0 6.7 10.7 10.7 9.1 6.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 19.0 ---- -- ----

A E-1 80.0 ---- 7.0 --- 7.0 7.0 6.0 6.5 --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- 19.0 6.05 32 10.8d

d Seepare-graph143.

e Head .“ levee not .ufficient to create any excess head above ground surface landwe.rdof levee.
f

Interim flocal.

g Value. obtained by extr.polating data on plate 242. k no exceaa head developed lsndward of the levee in 1950, the extrapolation of ho to
the interim flood crest is of questionable accuracy.

Evaluation of seepage problem and
recommendationsfor control measures

608. Sustained river stages greater than 11 ft on the levee (about

6 to 7 f’cbelow interim flood stage) may cause critical substratum pres-

sures and the formation of sand boils at about sta 850 and in the reach

upstream from sta 850. Downstream from sta 850 the top stratum appears

sufficientlythick to withstand the substratum pressures expected to de-

velop during the interim flood. On the basis of the 1950 piezometric

data it is not possible to evaluate the adequacy of the existing landside

berm or to determine definitely whether seepage control measures are re-

quired at Cotton Bayou site. Irregularities in the piezometric data make

prediction of subsurface pressures at high river stages and the design

of control measures somewhat difficult. However, it is suggested that

abatis dikes be constructed across the existing riverside borrow pits to

promote silting, thereby

of seepage; this measure

seeFage control measures

during future high-water

increasing the distance to the effective source

alone may be adequate. The need for additional

should be based on piezometric data obtained

Feriods.

I
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PART V: EVALUATION OF DATA FROM PIEZOMETER SITES

609. This portion of the report consists of a general summary and

evaluation of data obtained from the piezometer sites described in Part

IV. Included in the evaluation are discussions of (a) the influence of

geologic and man-made features on underseepage and sand boils; (b) per-

r,eabilityof riverside top strata; (c) source of seepage; (d) permeability

of landside top strata; (e) seepage exit; (f) permeability of pervious

substrata; (g) ratio of permeability of pervious substrata to landside

top strata; (h) the relationshipbetween upward gradients through top

strata and severity of seepage; (i) the effect of natural partial cutoffs

and massive clay deposits landward of levees on seepage; and (j) an

evaluation of seepage berms for controllingunderseepage.

61o. A summary of soil conditions, analyses of piezometric and

seepage data, and seepage conditions for a principal piezometer line at

each site are given in table 36. Only the soil conditions and maximum

head on the levee in 1950 are listed for the Cotton Bayou site, because

the high water at this site during 1950 was not of sufficient duration

to create truly artesian flow conditions, and as a result the piezometer

data could not be analyzed.

.>
Geology and seepage

63-1. Geologic and natural topographic features affect both the

distribution and concentrationof seepage landward of levees and, to some

extent, the magnitude of substratumpressures. These effects are de-

scribed in detail in Part II of this report; however, pertinent illustra-

tions in terms of the 16 sites studied are given below.

612. Point bar deposits. The effect of point bar deposits on the

location of seepage and sand boils is illustratedby the location of such

at the Commerce, Trotters 51, Stovall, and Farrell sites. It can be seen

from the plans of topography and surface geology at these sites that most

of the sand boils occurred in ridges adjacent to swales. Examples of



Table36

s-l-y .f1950Ei2h-water Wi,a at Piemmeter Sites

‘3’ fi ho (E), f+
Foundation TOP 2tratwn %rrm Pit,

E 4 4 0%s at River ~
Blanket ThL,k-

L1 L2 % .3 ‘r x10

~, I-t

FroJect %L %L x 10- Soil
ctage&t C-tied Ratural&epsge in

;$

~ Station ;: ~flsL ~ ~ ~~~50F100dftfi fl~_s@Es_soil TYP*~-4t@SS-z __
W1.lch Projeet ~ f::.85 &zm/lCOft of I,svee(1950)

1 = 0.85 1950 Flced c.— ——— EObeemd ~ Q. Qm~ QA*

c ‘vim’ 26/am A 9.4 19.2

G-n 138/26m c 3J.9 25.2

Cmmrc. 23/10+75 E 9.2 22.7

Trot51b 52/22+CX3E 9.0 23.7

Trot5kb 54/1+05 M 13.8 27.7

Stmall 77/38+C0B 14.9 29.8

1,2C0 330 - lCO 1,5C0

Zo, cm 5CU 3cm 130 1,000

I,8c0 km I,4c0 165 l, COO

3,1cc 450 1,3ca m l,coO

2,5cm475 - 90 1,250
3,cso600 9CQ 40 2,5co

C1-si

clay

C1-S1 Sd

Cl-solSi

clay

Si-cl

6.5

7.5
7.0
5.0

9.0

15.0
4.0
6.0

18.0
5.0

13.0
18.0

15.5
4.0
2.0
30.0

7.5

17

5
2.0
1.0
1.4
4.0

Si Sa

clay

sa si

S-3 s%

clay

send

5
2

3
1

1

w 230 560
203 4809t!e
503 I,lm 1,5C0

l,m 650 I,lcn
730 575 3.,050
7com8ca

240

7C0

l,CW

735

770

&o

24C
703

950

735
no
803

2.0 3.2 3.2 2.0

3.3 3.3 6.4 3.3

2.2 3.2 3.2 2.2

3.0 6.0 6.0 3.0
3,0 3.0 7.7 3.0
6.0 9.8 9.8 6.0

21260 28.0 ----- -----
23 135 U.3 71.4 6.0

25 91 9.9 60.7 6.6

33 72.5 8.1 ----- -----

22 =5 9.1 55.2 LO
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particularly severe seepage between a landward swale closely paralleling

a levee are shown at mile 52 of the Trotters 51 site (plate 61) and at

Stovall (plate 103) during the 1937 high water. The wide swale landward

of the levee at Stovall is also a good example of how such a swale can

increase the excess head at the levee toe.

613.

ward of low

ward of the

high as the

Higher elevation of the surface of point bar deposits land-

ground can, in effect, also prevent the exit of seepage land-

low topographybecause the substratumpressure may not be as

ground surface. A good example of this condition exists at

the L’Argent site. In 1950 practically all seepage at line B emerged

through the comparativelythick clay top stratum of a filled channel be-

cause the surface of bar deposits landward of the filled channel was high

enough to prevent the emergence of seepage. Another example exists at

the Eutaw site.

614. Clay plugs or channel fillings. Several piezometer sites

were located in reaches where the top stratum consists of wide channel

fillings (Upper Francis and L’Argent). At these sites, fairly high ex-

cess heads (ho/H) developed landward of the levee during 1950; seepage

emerging through the top stratum was apparently rather uniform and fairly

light for the maximum river stage that developed. However, two sand

boils developed through the channel fill at L’Argent in 1937 when the

river stage was higher. At the Trotters 54 site, also located on a rela-

tively uniform filled channel, high excess pressures did not develop be-

cause of relief provided by sand boils in a drainage ditch a short dis-

tance landward of the levee.

615. The occurrence of sand boils between a levee and clay-filled

channels was illustrated at the Gammon and Lower Francis sites during

the 1950 high water. However, the occurrence and location of sand boils

at these sites are attributed more to the thinness of the top stratum

landward of the levee and the close source of seepage than to the effect

of the clay-filled channels.

616. Natural levee deposits. Several levees studied are founded

on relatively continuous silty natural levee deposits underlain by clay

(e.g., Upper Francis, Eutaw, and Kelson). At these sites, some minor
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seepage probably occurs through the natural levee deposits, although to

date no sand boils have been attributed to such seepage.

617. In general, it is believed that if a levee has adequate base

width as compared to the net head, seepage through natural levee deposits

will probably not be of a serious nature.

618. Backswamp deposits. The thickness of backswamp clay deposits

usually precludes the development of serious seepage. However, if seep-

age has a ready entry into the pervious substratum,high substratumpres-

sures can be expected to develop; and if, for any reason, the continuity

of the clay is broken or the thickness of the clay is not adequate to

withstand the uplift pressure, underseepage and possibly severe sand

boils may develop. Although the top stratum at Baton Rouge is comprised

of point bar deposits, the thickness is so great (30 ft) that the seepage

pattern is similar to that expected along levees founded on thick back-

swamp clays; i.e., high excess heads and low rates of natural seePage*

Man-made features and seepage

619. Man-made discontinuitiesin the top stratum also influence

the development of sand boils. Such discontinuitiesencountered at the

sites studied consist primarily of landside drainage ditches and seismic

shot points; however, they could also include cisterns and wells, fence-

post holes, improperlybackfilled borings, etc. Both riverside and land-

side borrow pits near a levee can have a pronounced effect on seepage.

The effect of riverside borrow pits on underseepage is discussed later

in this part.

620. Landside drainage ditches. The development of sand boils in

landside drainage ditches is significant at the Gammon and Trotters 54

sites. During the 1950 high water at Gammon, numerous boils occurred in

such a ditch which was only about 2 ft deep; practically no seepage

emerged in the area landward of the ditch (plate 17). At Trotters 54,

numerous boils and concentrated seepage occurred along a ditch about 2

to 3 ft deep during periods when the relief well system was not operating

(plate 84). At both of these sites, the seepage would probably have been

relatively uniform had it not been for the presence of the landside drain-

age ditches.
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621. Seismic shot points. The occurrence of sand boils during

the 1937 high water at the Baton Rouge site, where the top stratum gen-

erally consists of about 30 ft of clay and silt, is attributed to the

weaknesses in the top stratum caused by seismic shot holes. The influence

of the shot points or other similar discontinuitieson sand boils at Baton

Rouge is greatly magnified because unusually high landside substratum

pressures develop.

622. Landside borrow pits. Landside borrow pits used for the con-

struction of sublevees exist at Trotters 51 and Bolivar. These partic-

ular pits are not very deep and because of the relatively low river stages

during the 1950 high water had little effect on seepage. However, be-

cause of the reduced thickness of the top stratum in the sublevee basins,

the maximum safe excess head allowable is considerably less than would

otherwise be permissible.

Characteristicsof Riverside Top Strata

Source of seepage and effec-
tive length of riverside blanket

623. Of the 15 sites where sufficient piezometric data were avail-

able for analysis, the source of seepage at the crest of the 1950 high

water was located in the riverside borrow pits at all sites except those

where the borrow pits are blanketed with a thick layer of clay. Values

of s ranged from about 600 ft to 3000 ft except at Kelson where s was

only 250 ft for the silty aquifer. The correspondingeffective lengths

of riverside blanket x, ranged from about 200 ft to 28c0 ft, excluding
-1.

that at Kelson.

624. The effect of the type and thickness of blanket

riverside borrow pits on s and x~ is shown in table 36.

and Baton Rouge the riverside borrow pits contain a blanket

materials in

At L’Argent

of clay about

15 and 20 ft thick, respectively, and the effective source of seepage was

located at about the bank of the Mississippi River. At the other sites

the thickness of the blanket in the borrow pits ranged from about O to 8

ft, and the source of seepage was generally in the riverside borrow pits.
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At sites where either a thick

and Baton Rouge) or where the

blanket existed in the borrow pits (L’Argent

pervious substratumwas exposed in the bor-

row pits (Stovall and Lower Francis), little or no change in s occurred

with rising river stages. However, at sites where a thin blanket was

present in the borrow pits, a decrease in s and xl resulted during

rising river stages (e.g., Trotters 51, and line R at Trotters 54). The

decrease in s and xl may possibly be attributed to some scour in the

borrow pits during the high water, which tends to reduce the effective

thickness of the blanket material in the pits. Effective lengths of river-

side blankets x~ for various types and thicknesses of blanket in river-

side borrow pits as determined from boring and piezometer data are sum-

marized in table 37.

625. Values of xl

an assumed condition of a

same thickness as that in

means of blanket formulas

in table 37 are observed values adjusted to

riverside blanket of infinite length with the

the borrow pit. This adjustment was made by

given in Part III and was intended to partially

eliminate the effect of different top strata riverward of the borrow pits

and different distances between the levee and river at the various sites.

Table 37

Summary of Distances to Effective Source of Seepage, Effective Lengths of Riverside Blankets,and
Vertical Permeability of Riverside Blanket Materials at the Crest of 1950 High Water

Blanket in Riverside Piezometer

Borrow Pit Lines from
Suggest ed Design

Thickness Which Data s, ft ‘1 ~ ** ~R x 10-4 cmlsec
Values

Soil Type in ft Were Obtained kla.x Min Avg k Min A= k~& ‘1Mill—— —— — — ——

Sand --- 3 1C80 800 960 480 200 370 ---- ---- ---- ---- 250

Silty Sand** G 3 800 560 670 320 230 280 14.2 1.6 7.0 7.0 300
5 to 10 1 560 560 560 280 280 28o 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.5 600

m

Silt & sandy 4 1500 600 1050 1220 270 670 7.4 0.24 2.2
5 :: 10

2.0 400
silt 2 1600 91.o 1260 1190 510 850 5.0 0.33 2.7 1.5 800

>10 m 1.0
1200

Clay 6 1280 610 1020 750 110 690 1.7 0.34 0.79 0.8 600
5510 2 1720 1520 1620 1270 1070 1170 1.3tt o.86tt 1.08tt 0.5

10 to 15 0
1300

-------- -------- -------- -------- ____ 0.2
>15

2500
3 3150 800 1600 m M M 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.05 4000 or %*

~

* Values of xl computed from observed values of xl and adjusted to a condition where L1 . CQ.

~ Does not include Hole-in-the-Wall where values of s and xl may not be reliable because artesian flow conditions

did not develop until near the crest of the 1950high water.
t Averages of all values of ~R fo~ a given soil type without regard to thickness.

tt Values are considered to be too high as at these piezometer lines (Upper Prancis) seepage could enter the
pervious substratum through a silty blanket riverward of the borrow pit as well as through the clay in the borrow
pit .

+ Use the smaller of the t?+mvalues.
+* Average does not include ~R for blanket thickness between 5 and 10 feet.
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the levee to the river was far enough to

of x or s .1 It is pointed out that

the type and thickness of blanket in riverside borrow pits may vary con-

siderably at any one site and, therefore, the soil types and thicknesses

of blankets given in tables 36 and 37 are only general or approximate

values as are the corresponding values of RR . Scatter in the data

can also be expected because of the lixhitednumber of piezometer lines

falling into each of the categories in table 37.

626. At L’Argent and Baton Rouge, xl , observed, was about 2770

and 620 ft, respectively; these distances correspond approximately to the

respective distances
‘1

between the riverside toe of the levee and the

river.

627. From a cursory examination it may appear that the assumption

that the blanket in the riverside borrow pit is infinite rather than

finite in riverward extent, with a different thickness of top stratum

between the borrow pit and river, may not be valid. However, except at

L’Argent and Baton Rouge, the values of
‘1

for Ll . w were prac-

tically identical with the observed values of xl for a finite L1 .

This close agreement indicates that at sites where a thin blanket remains

in the riverside borrow pit and the pit has a width of about 300 to 1000

ft, as at the sites studied, the natural top stratum riverward of the

borrow pit has little effect on the effectivenessof the riverside blanket ~

and resulting seepage pattern. This phenomenon is further verified from

considerationof blanket formulas, which show that for a uniform river-

side top stratum infinite in riverward extent 65% of the total quantity

of seepage enters the pervious substratum through the riverside blanket

within a distance of x, from the levee. Exceptions to the above will
A

occur at sites where the blanket in the borrow

and about equal in thickness to that riverward

and Baton Rouge).

628. From table 37 it appears that ‘1

pit is fairly impervious

of the borrow pit (L’Argent

generally tends to increase

as the blanket material in the borrow pits grades from silty sand to clay

and also as a given type blanket increases in thickness. It can be seen

that the silty sand blankets were not very effective, as the xl values
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are about the same as those at sites where the substratum sands are ex-

posed in the borrow pits. Where a clay blanket with a thickness of 15

ft or more occurs,

that for practical

such a blanket.

values of x
1

are about the same as
‘1 ‘

indicating

purposes little seepage can be expected to penetrate

629. The values of s obtained for different types and thicknesses

of blankets are also shown in table 37, and although there is a tendency

for s to increase as the top stratum thickness increases and the blanket

grades from silty sand to clay, the trend is not as pronounced as it was

for xl . This is because values of s include the base width of levee

and berm (L ) which varies for the sites, as well as Xl .
2’

630. The accuracy of s and xl depends to a considerable extent

on the accuracy of readings of the piezometers perpendicular to and be-

neath the levee. Water levels in piezometers at the sites studied were

recorded to the nearest 0.1 ft. Assuming a riverside piezometer reading

to be 0.05 ft too low and a landward piezometer reading to be 0.05 ft too

high, the observed value of

range of s values observed

either observed or adjusted,

possible variations probably

631. It should also be

was computed from readings of

side toe of the levee or berm

s would be about 3 to 15% in error for the

at the sites. Similarly, the values of xl ,

may be in error as much as 10 to 2C%. These

account for some of the scatter of s values.

noted that s (and X3) at several sites

two shallow piezometers: one at the land-

and one beneath the levee. At such sites,

prior to computing s and x3, it was necessary to estimate the average

head in the substratum sand at the levee toe from the reading of the

shallow piezometer at the toe and from fig. 26. If the actual pressure

at the middepth of the sandy substratum was +0.1 ft from that assumed,—

the true value of s could be 3 to lC% different from the computed value.

It is possible that at some sites the applied head correction may deviate

from the actual head difference by more than 0.1 ft; such deviation would

also contribute to the scatter occurring in table 37. At new piezometer

installations,two shallow piezometers should be installed beneath the

levee (one riverward and one landward of the crown) -- or one shallow

piezometer beneath the levee and one piezometer at the middepth of the
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pervious substratumat the

applying a head correction

s.

632. At sites along

toe of the levee -- to eliminate the need for

with resultant uncertainties in the value of

Mississippi River levees where values of s

must be estimated without the benefit of piezometric data, it is believed

that reasonable estimates can be obtained from table 37 by selecting the

proper value of
‘1 on the basis of the riverside blanket, and then add-

ing xl to the base width of levee (and berm, if present). This proce-

dure should give fairly reliable values of s at sites where the width

of the riverside borrow pit exceeds 300 ft and where ‘1
is at least

1500 ft.

633. At sites where the borrow pits are narrower than 300 ft, the

values of xl may be slightly greater than those in table 37; where the

levee is closer to the river than 1500 ft,
‘1

may be less than indi-

cated in table 37. Estimation of xl and, hence, s , at sites where

the width of borrow pit is less than 300 ft or where ‘1
is less than

1500 ft can be made from blanket formulas and,a knowledge of the permea-

bility of the blanket material
%R “

Values of

below.

RR are discussed

Permeability of riverside blanket

634. The vertical permeability (RR) of the riverside blanket was

determined at each site using equation 5 and the average thickness (zbR)

of the blanket, the effective length of riverside blanket (x, for L, =

@) at the

for various

table 37.

635.

to decrease

crest of the 1950 high water, ‘f ‘ and d “
Va~ues of ~R

types and ranges in thickness of blanket are summarized in

It appears that, for a given material, RR generally tends

as the blanket thickness increases, particularly for clay

blankets. Values of RR were zero at sites where -~R equalled or

exceeded 15 ft of clay as compared to about 1.0 x 10 cm per sec where

the clay blanket was less than 5 ft thick. No apparent

with increasingblanket thickness was observed at sites

pits were blanketed with silt (less than 10 ft-~hick).

meability of silty blankets was about 2.5 x 10 cm per

decrease in %R
where the borrow

The average per-

sec; RR for
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-4
silty sand blankets with thicknesses up to 10 ft averaged about 6 x 10

cm per sec.

636. Although reasonable trends were obtained for ~R as deter-

mined frcm adjusted values of ‘1
at the crest of the 1950 high water,

it is pointed out that the values of ‘bR
were obtained from riverside

borings and cross sections of the borrow pits made prior to the 1950 high

water. If significant changes in the thickness of the blanket in the

borrow pits occurred in the interval between the date of the survey and

the crest of the high water, as a result of either deposition or scour)

the correspondingvalues of zbR and RR would differ somewhat from

the computed values.

637. Even though the suggested design values of RR shown in the

last column of table 37 may be no more than +5@0 accurate, in the absence

of actual piezometer data they are consideredmore reliable than could be

estimated or computed from laboratory test data.

Characteristicsof Landside ToP Strata

Effective see~aae exit

638. Values of
‘3

at the crest of the 1950 high water are shown

in table 36. They generally ranged from about 150 to 11,000 ft with the

largest
‘3

occurring at Baton Rouge where the top stratum is about 30

ft thick. At Kelson,
‘3

was only 50 ft. However, this value is not

comparableto those at the other sites because it is related to a thin

aquifer of low permeability (5 ft of silt), whereas at the other sites

the values of x
3

correspond to conditionswhere the top stratum is

underlain by thick, pervious sand substratum. The distance to the effec-

tive seepage exit was usually rather short at sites where the landside

top stratum was thin (Lower Francis and Farrell) and at sites where numer-

ous sand boils developed (Caruthersvilleand Gammon). At sites where the

exit of seepage was partially blocked as a result of landward swales or

sloughs (Gammon, Stovall, and Lower Francis), the observed values of X3

and h were larger than if the block were not present.

:39. The accuracy of x
3

also depends upon the accuracy of the
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piezometer readings used in its determination.

for s , values

of inaccuracies

tion of head at

levee.

64o. The

of x
3

may be in error as much
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As discussed previously

as 5 to 2~0 as a result

in river stage and piezometer readings, and in the estima.

the middepth of the aquifer at the landside toe of the

determinationof x
3

also depends upon the assumed eleva-

tion of the average ground surface or tailwater. For example, if the as-

sumed average ground or tailwater elevation is 0.5 ft in error, a cor-

responding 10 to 20% error will exist in the value of x .
3

At sites

where the tailwater elevation was recorded and the submerged area was

close to the levee toe, the values of x
3

are considered reliable. How-

ever, where the area was not submerged and the ground was not level, the

assumed average ground elevation is probably only accurate to within

+0.5 ft, and values of x
3

may be limited in accuracy. To reduce the—

possibility of utilizing incorrect tailwater assumptions at the 16 sites

studied and at possible future similar installations,the tailwater eleva-

tions in submerged areas should be recorded at frequent intervals during

high-water periods.

641. Computed values of X3 are also affected by the rate at

which ground-water storage is filled beneath and landward of the levee

during a high water, because formulas for computation of x
3

are valid

only for artesian flow conditions. At sites such as Lower Francis, where

the piezometers rapidly reflected the effect of rising river stages, the

values of x
3

are probably indicative of the seepage pattern throughout

most of the high water. However, at sites such as Hole-in-the-Wall,

where artesian flow conditions did not develop until near the crest of

the 1950 high water, most of the computed values of x
3

are meaningless.

In view of this, care must be exercised when analyzing piezometric data

obtained during the initial portion of a high water, as false indications

will result if artesian conditions do not exist.

642. In addition to the above limitations in accuracy of x3>

comparisons between the values of x
3

given in table 36 can be mislead-

ing because the only similarity in these values is that they represent

conditions that existed at the crest of the 1950 high water. At this
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river stage, sand boils had developed at some sites, medium to light

seepage at other sites, and ground-water storage was still filling at

other sites. For purposes of comparison,values of
‘3

are also given

in table 36 for the river stage at which upward gradients through the

landside top stratum had become or would become critical. These values

of x
3

were obtained from the figures in Part IV showing
‘3

plotted

against river stage, and are believed to be fairly comparable>as by the

time the upward gradient through the top stratum reaches the critical

value, conditions of artesian flow will have developed. Furthermore,

these values of x
3

are estimated to be about the

occur at each site based on piezometer readings at

(see paragraph 133).

643. A comparisonbetween x= at the crest

greatest that will

the toe of the levee

of the 1950 high water
-)

and that observed or estimated to exist when the upward gradient becomes

a maximum indicates that at most sites little or no difference occurred.

This is attributed to either the development of about the maximum pos-

sible upward gradient during the 1950 high water (Gmon, Trotters 54,

and Lower Francis),

to the crest of the

in x
3

occurred at

increasewith river

generally little or

or the estimation that x
3

would remain constant up

project flood (Baton Rouge). The greatest difference

L’Argent and Upper Francis, where
‘3

continued to

stage at the crest of the 1950 high water. Although

no difference occurred in most of the Xa values as
d

a result of projecting data to conditionswhere i = ic , whenever sig-

nificant changes occurred, they were considered in the estimation of

kf/l$L as described later.

Thickness and permeabil-
ity of landside top stratum

644. It can be seen from table 36 that a large variation occurs

in type and thickness of top stratum materials at the 16 sites. Exclud-

ing the thin clay stratum at Kelson overlying the silty natural levee

deposits, the thinnest landside toP strat~ encounteredwas about 4

thick (Farrell). The thickest top stratum encounteredwas 30 ft at

Rouge. A

at Kelson

review of data from all piezometer

and Cotton Bayou, shows that
%L

lines analyzed, except

ranged from about 0.06

ft

Baton

those
-4

x 10

.
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cm per sec at Baton Rouge to 40 x 10 cm per sec at line D at Gammon.

Comparatively high values of ~L were found at sites where there was

a tendency for large quantities of seepage to emerge landward of the

levee (Caruthersville,Gammon, and Lower Francis). In considering the

values of ~L shown in Part IV and in table 36, it must be remembered

that they were computed from piezometer data obtained at the crest of

the 1950 high water and reflect various degrees of seepage, depending on

the site. As x ‘s
3

at a site are known to vary with river stages (see

graphs of
‘3VSH’

Part IV), so does ~L vary with river stage and

seepage (particularly sand boils) conditions. Most values of ~L at

the crest of the 1950 high water ranged from about 0.5 to 10 x 10-4 cm

per sec.

645. The relationshipbetween ~L and zbL as obtained at the

various piezometer sites is shown in fig. 45; also shown is the corre-

sponding classificationof the top stratum. Soils with composite
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classificationssuch as “clay and sandy silt” were classed

clay or silt for purposes of correlation,depending on the

as either

predominant

soil type. The predominant soil type is underlined in fig. 45.

646. Fig. 45 illustrates that there is a pronounced trend for

‘bL
to decrease with an increase in zbL)p articularly for clay-type

top strata. Trends shown in fig. 45 are also shown in table 38 from

which it is seen that, although ~L decreased with increasing thick-

ness of clay top strata, there was a lesser tendency for ~L tode-

crease with increasing thickness of silt top strata. The permeability

of top strata less than 10 ft thick was about the same for silt as for
-4

clay -- about 5 x 10 cm per sec. The permeability of the single silty
-4

sand blanket was 25 x 10 cm per sec.

647. It is apparent that the above values of ~L are greater

(perhaps100 to 1000 times) than would normally be obtained from lab-

oratory permeability tests on undisturbed samples of silts and clays

in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Also, in the laboratory silts are

usually more permeable than clays. The high values of kjL obtained

(fig. 45 and table 38) show that the permeability of top strata land-

ward of levees is not related to the values obtained from laboratory

tests on undisturbed samples, but instead to the presence and number

of fissures, root holes, former boil holes, and other perforations in

the top stratum. The effect of these perforations in clay top strata

appears to be reduced if

greatly reduced if
‘bL

silty blankets, but data

establish a trend.

648. AS discussed

the blanket thickness exceeds 10 ft, and

exceeds 15 ft. This may also be true for

for such blankets were not sufficient to

previously, values of k~, were also computed
UJJ

for a condition where the upward gradient through the top stratum was

observed or estimated to first become critical; the averages of these

values are given in table 38. However, there is no significant dif-

ference between these values and

1950 high water.

649. Comparisons between

similar thickness (tables 37 and

those computed at the crest of the

‘bR and ~L for similar blankets of

38) indicate that the landside blanket



Table 38

Summaryof Ratios of Permeabilityof PerviousSubstratumto LandsideTop Stratum
and Permeabilityof LandsideTop Stratumat Crest of 1950 High Water

Niunberof Avg $_L in
Piezometer Suggested

Lines 10
-4 DesignValuescm/sec

from Which ‘f/~L qL x 10-4cm/sec
from x at

Thickness Data Were 3 ~L x 10-4

Soil Type in ft Available Max Min Av@ Max Min Av@+
i=i

c ~ ‘f’~L”— — ——

Silty sand <5 0 ------ ----- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- 10 125
5to 10 1 ------ ---- 60 ----- ---- 25 25 8 150
>10 0 ------ ----- ------ ----- ----- -- ---- 6 200

Silt and <5 2 1,000 690 840 1.0 0.7
) )

250
;“; 5“1 ::; 4“5sandy 5 to 10 3 2,000 81 445 17 0.5 . ; 300

silt 10 to 15 0 ------ ----- ------ ----- ----- -- ---- 3 400
>15 1 ----- ----- 875 ----- ---- . . 600

Clay and <5 3 ----- ----- 95* 17
silty

;:~3 ~~}8.1 ~~~7.9 ~
250

5 to 10 9 2,050 25 345 40 400
clay 10 to 15 4 I,270 115 640 10 1.1 4.7 4.3 1.5 800

15 to 20 3 1,700 870 1,130 1.6 0.24 1.0 ---- 0.5 2,500
>20 2 9,OOO 8,35o 8,600 0.06 0.06 0.06 ---- 0.08 15,000

*

H

t

t’
*

Average = squareof averageof squareroots of individualkf/~L values.

Arithmeticaverage.
Valuesbased largelyon observationsat the piezometersites. They may be somewhathigh for new leveesand
leveeswhich have not bee

E
subjectedto major high water.

Based on kf = 1250 x 10- cm per sec.
Value of kf/~L for one piezometerline only. Values of kf/~L at other two lines are not indicativeof the

ratio of the permeabilityof the entireeffectivepervioussubstratumto that of the landsidetop stratumbe-
causethe tips of the piezometersare installedin a silty sand or fine sand stratumwhich is separatedfrom
the principalseepagecarryingaquiferby clay strata.
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tends to be about 2

cracks and fissures

to 10 times as

probably exist

pervious as the riverside blanket. As

on both sides of the levee, this dif-

ference is attributed to the tendency of upward seepage through the land-

side top stratum to flush existing cracks and perforations, thereby in-

creasing the over-all permeability of the top stratum. Downward seepage

through the riverside blanket tends to seal any cracks and fissures un-

less excessive erosion occurs.

650. In the design of control measures at sites where piezometric

and seepage data are not available, values of ~, can be estimated from

the average values given in table 38. However,

these values are for conditions at the crest of

therefore, to insure that seepage conditions do

LJLI

it should be noted that

a fairly high water;

not become as severe,

control measures should be designed on the basis of values of ~L some-

what less than the average values given in table 38. Suggested values

of ~L for design purposes are also shown in table 38.

Characteristicsof Pervious Substratum

651. The effective thickness d and permeability

vious substratum at the sites are given in table 36. The
‘f

of the per-

effective thick-

ness of the pervious aquifer at the various piezometer sites was taken as

the depth of sand below the upper strata of clay, silt, and very fine or

fine sands (k< 200 x 10
-4

cm per see). The permeability kf is the

average horizontal permeability of all strata included within the effec-

tive thickness d .

652. In general, the effective thickness of the pervious substratum

ranged from about 70 to 165 ft and averaged about 110 ft for the sites

along the Mississippi River, except at Stovall where d is only about

40 ft. At Cotton Bayou on the Red River, d was only about 30 ft.

653. Estimated values of
-4

‘f ranged from about 400 to 1600 x 10

cm per sec at the sites along the Mississippi River except at Stovall
-4

\ where
‘f

may be as high as 2500 x 10 cm per sec. At Cotton Bayou

kfe was estimated to be only about 200 x 10-4 cm per sec.

654. For sites in the Memphis District and in the Vicksburg District

L

‘
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-4
above LIArgent,

‘f
in general ranged from about 1000 to 1500 x 10 cm

per see; at L’Argent and piezometer sites farther downstream,
‘f

was
-4

estimated to be no greater than about 500 x 10 cm per sec. From recent

pumping tests performed at the sites of the Old River control and lock

structures, located about 45 miles south of Natchez, Miss., on the right
-4

bank of the Mississippi River,
‘f

values of 1000 and 600 x 10 cm per

see, respectively,were obtained. Thus it should not be inferred that
-4

‘f
will always be less than 500 x 10 cm per sec in the alluvial valley

below L’Argent; however, lower values of kf generally can be expected

below L’Argent than farther upstream.

655. A detailed summary of permeability values of the pervious

substratum,as estimated for each site by various methods, is given in

table 39. At Commerce and Trotters 54 where the coefficientof permea-

bility of the foundation was well defined from analyses of piezometric

data and natural seepage measurements,well-flow data, and pumping tests,

the values of kf obtained by means of grain-size data and fig. 17 were

within 5% of the average value of
‘f

obtained from the above three de-

terminations. At Trotters 51 where permeabilitieswere obtained from

piezometric, seepage, and well-flow data, the value of k= obtained from

grain-size data and fig. 17

determinations. In view of

tained from grain-size data

‘f at these three sites.

J.

was within 1% of the average of the above two

these close agreements, values of kf ob-

and fig. 17 were included when determining

656. Poor agreement was obtained between the values of the permea-

bility of the substratum estimated from laboratory permeability tests and

those values obtained from piezometric, seepage, well-flow data, and pump-

ing tests at the three sites mentioned above. This is attributed largely

to the fact that the permeability of remolded samples of most sands is

not as great as the horizontal permeability of sands in situ. The poorest

agreement was at Trotters 54. At this site the laboratory permeability

data were obtained from boring M-56 which was advanced by use of drilling

mud; it is possible the samples were contaminatedby the mud, which would

greatly reduce the permeability as determined in the laboratory. In gen-

eral, the use of laboratory permeability data to estimate
‘f at the
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Table 3c3

Summary of Coefficient of Permeability (10
-4

cm see) of Pervious
Substratum Obtained by Various Methods

Site

Caruthersville

Gammon

Commerce

Trotters 51

Trotters 54

Stovall

Farrelltt

Upper Francis

Lower Francis

Bolivar

Eutaw

L‘&-gent

Hole-in-the-Wall

Kelson$+

Baton Rouge

Cotton Bayou

Laboratory
Permeability

Tests

1150

750

750

750

400

350

800

900

1100
----

----

----

60

0.6
----

30

Grain-size
Data and
FiK. 17

----

1200

900

1000

1250

950

1200

1900

2300*

1310

1310

350

500
----

----

200

Seepage and
Piezometric

Data

----

850

875*

835

1250

2850t
----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

600S
----

Field
Pumping
Tests

----

----

1000
----

1180
----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

Well Flow
Data

----

----

865

1150

1500**
----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

Selected
Value of

km

1500

1000

1000

1000

1250

2500

1000

1400

1600

1200

1100

400

500

5
500

.

*
**

t
tt
*

**
s

Piezometer Line H.
1951data.
Average for piezometer lines A and B.
Values are for lower aquifer only.
Piezometer Line C.
Values are for upper stratum of silty sand.
Piezometer Line A.

sites studied gave values somewhat lower than those determined from pump-

ing tests or estimated from grain-size data and fig. 17. The selected

values of kf for the various piezometer sites were based largely on the

following: pumping tests or well-flow and piezometer data, where avail-

able; the relation between
‘f and ‘lo

(as shown by fig. 17); partially

on seepage and piezometric data, where available; and to a very limited

extent on laboratory permeability test data. At Kelson, where the per-

vious stratum investigated consisted of silty sand, kf was estimated

from laboratorypermeability tests and judgment, as fig. 17 does not apply

to finer grained soils. At Caruthersvilleand E!atonRouge it was not
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possible to estimate
‘f

from grain-size data, as such data were not

available. Although pumping test, well-flow, and seepage data were not

available for all of the piezometer sites, it is believed the values of

kf given in tables 36 and 39 are reasonable estimates of the horizontal

permeability of the substratum sands.

657. From the comparisonsmade in paragraph 655 it is believed that

at sites along the Middle and Lower Mississippi River Valley where nat-

ural seepage, pumping test, or well-flow data are not available,
‘f

can

be estimated reasonably well from grain-size data and fig. 17. However,

if an accurate value of
‘f

is required, field pumping tests should be

performed.

Ratio of Permeability of Pervious Substratum
to Landside TOD Stratum

658. Values of kf/~L obtained at the crest of the 1950 high

water at typical piezometer lines are given in table 36 for each site.

These values range from about 100 to 2000 except at Baton Rouge where

kf/~L = 8500. A review of all values of kf/~L

as low as 25 and 60 were obtained. The values of

aquifer at

in view of

aquifer at

659.

Farrell are probably not comparable to

the unusual characteristicsof the top

piezometer line A (see plate 120).

The relationshipbetween kf/~. and

reveals that values

kf/~L for the lower

those at other sites

stratum for the lower

‘bL ‘ ‘3 ‘
and d is

shown in fig. 46, from which it may be seen that there is a tendency for

kf/~L to increase as the thickness of clay top stratum increases. At

sites where fairly thick clay top strata are present (L’Argent and Baton

Rouge), kf/~L was quite high. This trend becomes more apparent from

the summary in table 38, which relates values of kf/~L to thickness

and type of top stratum. The average values of ‘f/{L
in table 38 were

obtained from the square of the average of the square roots of the indi-

vidual permeability ratios, because ‘f/kbL was based to a large extent

on and varied as x
3

squared.

660. As shown in table 38, average values of
‘f/%L

increased
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Fig. 46.
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Ratio of permeability of pervious substratum to permeability
of landside top stratum at crest of 1950 high water

from about 100 to 8600 as ‘bL
increased from less than 5 ft to >20 ft

at sites with clay top stratum. This increase is attributed to the fact

that ~L tends to decrease with increasing ‘bL
for clays, as previously

discussed, and apparently predominated over variations in kf in the

over-all values of ‘f/~L “

661. The average permeability ratio for sites where the top stratum

is predominantly silty ranged from 445 to 875, with an over-all average

of 630. This over-all average is about equal to that for sites with clay

top stratum having a thickness of 10 to 15 ft. No apparent increase in

‘f’%L
with increasing ‘bL

was detected, and for top stratum thick-

nesses of 10 ft or less ‘f/~L was greater at silty sites than at

clayey sites.

662. Only one piezometer line was installed beneath a silty sand
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top stratum (line C, Caruthersville)where a permeability ratio of 60

was obtained.

663. Although suggested values of kf/~L based on the data in

table 38 are given for designing seepage control measures at sites where

piezometric data are not available, it is consideredpreferable to es-

timate ILL fromdataintable 38, kf from grain-size data and fig.

17 or field pumping tests, and then compute the permeability ratio.

Critical Upward Gradient

664. Maximum upward gradients through the top stratum observed in

1950, as measured by piezometers at the various sites, and the degree of

seepage at or near each piezometer are given in sumnary tables for each

site in Part IV. These upward gradients have been plotted against the

corresponding seepage condition in fig. 47. From this figure the fol-

lowing general trends have been noted.

Seepage Condition i

Light to no seepage o to 0.5
Medium seepage 0.2 to 0.6
Heavy seepage 0.4 to 0.7
Sand boils 0.5 to 0.8

665. It should be noted that the gradient required to cause sand

boils varies considerably at the different sites, and relatively low

gradients were recorded near some sand boil areas. This may be due to

the fact that at sites where sand boils developed previous to the 1950

high water, only fairly low excess heads may have been required to re-

activateboils in 1950 and, as a relief of pressure occurs at the boil,

readings of piezometers near the boil may be somewhat lower than those

farther from the boil. At sites where sand boils have not occurred in

the past, higher gradients may have been required to initiate formation

and development of sand boils, although this is difficult to ascertain

because of limited past seepage data at several sites.

666. From the above data it appears that a seepage problem should

be anticipated whenever estimated upward gradients exceed 0.5 to 0.8.

Thus, it is generally recommended that seepage control measures be
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provided whenever seepage or piezometer observations indicate that

critical uplift pressures will develop at river stages equal to or less

than project flood stages. If such observations are not available, the

uplift gradient should be estimated; and if it is greater than 0.75,

seepage control is recommended. Methods of seepage control and their

design are discussed in Part VI.

Effect of Natural Partial Cutoffs and Massive
Clay Deposits on Seepage

Natural cutoffs

667. Piezometer lines were installed across natural partial cutoffs



at Stovall and

examination of

Eutaw to measure the drop in head across such cutoffs. An

the piezometric gradients for these locations at the crest

of the 1950 high water (plates 112 and 177) shows no significant drop in

head across the partial cutoffs. This confirms analyses and model studies

of partial cutoffs described in Part VI and in Appendix B.

Massive clay denosits

668. Massive clay deposits lie landward of the levee at certain

piezometer lines at Gammon, Trotters 51, Stovall, Lower Francis, and

Bolivar. The top stratum landward of the levee at Gammon and Lower

Francis is rather thin, and the thick clay deposits landward of the levee

probably had relatively little effect on the substratum pressures and

seepage at these sites, except where the thick clays intersect the levee.

However, it is believed that the clay deposits immediately landward of

the levee at Trotters 51 and Stovall had a very significantbearing on

the severe seepage conditions that occurred during both the 1937 and 1950

high waters. It is not possible to make a numerical comparisonbetween

pressures and seepage at these sites with and without such clay deposits

except by means of theoretical blanket formulas. The clay swale land-

ward of the levee at Stovall is estimated by blanket formulas to have

increased the head at the levee toe at piezometer line A about 8~o above

that which would have existed at the crest of the 1950 high water had the

swale not been present.

Efficacy of Seepage Berms at Piezometer
Sites for Controlling Underseepage

669. Except for the seepage berm at Gammon, the berms at the other

piezometer sites are of such soil type and/or thickness as to make them

practically impervious. (Although some of the berms are as, or more,

pervious than the underlying top stratum, they are thick enough to pre-

vent emergence of seepage at the surface of the berm, and they do not

have adequate hydraulic carrying capacity to carry any appreciable quan-

tity of seepage landward through the berm. Therefore, they behave es-

sentially as a practically imperviousberm.) Thus, assuming that the
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riverside and landside blankets remained unchanged after construction of

the berms, these berms reduced seepage and landward pressures only in

proportion to the

where
‘2

is the

value of x + L
12

amount their width increased the value of x +L+x
12 3

original base width of the levee. As the original

+ x= probably averaged about 1500 ft, the addition of
J

a 200-ft-wideberm (typical of most sites) probably decreased seepage

and landward pressures by approximately 10 to 15% from those that would

have occurred without any berm. Since borrow for most of these berms

was obtained riverward of the levee, the borrow operations may have re-

duced the effective value of
‘1

as much as the width of the berm in-

creased L
2“

If such is the case, no reduction in Qs or ho would

result from building the berm.

670. Construction of the rather thick berms at certain of the pi-

ezometer sites has practically eliminated the possible occurrence of sand

boils at the landside toe of the levee. Such berms have also lengthened

the path of any potential piping channel that might endanger the levee.

However, as illustrated

Stovall in 1937, a 100-

complete safety against

by the large sand boil 200 ft from the levee at

or 200-ft-wide berm does not in itself assure

underseepage. Nevertheless, a seepage berm does

protect the landside toe of a levee against sloughing as a result of

saturation from either through seepage or underseepage and will, if

properly designed, adequately control underseepage.

671. The need for adequate exploration landward of a levee before

designing and constructinga berm is well illustrated by the Trotters 51

and Stovall sites and, to a certain extent, by the site at Commerce. Be-

cause of the existence of rather massive clay deposits a short distance

landward of the levee, the construction of imperviousberms at these

sites reduced the area in which seepage might naturally emerge. Such a

concentratingeffect tends to increase seepage between the landside toe

of the berm and the massive clay deposit.

k
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PART VI: DESIGN OF UNDERSEEPAGE CONTROL MEASURES

Control Measures and Criteria for Design

672. The control of underseepage and prevention of sand boils

landward of levees founded on deep strata of pervious sands require some

measure that will control erosional seepage and reduce excess pressure

beneath the landside top stratum to a safe value.

673. Methods that may be used to control seepage are impervious

riverside blankets, relief wells, landside berms, drainage blankets,

drainage trenches, cutoffs, and sublevees. The choice of a control meas-

ure depends upon a number of factors, including the character of the

foundation, cost, permanency, availability of right of way, maintenance,

and disposal of seepage water. The principles involved in each of these

methods of control are quite different. Where the pervious substratum

is exposed riverward of a levee, an impervious riverside blanket acts to

control seepage by increasing the resistance to seepage entry into the

pervious substratum, thereby decreasing both seepage flow and excess pres-

sure landward of the levee. An impervious cutoff beneath a levee blocks

the passage of seepage beneath the levee even though there is a ready

entry for seepage into the pervious foundation through the river channel

or riverside borrow pits. Instead of blocking the flow of seepage be-

neath a levee, relief wells along the landside toe of a levee provide

pressure relief and controlled seepage outlets that offer little resist-

ance to flow but at the same time prevent erosion of the soil. A land-

side berm controls underseepageby increasing the thickness of the top

stratum immediately landward of the levee so that the combined weight of

the berm and top stratum is adequate to resist the excess uplift pressure,

and by increasing the path of seepage flow through the pervious aquifer

to the extent that the residual excess pressure at the toe of the berm

is no longer critical. Filling sublevee basins with water reduces the

activity and danger of sand boils by counterbalancingthe excess head

beneath the top stratum in the area encompassedby the sublevee. Drainage

blankets and drainage trenches control seepage by intercepting it as it
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emerges from the pervious substratumwithout allowing erosion to take

place. They also provide a certain amount of pressure reduction landward

of levees where the blanket or trench contacts the underlying aquifer.

674. For reasons subsequentlydiscussed, only riverside blankets,

relief wells, and seepage berms are generally recommended for the control

of seepage beneath levees along the middle and lower reaches of the Mis-

sissippi River.

675. Seepage control measures are considered necessary where ob-

served or estimated values of ho may be expected to equal or exceed hc

(approximately0.75 zt) at design flood stages. If seepage control

measures are considered necessary, they should be designed in accordance

with the following criteria:

a. For levees with a semipervioustop stratum landward of—
levee:

(1)

(2)

(3)

b. For

(1)

Riverside blankets. Where no control measures are
present, riverside blankets should be designed so
that i at the toe of the levee does not exceed
0.5 to 0.6. Where landside berms wider than 150 ft
are present, but additional control mea$ures are
considered necessary, riverside blankets should be
designed so that i at the toe of the berm does
not exceed 0.6 to 0.7.

Relief wells. Where no control measures are present,
relief wells should be designed so that imax mid-

way between wells or landward from the well line
does not exceed 0.5 to 0.6. Where landside berms
wider than 100 ft are present, but additional con-
trol measures are considered necessary, relief wells
should be designed so that imax = 0.6 to 0.7.

Seepage berms. Seepage berms should have a width
and thickness such that i through the top stratum
and berm at the landside toe of the levee will not
exceed 0.5, and i at the berm toe will not exceed
0.75 to 0.80. However, seepage berms need not have
a width exceeding 300 to 400 ft depending on soil
conditions and height of levee.

levees with no natural top stratum landward of levees:

Riverside blankets. If creep ratio is less than
values in table 2 and Qs at project flood stage
would be excessive (say greater than about 200 gpm
per 100 ft of levee), riverside blankets should be
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designed to reduce Q~ to an acceptable amount.

-,

(2) Relief wells. If creep ratio is too low and natural
seepage Qs is greater than about 200 gpm per 100
ft of levee, relief wells should be designed to
intercept enough seepage so that the uncontrolled
seepage emerging landward of the levee will not be
more than about 150 to 200 gpm.

(3) Seepage berms. If creep ratio is less than values
in table 2, length of berm should be such as to in-
crease the creep ratio to an acceptable value, and
i through the berm at toe of levee to a value equal
to or less than 0.5.

676. The above-listedmethods of underseepage control and their

design for levees in the Mississippi River Valley are discussed in the

following sections. The design of drainage blankets and trenches, cut-

offs, and sublevees is also discussed as they may have some application

in special cases along levees in alluvial valleys.

Riverside Blankets

Use of blankets

677. An impervious riverside blanket can be used to reduce the in-

tensity of seepage and pressures landward of a levee where the pervious

substratum is, or is nearly, exposed riverward of the levee. Such blan-

kets are particularly adapted to situationswhere no top stratum exists

riverward of the levee or where most of the natural top blanket has been

removed in borrow operations. The primary purpose of a riverside blanket

is to increase the distance from the levee to the point of seepage entry,

thereby reducing both seepage and landward pressures. Riverside blankets

can be placed by hauling in and compacting relatively impervious soils,

or by constructing abatis dikes or encouraging willow growth to promote

silting of borrow pits.

Design of blankets

678. Correct design of a riverside blanket requires determination

of the extent, type, thickness, and permeability of the existing blanket.

The first three of these items can be determined from surveys and borings;

the permeability can then be estimated from values of ~R in table 37.

679. Where the blanket is to be developed by means of abatis dikes,
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the new fill will

upon velocity and

the basis of data

probably be about

680. Where

probably consist of silts or silty sands, depending

flow conditions along the levee during high water. On

in table 37, the permeability of such a blanket would

lto2xlo
-4

cm per sec.

haul-in construction is contemplated,reasonable esti-

mates of the permeability of blanket materials can be obtained from lab-

oratory tests on compacted samples. The samples should be compacted to

a density no greater than would be attained in the field.

681. Riverside blankets for control of underseepage should be de-

signed so that the rate of seepage and head at the toe of the levee are

acceptable at project flood stage. Formulas for the design of riverside

blankets for various conditions are presented in the following paragraphs.

The formulas for blankets of uniform thickness are based on blanket

formulas given in Part III; formulas for triangular-shapedblankets are

based on formulas given in reference 3. Values of X3 in the following

equations can be determined from piezometers or computed from the formulas

given in fig. 23. Values of ha should be based on observed values of

he as obtained from seepage observationsand piezometer data or computed

from gradients recommended in paragraph 675. Required values of the ef-

fective length of riverside blanket Xr , thickness ZB , permeability

~ , and length ~ can be computed from the formulas and graphs given

in the following paragraphs.

682. Case I. No natural riverside top stratum (fig. 48).

‘B ‘2

&
x,

. — —
— = .-—————

X3
— .-:= _ _

— — .—

— ha————

Fig. 48. Nomenclature for designing riverside blankets.
No natural riverside top stratum

()Hx
r ‘x3~-l -% (35)

-
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.,-

-.

-.

and

x
r

Various combinations

x
r“

neax

‘am[dim ‘a&c,%= =

r%
kf d ZB

‘B “

‘B
of —

&
and ~ can bedeterminedfrorn

(36)

fig. 49 for
JJ

The best combination of
‘B and ~ is that along the x curves

r
the dashed line. After selecting ~

D

L 0

An example of the design of a riverside blanket

23 for no riverside top stratum is given below:

for

(37)

based on Case 6 in fig.

H = 25 ft -4
‘f

= 1200 x 10 cm per sec

~ =300ft (inclalOO-ft berm) ~L =4x10-4 cm per sec

‘3
= 800 ft

d = 80 f,

~L=8ft (silt)

ha =ia~L=0.7x8=5.6ft

‘f
— = 300
%L

From fig. 20, x’3( for d = 100 ft) = 490 ft for L3 = m

For d = 80 ft, X“a = 0.1 r d X’a = 0.1 ~x490 =440 ft (La )=m

> a

For La = 800 ft,
J

X“q (for La = m)

‘3

From fig. 21, factor (F) for computing

or

‘3
= (F) X“3 = 1.06

‘r=470@+

J

440
=—=0.55.800

‘3
for finite L

3
= 1.06

x 440 = 470 ft

- 300 = 1330 ft .
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LB IN FEET

Fig. 49. Values of ~ and c for ~ . Finite le%th of
riverside blanket on pervious substratum

fig. 49, select ~ = 18OO ft

CB =
0.0006

‘B 1—= = 290,000.
% 1200X 10-4X80X0.00062

~ = O.lx 10-4cm per sec (compacted silt)) ZB = 2.9 ft.

683. As 3 ft is considered the minimum thickness permissible for a

riverside blanket,

~=1800ft, and

a volume of 20,000

For

~ = 1400 ft and

CB
= 0.0003

and

the final design for this example would be ZB = 3 ft,

~=o.lx lo-4 cm per sec. This blanket would have

cu yd per 100-ft levee station.

~ = 0.01 x ~o-4 cm per sec (compacted lean clay),

)

‘B— = 1,150,000 or zB = 1.15 ft .
%

‘,/

D

Thus, a compacted blanket of 3-ft-thick (minimum) lean clay 1400 ft wide

would be adequate for this assumed condition; it would have a volume of

15,500 cu yd per 100-ft levee station.
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b. Blanket of triangular section:3

when

‘B
= thickness of blanket at levee

~ = length of triangular blanket.

An example of the design of a triangularly shaped riverside blanket based

on the same pervious substratum and landward conditions as given in para-

graph 682 is given below:

Assume: ~ = 1800 ft

‘B 1800 X 1330—=

% (% - 1) ~oo x ~o-4x B. = 715,000

(1) For ~ = 18OO ft and ~ = 0.1 x 10-4 cm per see, z
B
=7.2 ft

(2) For ~ = 1400 ft and ~ = 0.01 x 10-4 cm per see, z
B = 3.9 ft.

The volume of blanket (1) would be 23,800 cu yd per 100-ft levee station;

the volume of blanket (2) would be 13,000 cu yd per 100-ft levee station

as 5 ft is considered the minimum ZB for a triangular blanket.#

684. Case II. Existing natural uniform top stratum and blanket

from levee to river (fig. 50).

P“-
:1

‘=--x~---- -------” ““ --1+-
— ._— __— — — —__-–-= —— _H .~+-- --’~—— __ ~———_. —.

I

1. %’ — d

I

1“
1. ‘.”

,,. ,,. . . .’,. ,.
VZ%%WXWV Ai+ziWm?N7?W

Fig. 50. Nomenclature for designing riverside blankets.
Natural uniform top stratum from levee to river

()H,x
r ‘x3ip -%? (35)

-..
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and

.

i

%b

‘f d ‘Bb

where

~ =’1

z,b=~+z,

From fig. 49, obtain Z,b for L1 , then

bBb

‘Bb

%=kf~eBb2 “

(36a)

(37a)
.—f

685. Case III. Natural top stratum riverward of borrow pit assumed

infinite (Ll > 2000 ft) and to have sane characteristicsas top stratum

and uniform blanket in borrow pit (fig. 51).

Ll=-

—

—— _

h.————— .—

Fig. 51. Nomenclature for designing riverside blankets in borrow pits.
Natural top stratum riverward of levee infinite and same as top stratum

and blanket in borrow pit

x
r

()
=x3i& -’2 (35)

..

Assume Z,b = RR + z,
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L.

\

Assume

Example: Same

page 279.

Example

(a)

(b)

(c)

X2
‘B r %R—=— .—O

% ‘fd %R

(3a)

(39)

pervious substratum and landward conditions as example on

Natural Top Stratum
and Borrow Pit Blanket %R RR and ~

Sandy silt 4 ft 1.5 x 10
-4

cm/sec

Stratified silt 4 ft 0.5 x 10
-4

cm/sec

Clay silt 4 ft 0.1 x 10
-4

cm/sec

x = 1330ftr

n
‘B 1330= 4—=
‘% 1200x 10-4X80 - ~RX 10-4

= 157,000.

(a) For RR and ~ = 1.5 x 10-4 cm per sec (natural river deposit

of silt) ZB = 23.5 ft

(b) For RR and ~ = 0.5 x 10-4 cm per sec (compactedblanket of

silt) ZB = 7.8 ft

(c) For RR and ~ = 0.1 x 10-4 cm per sec (compactedblanket of

chy silt) ZB = 1.6 ft.

Thus, for the pervious substratum and landward conditions assumed in the

above examples, filling a riverside borrow pit with a soil having a

~ = 1.5 x 10-4 cm per sec would not be a practical seepage control meas-
-4

ure where %R
= 1.5 x 10 cm per sec. Whether or not the blanket

thicknesses computed in examples (b) and (c) would be practical would

depend upen the thickness and permeability of the natural top stratum

riverward of the borrow pit and the width of the borrow pit.



686. Case IV. Natural top stratum riverward of borrow pit assumed
4infinite (L1 > 2000 ft) and impervious (k< 0.05 x 10- cm per see) with

a uniform blanket in borrow pit fig. 52 .

L,=- Lz
L3=00

LB

I
x*

X3

—— ——_ _

%— d

,.

/%?wzs%w?N” V2,W7WW7’2-Y

Fig. 52. Nomenclature for designing riverside blankets. Top
stratum riverward of borrow pit infinite and impervious

()

H
x
r ‘x3~-l -L2 (35)

.
and

687. The value of cB or
{

%
kf d ZB

can be obtained from fig.

for any given width of borrow pit. From CB

Fig.

l-l

------
100 300 1000 3000 10,000

x= IN FEET

53● Values of ~ and c for x . Top stratum riverward of
borrow pit imperviousand ikfinite in extent

--

53
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Example: Same pervious substratum and landward

page 279.

~ = 500 ft

.-.

x = 1330ftr

--

.-
h

From fig. 53,

or
CB

= 0.00133

(37)

condition as example on

‘3 1——=

% 1200

(a) For ~=1.5x10-4cm

‘B
= 8.8 ft

(b) For ~=0.5x10-4cm

‘B
= 2.9 ft

(c) For ~=0.1x10-4cm

‘B =
0.6 ft.

x 10 ‘4 X 80 X (0.00133)2

per sec (natural river deposit of silt)

per sec (compactedblanket of silt)

per sec (compactedblanket of clay silt)

688. If in the above example a uniform natural blanket had been

present in the borrow pit and an additional blanket were considered

necessary, the procedure used above would yield the total blanket thick-

ness ZBD and average permeability ~b . The required thickness ZB

and permeability ~ of the new blanket can then be obtained from the

thickness and permeability of the existing blanket and equation 3a.

689. From the previous formulas and numerical examples it can be

seen that, if the permeability of the blanket is less than about 0.1 x
-)+

10 cm per see, a minimum thickness of blanket (3 to 5 ft) will usually

be adequate. To obtain such a permeability, the blanket would neces-

sarily be of compacted clay or clay silt. Natural blankets resulting

from siltation by means of abatis dikes and willow growth will result in

an increase in ‘1 and s , but may not suffice to reduce ho to ha

because such a blanket may be fairly pervious (kB
-4

=lto2x10cm
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per see). Blankets developed by means of abatis dikes may be adequate

where h without the blanket does not greatly exceed h .

69:. 3 a triangular-shapedbla~ket will tendAccording to Bennett

to be about 25 per cent more efficient for the same length and volume of

material as a uniform blanket of constant thickness. Triangular blankets

are desirable where long blankets are contemplatedbut probably would not

be used in narrow riverside borrow pits. Procedures for designing tri-

angular blankets are given in reference 3.

Relief Wells

Use of relief wells

691. Relief wells of proper spacing and penetration can be used

to reduce excess hydrostatic pressure landward of levees underlain by a

pervious foundation for a wide range of seepage entrances, foundation

conditions,and landward top strata. The primary purpose of relief wells

is to reduce artesian pressures above the ground surface which otherwise

would cause formation of sand boils and possibly subsurfacepiping.

Properly designed wells also reduce substratumpressures for a sufficient

distance landward of the levee to preclude the possibility of dangerous

seepage landward of the line of wells. Relief wells also intercept and

provide controlled outlets for seepage which otherwise would emerge un-

controlledlandward of the levee.

cipal

where

close

692. Relief wells should be designed to penetrate into the prin-

pervious strata to obtain efficient pressure relief, especially

the foundation is stratified. Wells should be spaced sufficiently

together to intercept seepage and reduce to safe values hydrostatic

pressure which otherwise would act beyond the wells. Wells must offer

little resistance to water flowing through the screen and out of the well;

they must prevent infiltrationof sand into the well after initial de-

velopment; and they must be able to resist the deteriorativeaction of

water, soil, and bacteria.

693. Disadvantages of relief wells are that they require periodic

inspectionand maintenance (see Part VIII), they must be protected from
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backflooding, and they increase the total quantity of seepage about 20

to h~o depending on conditions. However, these disadvantages can partially

be overcome by providing a suitable well guard, check valve and rubber

gasket, and standpipe to prevent the wells from flowing at low flood

heights.

694. The principles of controlling seepage by relief wells are il-

lustratedby figs. 54-58. These data were obtained from sand models

built to simulate typical conditions along Mississippi River levees.

(Additional data from these model studies are presented in Appendix A;

results of full-scale test on a relief well system at Trotters 54 are

summarized in Appendix D.) The effects of well spacing and penetration

on seepage, well flows, and substratumpressures in a homogeneous sand

foundation are illustrated for various landside top strata in figs. 54-56.

The effects of stratificationand borrow pit conditions on the operation

of well systems are illustrated in figs. 57 and 58. It is apparent from

figs. 57 and 58 that wells should penetrate the more pervious strata of

the substratum in order to efficiently relieve substratumpressures.

From fig. 56 it is seen that relief wells increase the total quantity of

seepage somewhat, although they materially reduce the natural seepage

through the landside top stratum (e.g., wells on 150-ft spacing increased

the total seepage 25% but decreased the seepage emerging through the top

stratum by 75$). As only about 20 to 40% of the levees along the Middle

and Lower Mississippi River are possibly critical with respect to dangerous

substratum pressures, the total seepage flow along the levee system would

not be increased by more than about 10 to 2~0. Also, the flow resulting

from surface runoff and general seepage during flood that must be accom-

modated by any existing surface drainage system landward of the levee is

appreciable without relief wells. The increase in this flow that would

be caused by the installation of relief wells along certain critical

reaches of the levee would be relatively small during high water.

695. Pertinent factors to be considered in the design of well

systems are well radius, well spacing, depth and permeability of the

foundation, stratificationof the foundation, distance to the effective

source of seepage, characteristicsof the landside top stratum, net head
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on the levee, and degree of pressure relief or seepage interceptionde-

sired.

Design of the well

696. The design of the well itself

type and length of riser pipe and screen,

and design of relief well appurtenances.

consists of the selection of

design of the gravel filter,

Treated wood-stave riser and

screen is economical and noncorrosive, and is recommended for relief

wells. The uppermost 10 to 15 ft of the riser pipe should be surrounded

by concrete backfill to insure against decay resulting from fluctuations

in ground-water level. To prevent filter gravel from entering the well

and to minimize screen entrance head losses, the slots in the well screen

must have adequate area and yet be of such size as to prevent movement

of filter through the screen after development of the well (see criteria

below).

(Min)D85 Filter

Slot width

The gradation of the filter

(Max)D15 Filter

‘Min)D85 ‘and

(Min)D85 Filter
~ 1.2 or 2 1.0

Hole diam

must also comply with the following criteria:

(Min)D15 Filter> ~
5 5*O and .

@=%5 ‘and -

Wooden screens for relief wells are commercially available with 3/16-x

3-1/4-in. slots and with open area of the slots equal to lC% of the cir-

cumferentialarea of the screen.

697. Wells in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River should

have an inside diameter of 8 in. in order that their carrying capacity

will be adequate without excessive head loss in the well. An 8-in. well

with a 6-in. gravel filter has an effective radius of about 0.8 to 1.0 ft.

698. In a stratified foundation, the effective well penetration

usually differs from that computed from the ratio of the length of well

screen to total thickness of the aquifer. The effective screen penetra-

tion W of a well screen length ~ in a stratified foundation can be

determined in the following manner. Each stratum of the pervious sub-

stratum with thickness dn and horizontal and vertical permeability

-,
----

. .
-.
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coefficients %.n”ndk v-n can be transformed into an isotropic

layer of thickness Zn and permeability ~n by means of the following

equations:

-.,

---

The thickness of the

5

In =p’I-I k-nv-n”

transformed,homogeneous, isotropic foundation 5 is

and the effective permeability of the transformed foundation R is

i

~(dn~-n)

1= X(dn/kv ) “
-n

The effective well screen penetration W into the transformed foundation

The per cent penetration of the well screen in the transformed foundation

100 Z d
.R-n

loo~dn~-n

()

;%=O—=
o .

K5
D
Ed

n~-no

River where the

where the effec-

from pumping

699. Along the middle portion of the Mississippi

substratum tends to become more pervious with depth and

tive thickness averages about 100 ft, it has been found

tests ,thatto achieve an effective penetration of 50%, the wells should

penetrate about 60% of the principal seepage carrying aquifer on a length

basis.54 This degree of penetration usually results in wells about 75 to
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110 ft deep.

the strata of

The principal seepage

sands below the upper

carrying aquifer is considered to be

top strata of clays, silts, and fine

sands and above the valley floor. A depth of about 125 ft represents

about the economical limit for well installation;and, therefore, a 5@0

penetrating system is about the practical maximum that can be achieved

along Mississippi River levees. In general, it is believed that relief

wells along Mississippi River levees should be designed on the basis of

an effective penetration of about 5@0 of the main sand aquifer.

700● To prevent wells from becoming backflooded with muddy surface

water (which greatly impairs their efficiency) when

a check valve and rubber gasket should be installed

simple, inexpensive aluminum check valve and rubber

they are not flowing,

on each well. A

gasket have been

found to effectively protect wells from backflooding both in the St. Louis

District and in simulated field tests at the Waterways Experiment Station.

AS a safeguard against animals, vandalism, or accidental damage, the tops

of the relief wells should be provided with a metal well guard to protect

the check valve and standpipe and to prevent the entrance of debris.

These devices will greatly reduce required maintenance. To prevent wells

from dischargingwhen there is relatively little head on the levee and no

pressure relief is necessary, plastic standpipes can be used to raise the

discharge elevation of the wells. The maximum height of the standpipe

should not exceed 0.25 h - they should be removed when the hydrostatic
a’

head in the foundation causes them to overflow. These appurtenances are

illustrated in Part VII.

Desire formulas

.-

701. Formulas for designing relief wells have been developed from

theoretical and model studies,
1,23

but until recently these formulas were

limited to fully penetrating wells with either an impervious or leaking

top stratum, or partially penetrating wells with an impervious top stratum.

For conditions encountered along the Lower Mississippi River, formulas

are required for designing partially penetrating wells with a leaking top

stratum. A set of design curves for this case was devised in 1952 by the

Waterways Experiment Station by combining formulas and graphs given in

references 1 and 23. These curves were used to design the relief well
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trical analogy model studies have
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St. Louis District. Since then, elec-

been conducted under Civil Works In-

vestigation No. 510 to obtain design curves for partially penetrating

wells with a leaking top stratum; design graphs and procedures resulting

from this investigationare given in OCE Civil Works Bulletin 55-11,

Relief Well Design.
26

Design curves and procedures contained herein

are based on data given in this bulletin.

702. Landside top stratum. The design of a well system consists

essentially of determining the spacing and penetration of wells that will

reduce the substratum pressure h at the toe of the levee to an allow-
0

able head h . The well spacing is first determined assuming an infinite
a

line of wells, and then the spacing is reduced, where necessary, to allow

for the reduced efficiency of a finite line of wells as compared to an

infinite line. For given values of ha , H , s , k
f’

and x
3’

there

are any number of combinationsof well spacing and penetration that will

suffice; the final selected spacing and penetration should be based, to
26an extent, on the most economical design.

703. The nomenclature and equations for design of relief wells

given in fig. 59 are for an infinite line of wells penetrating into a

homogeneous, isotropic (either natural or transformed)pervious substratum

overlain by a leaking top stratum. To determine the required spacing of

an infinite line of wells of given W and W/D , it is necessary to

utilize the following procedure of successive trials, and the nomograph

for well design in fig. 60. The required well spacing is affected by

hydraulic head losses in the well; these losses which consist of screen

entrance loss, friction loss, and velocity head loss can be estimated

for an 8-in. ID wood-stave well from fig. 61. The procedure for computing

the well spacing is outlined below.

i a. Compute ha from h = i z— Ot”
1 ~. Assume that Hav = h: and compute AM from equation 46.

3 C. Assume a well spacing a and compute Qw from equation-, -
47.

J ~. Estimate Hw for the above Qw and W/D by means of
fig. 61.

- .-
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NOTATIONS

h = EFFECTIVE NET HEAD ON THE WELL SYSTEM

H = TOTAL NET HEAD ON THE LEVEE

ha = ALLOWABLE HEAD BENEATH TOP STRATUM

Hw = TOTAL HE&O LOSS IN WELL INCL”D, NG ELEVATION HEAD LOSS

nm = NET HEAD BENEATH TOP STRATUM MIDWAY BETWEEN WELLS

Hav= NET HEAD IN THE PLANE OF WELLS

ha, = NET AVERAGE HEAD [t+ THZ PLANE OF WELLS ABOVE “W

hm = NET HEAD BENEATH TOP STRATUM MIDWAY BETwEEN WELLS ABOVE H%

FORMULAS

= AVERAGE UPL I FT FACTOR
ea.
@m = MIDPOINT UPLI FT FACTOR

AM = NET SEEPAGE GRADIENT TOWARD THE WELL LINE

a = wELL SPACING

rw = EFFECTIVE WELL RADIUS

W = EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF WELL SCREEN

D = EFFECT I VE THlcKNE5s OF PERVIOUS 5UBSTRATUM

Qw = FLOW FROM A SINGLE WELL

.

>,-.
s-+(~1 e=.

(44)
=a AM@ (48)

‘.” a“

Fig. 59.

e.—

f.

h.

i.

h
‘n-”(+)

(41) Hm=Hh+hm (45)

h=

H – Ha, _ Ha.

a.

++ (2’) ‘.

(42) AM=— (46)

s X3

,.
H,. = HW + hav (43)

.0

hm = ha, $
. .

a.\ x3/-

h. = a AM e. (49)

Nomenclature and formulas for design of relief wells

Compute hav from equation 43.

Substitute the above values of hav and AM in equation
48 and solve for G for various values of a .

Find @av from fig~60 for the values of a used in
step (f) and the corresponding a/rw and D/a values.

The first trial well spacing is that of value a for
which ~av from step (f) = @av from step (g).

Find G from fig. 60 for the first trial well spacing
and themcorrespondingvalues of a/rw and D/a .

Ife >@ , repeat procedure steps (c) to (i) inclu-
sive ~~ing %he first trial well spacing in lieu of the
spacing originally assumed in step (c), and determine
the second trial well spacing. The above procedure should

.

--
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WELL FLOW IN GPM (Qw)

Fig. 61.

If in procedure

be used:

k.

1.

m.

n.

Hydraulic head losses in 8-in. ID wood-stave well
with 6-in. gravel filter

be repeated until relatively consistent values of a are
obtained on two successive trials, although usually the
second trial spacing is sufficientlyaccurate.

step (j), @av <@m , then the following procedure should

Assume that H = h and compute Q from equation 47,
using the valu~ of aAM previously o~tained in step (b)
and the first trial well spacing previously found from
step (h).

Estimate Hw from Qw of step (k) and W/d , by means
of fig. 61.

Compute hm from equation 45 from Hw obtained in step
(l).

Compute hav from equation 44 using hm from step (m)
and @=lr and @m from steps (h) and (i), respectively.

.-

—.u“ u,
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o.

p

~.

r.

s.

t.

u.

From the above values of hav and Hw ,
from equation 43.

Compute AM from equation 46 using Hav

Substitute the above values of h and
49 and solve for @m for variousmvalues

compute H
av

from step (o).

AM in equation
of a.

Find @ from fig. 60 for the values of a used in step
(q) andmthe corresponding a/rw and D/a values.

The second trial well spacing is that value of a for
~ from step (q) = Clm from step (r).which @

Find @ from fig. 60 for the second trial well spacing
and thea~orrespondingvalues of a/r~ and D/a .

Determine the third trial well spacing by repeating steps,. . .
(k) to [t) inclusive, using the second trial well spacing
in lieu of the spacing originally assumed in step (k),
and in step (n) using the values of Qm and Qav from
steps (s) and (t), respectively, instead of those from
steps (h) and (i). This procedure should be repeated
until relatively consistentvalues of a are obtained
on two successivetrials. Normally it will be found that
the third trial spacing will be sufficientlyaccurate for
design purposes.

704. In a short, finite line of wells, the heads midway between

wells exceed those obtained for an infinite line of relief wells both at

the center and near the ends of the well system. Numerous well systems

may be fairly short (less than 1200 ft in length), and for these it will

be necessary to reduce the well spacing computed for an infinite line of

wells so that heads midway between wells will not be more than h
a*

The ratio of the head midway between wells at the center of finite well

systems to the head between wells in an infinite line of wells is shown

in fig. 62 for various well spacings and exit lengths. The spacing of

wells in a finite line should be

line of wells to reduce the head
-.
H

ratio of “%
q

from fig. 62. In

w

the same as that required in an infinite

midway between wells to ha divided by

any finite line of wells of constant

penetration and spacing, the head midway

the system exceeds that at the center of

of both short and long well systems, the

between wells near the ends of

the system. Thus, at the ends

wells should generally be made
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4.0
7,1,,,1111111 [-1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 111 1 11 [ I 1 I r

Assumptions:

(1) Penetration of pervious aquifer by well screen = 100%

(2) Smiperviws top stratum infinite in landward expt

(3) Effective well radius = 1.0 rt

T

3.5 EBl

###EBE R) a = Well spacing in feet

) X, = Exit length in feet
I I H

,.. —.
0 Zo3 400 6LV3 am 1Wo 1202 1400 16m

LENGTH OF WELL REACH tiN FEET

Fig. 62. Ratio of head midway between wells at center of a finite well
system to head midway between wells in an infinite line of wells

deeper to provide additional penetration of the pervious substratum so

as to obtain the same head reduction as in the central part of the well

line.

705, After the well spacing for a given reach of levee has been

determined, the location of each well should

in the field and adjusted where necessary so

cated at critical seepage spots and will fit

706. A set of design curves generally

lief well systems for levees along the Lower

be checked in the office and

that the wells will be lo-

natural topographic features.

applicable for designing re-

Mississippi River has been

developed for average foundation conditions and for distances to the ef-

fective source of seepage of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2CO0 ft (see figs. 63-

66)● The curves are for wells with an effective penetration of 5C%,

r =lftand D=lOO ft. The heads midway between wells in per cent
w

kare based on @av or Gm , whichever is grea er, and are valid for H =
-4

about 20 to 35 ft. The well flows are based on kf = 1250 x 10 cm/see,

or about the average for sites above L’Argent, La., as the most critical .--
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Fig. 63. Well flow and head midway between wells; s = 500 ft
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Fig. 64. Well flow smd head midway between wells; s = 1000 ft
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X3 in feet

x~ in feet

Fig. 65. Well flow and head midway between wells; s = 1500 ft
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E
Design assumptions:

D = 100 ft, kf = 12S3x 10-4 .m/sec
r = 1.0 ft, ID of well =8 in.

f?’ffec+ive penetration of pervious s.bs+rot.m

25 by well screen = 50 per cent

E
Note:

Hm/H os shown is either Hm/H or HaviH,

whichever was th= greater.

Heed loss in well obtained from Fig.. 61

for 8-ire ID well with a riser Ie”gth of 30 ft,

-’d
20 screen length of 60 ft, .md a 6-in. gravel

2 filter a“d includes 0.33-ft elevation head loss.

15

10

5

L 1 1 1 1 1 1

o~
50 100 10 1000 2000 5000 10,000

X3 in feet

X3 in fed

-’

Fig. 66, Well flow and head midway between wells; s = 2000 ft
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reaches of levee as regards seepage generally exist upstream of this
-4

point. Where kf is not equal to 1250 x 10 cm per sec and/or D #

100 ft, Qw/H canbe determined from the curves in figs. 63-66, and then

kfD
-4multiplied by

125,000
where k

f
is in 10 cm per sec units and D is

in feet. Values of Hm/H and Qw/H for values of s other than those

in figs. 63-66 can be obtained by interpolation.

707. The following numerical example illustrates the use of the

design curves. Assume kf = 1000 x 10
-4

cm per see, D=90ft, S=

1000 ft,
‘3

= 500 ft, H = 24 ft, Zt = 8.o ft; compute the required

spacing of a 750-ft line of 8-in. ID wells penetrating 5@0 of the aquifer,

with i. = 0.50,

ha = iozt = 0.50 X 8.o = 4.0 ft

ha
~ = ~ = 0.167 or 16.7$

From fig. 64, a = 200 ft for Hm/H = 16.7% which is the spacing re-

quired for an infinite line of wells. However, for a 750-ft line of

wells and a = 200 ft

H
‘N—...

u

H
mw

11

or m would be l@o greater
F

should be designed assuming

well

for

For

spacing from fig. 64 is

1.12 from fig. 62

than the allowable value. Thus the system

Hm/H = 16.7% + 1.12 = 14.9%; the required

175 ft. From fig. 64, Qw/H = 18.7 gpm/ft
1.

a = 175 ft and k = 1250 x 10-4 cm per sec ‘“and D = 100 ft .

k+ = 1000 X 10
-4 f

cmper sec and D = 90 ft.
L

Q 1.000 x 10-4 go 1
= 18.7 gpm x

+ — = 13.5 gpm/ft
1250 x 10-4 x 100

-.. and for H = 24 ft
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Qw = 13.5 gpm/ft x 24 ft = 325 gpm

It should be noted that the flows from wells near the ends of the system

would exceed 325 gpm because of the tendency for seepage to concentrate

at the ends of the well line.

708. On the basis of the data shown in fig. 56 for model A, the

characteristicsof which were similar to those in the above example, it

appears that this system of wells would increase the total quantity of

seepage passing beneath the levee by about 25%. Computationsbased on

formulas in fig. 59 and data in figs. 60 and 61 indicate that this finite

well system would increase the total quantity of seepage by about 20 to

3~0 as shown by the following computations. The seepage Q with no
s

wells would be

kfdH
Qs=—=

0.2 ft/minx 90 ft x 24 ft .
1000 ft + 500 ft 0.29 cfm/ft of leveeS+x

3

or

Qs = 215 gpm/100f% of levee.

Well flow per 100 ft of levee, for wells spaced on 175-ft centers, is

100
‘w(1oo) = 325 gpmx ~= 185 gpm/100 ft of levee .

Seepage Qsw beyond the well system can be

kf d Hav
Q=Sw

‘3

H can be computed from equation 43 as follows:
av

computed as follows:

.

_= goft=051, &=175ftJ)
a 175 ft “ r 1 ft

= 175 .
w

From fig. 60, @m = 1.10 and @av =

ft from fig. 61, and, therefore,

1.00 . For Qw = 325 gpm, ~ = 0.8

i

I

.-—
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hm=Hm - Hw= 4.0 ft - 0.8 ft = 3.2 ft

@
h =hm~=
av

302 ftx~= 2.9 ft
m ●

H = 2.9 f% + 0.8 f% = 3.7 ft
av

thus
----

Q . 0.2 ft/minx 90 ft x 3.7 ft
Sw 500 ft

x 100 x 7.5 = 100 gpm/100 ft of levee .

The percentage increase in total flow due to relief wells is

Qw( 100) ‘ Qsw - Qs x ~oqo

Qs

or

185 + 100 - 215
215 x 1oo$ = 3.270 .

709. It should be noted that the above computationsare based on

the assumption that the flow without wells would be laminar through the

top stratum and that no boils would develop. For conditions in the above

example, the maximum possible head at the toe of the levee without wells

would be about 0.75 Zt or 6 ft, which corresponds to an H of 18 ft.

For H greater than 18 ft, sand boils would probably develop and at an

Hof24ft, Qs might be as large as 24o gpm, and the per cent increase

in total flow as a result of relief wells would be

185 + 100 - 24o
24o

x loqo = l’yc.

710. No landside top stratum. Where no top stratum is present

landward of the levee, and it is desired to intercept a certain portion

of the seepage beneath the levee by means of relief wells, their spacing

on the basis of 5C% penetration of the pervious aquifer can be estimated

by means of figs. 63-66 as described below.

711. The value of x
3

to be used for an isotropic, homogeneous

foundation (either natural or transformed)with no landside top stratum
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is equal to 43% of the thickness of the pervious substratum. From model

studies, it was found that with no landside top stratum, the increase in

total quantity of seepage as a result of the installationof relief wells

was only about 5% (see fig. A5). Therefore, the total quantity of seepage

passing beneath the levee with or without wells can be estimated from

formulas for case 3 shown in fig. 22. The well spacing can then be se-

lected so that the desired amount of seepage will be intercepted.

712. If, for example, ‘1
= 600 ft, L2 = 400 ft, s = 1000 ft,

kf = 1000 X 10
-4

cm per sec or 0.2 ft per rein, D = 120 ft, and H = 25

ft, the natural seepage beneath the levee would be 425 gpm per 100 ft of

levee from the formula for case 3, fig. 22. If the uncontrolled natural

seepage is to be reduced to, say, 200 gpm per 100 ft of levee or by 50$,

the required well spacing for 5@0 penetration wells can be estimated from

fig. 64 (for s = 1000 ft), using X3 = 0.43 D or 52 ft, in the following

mariner.

713. To intercept 5@0 of the total natural seepage, the well flow

must be about 200 gpm per 100 ft

Qw X

of levee or

100
— = 200
a

Q 100 200gpm=80
xx—=
Ha 25 ft “

From fig. 64 (s = 1000 ft) values of Qw/H

spacings, a , for x = 52
3

ft. These values :; Qw/H

to kf = 1000 X 10 cm per

a
in ft

40

50

60

ft, kf = 1250

gpm

gpm/ft head .

are obtained
-4

x 10 cm per

for various well

see, and d = 100

must then be adjusted to values corresponding

sec and d = 120 ft.

Qw/H in gpm/ft for
Q

Well Flow

kf = 1250 kf = lCOO–
100

~x—
per 100 ft

H a of Levee
d = 100 ft d = 120 ft gpm/ft in g~m.—

3.1 3.0 7*5 188

3.8 3*7 7.4 185

4.2 4.0 6.7 168

-.

..-,
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From this tabulation it appears that the well spacing should be about 40

to 50 ft to intercept 5~0 of the seepage passing beneath the levee.

714. As well model A-a-3 (Appendix A) was quite similar to the

above assumed foundation and seepage conditions,the spacing of wells re-

quired to reduce the natural seepage by 5C% could be estimated from fig.

A5 as 55 ft.

715, Thus, the spacing obtained from model data checks reasonably

well that obtained from the above computation. The difference in spacing

can be attributed to the fact that the graphs in fig. 64 include head

loss in the well, whereas the model data are based

with the top of well at natural ground surface.

Landside See-oa~eBerms

Use of berms

716. A

the thickness

landside berm can be used to control

on frictionlesswells

seepage by increasing

of the top stratum immediately landward of the levee so

that the weight of berm plus top stratum is sufficient to resist uplift

pressures beneath the top stratum. A properly designed berm will be of

such width that the excess head beneath the top stratum at the toe of

berm is no longer critical, or the area of possible rupture of the top

stratum is removed a sufficient distqnce from the levee as to no longer

endanger it. A landside berm also affords some protection against pos-

sible sloughing of the landside slope of the levee as a result of seepage.

717. Berms can be used to control seepage efficientlywhere the

landside top stratum is relatively thin and uniform or where no landside

top stratum is present. However, they are not very feasible where the

top stratum is relatively thick and high uplift pressures develop as the

thickness and width of berm required to reduce upward gradients to those

recommended herein would be excessive. Where the landside top stratum

is irregular,berms will force the point of seepage emergence farther

from the levee, but concentrationsof seepage and sand boils may still

develop at thin spots in the top stratum at the berm toe. Where a levee

is founded on thin top stratum and thick clay deposits lie a short distance
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landward of the levee,

and thickness to cover

the seepage berm should be of sufficientwidth

the near edge of the thick clay if practicable;

otherwise, the berm will tend to concentrate the seepage in the area be-

tween the berm toe and the thick clays.

718. Where a levee is founded on a very thin top stratum and is

subject to concentrationof seepage and the formation of sand boils, the

safety of the levee can be improved by adding a landside seepage berm

constructedof material borrowed landward of the berm. The near edge of

such borrow pits should be about 50 to 100 ft from the berm toe and borrow

operations should be controlled so as to insure uniform removal of all

of the top stratum down to sand. This will permit seepage to emerge

uniformly instead of in the form of sand boils. (The combinedbase

of levee and seepage berm should provide an adequate creep ratio.)

though this method of seepage control has certain disadvantages,in

it may remove valuable land from cultivation and create undesirable

filled ponds, it may be better in some situations than removing top

width

Al-

that

water-

strata

riverward of a levee for borrow and thereby creating a source of seepage

close to the levee.

719● Seepage berms should generally have a slope of 1 on 50 or

steeper to insure drainage. However, if the berm is constructedafter

the levee has caused the foundation to consolidate fully, a slope of 1

on 75 can be used.

Design formulas

7.20. Berms may vary in character from impervious to completely

pervious and free draining. In view of this, design formulas are pre-

sented for impervious, semipervious,and sand berms, and a completely

pervious, free-drainingberm. Where a landside top stratum is present,

the berm should have a thickness so that i. through the top stratum and

berm at the levee toe S0.5 and width if practicable so that the head be-

neath the top stratum at the berm toe is 0.75 Zt to 0.85 Zt . Formulas

for designing landside seepage berms overlying a semipervioustop stratum

are given in fig. 67; items pertinent to the design of each type of berm

are discussed below.

721. The formulas shown in fig. 67 permit determinationof the

-.
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NOTATIONS

c= r&
kfzb, d

hO =

h: =

‘Z = SUBMERGED UNIT WE IGHT OF TOP STRATUM i. =

‘t = SUBMERGED uNIT WEIGHT OF BERM i, =
Y. . ~~,T w~,G~T OF ~~T~~

h, =

IMPERVIOUS BERM ckt= 0) SEM IPERVIOUS BERM <kt

HX3
HEAD AT LAN DSIOE TOE OF LEVEE WITHOUT BERM = —

S+X3
~=

HEAD AT LAN DS IDE TOE OF LEVEE WITH BERM t=

ALLOWABLE UPWARD GRAD lENT AT LANDSIOE TOE OF LEVEE
kt =

F=

ALLOWABLE UPWARD GRAO IENT AT TOE OF BERM

ALLowABLE HEAD AT TOE OF BERM = i , Zt Q, =

FORMULAS

‘ ‘bL]

()X1=X3+–S
a

“=H(X3+X)S+ X3+X

~=
h, -z, (+)
1++-

.

USE F~1,5

Fig. 67.

–A + ( ‘a)A2-~41z+rll. sC–~

x~p .
2c(2 + r)

WHEREIN,

A=6+3sc(r+l)

r-+
1,

h; = k,,
c + c’ +FHw’]

h; - iOzt
~=—

I+io

Nomenclatwe and formulas for

SAND BERM

REQuIRED BERM WIDTH

REQUIRED THICKNESS OF BERM AT TOE OF LEVEE

VERTICAL PERMEABILITY OF BERM

FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST UPL I FT AT TOE

OF LEVEE

FLOW INTO BERM PER FT OF LEVEE

PERV IOUS BERM

WITH COLLECTOR

()h:

‘P = X3 lo9e T

a

‘:47%t=
“ - “(*)t=

I+_?L.!_
~ Y.

landside seepage

y;
‘+=

kfdH

()

~

X3—1-eQB = ~+x3

berms on semipervioustop stratum
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berm width and the thickness at the toe of the levee; formulas are not

given for determining the required thickness at the edge of the crown,

as a seepage berm theoretically tapers to zero thickness at its toe.

However, it is believed that the thickness of a berm at the crown should

be at least 1 ft so as to define the limits of the berm for maintenance

purposes. For semiperviousand sand berms to function as intended their

thickness at the toe of the levee should not greatly exceed the computed

thickness. Where landside berms are founded directly on the pervious

substratumthey should be of such width that the combined width of levee

and berm satisfy the creep ratio criteria in table 2. These berms should

preferably be constructed of sand, or as a drainage blanket or free-

draining berm.

722. Impervious berms. The presence of a landside impervious berm

restricts the natural relief of pressure that would result from natural

seepage through the top stratum, and thus increases the hydrostatic head

at the levee toe with respect to the original ground surface. The effect

of an imperviousberm on substratumpressures is the same as increasing..
the imperviousbase width of the levee a distance equal to the width of

the berm. An imperviousberm constructed on top of relatively pervious

top strata tends to cause the development of relatively large uplift

pressures beneath the berm, thereby requiring additional berm thickness.

The thickness of the berm at the toe of the levee should be determined

from appropriate formula in fig. 67 using a factor of safety of 1.5.

723. Semiperviousberm. A semiperviousberm is one having a

vertical permeability equal to that of the top stratum (see table 38).

In this type berm, natural seepage passes through the berm and emerges

on its surface. However, even this type of berm will increase the sub-

stratum pressure at the levee toe (measured above the ground surface) as

the berm creates additional resistance to seepage flow. The required

width of a semiperviousberm can be computed from the formula in fig.

67. The correctness of this formula has been verified from results of

electrical analogy model studies conducted by the Kansas City District,

CE. In order for a semiperviousberm to function as intended, it must

have a permeability equal to or greater than that of the underlying top

*



stratum and must not be appreciably thicker

On the basis of values of ~L obtained at
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than the computed thickness.

the piezometer sites (table

38), it appears that a berm must be constructed of silty sand or fine

sand to be classified as semipervious.

724. Sand berm. Sand berms have a slight advantage over semiper-

vious berms in that less berm material is required for the same degree
-. .

of seepage protection. A sand berm should have a vertical permeability
-4

of at least 100 x 10 cm per sec. Even with this permeability, seepage

into the berm must emerge at its surface, as sand berms do not have suf-

ficient capacity to conduct any appreciable flow landward without exces-

sive internal head loss.

725. Theoretical formulas for design of sand berms were not de-

veloped. Instead it was assumed that a sand berm would be more efficient

than a semiperviousberm but not as efficient as a pervious, free-draining

berm (see below), and that the length of a sand berm should be inter-

mediate between that of a semiperviousand a pervious free-drainingberm.

Although a sand berm will be considerablymore pervious than a semiper-

vious berm, the presence of a sand berm will increase the landside sub-

stratum pressure over that which would exist without a berm, because

seepage through the berm must emerge at the berm surface. As a result

the dimensions of a sand berm are considered more closely related to

those of a semipervious than to those of a free-drainingberm, and should

have the dimensions given by the formulas for a sand berm in fig. 67.

726. Free-draining berm. A free-drainingberm is one where the

seepage enters the berm, is collected and discharged landward with low

internal head losses in the berm. Such a berm will not affect the natural

seepage flow pattern or the distribution of landside substratumpressures

and, therefore, is the narrowest and thinnest of all berms required for

a given foundation condition. However, for a berm to be free-draining

it must be underlain by properly designed sand and gravel filters and a

collector system (see Part VII). The sand and gravel blankets beneath

the collector pipes should have a minimum thickness of 6 in. The gravel

layer should be covered with 4 to 6 in. of the sand filter to prevent the

overlying random soil from migrating into the gravel. The landside edge
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of the berm should consist of about

gravel blanket against backflooding

3 ft

with

of random soil to protect the

muddy surface water. The mate-

rial above the filter blankets and collector system can be of random soil.

The collector system should be capable of collecting and discharging the

flow into the berm (which can be estimated from fig. 67) with small head

losses. The ‘collectorpipes should be of extra-strength vitrified clay

tile, or equivalent, perforated with 1/4- or 3/8-in. holes, and should

have a minimum ID of 6 in. The ends of the outfall pipes from the col-

lector system should be of unperforated pipe and should terminate in a

tee with a short vertical sleeve, rubber gasket and flat-type check valve,

and an outlet guard (similar to those shown in figs. 90 and 91) to prevent

backflooding with muddy surface water and the entrance of small animals.

The discharge of the outfall pipe should be set about 4 to 6 in. above

the natural ground surface.

Maximum widths and
examples of designs

727. Where the computed width of a berm required to reduce the

substratum pressure at its toe to an allowable amount (-0.8 Zb) exceeds

300 to 400 ft, the berm would not be made wider than 300 to 400 ft as it

is considered that a levee would probably be safe against underseeFage

even with sand boils within such distances. Where the selected width of

berm is less than the computed width, the head at the toe of the levee

or existing berm h’ would not be as great or t as

by the equations in jig. 67. For the selected berms,

computed assuming an
‘1

of 0.8 at the toe of the new

piezometric grade line between the toe of the new berm

effective seeFage entry. The recommended thickness of

thick as indicated

h’. would be re-

berm and a linear

and the Feint of

the berm would be

based on values of h’. expected to develop with a berm of the selected

width, whereas the original computed thickness would be based on the h’
o

correspondingto a berm having a width equal to the computed X . The

estimated seepage flow Qs can be determined from the h’ correspond-
0

ing to the selected berm.

728. The final selection of a berm should be based

ability of borrow materials and the relative cost of each

on the avail-

tyFe berm.

—
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For com~arative purposes, each of the above types of seeFage berm has

been designed for a typical set of conditions along Mississippi River

levees; the results of the designs are shown in table 40. This table

illustratesthe desirability of utilizing a relatively pervious type of

berm for efficient seepage control.

---
Table 40

Examples of Design of Seepage Berms

Designs based on following conditions:

H=25ft
‘bL = ‘t

= 6.0ft 7‘t= 52.5~bjeurtfor impervious and semipervious berms

kf = 1000 X 10
-4 cm/sec i. = 0.50 Y’t = S/.5 ~b/Cu ft for sand berm or pervious berm with

d=100ft il = 0.80 collector, F = 1.6

~L = 3 X 10-4 cm/sec y #z = 52.5~bj=uf~ ~ z 1.6rOrimpervious berm
s = 1000ft = 450ft L3=m

‘3

- ..

Suggested Design Dimensions ApProx
Required Berm Thickness Berm Approx Material

Width
x Thickness* “.W a&-~~ ‘ip .e~ %~~~ ~~&~jr

Type Berm ft t, ft ft ft I% - ft 100 ft of Levee

Impervious 880 7.3 14.2 0.5 800tIon 75 11.2 18,200
10.6 1.0 400 1 on 75 6.3 5,700

Semipervious 28o 3.8 8.6 1.0 275 1 on 75 4.7 3,100
Sand 260 3.3 8.3 I.o 250 1 on 75 4.3 2,600

Pervious with collector 215 2.9 7.-I 1.0 200 1 on 75 3.7 2,Ooott

* At toe of levee.
* Head at toe of levee with berm, measured above surface of natural ground.
t Berm width considered longer than necessary. If boils develop 400 ft or farther Iandward of the toe of
the levee, the levee probably would not be endangered. Therefore an alternate design for an impervious
berm with a width of 400 ft is also Riven.

tt Sand and gravel blankets and a coll;ctor system are also required.

—

Drainage Blankets

729. Drainage blankets can be used for control of underseepage

where the levee is built on exposed sands and gravels of fairly homoge-

neous character. However, they are not effective for controlling seepage

in deep substrata where impervious strata or even stratified fine sands

would exist between the drain and the deeper more ~ervious sands.

730. Drainage blankets generally are not considered suitable as a

means of controlling underseepage along levees in the Mississippi River
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Valley because an upper top stratum of

overlies the deeper much more pervious

vious substratum is fairly homogeneous

clays, silts, or fine sands usually

aquifer. However, where the per-

and extends to the surface, drain-

age blankets properly designed are a satisfactory control measure.

731. A drainage blanket should consist of two or three layers of

sand and gravel to provide an inverted filter as illustrated in fig. 68.

It should have adequate thickness to prevent piping or a blow-through

as a result of local irregularitiesin the foundation sands, and should

be of such length that the concentrationof seepage and exit gradient at

its toe are not excessive. The filter should be graded to comply with

the following filter criteria and each layer should have a minimum thick-

ness of 6 in.

’15
sand blanket

’85
foundation sand

’15
gravel blanket

D85 sand blanket

Gradations of typical sand and

<5 ; 4<

<5; 4<

gravel for

with the above criteria are shown in fig.

’15
sand blanket

foundation sand
’15

D15 gravel blanket

’15
sand blanket

drainage blankets complying

68. In general, a drainage

blanket should be about 30 in. thick at the levee toe. Where the levee

is founded directly on the pervious substratum) the exit gradient at the

toe of the drainage blanket should not exceed 0.8 as estimated from flow

net analyses, or the combined base width of levee and blanket should be

in accordancewith table 2.

732. An example of the design of a drainage blanket is as follows

(also see fig. 68): The length of blanket was determined

follows: For the fine upper foundation sand C = 15, and

age through the blanket, the required base width of levee

= 15 x 25 ft = 375 ft. The width of blanket is CH - L2

from table 2 as

assuming no seep-

and blanket = CH

or 375 - 200

= 175 ft. However, as natural see~age emerges through the drainage blan-

ket, the actual width of blanket can be less than CH - L2 and a width of

150 ft was selected. The thickness of the blanket shown in fig. 68 is con-

sidered to be the minimum necessary for stability of the blanket..

--

.. -
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Drainaae Trenches

733. Drainage trenches can be used to control underseepagewhere

the top stratum is thin and the pervious foundation is shallow so that

the trench can be built to substantiallypenetrate the aquifer. Where

the pervious foundation is deep, a drainage trench of any reasonable depth

would attract only a small portion of underseepage, i“tseffect would be

local, and detrimental underseepagewould bypass the trench. Because of

the depth of the pervious substratumalong Mississippi River levees,

drainage trenches are not considered feasible for these levees. However,

they may possibly be applicable to levees along the Arkansas River.

734. As in the case of drainage blankets, the existence of moderately

impervious strata or even stratified fine sands between the bottom of the

drainage trench and the underlying main sand aquifer will render ineffec-

tive or decrease the efficiency of a drainage trench. Seepage into a

drainage trench, where the top stratum landward of the levee consists of

an imperviousor relatively imperviousblanket, may be computed from the

graphs and formulas given in fig. 69. The maximum head landward of the

drainage trench may also be computed from these graphs. It is pointed

out

for

top
\

for

that the formulas and graphs shown in this figure are applicable only

homogeneous, isotropic,pervious foundations, and for an impervious

stratum landward of the drain. The distance to the source of seepage

these formulas and graphs may be estimated by methods outlined in

Part III.

735. If kH>kv, as is usually the case for alluvial sands, flow

to and head landward of a drainage trench can be estimated from fig. 69

after the pervious substratum is transferred to a homogeneous, isotropic

formation using ~f and ~ for kf and d , respectively,where

Ef = *V and ~ = d~~ . A ratio of ~/kv = h is suggested

for the Middle and Lower Mississippi River Valley.

736. If the top stratum landward of the drainage trench has a

certain degree of perviousness, seepage into the trench, and Lhe maximum

head landward of the trench, will be somewhat less than that computed

from fig. 69. Therefore, designs based on fig. 69 will be slightly on
.#---
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if= ~H ~v K
AN D~=.i ~

Fig. 69. Formulas and design curves for drainage trenches

the conservative side if the top stratum landward of the trench is semi-

pervious.

737. Where there is no top stratum landward of the levee, seepage

flow into the drainage trench and beyond can be estimated from flow net

analyses.

738. If the pervious aquifer is highly stratified,or if strata of

either clay, silt, or fine sand exist below the bottom of the trench,

seepage may bypass the drain and emerge landward of the drain, thereby

defeating its purpose. For such cases, other methods of seepage inter-

ception are more reliable and efficient. If the trench is underlain by

either impervious or semipervious strata, the formulas and graphs shown

in fig. 69

739.

trench are

740.

are no longer applicable.

An example of seepage computations and design of a drainage

shown in fig. 70.

The filters comprising the drainage layers should be designed
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in accordance with the filter criteria for drainage blankets. In addition

the filter gravel around the perforated

the following criteria:

‘85(min) ‘ravel>
Perforation

collector pipe should comply with

l.O(holes)
1.2(slots)

741. The collector pipe for a drainage trench should be made of

corrosion-resistantmaterial and should be perforated with l/4-in. holes.

The collector and riser pipes should have adequate capacity to carry the

flow to the surface with less than 0.5-ft hydraulic head loss. The head

loss should be computed on the basis of maximum full flow through 1/6 the

length of collector pipe between risers, the tee connection, and the riser

pipe. The riser should be of solid pipe, and should be set about 4 in.

above the finished ground surface, as shown in fig. 89 for relief wells.

The top of the riser should be provided with a rubber gasket and check

valve of the type shown in fig. 91 to prevent flooding of the collector

pipe and filters with muddy surface water. The top of the riser pipe may

be provided with a low standpipe to prevent flow from the drainage trench

at relatively low river stages on the levee. Maximum height of these stand-

pipes should not exceed 1/4 h . Of course such standpipes should be re-
C

moved when they begin to overflow. The top of the riser or outlet should

also be protected with a metal guard of the type shown in figs. 89 and 90.

cutoffs

742. Where practicable, the most positive method of underseepage

control is to cut off all seepage beneath a levee by means of an impervious

barrier which will eliminate both excess substratum pressures and the prob-

lem of seepage water landward of the levee. However, completely cutting

off pervious strata 80 to 200 ft deep along extensive reaches of levees

is not economically feasible. The installationof partially penetrating

cutoffs will not reduce seepage and excess pressures significantlyunless
,.,..- -“;~pthecutoff penetrates 95% or more of the pervious aquifer. However,::

shallow cutoffs along the riverside toe of levees are feasible where
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necessary to cut off relatively thin

crevasse sands which lie

are in turn underlain by

743. Mathematical

for partial cutoffs in a

The hydraulic grade line

immediately
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layers of either natural levee or

beneath the base of the levee and

more impervious strata.

formulas for determining seepage flow and heads

homogeneous foundation are given in fig. 71.

beneath and landward of a levee underlain by a

homogeneous foundation with and without partial cutoffs is illustrated

in fig. 72. This top stratum had such characteristicsthat without any

cutoff the excess head at the toe of the levee was 38% of the total head.

A 50% cutoff reduced the seepage

from 38% to 37%. Thus it may be

ticable depth into a homogeneous

flow approximately 5% and the excess head

seen that partial cutoffs of any prac-

aquifer have little effect in reducing

seepage flow or substratum pressures landward of a levee.

744. Illustrations of hydrostatic pressure beneath the top stratum

with and without cutoffs for a two-layer pervious foundation, a leaking

landside top stratum, and two different seepage entrances are shown in

Distance in Feef
o 200 m Ef2Q m lm 1200 Im

I , , r I

o 2041 au 600 w 1000 1200 1400

Disfsnce in Feef

Fig. 72. Hydrostatic head beneath top stratum with various
partial cutoffs -- homogeneous foundation
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Fig. 73. Hydrostatic head beneath top stratum with various partial
cutoffs -- two-layer foundation
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fig. 73. A 50-ft cutoff in this model study reduced the seepage for the

first case by 4% and head at the landside toe of the levee from 50 to 49%

of that on the levee. In the second illustration in fig. 73 where the

seepage riverward of the levee was forced to flow downward through an

upper fine stratum, a 50-ft cutoff reduced the seepage flow by only 5%,

and the head at the landside toe from 50 to 45% of the head on the levee.

745. Thus, partial cutoffs for controlling seepage beneath levees

in the Lower Mississippi River Valley will not significantlyreduce the

amount of seepage passing beneath the levee or the excess head landward

of a levee during high water. Whether or not partial cutoffs would pre-

vent undermining of a levee as a result of piping is not known. If such

a pipe developed to within a short distance of a partial riverside cutoff

there would be a good possibility that the levee might collapse into the

underground cavern and cause a crevasse in spite of the partial cutoff.

Fully penetrating cutoffs are not possible along levees in the Middle and

Lower Mississippi River Valley because of difficulty of construction and

very high cost.

746. A landside sublevee

water over an area to provide a

Sublevees

can be used to control seepage by storing

counterweightagainst excess head beneath

the top stratum in the subleveed area. Sublevees can be used to control

seepage where the landside top stratum is relatively thin, and in low

areas where seepage normally ponds. A disadvantage of sublevees is that

if sand boils occur within the subleveed area, they may be difficult to

detect or observe, and may not readily be given emergency treatment, if

needed. Control of seepage by sublevees requires proper manipulation of

water levels in the sublevee basins during a high water. Controlling

underseepageby means of substandard sublevees is potentially hazardous

as failure of a sublevee when full of water would result in losing the

couriterheadat a critical time.

747. A sublevee basin should be of sufficient width to insure that

the head at the landside edge of the sublevee is not excessive and the
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overflow spillway

at the toe of the

748.

hated from

ilarly, the

should be set at such a height that the net excess head

levee is not more than the allowable head.

The required width X of the sublevee basin can be appro.x-

the equation for the width of a sand berm in fig. 67. Sim-

head hto at the toe of the levee measured above the ground

surface with a sublevee basin can be estimated from the corresponding

equation for h’. with a sand berm of width X . The height of water

t in the sublevee basin should be such that

t = h’. - i. Zt (50)

where i. Zt is the allowable head at the toe of the levee. The crest

of the overflow weir should be at the elevation of the required water

surface in the sublevee basin, and should have sufficient length to pass

both the design seepage flow Q’s in cfs into the basin plus runoff from

rainfall Qr ● The total discharge

as

~ overthe weir can beexpessed

~=Qts+~

wherein:

[1kfdLs(H-t/2) ‘$
Q: =
s

L
5+X

-e

3
(51)

RILsXt

~= 43560 ‘ncfs “ (52)

The sublevee should have a height such that a freeboard of 1 f% will exist

above the water surface in the sublevee basin with the overflow weir dis-

charging at a rate of
%“

The following numerical example illustrates

the design of a sublevee basin.

749. Assume the same conditions as those given in table 40 for de-

sign of seepage berms. The required width of sublevee basin X will be

the same as the required width of the sand berm, or X = 260 ft, and the

head at the toe of the levee with the sublevee would be (from table 40)

hto =8.3 ft



i. z+ =o.5ox6ft

or

t = h’. -io Zt =8.3-

I
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= 3.0 ft

3.0 = 5.3 ft ●

Thus the crest of the weir would be set about 5.5 ft above the average

ground surface. If the sublevee basin lms a length of 500 ft and X’ =

400 ft, the estimated natural seepage into the basin is

Q’5 =
0.2 ft/minx 100 ft x 500 ft (25 - 2.8) H

1000 ft + 450 ft (,-:8)

= 67 cfm/500 ft of levee

or Qt = 500 g~/~00 ft of levee .
s

Assuming I = 0.8 and R = 3 in. per hour, the runoff into the sublevee

basin will be

Qr=3
in./hrx 0.8 x 500 ft x 400 ft . ~ lo ~fs

43560
.

Thus the overflow weir should be designed for

495 = 995 gpn or 2.2 cfs. The net grade of

1 ft above the estimated water surface in the

charging at the above rate.

a discharge of q=500+

the sublevee should be set

basin with the weir dis-
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PART VII: INSTALLATIONAND CONSTRUCTION OF
UNDERSEEPAGE CONTROL MEASURES

Relief Wells

Drilling

750. Relief wells can be installed in

reverse rotary method, the casing method, or

remove excess material from the foundation.

a hole made by either the

other methods that will not

Methods that involve radical

displacement of the formation or may reduce the yield of the well are not

permissible. If large cobbles or other obstructions are encountered in

the hole for the well and prevent extension of the hole to design depth,

the depth of the well may be adjusted or the hole abandoned and another

well installed nearby. The holes for all relief wells should be drilled

to a depth of 4 ft below that prescribed for the bottom of the well screen.
...

751. Reverse rotary method. Reverse rotary drilling of holes for

wells in sand is basically a suction method in which the material

moved from the hole by a suction pipe. The walls of the hole are

by seepage forces acting against a thin film of fine-grained soil

walls, created by maintaining a head of water in the hole several

above the ground-water table. The film of fine-grained soil is deposited

on the walls of the hole by drilling water as the water and soil from the

suction pipe are circulated through a sump pit or box in which the sand

settles out and from which the water containing the fine-grained particles

flows back into the hole.

752. For successful drilling by this method the ground-water table

must be about 7 ft or more below the ground surface and there must be an

adequate supply of drilling water. This method is excellent for drilling

in sand but some trouble may be experiencedwhere silts, sandy silts, and

silty sands are encountered.

753●
A typical reverse rotary drill unit (fig. 74) normally is

equipped with a large-capacitycentrifugal pump, 6-in.-diameter drill

pipe, and a bit similar in appearance to the cutter head of a dredge (fig.

75). where cobbles larger than about 3-3/4 in. are encountered, it is

is re-

supported

on the

feet
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necessary to provide this equip-

ment with a rock trap. However,

holes for relief wells also may be

advanced by the reverse rotary

method using compressed air or a

jet eductor system, neither of

which requires use of rock traps.

754● A large sump is re-

quired for storing drilling water

in the vicinity of each hole.

This sump is connected to the hole

by means of a ditch of suitable

size. At the start of drilling

operations, the drill bit is

lowered to the ground surface at

the well location and the pump is

started. Water from the return

ditch at the well location is

drawn up through the drill pipe,
Fig. 74. Reverse rotary drill rig

pumped into the sump through a discharge line, and then flows back to the

hole through the connecting ditch. After circulation of the drilling

water has been started, the drill bit is rotated and lowered as pumping

continues. The soil cut loose by the bit is carried up through the drill

pipe and pump and is discharged into the sump where the coarse soil

particles settle out. The drilling water and finer soil particles con-

tinue to be circulated as the boring is advanced. Since the walls of the

hole are stabilized by seepage forces resulting from excess hydrostatic

pressure, such pressure must be maintained from the time drilling starts

until the last of the filter gravel and sand backfill is placed. Should

the water supply fail, the well hole will probably cave in and disturb a

large volume of foundation soil, and the well will have to be abandoned.

It frequently is necessary to use casing through silty or sandy soils

encountered near the surface to prevent enlargement of the hole by caving.

Caving may also occur when very fine sand or silt is encountered at greater
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a. General purpose drill bit

d. Drill bit for use in sand

b. Drill bit for use in clay

.
Fig. 75. Reverse rotary drill bits
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depths. Such

more fines to

caving can be prevented only by casing the hole or by adding

the drilling water. Commercial drilling muds are available

that will stop caving under practically all conditions, but most of them

contain bentonite which cannot be successfullyremoved from the filter;

therefore, use of drilling mud containing bentonite is not permissible.

755* Casing method. A temporary well casing may be used to support

the sides of the hole during drilling and placement of well screen, riser

pipe, and gravel filter. Any casing used should have an ID at least 12

in. greater than the OD of the well screen and should be of a type that

can be

porary

cavity

unduly

removed without interferingwith the filter or riser pipe. Tem-

casing may be set by any approved method that will not create a

around the outside of the casing. If the temporary casing becomes

distorted, it should be removed and a new casing installed.

Soil sampling during drilling

756. Samples of the foundation soil should be obtained at 2-ft

intervals during the drilling of each well. When the reverse rotary

method of drilling is used, the samples can be obtained by catching and

decanting samples of the effluent from the drill rig in a large bucket or

other suitable container. When the wells are drilled by the casing method

the samples can be obtained from the bailer or hoisting bucket being used.

The purpose of this sampling is to determine the depth at which the screen

section of the well can be started and also to determine the existence of

strata of silt, silty sands, or very fine sands through which unslotted

(blank) sections of pipe should be used rather than slotted

Installation

757. A typical relief well consists of a wood screen

pipe, gravel filter, sand backfill from the top of a gravel

screen.

section, riser

filter to an

elevation 10 ft below the well outlet, and concrete backfill from the tOp

of the sand backfill to the finished ground surface (fig. 76). (If plastic

riser pipe 54 is used, the backfill may consist of compacted impervious

soil.) Slotted wooden well screen and riser pipe usually come in lengths

of 4, 8, and 16 ft. The screen usually is perforated with slots 3/16 in.

(~1/32 in.) wide (fig. 77). The total slot area of 8-in. screen should

not be less than 30 sq in. per linear foot of screen. The riser pipe and
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:,[ g;;:l TOP OF WELL SCREEN

. ..,...!4 U:::J Y GRAVEL FILTER

1“ .oLzzzzla:-.:, / ~oTE. NOT To SCALE
1. “

‘IJ12ill
b-=-l

Fig. 76. Relief well and
appurtenantes

8.1.0. Redwood or
trc +e~Qqu Ioafir

Z9w!+ 2.X 3J .$ 0/..?
/8 .S/0+s pe,-sp,rul.
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!. ~oodbeffom p/.g, driv,q 6}.
NOT TO SCAL[

Fig. 77. Detail of wood screen

screen should be constructed of machine-

banded wood staves of either untreated

redwood, or treated Douglas fir, white

pine, or southern yellow pine. The

staves should be at least 1-1/8 in.

thick and milled from clear, seasoned

lumber. Douglas fir, white and south-

ern yellow pine should be pressure-treatedwith creosote or creosote-coal

tar solutionwith a minimum retention of 8 lb per cu ft for Douglas fir

and 10 lb per cu ft for white and yellow pine. The pipe should be banded

with heavily galvanized, 6-gage winding wire with 3-in. spacing between

wire turns. Wooden plugs are usually used for closing the bottom of the

well screens. Bituminous coated corrugated metal pipe may also be used

for well screens and riser pipe. The screen portion should be coated

after it is perforated. However, wood pipe is considered preferable for

relief wells.

758. Length of well screen and depth of well. The length of well

screen to be set will depend upon the percentage of effective penetration

of the pervious aquifer used in design of the well system. (The principal

seepage-carryingaquifer is usually defined as the stratum of medium to

fine, or coarser, sand lying above the valley floor.) The top of screen

should be set about 4 ft (:2 ft) below the top of medium to fine sand
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(D50 > No. 50 sieve). Screen should not be placed in silty or very fine

sand (D60 < No. 70 sieve).

759. The design elevation of the top and the length of well screen

are usually estimated from boring data. However, the top of well screen

and its length should be checked in the field using data on the soils

penetrated as the hole for the well is drilled. The following criteria

are suggestedwhere it becomes necessary to modify in the field the lengths

of riser pipe, blank pipe, and screen sections in order not to set well

screen in strata of very fine sand or finer soil.

a.

b.—

c.

d.

e.

f.

Minimum length of riser pipe, 16 ft.

Maximum depth of well, 125 ft.

Screen should not be set in strata of clay, silt, silty
sand, or very fine sand. (In setting blank sections of
pipe to blank out such strata, an attempt should be made
to overlap fine-grained strata with the blank section by
lor2ft.)

Riser pipe should extend 2 to 6 ft below soil finer than
fine sand.

Where lesser footage of blanks is installed
in the design, the well should still be set
depth.

Where greater footage of blanks is required

than given
to the design

than given in
design, the well should be deepened in accordance-
the following table.

Amount Well
Amount of Blank Additional to
That Shown in Design, ft

4
8
12
16
20
24
28

760. Assembly and installation.

Should Be Deepened
ft

4
8
8
12
12
16
16

The well screen and riser

with

pipe

should be assembled, or partly assembled, and the bottom of the well

screen plugged before the hole for the well is completed. Each joint

of pipe and the plug in the bottom of the screen should be fastened se-

curely. Guides should be attached to the assembled riser pipe and screen
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in such number and of a type which will center the assembly in the well

and hold it secureLy in position while the filter gravel is placed (fig.

78a). The guides must be of a design that will permit extension of the

tremie to the bottom of the hole for the well. (A well can alsobe

centered by using a centering device mounted near the end of a tremie

pipe; fig. 78b.) The assembled pipe and screen should be so placed in

the hole as to avoid jarring impacts and to insure that the assembly is

not damaged nor displaced (fig. 79). The well should be reasonably

straight and plumb; a variation of 8 in. in total depth of well from a

plumb line at the top of the well is permissible in the alignment of riser

and screen. However, adequate clearance for installationof the pumping

equipment is required for testing the wells. If any well hole appears

to be significantlyout of plumb, it should be checked before installing

the riser and screen by lowering a 24-in.-diameter,36-in.-long pipe

cylinder to the bottom of the well on a wire rope, checking the inclina-

tion of the rope when it is taut and held in the center of the hole at

ground surface. A small allowance should be made in setting the top of

the well pipe to take care of settlement that may occur during surging

and pumping, in order that the top of the well pipe will be at the design

elevation.

761. No filter gravel should be placed before the well screen and

riser are installed, as the amount required below the screen cannot be

predeterminednor placed accurately enough to insure that the top of the

riser pipe will be at the correct elevation. Filter gravel should be

placed only after the screen and riser pipe have been lowered to the cor-

rect depth and the top of the riser pipe has been set slightly above the

design elevation. The filter gravel should be placed by lowering the

tremie (with narrow slots or small perforations) to the bottom of the

hole and then filling it with filter gravel (fig. 80). (The hole for

each well should be overdrilledby at least 4 ft to provide space at the

bottom for filter gravel which may become segregated when the tremie pipe

is first filled.) The tremie should be raised slowly to allow the gravel

to run out of the bottom as additional filter material is fed in at the

top. The tremie pipe must be kept filled with filter gravel above the
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a. Well screen with wooden spiders for
centering screen in well

b. Centering device mounted
on tremie pipe

Fig. 78. Methods of centering well screen

Fig. 79. Installation of
well screen

Fig. 80. Placing filter gravel by tremie
method

water surface and must be handled at all times in a manner that will

prevent segregation of the filter as it is placed. Filter gravel should

be placed to an elevation at least 5 ft above the top of well screen to

allow for settlement during development of the well.
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762. If a temporary casing is used, the filter gravel should be

placed in incrementsnot to exceed 2 ft. The tremie and casing should be

raised in increments approximately equal to increments of filter gravel

placed, except that at no time before completion of the operation should

the bottom of the casing be less than 1 ft below the top of the filter.

Alternate placing of

until the filter has

763. Material

a washed sand gravel

filter and withdrawing of casing should be continued

been placed to the desired elevation.

for the filter around the riser and screen should be

free from any adherent coating, any vegetable matter,

or elongated particles in quantities considered detrimental. In general,

the filter should meet the gradation requirements shown in fig. 81, and

it should not be skip-graded.

761L, Surging and pumping. Materials which may have entered the

well during placing of the gravel filter must be carefully removed by

pumping or bailing with a piston-type bailer. In some instances, it may

be desirable to surge the well slightly before attempting to remove the

filter gravel from the well in order to minimize the possibility of

U S Standard S- Openmm m Inches U S Stmdard S,ew Numbers
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Fig. 81. Gradation of filter gravel for well screen with 3/16-in. slots
and alluvial sands in the Mississippi River Valley
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trapping the clean-out bailer as a result of filter gravel entering the

well above the bailer as it is lowered. After this, the well should be

surged and pumped to

grave1. Surging and

filter is placed and

remove drilling mud or other fines from the filter

pumping should be started within two hours after the

should be continued until the amount of material

pulled through the screen between surging operations is less than 0.2 ft

in the well, and in any event for not less than 1-1/2 hours. Surging and

pumping may be performed alternately or simultaneously.

765. One method for suxging is to raise and lower a block made of

a heavy rubber disk between two steel disks mounted on a steel rod. The

rubber disk should have a diameter approximately 1 in. less than the in-

side diameter of the well and the steel disks should be 1 in. in diameter

smaller than the rubber disk. In some cases it may be desirable to mount

two disks approximately 5 ft apart on the steel rod. The surge block

should be raised and lowered at a rate of approximately 5 ft per sec. A

cycle of surging usually consists of about 20 round trips of the surge

block for the full length of the well screen.

766. Another method of surging is to surge and pump the well with

air at the same time. This can be accomplishedwith a device consisting

of two disks attached to, and spaced about 4 ft apart on a 3-in. pipe,

with perforations in the pipe between the disks and provision made for

pumping water out of the pipe by means of air as the surging is done.

The lower disk should have a hole in it to permit some flow of water in

and out of the space between the

in the well. The hole will also

operation and not carried out by

fall to the bottom of the well.

disks as the device is moved up and down

allow the sand pulled in by the surging

the rising stream of air and water to

The pumping can be accomplishedby ex-

tending a small air pipe down inside the

two disks. The perforations or slots in

will allow water and accumulated foreign

A small volume of air forced through the

surge pipe to a point between the

the surge pipe between the disks

material to enter the surge pipe.

small pipe will carry the water

and foreign material up to the surface through the surge pipe. In using

this procedure for surging and pumping, 5- or 6-ft sections of screen are

washed successivelyuntil clear water flows and the entire length of

screen has been washed.
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767. Surging or pumping of such violencs as to endanger or damage

the well should not be permitted; only sufficient force should be used

to remove or loosen all drilling mud and/or fines in the filter gravel

and well so that they may be removed by pumping. Some sand may have to

be removed by pumping or by a piston-type bailer upon completion of this

operation.

768. Within three hours after completion of surging, the well

should be pumped to achieve a drawdown of 5 ft in the well or a flow of

200 gpm. If the well produces sand in excess of approximately 2 pt per

hour (as determined from sounding and from collection of well flow in a

10-gal container) the well should be resurged and repumped. Wells con-

tinuing to produce excessive amounts of silt or sand after 4 to 8 hours

of surging or pumping should be abandoned and properly plugged. After a

well is surged and cleaned, it should be kept sealed until provided with

a permanent well guard and check valve, to prevent inflow of surface water.

769. Backfilling. The annular space above the gravel filter should

be backfilled after the well has been developed by surging and pumping.

Fine or medium sand should be placed to an elevation 10 ft below the well

outlet, and concrete should be used as fill to the finished ground sur-

face. When placed in water, the sand backfill should be rodded to insure

proper compaction;when placed above water, it should be compacted by ap-

proved methods as placement proceeds. Concrete placed in water should be

placed by tremie and rodded to insure compaction and absence of voids.

If temporary casing is used, it should be withdrawn as backfill is placed

so that its bottom is at all times slightly below the top of the placed

fill. Sand backfill may be placed prior to surging provided the gravel

filter is placed to an elevation 5 ft higher than the top of the well

screen. When concrete is placed or cured at temperaturesbelow freezing,

the materials should be heated and the finished concrete protected in such

manner as will prevent damage because of freezing.

770. If plastic riser pipe is used, it should extend to a depth of

about 15 ft below ground surface. Concrete or thoroughly compacted im-

pervious soil may be used as backfill around the pipe.

771. Excess excavated or waste materials should be disposed of so
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as to leave the site in an orderly

and neat condition. All pits,

holes, ditches, and ruts should be

filled to original grade with

topsoil.

772. Top of well. The con-

crete around the well is usually

finished flush with the normal ele.

vation of the ground. At local

high areas in topography, the top

of the concrete is sometimes set

0.2 to 1.0 ft below natural ground

elevation so that the well outlet

can be lowered, thereby improving

Fig. 82. Tenon end of wood-stave
riser pipe

the efficiency of the well. The top of the riser pipe is usually set

about 4 in. above the top of the concrete around the well. The ground

immediately around the well should be left flush with the top of the con-

crete and should be graded to drain to any adjacent lower ground. Al-

though many relief wells have been installed with only the tenon end of

the wood riser projecting above the concrete backfill (fig. 82), a more

permanent top for a well is a cast iron fitting (fig. 83).

it

a. Section of cast-iron tenon

b. Cast-iron tenon in place on
wood-stave pipe

Fig. 83. Cast-iron tenon for top of relief wells
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Pumping tests

773●
All wells should be subjected to a pumping test upon comple-

tion of installation. If practicable, the pumping test should be made

when the water table is at or above the top of the well screen to insure

flushing and to check on the stability of the entire length of screen

and filter. Equipment for making the pumping tests should include: a

pump with a manually operated speed control of adequate capacity; a

suction hose or pipe of sufficient length to extend from the pump to a

point in the well at least 5 ft below the maximum drawdown required for

the test; a discharge hose or pipe of sufficient length to remove the

discharge water a satisfactorydistance from the well; a suitable

sounding device for measuring the depth to water in the well; and a

flow meter of standard design for measuring the discharge from the well.

774. The equipment should be set up and the pumping test per-

formed in accordance with the following procedure. The pump should be

set near the well and the discharge hose or pipe, with flow meter at-

tached, extended out from

the well a sufficient dis-

tance to prevent flow back

into the well (fig. 84).

If an orifice type of meter

is used, the section of pipe

from the manometer to the

orifice should be horizontal

and supported rigidly, other-

wise the manometer tube on

the meter will not remain in

a vertical position after

the pump is started. The

flow meter should be cali-

brated before using. How-

ever, the flow may be esti-

mated for commercialmeters from the manufacturers rating curves. In

lieu of an actual calibration or rating curves, the flow from or through



orifices can be estimated from 10.<

fig. 85.
7.0

775 * The distance from the
S.o

top of the well to the water sur-
4.0

face should be measured to the
3.0

nearest 0.01 ft and recorded after.:
> the test equipment is set up. The~z.O

pump then should be operated so as:
&

to create a drawdown in the well ~
z

of 5 to 8 ft or a flow of 500 gpm.~ ‘“”
$

The flow from the well should then; ...

be recorded together with the time:
0 0.s

and measured depth (nearest0.01

ft) to the water surface in the

well. For the remainder of the

pumping period the flow from the

well should be maintained at a

relatively constant rate, varying

the pump speed if necessary. The

flow frGm the well and depth to

water surface in the well should

be recorded at 15-min intervals

‘2.
= 0.4

0,3

0.2

0.1

ORIFICE FLOW IN GALLONS PER MINUTE

Fig. 85. Flow from orifices at end
of 6-in. pipe

for the remainder of the test period. Should radical variations in pump-

ing rate or interruptions in pumping occur, the pumping test should be

started over.

776. Pumping tests may be made as soon as a well is completed.

Care should be taken not to damage either the top of the well or metal

well guard. The period of pumping, discharge rate, and drawdown to be

achieved should be in accordance with specificationsfor the project.

No test pumping of a well should be permitted concurrently

surging, or pumping of any other well within 400 ft of the

tested.

777. When it is desired to check the inflow of sand

ing test, the flow from the well should be discharged into

with drilling,

well being

during a pump-

a suitably
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a. Diagram of tank

b. Tank in use

Fig. 86. Sand collection tank for checking stability of wells

baffled stilling tank (fig. 86) to cause any fine sand in the water to

settle out. The inflow of sand into a well during a pumping test can be

determined in the following manner:

a.

b.

c.

778. In

Determine the depth to top of sand in the well to the
nearest 0.01 ft with a flat-bottomed sounding device and
steel tape before starting the pumping test.

At 15-min intervals during pumping, determine the exact
depth (nearest0.01 ft) to sand in the well and amount
of sand collected in stilling tank (to nearest 0.1 pt).

Total inflow of sand into the well should be computed
for each time interval as the test progresses. The pump-
ing test should be continued until the rate of inflow of
sand is less than 1 pt per hour but for no longer than
8 hours. If the rate of sand inflow is more than 2 pt
per hour after 8 hours pumping, the well should be
abandoned or repaired if practicable.

the event sand or other material collects in the well as

a result of the pumping test, it should be removed.

Recording of data

779* Installation data should be recorded on a form such as shown

in fig. 87. Any unusual conditions encountered or instances of non-

compliance with specificationsby the contractor should also be entered

on the form. All items in fig. 87 are self-explanatorywith the excep-

tion of the following.
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RELIEF WELL INSTALLATION REPORT

LEVEE
PROJECT:~~ L OUI> DI’s}rI’c f, ~ndz r~~ epcrg~ DISTRICT ; ~rQ/’~/”~ & ~OC~ ~r
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WoOo’-Jfatie pf>c ,
RISER:-TYW: much;n~ ~on~~~ ; Inside Diam: 8- In. FILTER: Gruvcd
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CONTRACTNO.: OPERATOR: Da ~~
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AT WELL: TO:– Sand: 27.6 f} ; KU”: 37..3 f+
ELEV TOP
OF RISER: 378. G

ELEV TOP OF
WELL GUARO: 380.0
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CONCRETEBACKflLL: 37

lVPEOF
CNECXVALVE: A fumfhum plu+e &kNSION:- TYW: Non e ;Ht: LOG

flNALWELL INSTALLATIONOATA
OF

INSIDEOEPTH
HOLE

RISERPIPELENGTH: 31. f OF WELL: 77.65

OEPTHTO SANO IN
“ EXTRA”SCREEN LENGTH: O. 0 WELL AFTERCLEANING: 77.58

‘(DESIGN”SCREENLENGTH: 39. t
ELEVTOPOF
WELLSCREEN: 347.5

39.1
ELEVTOP

TOTALSCREENLENGTH: OFFILTER: 3(28. 8

INSIOEBOTTOM
“BLANK”PIPE LENGTH: 77 ELEV OF WELL: 300.95
OEPTH
OFHOLE: 79.3

ELEVRISER
SETAT:_ .37d. 7

F&nd
SURGINGDATA
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METHOO:BIo ck ond builzr

!8 Jun a ’53
ANO TIME: ~;ds AM ?$: “’KING1;00 hr ~fJ~~~

GRAVELINWELL
!5.f5 f}

MATERIAL
[ IISURGING

BEFORESURGING: SURGEOIN:- CVCLE *l:g~~5 *Z: 5.85 q: f. 75

[SURGING ,II M&nd
:CYCLE 4:0.65 *5: *6: *1: Total :44. OS f ~

SETTLEMENTOF FILTEROURINGSURGING: f. 5 Pf

PUMPINGOATA
~ Chy

RATEOF PUMPING: 200 GPM FM
RATEOF SAND ~ond
INFILTRATION: – Start : 0.5 pA/hr . End:, 0.0 pfs/hr

REMARKS:DaJI@ d~p ~h of we 11= g 4 f #. Cobb/es a couniere d .~Jff*~
— Cobb/tzJ

cd akp fh of 79.3 f{. Unu61u #o ob}~in du~;gn dapih.
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Fig. 87. Form for recording relief well installationdata



RELIEF WELL PUMPING TEST REPORT

PRO)ECT:~fi ~ ouir Dir}rIk~ VndePm2 e~uge %ICT: Pr utkI’e du PO CA c r
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I

I

I

INSPECTOR

Fig. 88. Form for recording relief well pumping test data
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a. The first item in line 9, “Elev Top of Riser” is to des-
ignate the final elevation of top of riser as established
after completion of the well.

b. “Elev Riser Set at” as shown in the second column under
“FinalWell InstallationData” is to designate the eleva-
tion at which the top of riser was set initially. (Field
experience will indicate the elevation for initial set
of top of riser in order that final elevation will be as
near that required as possible.)

c. “Inside Bottom Elev of Well” is the elevation of the top
of the plug in the bottom of the well screen and is equal
to “Elev Top of Riser” minus “Inside Depth of Well.”

Pumping test data should be recorded on a form such as shown in fig. 88.

Appurtenances

780. The tops of all wells should be protected with a suitable

guard such as shown in figs.

reduce required maintenance.

781. Each well should

water by a rubber gasket and

89 and 90. Use of these devices will greatly

be protected against backflow of surface

check valve such as shown in fig. 91. Ac-

celerated full-scale laboratory tests have indicated this check valve to

be very effective in preventing backflow of water into a well under ad-

verse conditions. The rubber gasket shown in fig. 91 was specially

&

vet

e on 6 “.+s

.//

Fig. 89. Metal well guard
Fig. ~0. Relief well with

metal well guard
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c. Details of

91. Details of aluminum
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check valve and

i
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designed to prevent backflow of surface water into the well and also to

serve as a gasket between the well top and plastic standpipe. The mold

for this gasket to fit an 8-in. well is owned by the St. Louis District,

CE. The gasket should be made of neoprene rubber with a softness of 30

shore. In order for the lightweight check valve to function properly,

the top of the well must be made absolutely smooth before the rubber

gasket is cemented to it. The gasket can best be attached to the wood

or cast iron tenon with an adhesive cement such as 3-M- No. EC-870,

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.

782. Flow from relief wells will be somewhat

to natural seepage during periods of relatively low

In agricultural areas, each well should be provided

pipe

face

less

(The

&

more than that due

stages on the levees.

with a plastic stand-

to raise its discharge elevation 1 or 2 ft above natural ground sur-

(fig. 92), unless the well willbe submerged by surface water or un-

flow from the well will drain into natural sloughs or drainageways.

flare on the standpipe shown in this figure is designed to prevent

//,4,% ,/4,., ,
,o’,s,,R,Ns.—

a. Details of standpipe

Fig. 92. Plastic

b. Standpipe in place on
cast-iron tenon

standpipe for relief wells
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the check valve from catching on the top of the standpipe in the event

the well flows before the standpipe is removed.) These low sleeves or

standpipeswill prevent well flow during periods of low river heads on

the levee when no pressure relief is necessary. As soon as artesian

pressure develops to such extent that water begins to spill over the

tops of the standpipes, they should be removed and the system allowed

to operate as originally designed.

Y–-”l
$6”Brose B.lf~Wa&-8R+
t7=Diiz hb /Oge Gab Sled Cm. Ads.

n T

Wd &/d 27aax7d”/ax hOGurkSk/@/kg.
(Drill 4’4*h& & 44” &Z/h

cwrrrplele &ring)

<
Z4:N0./OFGYlK CwEti/
Pt@e8ifumkus Cwhe!

SECTION THRU TEE CONNECTION

J
F’

F

—

Dumped Stone R@r-czp
cwF/7ter&?se Cow-se

r I II , /2 ‘,-*/6go. corr me fo/p!pC
\

SIDE ELEvATION ‘

-(L .%%%

END ELEVATION

Fig. 93. Tee-type well outlet
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783. Relief wells adjacent to ditches or intakes to drainage struc-

tures or pumping stations along the levee should be provided with

valve, standpipe for access, and a horizontal discharge pipe such

in figs. 93 and 94.

a check

as shown

Fig. 94. Tee-type outlet with flap gate and concrete discharge apron

784. Relief wells installed in areas subject to floodingby sani-

tary or industrial sewage should be provided with the type of rubber

gasket and check valve shown in fig. 91, an outfall pipe equipped with

an automatic flap gate, and a well top of the type shown in fig. 95.

Fig. 95. Well guard and outlet used in areas subject to flooding
tary or industrial sewage

by sani-
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These flap gates

be double-hinged

should be of cast iron with bronze facing. They should

and bronze-mounted,and should close with a slight ver-

tical angle. Bolts and washers should also be of bronze or brass.

785. A completed relief well installation in an agricultural levee

district in the St. Louis District, CE, is shown in fig. 96.

Fig. 96. Line of relief wells with surface-type outlets

Piezometers

Description

786. Piezometers should consist of all-brass or bronze screen set

in filter sand, a riser pipe generally extending 3 ft above ground sur-

face, and a cylinder of concrete around the riser pipe extending from

just below the piezometer cap to 30 in. below ground surface. The pi-

ezometer screen normally will be 24 in. long with a 40-mesh screen or

No. 18 or 25 slot size. The riser will generally be commercial grade,

standard weight, l-1/4-in.-IDgalvanized steel pipe with couplings of

galvanized steel, except that a plastic coupling should be used between

the brass screen and riser pipe. The riser pipe should be fitted with

a standard-weightgalvanized steel cap, with a 1/8- or l/4-in. hole in

its top, attached to the concrete cylinder around the riser pipe (see

fig. 97). All joints should be treated with a suitable joint compound
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which will seal the joint and completely

cover and protect that part of the riser

pipe from which the galvanizing has been

removed by threading. All joints should

be made tight but care should be taken

not to damage the plastic coupling while

tightening the assembly. The number of

the piezometer should be stamped on both

cap and riser pipe.

Installation

787. Boring methods. Piezometers

should be installed in 6-in. minimum di-

ameter holes drilled to the required

depth. The holes must remain open, or

be held open with casing if necessary,

to allow placement of the sand filter

around the piezometer screen and to al-

low proper backfilling around the riser

pipe. The boring for a piezometer may

be advanced with an auger or by a bailer

and casing.

788. Sampling. Samples should be

taken at every change in type of soil

and at intervals not to exceed 3 ft, in

order to obtain representative samples

of the various strata encountered.

789. Filter. The filter material

should consist of clean, well-graded

medium to fine sand which should extend

6 in. below the bottom of the screen,

completely surround it, and extend at

least 6 in. above the top of the screen.

790. Backfill. Space around the

riser pipe should be backfilled with

‘c
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impervious soil or concrete from the top of the filter material, or above

where sand caves in when casing (if used) is withdrawn) to within 30 in*

of the ground surface. Soil backfill should be placed in 4-in. layers

and thoroughly compacted.

Fig. 98. Piezometer
with riser pipe protected

by concrete collar

If the space around the riser pipe contains

water, it should be filled with concrete

placed by the tremie method.

791. A 6-in.-diameter concrete cylinder

should be installed around the riser pipe from

the top of the compacted backfill to within 3

in. of the top of the piezometer pipe. This

cylinder’may be formed by placing a 6-in.-

round cardboard form from 3 in. below top of

riser pipe to 6 in. below ground surface and

filling with concrete. A completed piezometer

is shown in fig. 98.

792. Testing. After installation is

completed, each piezometer should be p~ped

until a clear stream of water is obtained. If

the piezometer screen is above the water table

or the water table is too deep to permit pump-

ing, the piezometer should be filled to the

top with clear water and the rate at which the

water falls in the riser pipe recorded. Depth to water should be re-

corded every minute for the first 5 min and at 5-reinintervals thereafter

for the following periods, depending on the soil in which the screen is

set.

Period of Approximate Time
Piezometer Screen Observation for 50$ Fall

Set In (rein) (rein)

Sandy silt 30 30
Silty sand 10 5
Fine sand 5 1

If the piezometer has been installed properly, the time required for the

water in the riser pipe to fall 5C% of the total fall to the ground-water

table should not be appreciably, if any, greater than that listed above=
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An alternate method of test is to install a 5- to 10-gal graduated con-

tainer of constant cross section on top of the piezometerj fill the pi-

ezometer and container with water and observe the rate of fall of water

in the container. Piezometers found to be functioning improperly because

of clogging or obstructions should be removed and reinstalled approxi-

mately 5 ft distant from the first installation.

793 ● The approximate elevations of the tips of piezometers usually

are furnished to the inspector with the type of soil in which the screen

is to be set and/or a soil profile on which the piezometer screen has

been plotted to show the stratum in which it is intended the screen should

be installed. In general, the screens should be installed in clean sand;

in no case should any

All installation data

99 ●

part of the screen

should be recorded

be installed in clay or silt.

on a form such as shown in fig.

794. Seepage berms can

or by hauling. The method of

Seepage Berms

be constructed by hydraulic fill methods

construction and type of fill to be used

will depend on whether the berm has been designed as an impervious, semi-

pervious, pervious or sand, or a free-draining berm in accordance with

the following tabulation.

Eerm Coefficient
of Permeability

Type of Berm Type Soil
(kv) x 10-4 cm/sec

Impervious Random <1

Semipervious Silty sand or >1 <loo
sand

Pervious Sand >100

Free- Random and *
draining gravel filter

blanket

Method of
Placement

Lift
Thickness

in.

Hauling

Hauling or
dredging

12 to 18

--

Hauling or
dredging

Hauling

-.

--

* Seepage-carrying capacity of gravel blanket equal to or more than 1
to 2 gpm per linear foot of berm with a head 10SS of less than 1 or 2
ft for flow through full width of berm.
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PIEZOMETEf? INSTALLATION REPORT

M~HOD OF INSTAIIIWFON: Hund uuger und cw-]ng
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h ‘h .!.-‘_-.-”--;-FoRfw: r iJa r pipe VENT:

~Rl~: 384.78 :: TIP: 3 7/. 8GROUND ELEV: 38/. 9

nolc In CffD 1

.
FILTER: ~G? dlff~ ~~d FROM ELEV: 370.7 TO ELEV:374.6

Leon clog
4

374.6 375.6
SEAL: concre7% FROM ELEV: 375..5 TO EL!FV: 344.5

1

INSTALWIIBY: L Uhr &Od, hc. CONTFWTNO.:4846 FOREMAN:k% f‘Ch m of?

OATEOF INSTALLATION:T Augu~f f 953 DATEOF OBSERVATIONS:/4 Augwf 1953
METHOOOF
TESTING PIEZ: Fol/%g had

ElmED OEPTHTO EWSED OEPTHTO ELAPSED DEPTHTO

TIME llm’ WATER TIME TM WATER TIME TIME WATER
AM mlNulEs FEET MlMITE’ FEET MINUTES FEET

!0:22 o 0,00

10:224 G 12.40

!O:23@ I& !2.70

!0:24$ 2 V4 f 2,90

10:30 8 12.90*

REMARN3: * sfof[c w&r +ubl~

Pie zomtz +ar number J/tmci/ad on r;hvplpe und cap

.
CJWYU .

INSPECTOR

Fig. 99. Form for recording piezometer installation data
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Berms do not require any special compaction other than that resulting

from placement and spreading operations. Special precautions must be

taken in the construction of free-drainingberms to insure that the filter

layers are properly constructed and the gravel filter has the required

permeability.

Riverside Blankets

795 ●
Riverside impervious blankets should be constructed of the

most imperviousmaterial readily available. It should be placed in 6-

to 12-in. lifts and compacted with controlledmovement of the hauling

equipment or at least three coverages of a crawler-t~e tractor exerting

a tread pressure of at least 6 psi. The thickness of the blanket will

depend upon its permeability and other design considerationsbut should

be a minimum of 3 to 5 ft.

796. Borrow for seepage berms, or for impervious riverside blankets

or sublevees as discussed subsequently,should either be obtained at a

distance of 1000 to 1500 ft or more from the riverside levee toe, or bor-

row operations should be controlled so as to leave a blanket of clay or

silt at least 5 ft thick over the underlying pervious sands.

797 ●
If the blanket will be subject to very severe scouring action,

it should be protected by means of spur and/or abatis dikes strategically

located. Borrow pits in which impervious blankets are placed should be

drained to permit the growth of willows.

798. Borrow pits that have been excavated to sand for levee con-

struction can be partially refilled with silt by construction of spur

and abatis dikes at strategic locations along the levee. Although such

a blanket of silt,and ‘sandwill not be as impervious as a compacted clay

blanket, it will materially reduce underseepage and hydrostatic pressures

landward of a levee. (Constructionof abatis dikes is subsequentlydis-

cussed.) Collection of silt by means of abatis dikes requires upstream

inlet ditches to bring water into the borrow pits at below bankfull

stages and downstream outlet ditches to permit drainage of the pits after

the high water has receded. Drainage of the pits is required to permit
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the growth of willows which are necessary if the pits are to be filled

by siltation. The growth of willows is necessary to replace the abatis

dikes which have an expected life of no more than 3 to 5 years.

Sublevees

799. Sublevees constructed around critical seepage areas should

have a minimum crown width of 5 ft and side slopes of 1 on 2-1/2 or 3.

They should be built of relatively impervious soil compacted in ~-in.

lifts with at least three coverages of a crawler-type tractor or the

equivalentby controlledmovement of hauling equipment. Borrow for sub-

levees should never be obtained between the levee and the sublevee. The

material should be placed within 2 to 4% of optimum moisture to insure

its stability when subjected to a head of water and to minimize the de-

velopment of shrinkage cracks. The base for the sublevee should be

properly prepared so as to prevent development of piping beneath the sub-

levee. Sublevee basins should be provided with paved overflow spillways

to prevent crevassing in event of overflow as a result of seepage or sur-

face runoff from the main levee. A gated outlet should also be provided

to drain the basin after a high-water period. The sublevee basin should

have at least 1 ft of freeboard above the maximum anticipated pool eleva-

tion with the spillway in operation. Sublevee basins longer than about

300 to 500 ft should be provided with cross dikes and each basin thus

formed should be provided with an overflow spillway. The sublevees and

dikes should be sodded and maintained.

Abatis Dikes

800. Abatis dikes usually consist of a row of posts across the

borrow pit that support 2- by 4-in. stringers. To these stringers are

stapled field fencing and snow fence as shown in fig. 100. The dike is

braced with 2- by 4-in. bracing anchored to stakes driven into the ground

on 18-ft centers. In order to prevent undercutting of the dike as result

of scour, it should be protected both upstream and downstream by means

of a riprap mattress.
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Fig. 100. Details of abatis dike

801. Generally, abatis dikes vary in height from 4 to 8 ft. The

length and depth of supportingposts are usually varied in proportion to

the height of the dike as shown in fig. 100. Prior to construction of a

dike, minor grading and leveling is usually required in the bottom of the

borrow pit along the dike line. The 2- by 4-in. stringers and braces may

be of either hard or soft wood, preferably No. 2 cormnongrade or better.

Willow or cottonwood lumber is not acceptable. The posts should be 6 in.,

either round or square, and should be sound and free of defects that

would impair their effectivenessfor the purpose intended. Willow or

cottonwood posts are not acceptable. The snow fence usually consists of

1-1/2- by 12-in. slats, with a spacing of about 2 in. between laths.

Laths should be painted with one coat of red oxide, or equivalent, paint.

The field fencing should have top and bottom wires of not less than No. 9
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Fig. 101. Abatis dike across borrow pit, Columbia Levee District.
St. Louis District, CE

gage wire, and bars and staves should be not less than No. 11 gage wire.

The staves and bars should be spaced on about 6-in. centers. The width of

the fencing should be not less than the width between the adjacent dike

stringers. The fencing should also be zinc-coated. The riprap stone

should be of durable quality and should grade from about 3 to 150 lb.

802. Fig. 101 shows a completed abatis dike.

Drainage Blankets

803. As proper functioning of a drainage blanket depends upon its

continued perviousness, they should not be constructed until after the

landside slope of the levee has become stabilized and covered with sod

so that soil particles carried by surface runoff and erosion from the

levee will not clog the blanket. If it is necessary to construct the

blanket at the time the levee is built or before it has become covered

with sod, an interceptor dike should be built at the intersection of the

landside levee slope and drainage blanket to prevent surface wash from

clogging the blanket. The flow intercepted

off through spaced outfall channels. After

with sod, the interceptor dikes and outfall

and the blanket completed.

by the dike should be drained

the levee has become covered

channels should be removed
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804. A drainage blanket should not be constructed unless the per-

vious foundation extends completely to the surface. If sod or vegetation

exists in the area to be covered by the blanket, they should be removed

before the blanket is placed. The loss of material involved may be made

up with locally available clean sand, or the first filter layer may be

increased in thickness.

Drainage Trenches

805. Drainage trenches are excavated along the landside toe of a

levee for the purpose of tapping the underlying pervious substratum. In

order to be effective, the trench must penetrate any upper strata of clay,

silt, or very fine sand. Although the depth of the trench will usually

be set on the basis of previous borings, soil strata frequently vary in

relatively short distances and therefore it may be necessary to adjust

the depth of the trench during construction in order to insure that it

taps the main underlying aquifer.

806. Drainage trenches are usually excavated immediately landward

of the levee toe. Side slopes of such trenches should be as steep as

possible (usually 1 on 1 or 1 on 1.5) but must be stable so as not to

endanger the levee slope. The trenches should be constructed in the

summer or fall when the water table is lowest; even then it may be neces-

sary to use a dewatering system to achieve the required depth for the

trench.

807. For a drainage trench to function properly, it is imperative

that the filter layers be properly graded and be carefully placed. Like-

wise, the collector pipe should be properly installed. There should be

no joints with openings larger than the perforations in the pipe. Pre-

cautions should be taken to prevent the filter layers or collector pipe

from becoming flooded with muddy surface water during construction.

808. The excavation for the trench may be refilled with material

taken from the trench and compacted with either a crawler-typetractor

or by hauling equipment.
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809. Where the depth

40 ft, an impervious cutoff

cutoffs

of the pervious substratum is less than about

can be constructed at the riverside toe of

the levee by means of either open

backfilling with impervious soil.

beneath the levee (in the case of

If placed at the riverside toe it

of an imperviousblanket.

excavation or a trenching machine and

The cutoff should be placed either

new levees) or at the riverside toe.

should be tied into the levee by means

810. Cutoffs may be constructed of earth, steel sheet piling, or

possibly by grouting through grout holes on close centers; however, earth

construction is considered the most practical method. Although steel

sheet piling is commonly used for cutoffs, experience has indicated that

it is not entirely watertight as leakage occurs through interlocks, at

splices, and through torn interlocks. Unless the sheet pile cutoff is

tight and continuous, little reduction of pressure landward of levees

can be expected. However, a sheet pile wall properly driven will sig-

nificantly reduce the danger of piping beneath the levee. The high cost

of steel sheet piling generally precludes its use for deep cutoffs.

Grouting of alluvial sands has been attempted but is quite expensive and

at its present stage of development cannot be considered as a practical

means of cutting off a deep pervious aquifer.

811. An open excavation for a cutoff should be cut on slopes which

will insure stability of the slopes and the levee. A wellpoint system

will usually be required where the excavation extends below the water

table. The excavation should be backfilled with impervious soil (clay

or silt) compacted in layers by means of a crawler-type tractor or con-

trolled movement of hauling equipment.

812. A cutoff can also be constructed by dragline or specially

built trenching machine capable of digging trenches 40 or 50 ft deep.

In this method of construction the trench is held open by keeping it

filled with a clay slurry. It is essential that the clay content of the

slurry be sufficient to coat and seal the walls of the trench in order

that the hydrostatic pressure can be effective in holding the trench
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open. The clay slurry can be prepared by chopping the clay with a disk

harrow and mixing it with water by means of pumps and/or paddles. The
trench is then filled with the slurry. In order that the procedure be

successful, the operations of digging, keeping the trench filled with

slurry, and backfilling must all be carried out simultaneously.

813. Where a levee is underlain by a relatively thin deposit of

natural levee or crevasse sand, in

the sand stratum can be cut off by

struction of such a cutoff along a

illustrated in fig. 102.

turn underlain by impervious strata,

either of the above procedures. Con-

levee in the St. Louis District is

Fig. 102. Construction of cutoff through shallow sand
stratum beneath levee
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PART VIII: MAINTENANCE OF UNDERSEEPAGE CONTROL
MEASURES AND OBSERVATIONS DURING HIGH WATER

Maintenance

Relief wells

814. Relief wells require a certain amount of nominal maintenance

to insure their continued and proper functioning. In order for relief

wells to function properly, it is essential that they be kept free of

sand, silt, organic matter, or any other material that would retard free

flow. Relief wells should be inspected once a year, preferably imme-

diately prior to normal high-water seasons, and more often during major

high waters for the purpose of detecting vandalism, theft, abuse by

thoughtlessnessor carelessness,unauthorized use of the wells or pie-

zometers, or other irregularities. Each well should be sounded every

two or three years and after each major high water to see that it is free

of trash and any obstruction, and to determine the amount of sand, silt,

or other material that may have settled at the bottom of the well. Any

trash, obstruction, or sediment to a depth greater than 1.5 ft in the

well should be removed.

815. All wells requiring removal of sediment should be pump-

tested after cleaning to see if any appreciable loss of efficiency has

resulted from foreign material entering the well. In addition, all wells

should be pump-tested at least every 5 to 8 years. If the pumping test

indicates that the specific yield is 2@0 or more lower than the original

specific yield, the well should be surged in an effort to restore its

original efficiency. Individual wells known to have been subjected to

inflow of muddy water as a result of inoperative check valves or removal

of check valves or vandalism should be pumped and/or cleaned before the

next high-water season.

816. Silt, sand, or organic material that may have accumulated

around the top of a relief well should be removed. Check valves and

flap gates should be maintained so that they will operate properly and

close securely. Sand or other material that may have accumulated in or
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around flap gates so as to obstruct the flow or prevent functioning of

the gates should be removed. Outfall ditches, bank slopes, or berms

should be properly maintained in the vicinity of horizontal outfall pipes.

817. During each inspection special attention should be given to

check valves, gaskets, and standpipes,and each component shotildbe

maintained in the same working condition as when it was initially

installed.

818. The area in the immediate vicinity of the wells shouldbe

kept free from weeds, trash, and debris. Mowing and weed spraying should

be extended at least 5 ft beyond the well and the ground shaped and main-

tained for inspection and servicing of the wells.

819. Relief wells may be used for water supply purposes, provided

they are not overpumped and not damaged in any way as a result of pump-

ing operations. Any connections to relief wells for water supply pur-

poses should be of a flexible nature that will permit normal operation of

the well during high-water periods.

82o. A record should be kept of all inspections and maintenance

performed.

Seepage berms

821. Seepage berms require relatively little maintenance. They

should be kept graded to drain, and

be filled. Objectionablegrowth of

by grazing or periodic mowing.

Riverside blankets

any large gullies that develop should

weeds or brush should be controlled

822. Riverside blankets should be inspected after high water to

check on scour. If the blanket has been damaged by scour, the scour

should be repaired and the blanket protected by means of properly placed

abatis dikes and by encouraging the growth of willows.

Sublevees

823. Sublevees should be inspected periodically to check their

grade and section, and the condition of the control gates, spillways,and

drains. Sublevees and the area within them should be maintained free of

objectionableweeds and brush, any erosion of the sublevees should be

repaired, and control gates, spillways,and drains should be kept in

operating condition at all times.
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cutoffs

824. Cutoffs require no inspection or maintenance.

Drainage trenches

825. Drainage trenches of the design illustrated in Part VI should

be given the applicable inspection and maintenance described for relief

wells.

Piezometers

826.

any unusual

piezometers

same manner

All piezometers should be inspected annually for damage or

condition that might affect their performance. The site of

should be kept clear of weeds and brush and cared for in the

as described for relief wells. Any damage to or main-

tenance performed on piezometers should be reported, and the piezometers

repaired.

Piezometer and

UnderseepageMeasurements and Observations
during High Water

seepage observations

827. When river stages higher than 8 ft on the levee are pre-

dicted, plans should be made for reading piezometers at least twice a

week until after the crest of the flood has passed and the river stage

fallen below 8 ft.

828. Seepage observations should also be made when the piezometers

are read for the purpose of reporting the location and severity of sand

boils and other underseepage conditions in the area. Seepage should be

classified as light, medium, or heavy, and the area in which it is

emerging recorded as well as the head on the levee at the time. The

location of sand boils larger than 4 in. should be noted by recording

the levee stationing and distance from the center line of the levee or

landside toe of levee or berm.

829. If seepage water or surface water

to piezometers or where seepage or sand boils

tion of such water should be recorded.

covers the area adjacent

are occurring, the eleva-
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Operation and obser-
vation of relief wells

.

830. Normal well operation requires removal of standpipe as soon

as the well overflows the standpipe. Check valves and gaskets are left

on the wells at all times. Flow from selected wells and reaches of wells

should be measured periodically as a check on design computationsand to

provide a record of the amount of water being discharged. The flow from

the wells can best be measured by means of the relief well meter described

in reference 52, or it may be approximated roughly by observing the

height of water flowing from the well above the top rim of the riser pipe.

Sublevee basin observations

831. The elevation of water in sublevee basins should be deter-

mined at sites where piezometers are installed whenever the piezometers

are read. During major high water, the elevation of water in sublevee

basins should be recorded. Seepage flow over spillways in sublevee

basins should be estimated during high water.

Seepage flow measurements

832. The natural seepage flow should be measured at the Gammon,

Commerce, Trotters 51 and 54, Stovall, and Baton Rouge piezometer sites,

at the same points where it was measured in 1950, at river stages of 10,

15, 20, and 25 ft on the levees. Flow from any new relief wells, sub-

levee basins, or landward of new seepage berms (where practicable), at

the piezometer sites should also be measured at these river stages and

at the first 5-ft stage.
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PART IX: EXAMPLES OF DESIGNS FOR SEEPAGE CONTROL
MEASURES AT PIEZOMETER SITES STUDIED

833. Examples of designs for seepage control measures have been

prepared for those piezometer sites where additional measures are con-

sidered necessary based on analyses presented in Part IV. The designs

are applicable only to the particular reach of levee covered by the in-

vestigation. The method or, in some cases, alternate methods of control

for which designs have been prepared are those considered most applicable

to that particular site from an engineering and construction standpoint.

The primary purpose in presenting these designs is to illustrate the

factors that enter into the selection of a control measure and its de-

sign, and to compare the design of different control measures. The bases

of design and the designs of recommended control measures are given in

tabular form for each site where control measures are considered neces-

sary. Selection of the control measures to be used shotid largely be

based on cost and availability of right-of-way. Right-of-way for river-

side blankets can usually be readily obtained. Relief wells require

about 10 ft of right-of-way along the landside toe of the levee with a

50-ft easement during construction. Seepage berms, because of their

width, require considerablymore right-of-way.

834. The designs presented are based on geological and soils data,

topographicalfeatures, piezometric and permeability data, and formulas

presented in the preceding parts of this report. All designs are based

on a project flood stage. The riverside blankets, relief wells, and

berms recommendedwill probably not prevent sand boils from occurring

in all instances but are believed adequate to insure the safety of the

levee.

835. Relief well system designs are based on the use of 8-in. ID

wooden wells with a 6-in. gravel filter, and an effective penetration of

50~ of the pervious aquifer (60~ on a depth basis). The required length

of well screen F shown in the tables is the total length required for

5@0 effective penetration of the sand aquifer. At some sites, fine sands

exist above the top of the main screen, and “extra” screen to penetrate

.,
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intercept seepage in the fine sand strata is indicated in the tables.

during the installation of relief wells it is found from samples of

drilling effluent that the sands are too fine, the “extra” screen

should not be installed.)

836. At several sites where relief wells are recommended, only

limited data pertaining to the thickness and gradation of the foundation

sands are available. In general, the thickness of the pervious substra-

tum should be obtained about every 1000 to 1500 ft by means of seismic

methods or deep borings. Borings with a depth approximatelyequal to

the depth of the wells should be made on about 1000-ft centers in reaches

where wells are to be installed, to determine the gradation of the sand

strata in which well screens would be set and the required length and

depth of well screen.

837. The required spacings of relief wells were determined from

figs. 63 through 66, which are based on kf = 1250 x 10
-4

cm per sec

and D = 100 ft. Where the well reach is fairly short, well spacings

were reduced using fig. 62. The estimated well flows were obtained from

these figures but were adjusted to correspond to the values of k+ and

D at the site.

838 ● The tops of

natural ground surface,

well guard, and plastic

The height of standpipe

1

relief wells would be set about 4 in. above the

and provided with a rubber gasket, check valve,

standpipes as described in Parts VI and VII.

above the natural ground surface may equal 0.25

z t but should not exceed 3 ft. Collector ditches for the wells are not

recommended at any of the sites discussed because they reduce the thick-

ness of the top stratum and thereby decrease the required well spacing.

Where the locations of relief wells are included in the tables, the sta-

tioning refers to that along the center line of the levee with the wells

offset perpendicular to the center line. The wells generally would be

located about 5 ft landward from the toe of the existing levee or berm.

839. The designs of riverside blankets are based on formulas given

in Part VI. The riverside conditions at the site, assumed in the design,

are identified by a case nutnbercorrespondingto the case numbers used

in Part VI.
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840. Landside seepage berms were designed using the formulas in

fig. 67, and in accordance with paragraph 727, page 314. In several in-

stances the computed width of a berm required to reduce the substratum

pressure at the berm toe to an allowable amount was considerably in ex-

cess of 400 ft. However, the maximum width of berm recommended is 400

ft. As the recommended width of some berms is less than the computed

required width, certain of the berms will not give pressure relief com-

parable to that provided by relief wells or riverside blankets, as the

latter designs were always based on reducing the upward gradient through

the top stratum landward of the levee to 0.5 or 0.6.

Caruthersville,Missouri

841. The maximum H at the Caruthersville site is relatively low

and, as the landside top stratum is relatively uniform, the seepage

problem is not considered particularly serious. Consequently it is be-

lieved that some additional blanket in the rather open riverside borrow

pits will be adequate for the control of seepage at the site. The de-

sign of the required blanket is given in table 41.

842. Formulas are not available for design of riverside blankets

for conditions existing at Caruthersville;however, the conditions fall

into a category close to case III and this case was used to compute the

required riverside blanket. On the basis of the analyses shown in table

41 it appears that a
-4

of 1.5 x 10 cm per

sta 25/40 and 26/32.

by siltation between

silty blanket 3 to 5 ft thick with a permeability

sec would provide adequate seepage control between

This blanket could probably be developed in time

abatis dikes and in willow growth in the borrow pits.

It is recommended

between sta 25/40

nel would have to

of sta 25/40, and

that abatis dikes be constructed at 500-ft intervals

and 26/32 with their tops at el 265.0. An inlet chan-

be excavated from the river to the borrow pit upstream

an outlet channel from the pit to the river downstream

from sta 26/32, to bring water and sediment into the borrow pits at

relatively low river stages. The invert of the inlet channel should be

at el 258; that of the outlet channel at el 262. The riverside edge of
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Table 41

Summary of Designs of Seepage Control Measures

Caruthersville,Me., Site

Item

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

s in ft

‘3
in ft

‘t
in ft

d in ft

kf in 10
-4

cm/sec

Avg ground el

L in ft
3

Qs in gpm/lCO ft

Riverside Blanket

Case

Type

i
a

ha in ft

x in ft
r

LB in ft

‘bR
in ft

-4
in 10

‘bR -4 cm/sec

kB X 10 cm/sec

Computed ZB in ft

Recommended ZB in ft

Qs in gpm/100 ft

Stationing of Reach
25/40-26/9 26/9-26/16 26/16-26/32

6.1

19.2

500

230

7.0

100

1500

268.0

w

625

III

Silt

0.5

3.5

700

300

5

26

1.5

4.6

5

335

4.2

16.7

500

170

4.5

100

1500

270.5

w

560

III

Silt

0.5

2.3

790

300

0

----

1.5

6.2

6

290

5.1

16.7

500

220

8.0

100

1500

270.5

w

----

111

Silt

0.5

4.0

400

300

0

----

1.5

1.6

3

400

the traverse in the borrow pit at about sta 26/20 should be degraded to

el 262 to permit river water to enter the pit downstream from the tra-

verse at low stages.
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843. A more effective blanket could be obtained by placing a clay

blanket in the borrow pits with sufficient thickness to result in a com-

bined thickness of blanket and existing clay top stratum of 3 to 5 ft.

As would be done for the silt blanket, the borrow pits should be drained

to promote the growth of willows to protect the blanket against scour.

Gamon, Arkansas

844. For purposes of comparison, a riverside blanket, a system of

relief wells, and extensions to the present landside seepage berm have

been designed for various reaches of the Gammon levee as shown in tables

42-a and 42-b. Design factors and control measures shown in table 42-a

are based on the assumptions the landside drainage ditch would not be

filled; those in table 42-b are based on the assumption the ditch would

be filled.

845. In the design of the riverside blankets it was assumed that

the formulas for case IV were applicable to riverward conditions at

Gar.men,as the levee is about 2-1/2 miles from the river and the toP

stratum riverward of the borrow pits consists of relatively thick> im-

pervious clays. The computed thickness of a compacted clay blanket neces-

sary to reduce substratum pressures beneath the laridsidedrainage ditch

to tolerable amounts was less than 1 ft. Thus a minimum thickness (3

ft) of blanket is considered adequate. It is estimated that about 4CO0

to 5500 cu yd of blanket material would be required per 100 ft of levee.

Clay for such a blanket could be obtained riverward of the existing borrow

pits, but operations necessarily would have to be controlled to insure

that at least a 5-ft thickness of clay is left riverward of the present

borrow pit. The recommended blanket is considered adequate for seepage

control without filling the landside drainage ditch; however, filling of

the ditch would be desirable.

846. The required spacing of a line of relief wells installed

along the toe of the present seepage berm is given in tables 42-a and

42-b. For purposes of comparison, the spacings in table 42-a were based

on the assumption that the landside ditch would not be filled and those

-.

I
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Table 42-a

s— y of Designs of Seep ge Contro1 Measures

Values Assuming Ia.ndsideDrainage Ditch not Backfilled

Gammon, Ark., Site

Stat ioning
Item

of Reach
138/4-138j15 138/15-138/45 138/45-139j8 139j8-139/1? 139/13-139/18 139/18-139/24

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

Sinft

‘3
in ft

‘t in ft

d in ft

kr in 10
-4

c.mjsec

Pxg ground el

L. in ft

Riverside Blanket

Case

‘fYW

la (toe of existing berm)

ha in ft

in ft
‘r

~ in ft

2.R in ft-4

RR in :: cm/,ec

k’s x 10 ‘~””

Computed ZB in ft

Recommended ~ in ft

Q, in w/100 ft

Relief Wells

la (toe of existing berm)

ha in ft

Computed SPC ing in ft

Recommended SPC ing

G in ft

El top of “extra” screen

El top of design screen

Depthof well in f%

~ingp
Standpipeht in ft

Hm in ft

10.7
25.2
loco
740
5.0
130
1003
219.0
300
330

Iv

clay

0.6

3.0

4970

350

2

8

0.05

0.6

3.0

80

0.6
3.0
120
120

95

l%

175
125

42o

1.0

3.0

11.1
26.2
600
440
4.0
135
lCOO

218.0

300
-500

Iv

clay

0.6

2.4

385o

450

1

m)

0.05

0.6

3.0

100

0.6

2.4

50

75

90

200

190

no

48o

1.0

3.4

10.2

26.2

1000

640

6.0

135

moo

218.0

500

.---

Iv

clay
0.6

3.6

35co

450

3

1.6

0.05

O.k

3.0

115

0.6

3,6

140

lko

90

200

190

110

495

1.5

3.6

11.6

26.2

1030

800

8.o

135

lCOO

218.0

503

360

Iv

clay
0.6

4,8

3040

450

3
1.6

0.05

0.4

3.0

120

0.6

4.8

200

150

90

2C0

190

110

545

2.0

4.0

13.1

26.2

1030

950

10.0

135
1000

218.0

500
----

Iv

clay
0.6

6.0

2870

450

3
1.6

0.05

0.3

3.0

135

0.6

6.0

250

250

90

200

19
110

760

2.0

6.o

10.2

26.2

lCCO

640

6.o

135

lmo

218.0

500

----

Iv

clay

0.6

3.6

3500

450

3

1.6

0.05

0.4

3.0

115

0.6

3.6

140

140

80

----

185

115

495

1.5

3.6

..

in table 42-b were determined assuming that the ditch would be filled

(table 42-b).

847. If the landside ditch is not filled, relief wells about 110

ft deep on 75- to 250-ft centers would be required along the toe of the

present berm. Between sta 138/15 and 138/45, the computed spacing was

only 50 ft. However, it is believed that, if wells are installed on
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Table 42-b

Surmraryof Designs of Seepg e Control Measures

Values Assuming I.ar&lde Drainage Ditch Backfilled

Gammon,Ark., site

Stationing of Reach
Item 138/4-138[15 138/ 15-138/45 138/45-139/8 139/8 -139/1~ 139/ 13-139/18 139/18-139/24

Design Factors

ho in ft*

Hinft

s in ft~

‘3
in ft

‘tin ft

d in ft

kf in 10
-4

em/see

Avg ground el

L3 in ft

Q. in @n/100 ft

Relief Wells

ia (toe of existing berm)

ha in ft

Computed spcing in ft

Reccmunended spacing

F in ft

El top of “extra” screen

El top of design screen

Depth of well in ft

\in*

Standpipe ht in ft

Em in ft

Seep9.ge Berm

TYE=

i. (toe of levee)

i, (toe of new berm)

ha in ft (toe of new berm)

Computed X in ft*

CO~ted t in ftt

RecommendedX in ft~

Recommendedapprox t in ftt

Distance from center line
levee to berm crown

El berm crown

Berm slope

hlo -tinft

Q, in KPI@C ft

13.2

25.2

750
1100

7.0

130

1000

219.0

300
----

0.6

4.2

160

16o

95
190

175
125

550

1.5
4.2

Si Bd

0.5
0.8

5.6

1460

8.6

400

7.3

550

221

1 on 75

5.1

340

11.9

26.2

350

500

5.0

135
loco

218.0

900
----

0.6

3.0

75

75
90

200

190
110

500

1.0

3.0

Si Sd

0.5

0.8

4.0

990

10.1

400

10.0

550

220

1 on 50

5.8

60Q

11.2

26.2

750

750

7.0

135

1000

218.0

2000

----

0.6

4.2

170

175

90

2s0

190

110

600

1.5

4.5

Si Sd

0.5
0.8

5.6

830

6.8

400

7.3
600

220

1 on 75

5.3
350

12.2

26.2

750

87o

8.o

135

1000
218.0

.

----

0.6

4.8

190

175
90

2CQ

19
110

610

2.0

4.5

Si Ed

0.5

0.8

6.4

8c6

6.6

400

7.3
6c0

220

1 on 75

6.0

340

13.1

26.2

750

1000

10.0

135
1000

218.0
.

----

0.6

6.0

250

250

9
2CX3

19
110

760

2.0

6.0

Si Sd

0.5

0.8

8.8

530

5.6

400

7.3
600

220

1 on 75

7.7
300

11.2

26.2

750

750

7.0

135

1000

218.0

.

----

0.6

4.2

170

175

80

----

185

115

6c0

1.5

4.5

Si 2d

0.5

0.8

5.6

990

8.6

400

7.3

600

220

1 on 75

5.3
350

stratum. However, such filling will increase
‘3

to some extent. In

* At toe of existing berm.
~ Measured from or at toe of levee proper; for design of relief wells values of s in table 42-a were used.
t Measured above average ground surface elevation listed above.

75-ft centers in this reach they will provide enough pressure relief and

seepage interceptionto safeguard the levee from underseepage pressures.

848. Filling the landside drainage ditch to the natural ground

surface (about el 219 to 220) will increase the thickness of the top
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general, the computed and recorriiendedspacings for wells with the ditch

backfilled are slightly greater than if the ditch were left in existence.

It is estimated that about 600 cu yd of material

fill the ditch per 100 ft of levee. Thus, if it

relief wells, the feasibility of backfilling the

on its cost vs the cost of additional wells with

would be required to

is decided to install

ditch should be based

the ditch.

84g . Consideration also was given to the possibility of extending

the present landside berm, as the existing berm is considered to be too

thin and narrow. In calculating the dimensions of a new berm (existing

berm plus extension), the distances to the effective source of seepage

and computed width of new berm were referred to the toe of the levee

proper. The thickness of the berm is that at the toe of the levee proper.

In the design of the berms it was assumed that the existing drainage

ditch would be filled. The computed widths of the berm range from about

500 to 1500 ft (see table h2-b). However, aberm with a total width of

400 ft is considered adequate to insure the safety of the levee against

underseepageprovided the landside drainage ditch is filled. The berm

extension preferably should be built of semipervious or pervious material.

It is estimated that about 4500 cu yd of additional material would be re-

quired for the berm and backfill in the ditch per 100 ft of levee. Four

relief wells would be required on about 100- to 170-ft centers between

sta 138/8 and 138/12 even if the berm were extended, as seepage will

concentrate in the area of thin top stratum between the toe of the new

berm and the landside clay-filled channel.

850. The most efficient method of seepage control at Gammon is

considered to be either a line of relief wells along the toe of the pres-

ent berm, or a compacted clay blanket in the riverside borrow pits. To

widen and thicken the present landside berm and fill the landside ditch

would require about the same volume of material as that required in a

riverside blanket. However, the haul distance would be shorter for a

riverside blanket than for a berm, and the blanket material (clays) ap-

pears more prevalent than the sandy materials recommended for the berm.

If a riverside blanket is selected as the seepage control measure, the

borrow pits should be drained to promote growth of willows.
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Commerce, Mississippi

851. Substratum pressures at Commerce can be reduced to safe

v~lues by a line of relief wells from sta 22/45 to 23/29. From sta 22/45

to 23/25 the wells should be installed on 150-ft centers; from sta 23/25

to 23/29 they should be spaced somewhat closer, say 100 to 125 ft, be-

cause soil conditionswill cause seepage to concentrate along this reach

of levee. The relief wells would have to be about 120 ft deep at Com-

merce. Required screen lengths for the wells and estimated well flows

are shown in table 43.

852. In lieu of relief wells, an extension could be made to the

present 200-ft-wide landside berm. The berm extension would have to be

constructed of either sand or clay as semiperviousmaterials are not

available. The designs and recommended dimensions of both types of berm

extension are given in table 43. The computed width of a sand berm ex-

tension is about 410 ft; however, on the basis of reasoning previously

expressed, it is believed that a 200-ft extension, which would result in

a total berm width of 400 ft, would provide adequate seepage control.

The sand berm extension would contain about 2000 cu yd per 100 ft of

levee; the sand would have to be dredged from the river. The computed

thickness of a berm extension of clay would be more than that of a sand

berm because a clay extension would not permit seepage through it with

attendant pressure relief. The computed width of a clay berm extension

is about 1000 ft assuming no leakage through the berm. However, as a

berm extension 200 ft wide would force the point of seepage emergence

about 400 ft landward from the toe of the levee proper, a 200-ft extension

is considered adequate. Although not $onsidered as efficient, a clay berm

extension 200 ft wide could be used instead of a sand berm extension.

The clays could be obtained at the riverside edge of the existing river-

side borrow pit above el 197 and from the abandoned levee.

853. From sta 23/12 to 23/29, the above-describedberm extensions

need only overlap by 25 to 50 ft the riverward edge of the clay-filled

slough immediately landward of the levee. Thus, the recommended exten-

sions could be shortened somewhat along this reach of levee if borings



Table43
Summary or Designs of Seepage Centrol Measures

Commerce, Miss., Site

Stationingof Reach
Item 22/45-23]29 23/25-23/29

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

sinft

‘3
in ft

in ft
‘t
dinft

kf in 10-4 cm/sec

Avg ground

L3 in ft

Qs in gpm/100ft

ReliefWells

ia (toeof existingberm)

ha in ft

Computeds~cing in ft

Recommendedspacing

El top of “extra” screen

El top of designscreen

Depthof well in ft

Qw in g~

Standpi~ ht in ft

Em in ft

See page Ea7J&

Type

10 (toeof existingberm)

il (toeof new berm)

ha in ft (toeof new berm)

ComputedX in ftt

Computed widthof berm extentionin ft

Computedt in fttt

Recommended X in ftt

Recommended approx t in fttt

Distance from center line
levee to berm crown

El berm crown

Berm slope

h’ -tinfto

9.7

22.7

800

600

7.0

165

1ooo
197.5

1300

400

0.6
4.2
175
150
la)
----

180
1.20
660
1,5
3.8

Sand a
0.6 0.6
0.8 0.8
5.6 5.6
610 123>

410 1035

4.0 6.9
400 400
4.ZH 4.ZH

500 500

199.0 199.0
lon75 lon75

4.8 4.8
425 425

12.6
22.7
800
1000
7.0
165
1ooo
197.5
400
----

0.6
4.2
150

15O-1OO*
100
----

180
120
690
1.5
----

----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----

----
----
----
----QE in gpm/100ft

++ Betweenaboutsta23/25and 23/29thewell spacingwouldbe graduallyreduced
from150 to 100ft.

~ Above-el 197.5.
t Measuredfromtoe of leveeproper.
tt Measured from or at toe of existing berm.
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are made to accurately

However, the elevation

delineate the edge and thickness of the slough.

of the surface of the berm extension should be

the same as given in table 43.

Trotters 51, Mississippi

854. The Trotters 51 site has been subdivided into four reaches

in designing control measures.

Sta 50/o to 50/26

855. Before seepage control measures can be designed for this

reach, additional borings are required to better delineate the character

and thickness of the top stratum along and landward of the levee toe.

Sta 50/26 to 51/0

856. The best method of controlling seepage in this reach would

be to backfill the sublevee basin to el 184 and install a line of relief

wells about 90 ft deep on 150-ft centers (see table 44). Material from

the sublevees could be used to fill the basins.

857. In lieu of relief wells, an extension could be added to the

present landside berm to tie into the thick natural top stratum about

7C0 ft from the levee center line, or an extension of 200 to 300 ft.

Extending the present berm without tieing into the clay-filled channel

immediately landward would only aggravate the underseepage problem.

858. Construction of an impervious or random berm extension to

tie into the thick clays landward will create a practically impervious

top stratum lljO ft wide from the toe of the existing berm. In computing

the thickness of the berm extension it was assumed that the nearest point

of seepage exit would be at the near edge of the thinner top stratum 1500

ft from the levee center line. The distance from this point to the source

of seepage (s’) would be 2000 ft. The effective seepage exit (x’3) for

the top stratum landward of this point was estimated to be about 1000

ft. On the basis of these assumptions and values, the head, at project

flood stage, at the toe of the existing berm would be 20 ft above el 181.

With zt = 8.o ft, t would have to equal 9.5 ft, or the top of the berm



Table ~

Sulmnary of Designs of Seepage Control Measures

Trotters 51,Miss., Site

Stationingof Reach*
Item 50/26-51/O 52/O-52/h5

Design Factors

ho in ft ~8.o
H in ft 25.7

s in ft 850

‘3in ft 2000

‘t in ft 8.0

d in ft 100
kf in 10

-4
cmlsec 1000

Avg ground 183.0
L in ft3 1600
Qs in .gpmj100 ft 236

Relief Wells

i
a

ha and Hm in ft

Computedspacingin ft

Reconraended spacing

W in ft

El top of “extra”screen

El top of design screen

Depth of well in ft

\ in Q.

Stantlpipe ht in ft

0.6
4.8
145
150
60

----

155
90
520
2.0

SeepageBerm

Type Random

i. (toeof existing berm) 0.6
il(toe of new berm) 0.8
ha in ft (toe of new berm) ----

Computed X in ft~ ----

Computedwidthof bermex- ----
tensionin ftt

Computed t in ftt g.5tt

Recommended X in ft++ 250tO 350
Recommendedapprox t in ftt 11.stt

Distance from center line 6ooto700
leveetobermcrown

El berm crown 189.0
Berm slope ~ on 80

h’. - t in f’tt 6.9
Qs in gpmj100 ft 125

11.1

23.7

850

750

5.0

100

1000

185.0

1300

228

0.6

3.0

100

100

60

----

160

85

330

1.2

Si Sd

0.6

0.8

4.0

1200

1000

6.4
300

3.3
450

187.0
1 on75

2.8
jlc

* Data are not sufficient to design seepage control measures between sta 50/0
and 50/26, and 52/45 and 5315.

~ Measured from toe of levee proper.
t Measured from or at toe of existin~ berm.

tt Above el 181.o.
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extension

the crown

would have to be at el 190.5. To

of the berm extension, additional

determine the distance

borings should be made

to

to

locate the edge of thick clays in the channel filling landward of the

levee. The extension should overlap the edge of the thick clayby 50

ft. It is estimated that such an

10,OCO cu yd per 100 ft of levee.

859. If the berm extension

the same width as mentioned above

1 or 2 ft.

extension would contain about 8000 to

were constructed of sand it would have

but its thickness could be reduced by

Sta 52/0 to 52/45

860. This reach is basically not as critical with respect to

underseepage as that from sta 50/26 to 51/0 because the top stratum is

more uniform and

the same extent.

develop. As the

required spacing

geological features do not concentrate the seepage to

However, critical uplift pressures are still likely to

top stratum along this reach is relatively thin, the

for a system of relief wells is 100 ft.

861. In lieu of relief wells, an extension to the present landside

seepage berm could be built, although the computed width of a semipervious

berm extension that would reduce substratum pressures at the toe of the

extension to

extension of

adequate for

stage within

tolerable amounts would be about 1000 ft. However, a berm

100 ft in width (total berm width = 300 ft) is considered

this reach of levee because the reach withstood a river

5 ft of the project flood stage in 1937 and because the top

stratum landward of the levee is relatively thin and uniform, and the

maximum excess pressure that can develop is low. Such a berm extension

would contain about 1“200cu yd of material per 10C ft of levee. The

above design values are based on borings made along piezometer line H

and geological interpretation. Additional borings would have to be made

before the design of any control measure could be finalized.

Sta 52/45 to 53/55

862. The only additional seepage control measure recommended at

present is the filling of the drainage ditch or construction of a gated

structure at the end of the drainage ditch to insure impoundment of

water up to natural ground at about el 183 during high river stages.
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Trotters 54. Mississi~~i

863. At Trotters 54, it is considered that either the existing

relief well system should be extended downstream or the landside berm

downstream of the wells should be widened. For comparative purposes de-

signs for extension of both the relief wells and the existing berm are

given in table 45.

864. The required spacing for relief wells is 125 ft. These wells

would start 125 ft downstream from well 30 and continue to about sta

54/20. The screens for the new wells would be set at about the same

elevations as those of the existing wells.

865. An extension of the landside berm would have to be built of

sand dredged from the river or of clay borrowed riverward of the river-

side edge of the existing borrow pits; semiperviousmaterials are not

available at the site. As a sand extension is preferable, the design

for this type berm is given in table 45. The computed width of a sand

berm extension is 660 ft. However, a 200-ft extension (total berm width

= 400 ft) is considered adequate for seepage control. The elevations of

the berm crown and slope are given in table 45. The estimated yardage

in the berm extension is about 2700 cu yd of sand per 100 ft of levee.

In the design of the berm extension it was assumed that the landside

drainage ditch would be filled with berm material and any new landside

drainage ditch would not be excavated closer than 200 or 300 ft landward

of the berm extension.

866. In lieu of the above measures, a compacted silt or clay

blanket 3 ft thick could be placed in the riverside borrow pits and the

landside drainage ditch backfilled. These measures would reduce substra-

tum pressures and the severity of seepage at the project flood to less

than that observed at the crest of the 1950 high water. It is estimated

that about 9000 cu yd of material would be required for this blanket per

100 ft of levee. This material could be obtained by degrading the aban-

doned levee and from shallow borrow landward of the existing borrow pit.

In order to promote willow growth in the blanketed area, the existing

borrow pits should be provided with proper drainage.



Table 45

summary of Designs of Seepage Control Masms

Trotters54,Miss.,Site

Stationingof Reach
Item w _

DesignFactors

ho in ft 12.6 13.7
Hinft W.7 W.7
sinft w w

‘3
In ft 750 880

‘t in ft 6.5 9.0
dinft

-k
9 SQ

kf in 10 cmlsec 1250 1250
Avg ground 180.0 180.0
L3 in ft m .

Q= in gpm/100 ft 286 286

RiversideRlanket

Cdse * r
Type clay
la (toeof existing berm) 0.73
ha in ft

x= in ft

6.3

2350

Lsi”ft w
~R i. ft o
~R in ::A cm/Bec ----

% x 10 ~1’” *

Computed~ in ft *

Reccmme.ded ZS in ft 3.0

Q. in gpm/100 ft 140

Relief Wells

la

ha and Em in ft

Computed spacing in ft

Recommended spacing

tiinft

El top of “extra” screen

El top of design screen

Depth of well in ft

~ in gpm

Standpipe ht in ft

0.6

3.9
125
125
45

130

95

500

1.5

Seepage Senu

Type sand
10 (toe of existing berm) 0.6
i~ (toe of new berm) 0.8
ha in ft (toe of new berm) 7.2
Computed X in ftt 860
Computedwidthofberm 660
extension in fttt

Computed t in fttt 6.6
ReconunendedX in ftt 400
Rec-nded approx t in fttt 4.7

Distance from center line 550
levee to berm crown

El berm crcwn 182.0
Sem slope 1 on 75

h’. - t in fttt 6.2
Q, in ~/100 ft 350

* Assuming landside dit& would be backfilled.
~ It was assumed that adding 3 f% of blanket in the borrow pit would resuit in a blanket 5 fi thick

with a permeabilityy of 0.01 x 10-4 cm/sec from the levee to the river.
t M2asund from tce of levee proper.
tt Measured from or at toe of existing berm.
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Stovall, Mississippi

867. Relief wells are considered most applicable control measures

at Stovall because of the clay-filled channels and irregular top stratum

landward of

high water.

868.

(a = 175 to

the levee and high substratumpressures that develop during

Although recommended well spacings are given in table 46

275 ft), the actual location of the wells should be based

both on geological features and computed spacings. The wells should be

located at the edges of and between clay-filled swales where seepage is

most likely to concentrate at the stations listed on the following page.

Table46

Sulumaryof Designsof SeepageControlMeasures

Stovall,Miss.,Site

Stationingof Reach
Item 7~/26-77/36 77/36-77/4h 77/44-78/5 78/5-78/13 78/13-78/21

DesignFactors

ho in ft 13.1 15.5 15.2 14.8 15.7

H in ft 28.8 29.8 29.8 31.3 31.3

s in ft 1200 1000 800 1000 1000

‘3
in ft 1500 1100 850 950 1000

‘t in ft 12.o 10.5 12.5 10.5 18.0

d in ft 40 40 40
-4

40 40

kf in 10 cm/sec 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500

Avg ground 165.5 164.5 164.5 163.0 163.0

L3 in ft 400 400 900 1300 1500

Q. in gpm/100ft ---- 200 280 ---- ----

ReliefWells

ia 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

ha in ft 7.2 6.3 7.5 6.3 10.8

Computedspatingin ft 310 220 24o 210 >300

Recommendedspacing 275 175 225 200 250

G in ft 35 35 30 20 20

El topof “extra”screen 130 130 125 ---- ----

El topof designscreen 120 120 120 115 115

Depthof well in ft 70 70 70 70 70

~ingpl 620 525 730 590 680

Hm in ft 6.7 5.4 7.2 5.9 7.2

Stanclpipeht in ft 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
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77126+75
77/29+50
77/32+25
77/35+75
77/37+50
77/39+25
77/41+00
77/42+75

T7/45+20

77/47+45
77/49+70
78/2+20
78/4+45
78/6+70

78/8+70
78/10+70
78/12+70
78/15+20
78/17+70
78/20+20

869. The recornnendedwell spacing and penetration of well screens

at Stovall are somewhat more conservativethan those obtained in the com-

putations because the past seepage record of the site indicates that the

design of any control measure should be conservative.

Farrell, Mississippi

870. Between sta 81/I_oand 81/30, the landside top stratum is

relatively thin and uniform and it is believed that a landside seepage

berm represents the most satisfactorycontrol measure. If the clay seam

at el 140 is continuous along this reach, a 100-ft-wide extension to the

present landside berm would be adequate. The extension should consist

of sand, as semiperviousmaterials are not available at the site. It is

estimated that about 750 to 1000 cu yd of sand would be required for the

extension per 100 ft of levee. However, rather than borrow the addi-

tional material required for a berm extension, the necessary material

can be obtained by degrading the existing berm and widening it to the

dimensions indicated in table 47. It should be noted that the extended

berm would be only about 50 ft wider than the existing berm and consid-

erably narrower than the extension recommended if the existing berm is

not reshaped. The need for only a small increase in width if the berm

is reshaped is due to the fact that the new berm will be sufficiently

thin to permit seepage to emerge through it, whereas the existing berm

is too thick to permit emergence of seepage. In the design it was assumed

that the reshaped berm would act, in effect, as a silty sand berm, and

that the landside drainage ditch would be backfilled with excess material

removed from the existing berm. It should also be noted that if the clay

seam at el 140 is continuous, the combined thickness of soil above the



Table 47
Sulramlryof Design s of Seepage Cmtrol Measures

Farrell, Miss., Site

Stationing of Reach
Item al/10-81/30 81/10-31/3081/lo-81/3w81/30-81/4281/42 -8@S 81/4&8 2/13

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

sinft

‘3
in ft

‘t in ft

d in ft

kf in 10-4 cm/sec

Avg ground

L inft
3
Q, in gpm/100 rt

Relief Wells

ia (toe of existing

ha in ft

Computed spacing in

Recommended spacing

Cinft

5.0
26.5

575t
135

3.0

2ott

SoOtt

1.65.6+

.

32

berm)

ft

in ft

El top of “extra” screen

El top of design screen

Depth of well in ft

~ i. ~m

Standpipe ht in ft

Hm in ft

Seepage Berm

Type

i. (toe of levee or
existing berm)

il (toe of new berm)

ha in ft (toe of new berm)

Computed X in ft~

Computed width of berm
extension in 3%*

Computed t in f%

Recommended X in ft~

Recommended approx t in ft$$ 3.0

Sand
Rxtension

O.60+

0.80
2.4
310
110

2.3+

300

Distance from center line 475
leveetobermcrown

Elbermcrown 169.0
Berm slope 1 on 50

h’. -tinft 2.5
QS in gpm1100 ft s

~.w
26.5
375*
135
3.0
fmtt
Scott

165.6+
m
----

Si Sd$+

Q.5*

0.80
2.4

210

----

4.7*
210

5.2
400

169.0
1 on50

3.4

37

12.1

26.5
575t
4-35
3.0
70

100a
165.6+

m

0.6
1.8
45
75
40

----

135
70
300
0.5

> 2.4

Sand
Extensions

O.60t

0.80
2.4
1040
840

6.4t
400
4.3
575

169,0
1 on60

3.7

210

14.7
28.1
1000
1100
7.0
70

lCQO
164.0
m
----

0.6
4.2

140
150
40

----
125
80
315
1.5
4.5

16.9
28.1
lCQO
1500
16.0
70

loco
~64.0
m
----

0.6
9.6
>300

325

40
----
125
80
520
4.0
7.9

13.7
26.1
900
lmo
10.0
70
800

166.0
.
----

0.6
6.0
220

220

40
----
135
70
600
2.0

6.0

*
++!+

t

tt

*

*$

s:

Recommended measures if clay seem at el 140 is not continuous along the reach.
Measured at or from toe of levee proper.
Measured at or from toe of existing berm.
Thiclmess and permeability of aquifer above cby seem at el 140.
For design of berms average ground taken as el 168.0, as landside low area would be covered by bemn
and landside ditch would be backfilled.
Total berm if existing berm is degraded.
Design of berm based on = 6.o ft and X3 = 690ft,i.e.,
Aboveel168.0. ‘t conditionsattoeofcomputedberm.
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clay seam is considered

veloping at the base of

sufficient to

the seam, and

those described above are not necessa~y.

withstand substratum pressures de-

control measures in addition to

.“..

871. Should the clay seam not be continuous along the reach, the

effective aquifer thickness is then about 70 ft instead of 20 ft and the

computed width of a sand berm extension would be about 800 ft. However,

it is believed that a 200-ft-wide extension, or a total berm width of

400 ft, would suffice for this condition.

872. Relief wells could be installed in lieu of the berm exten-

sion. The computed spacing required for the wells is about 45 ft if the

clay seam is not present; however, it is believed that wells spaced on

about 75-ft centers would intercept sufficient seepage to insure the

safety of the levee against piping. The continuity of the clay seam at

el 140 should be checked along the reach of levee between sta 81/10 and

81/30 before the design of any seepage control measure is finalized.

873. Downstream from sta 81/30 the top stratum is comprised of

point bar ridge and swale deposits. A line of relief wells about 70 to

80 ft deep would be the most satisfactorymethod of seepage control along

this reach. The suggested well spacings and elevations of well screens

in this reach are given in table 47. For most efficient seepage control,

the wells should be spaced> with consideration given to the geologic and

topographic features, approximately as follows.

81/30+00 81/36+00 81/47+00 82/5+20
81/31+50 81/37+50 81/4g+o0 82/7+40
81/33+00 81/39+00 81/51+00 82/9+60
81/34+50 81/40+50 82/0+80 82/11+80

81/43+75 82/3+00 82/14+00

Upper Francis, Mississippi

874. As the top stratum landward of the levee is rather thick and

impervious,pressure relief can be achieved most readily at Upper Francis

by relief wells along the toe of the present berm. The well spacing

recormnendedis 300 ft, as shown in table 48.

875. A riverside blanket would be of no benefit at this site as
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Table 48

Summary of Designs of Seepage Control Measures

Upper Francis, Miss., Site

Stationing of Reach
Item 28-47 47-6o

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

s in ft

‘3
in ft

‘t
in ft

d in ft

kf in 10
-4

Avg ground

L in ft
3

19.9

25.0

1500

1950

16

125

cm/sec 1400

160.0

w

Qs in gpm/100 ft

Relief Wells

i
a

ha in ft

Computed spacing in ft

Recommended spacing

~ in ft

El top of “extra” screen

El top of design screen

Depth of well in ft

Qw in gpm

Standpipe ht in ft

Hm in ft

185

0.6

9.6

>300

300

75
----

110

128

850

3.0

6.0*

12.4

27.0

1700

1450

12

115

1400

158.0

5000

200

0.6

7.2

>300

300

70

110

100

128

780

3.0

5 ● 5**

* Includes an extra 0.7-ft friction 10SS in well because of high Qw .
** Includes an extra 0.5-ft friction 10SS in well because of high Qw .
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the existing borrow pits are presently blanketed with an adequate thick-

ness of clay. The primary source of seepage at Upper Francis is believed

to be through the natural top stratum riverward of the borrow pit.

876. An extension to the existing seepage berm is not considered

practical because of the comparativelythick and impervious top stratum

which tends to cause development of high uplift pressures for considerable

distances landward of the levee. Extension of the present berm would

thicken the top stratum but would not provide pressure relief. (In areas

where the top stratum is relatively thick but critical uplift pressures

still developj the most efficient control measure is considered to be

relief wells.)

Lower Francis, Mississippi

877. Between sta 1~0 and 150 where the clay-filled channel is

close to the levee and tends to concentrate seepage, it is recommended

that a line of relief wells about 100 ft deep be installed along the toe

of the berm. The wells should be spaced on 150- to 75-ft centers at

locations given below. The spacing would be progressively decreased as

the distance from the levee to the clay-filled channel becomes less and

seepage becomes more concentrated.

140+50 147+50
142+00 148+50
143+50 149+-25
145+00 150+00
146+25

878. Upstreamfrom sta 140+50 the existing berm is thicker than

nedessary but is considered too narrow. Therefore it is recommended

that this berm be degraded to the dimensions indicated in table 49. The

existing berm contains stificient material for the wider and thinner

berm and no other borrow is considered necessary.

879. For comparative purposes, dimensions of an extension to the

existing berm, if the berm is not reshaped, are given in table 49. Such

an extension would contain about 2600 cu yd of sand per 100 ft of levee.

..
,

-.

The sand probably would have to be dredged from the river. As this
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Table49
summ9ryofDesignsofSeepage ControlMeasures

LcwerFrancis,Miss.,Site

Item
Stationing of Reach

l14j0-122J0 122/o-140/o 140/o-150/o 114/O-122/O 122/o- lko/o

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

s in ft

‘3inft

‘tinft
d inft
kfin10-4cm/sec
Avgground
L3inft
QsingwJ/10cft

Relief Wells

,
‘a
ha and Hm in ft

Computed s~c ing in ft

Recommended spacing

G in ft

El top of “extra” screen

El top of design screen

Depth of well in ft

~ in *.

Standpipeht in ft

SeepageEerm

Type

i. (toeof leveeor
existingberm)

il (toe of newberm)

ha in ft (toeof new berm)

ComputedX in ft*

Computedwidthof berm
extensionin ft

Computedt in ft

Recommended X in ft*

Recommended approx t in ft

Distance from center line
levee to berm crown

El bermcrown

Bensslope

h’. -tinft

Qs in @m/H30 ft

8.7*
27.1
.700+
330

3.5
135
1600
155.5
looo~
----

9.0*

28.6
800+
370
4.5
135
1600
154.0
800**
790

10.2*

28.6

11OO*
610
6.0
135
1600
154.0
6(j@+

675

0.6
3.6
140
PJjt
80

----

135
100
793
1.5

7.3M
27.I
900*
330

3.5
135
1600
155.5
looo+=+
----

7.7%-K
28.6
1000*
370
4.5
135
~600
154.0
800W
790

Conditionltt Condition2$

Sand Sand ---- Sand Sand
0,5* 0.5* ---- 0.6H 0.6++)(

of)+ 0.8 ---- 0.8 0.8
2.8 3.6 ---- 2.8 3.6
525 450 ---- 635 560
---- ---- ---- 435H 360x++

5.7* 5.5* ---- 4.lH 3.7*
400 400 ---- 400 400
7.2+ 7.7* ---- 4.2++++ 4.7*
600 600 ---- 600 600

157.0 156.0 ---- 157.0 156.0
1 on70 1 on70 ---- 1 on75 1 on75

3.8* 4.M ---- 3.W+ 3.1*
715 735 ---- 715 735

* Measuredfromor at toeof leveeproper.
* Measuredfromor at toe of existingberm.
t Betweensta140+50and150+00thewellspacingshouldbe reducedgraduallyfromL50ft to 75 ft.
tt Requiredbezmif existingbermis partiallydegraded.
* Sandetiensionif existingbermis not reshaped.
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extension requires procurement of additional material it is not recom-

mended.

880. Summarizing, it is believed that 9 relief wells should be in-

stalled along the toe of the existing berm between about sta 140 and 150,

and that upstream from sta 140 the existing berm should be degraded and

reshaped as indicated in table 49.

Bolivar, Mississippi

881. Additional control measures recommended at Bolivar are a line

of relief wells along the levee toe or a landside berm. Designs of these

measures are summarized in table 50.

882. To insure adequate relief of pressure landward of the levee,

a line of relief wells spaced on 75-ft centers would be required along

the levee toe between sta 2190 and 2220. The wells should be about 100

ft deep.

883. In lieu of relief wells, a landside berm could be constructed.

Although a berm could be built of clays and silts obtained at above el

140 at the riverside edge of the existing borrow pits, such a berm would

require considerablymore material than a sand berm and would not be as

efficient. Therefore, a berm built of sand dredged from the river would

appear to be more practical. The dimensions of the sand berm are given

in table 50. The crown of the berm would be located along the landside

sublevee; therefore, constructionof the berm would consist essentially

of filling the existing sublevee basins, thus reinforcing the top stratum.

The berm would have a width of about 250 to 300 ft and contain about 5500

cu yd of material per 100 ft of levee. The berm probably could be placed

by hydraulic methods and the existing sublevee used as a retaining dike.

The sublevee would later be degraded to the top of the berm.

884. Even if a landside berm is constructed at Bolivar, three re-

lief wells on about 100-ft centers should be placed along the toe of the

new berm between sta 2193+50 and 2195+50, because a thick clay-filled

channel would create a potentially hazardous situation along the toe of

the new berm between these levee stations.



Table50
SullmlaryofDesignsofSeepageControlMeasures

Bolivar,Miss.,Site

Stationingof Reach
Item ago-2205 2205-2220

DesignFactors

ho in ft

Hinft

sinft

‘3
in ft

‘t in ft

ainft

kf in 10-4 cm/sec

Avg groundor tailwater

L3 in ft

Q. in ~m/100 ft

12.2

26.2
500
350
7.0
90

1200
141.0
500
520

ReliefWells

ia 0.5

ha in ft 3.5

Computedspacingin ft 75
Recommendedspacing 75
Ginft 55
El top of “extra”screen ----

El top of designscreen 95

Depthof well in ft

~ in gpm

Standpipeht in ft

Em in ft

100
420

1.5

3.5

Seepage Berm

Type

i. (toe of levee)

11 (toe of new berm)

ha in ft (toe of new

ComputedX in ft

Computedt in ft

RecommendedX in ft

Recommendedapproxt

Distancefrom center
leveeto berm crown

Sand

0.5

0.8

berm) 5.6

290

5.5*

250 tO 300
inft 8.5*

line 475

El berm crown 142.0

Berm slope 1 on 50

h’. -tinft 5.3

Qs in gpm/100ft 425

9.8

26.2
500
300
6.0
90

1200
141.0

m
620

0.5
3.0
65

75
55

----

95
100
390
1.5
3.4

Sand

0.5
0.8
4.8
270
5.1*

250tO300
7.5++X

475

142.0
1 on50

4.2
485

Note: If landside berm is constructed three wells on 100-ft centers should be in-
stalled along the berm toe between sta 2193 and 2195.

* Above el 141.0.
~ Above grwnd surface at toe of levee.
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Eutaw, Mississippi

885) . It is difficult to design with exactitude control measures

for the levee at Eutaw, because of irregularitiesin ground elevation

and the type and thickness of top stratum landward of the seepage berm.

The most practical solution appears to be the construction of sublevees

across the old slough at sta 2820 and 2900 and on the landside high bank

of the slough to an elevation (140) that will permit impounding water up

to el 138.0 (table 51). Impounding water to this elevation would reduce

the estimated maximum net uplift beneath the slough to about 7 or 8 ft,

which should be safe. The sublevee basin should be provided with the

usual control gates and paved overflow spillways since it is estimated

that about 25 gpm of seepage water will enter the sublevee basin per 100

ft of levee at the project flood.

886. A potentially critical underseepage area would still exist

upstream of sta 284o (upstreamend of existing berm) as the sublevee

would not impound water over the area, and a very thin and narrow reach

of top stratum exists between the levee toe and much thicker landward

top stratum. Either a relief well system or a berm combined with the

sublevee described above is considered necessary along this reach.

887. The dimensions of a semiperviousberm are given in table 51.

This berm would cover the thin top stratum between the levee and land-

side slough and was designed to protect the thin top stratum only. It

should be noted that this berm is somewhat thinner than the existing berm

downstream from sta 284o; however, the latter berm is thicker than

necessary.

888. In lieu of a berm, relief wells about 88 ft deep on 100-ft

centers could be installed along the toe of the levee upstream from sta

2840. It is pointed out that soils data for the reach upstream of sta

2840 are somewhat limited; therefore, these control measures should not

be installed until additional soils data and geological information are

obtained and the above designs are reviewed.



Table51
SunlmaryofDesignsofSeepageControlMeasures

Eutaw,Miss., Site

Stationingof Reach
Item Upstresmof 284o 2840-2880

DesignFactors

ho in ft 10.0 11,2

Hinft 25.1 28.1
sinft 1500 1500

‘3in ft 1ooo 1000

‘thfi 4.5 13.0
d Inft

-4
70 70

kfin10 cm/sec 1100 1100
Avg ground

L3 in ft

Qs in gpmi100 ft

Relief Wells

ia

ha in ft

Computedspacing

138.w 135.o
150 m
---- 132

0.5 ----
2.3 ----

inft 120 ----
Recommendedspating 100 ----
Vinft 40 ----
Eltopof“extra”screen ---- ----

El top of design screen 90 ----
Depthofwellinft 88 ----
~ ingpm 155 ----
Standpipehtinft 1.0 ----
Eminft 2.0 ----

SeepageBerm
Type SiSd Sublevee~
i.(toeofleveeor O.jt o.6tt
existingberm)

ii(toeofnewberm) 0.6 0.8
hainft(toeofnewberm) 2.9 7.2*
ComputedX inft ** 8ott
Computedt inft ** 3.6tt
RecommendedX inft 200+ 2oott
Reconmtended.approxt inft 6.7t 3.0
Distancefromcenterline 350 55QL
leveetobezmcrown

Elbermcrown 142.0 138.0
Bermslope 1 on75 ----
h’.-tlnft j.jt 8.9
QsinKP@OO ft 125 125
Q‘singpn@O ft 25 25

Note:
*

‘x-E

t

tt

*

**

Berm shouldextendovernearedgeof landsideslough.
Tailwaterwithsubleveebasinfull.
Alsoapplicable~stream fromsta2840.
Measuredfromor at toe of existinglevee.
Measuredfmm or at toe of existingberm.
BeneathIS slough.
Designformulasnot applicableas Lj is only150ft.
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L’Ar~ent. Louisiana

889. The most practical seepage control measure at L’Argent is

considered to be a line of relief wells along the levee toe to reduce

excessive landside substratum pressures. The computed spacing for the

wells is somewhat greater than 300 ft (see table 52), but as the maximum

Table52

summaryof Designsof Seepsge ControlMeasures

L’Argent,La.,Site

Stationing

Item

DesignFactors

ho in ft

H in ft

Sinft

‘3
in ft

‘t in ft

d in ft

kf in 10-4 cm/sec

Avg ground

L in ft

Q: in gpm/100ft

of Reach
3526-3552

20.0

31.0

3000

5500

15.5

120

400

59.0

1340

30

ReliefWells

ia 0.5

ha in ft 7.8

Computedspacingin ft >300

Recommendedspacing 300

tiinft 70

El top of “extra”screen ----

El top of designscreen 30

Depthof well in ft 100

~ in g~ 155

Hm in ft 4.3

Standpipeht in ft 3

--
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practicable spacing for relief wells is considered to be about 300 ft,

this spacing is recommended. The elevations of the well screens and

estimated well flows are given in table 52.

890. A seepage berm is not considered a practical method of reduc-

ing substratum pressures along this reach of levee because of the thick-

ness and imperviousnessof the top stratum.

891. Data available are not adequate to design seepage control

measures for the levee downstream of sta 3552.

Hole-in-the-Wall,Louisiana

892. It is believed that either the present seepage berm should

be widened or a line of relief wells installed along the toe of the berm

to insure the safety of the levee at Hole-in-the-Wall.

893. The computed well spacing along this site varies from about

125 to 250 ft (see table 53). The wells should be about 105 ft deep.

8g4. The present landside seepage berm could be extended to pro-

vide adequate protection to the levee. The computed required extension

is about 35o to 430 ft (see table 53). However, it is believed that a

125-ft extension, or total berm width of 350 ft, would be adequate. The

extension should consist of silty sand or sand obtained riverward of the

levee and would contain about 1000 cu yd of material per 100 ft of levee.

Material for the berm extension should be obtained riverward of the exist-

ing borrow pit; otherwise the distance to the source of seepage may be

decreased and the control measures recoriended would not be adequate.



Tab le 53
summaryofDesignsofSeepageControlMeasures

Hole-in-the-Wall,La.,Site

Stationingof Reach
Item 3603-36C6 36%-3623 3623-3632

Design Factors

ho in ft

H in ft

s in ft

‘3inft

‘tinft
d inft
krin10-4crn/sec
Avgground
L inf%
Q;ingpm/100ft

ReliefWells

ia

ha in ft

Computeds~cing in ft

Recommendedspacing

G in ft

El topof “extra”screen

El top of designscreen

Depthof well in ft

~ingpm

Standpipeht in ft

Hm in ft

SeepageBerm

Type

i. (toeof existingberm)

i (toeof newberm)

h: in ft (toeof newberm)

Computed X in ft*

Computedwidthof berm
extensionin ft~

Computedt in ft~

RecommendedX in ft*

Reconznendedapproxt in ft

Distancefromcenterline
leveeto berm crown

El berm crown

Ea.-mslope

h’. -tinft

Q. in gpm/100ft

8.4
24.5
1200
625

7.5
130
500
65.0
co

----

0.6
4.5
270
250
70

----

30
105
270
1.5
4.4

SiSd
0.6
0.8
6.0
630
405

4.1
350

3.7
475

67.0
Lon75
4.0
140

6.4
23.5
1200
450
4.0
130
500
66.0

.
115

0.6
2.4
130
125
70

----

30
105
160
1.0
2.3

SiSd
0.6
0.8
3.2
655
430

3.3
350
2.7
475

67.0
1 on75

2.5
150

7.3
23.5
1200

535
5.5
130
500
66.0

m
----

0.6

3.3
205
200
70

----

30
105
215

1.5
3.3

SiSd
0.6
0.8
4.4

575
350

2.9
350
2.7
475

67.0
1 on 75

3.5
140

* Measuredat or fromtoe of leveeproper.
~ Measuredat or fromtoe of existingberm.
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895.

prising the

PART X: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of the field, laboratory and office studies com-

investigationare summarized in the following paragraphs.

Geology of the Lower Mississippi River Valley
and Its Influence on Underseema~e

896. The alluvial valley of the Lower Mississippi River is filled

with a series of sandy gravels, sands, silts, and clays that can be

grouped into two broad units: (a) the sand and gravel substratum, and

(b) the fine-grained top stratum. The alluvial materials are generally

underlain by relatively impervious Tertiary marine deposits. Above

Baton Rouge, sand substratum is quite pervious and ranges in thickness

from about 75 to 150 ft. The top stratum usually is about 5 to 20 ft

thick except where backswamp deposits or clay-filled channels exist.

Geological studies showed a definite correlation between the distribu-

tion of alluvial deposits of sand, silt, and clay and the location and

occurrence of underseepage and sand boils. The actual location of seep-

age and sand boils is commonly influencedby: (a) configurationof

geological features, such as swale fillings and clay plugs, and their

relation to the levee; (b) characteristicsand thickness of the landside

top stratum; (c) cracks, fissures, holes, ditches, etc., formed by natural

causes, man, or animals.

Occurrence and Analysis of Underseepage

Development of under-
seepage and sand boils

897. Whenever a levee is subjected to a differentialhydrostatic

head of water as a result of river stages higher than the surrounding

land, seepage enters the pervious substratum through the bed of the river,

riverside borrow pits, and/or the riverside top stratum, and creates an

artesian head and hydraulic gradient in the sand stratum under the

levee. This gradient causes a flow of seepage beneath the levee and
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the development of excess pressures

pressure in the pervious substratum

lamdward thereof. If

landward of the levee

the hydrostatic

becomes greater

than the submerged weight of the top stratum, the excess pressure will

cause heaving of the top blanket, or will cause it to rupture at one or

more weak spots with a resulting concentrationof seepage flow in the

form of sand boils.

898. In nature, seepage usually

of the levee, at thin or weak spots in

clay-filled swales or channels. Where

extent that turbulent flow is created,

concentrates along the landside toe

the top stratum, and adjacent to

seepage is concentratedto the

the flow will cause erosion in

the top stratum and development of a channel down into the underlying

silts and fine sands which frequently exist immediatelybeneath the top

stratum. Not only are excessively high substratum pressures and under-

seepage a hazard from the standpoint of underground erosion but they may

also saturate and reduce the stability of the landside slope of a levee.

899. A number of levee crevasses have occurred as a result of sand

boils, and it is possible that other crevasses would have occurred as the

result of underseepagehad not determined efforts been made to hold the

levees.

900. Whether or not a specific levee will be crevassed as a result

of critical substratum pressures and concentrated seepage in the form of

sand boils or piping is practically impossible to predict. However, ex-

cessive substratum pressures and active sand boils are potential hazards

to the safety of a levee. The partial formation of pipes under a levee

can result in progressive collapse of the soil and accelerated erosion

which may ultimately cause a blowout unless control measures are con-

structed.

Computation of seepage
flow and substratumpressures

$)01 ● Seepage flow and hydrostatic heads landward of a levee can be

estimated from seepage formulas and/or piezometric data, and a knowledge

of the top stratum characteristicsboth riverward and landward of the

levee, and of the pervious substratum. However, the accuracy of results

obtained from such formulas is dependent on the applicability of the
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formula to the conditionbeing analyzed, the

tions, and evaluation of the various factors

uniformity of soil condi-

involved in the computations.

902. Methods of determining the factors and.characteristicsof the

foundation necessary for making seepage analyses include surveys, field

explorations,laboratory tests, field pumping tests, and piezometers.

Methods of arriving at numerical values of these factors are summarized

below.

a. Length of top stratum landward of levee. This factor is usu-
ally considered to be infinite unless changes in geology or
topography limit the emergence of seepage to a definite area.
The distance to such a block created by high ground or a wide
clay-filled slough can be ascertained from field reconnaissance,
geological studies, aerial mosaics, borings, and/or topographic
maps.

b. Slope of hydraulic grade line beneath levee. This can best be—
determined from piezometers located beneath the levee where
the seepage flow lines are essentially horizontal and the equi-
potential lines vertical. The hydraulic grade line as deter-
mined in the field from piezometer readings is the most
reliable method for determining the effective seepage entrance
and exit and is of use in computing the quantity of seepage
passing beneath the levee.

c. Effective thickness and permeability of top stratum. The
thickness of the top stratum both riverward and landward of
a levee is usually determinedby auger borings. Borings should
be made to delineate the thickness and extent of any geological
feature within 500 ft landward of the levee toe that may
significantlyaffect the seepage analysis. The thickness of
the top stratum in the bottom of landward ditches should also
be determined. Where the thickness of the riverward top stra-
tum has been reduced by borrow pits, the thickness of any re-
maining blanket should be determinedby shallow borings or
estimated from landside borings and the elevation of the bottom
of the pits.

The vertical permeability of the landward top stratum can prob-
ably best be determined from observed hydrostatic heads beneath
the landside top stratum together with seepage measurements.
The permeability of the top blanket can also be computed from
known characteristicsof the pervious foundation and the effec-
tive seepage exit as determined from the hydraulic grade line
in the pervious foundationbeneath the levee.

Where borrow pits, ditches, or channels exist within 200 to
300 ft of the landside levee toe, the thickness of top stratum
used in computing seepage flows and substratumpressures should
be based on the thickness of the top blanket adjacent to the
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ditch, unless the ditch or borrow pit is very wide. The allow-
able critical substratumpressure should be computed for both
the thickness of the top stratum at the toe of the levee and
at the bottom of the ditch.

d. Effective thickness and permeability of pervious substratum.—
The effective thickness of the pervious substratum, i.e., the
thickness of the principal seepage-carryingsand stratum below
the top stratum and above the bottom of the entrenched valley,
may be determinedby deep borings or a combination of shallow
borings and seismic or electrical resistivity surveys. Its
average horizontal permeability can best be determinedby
pumping tests on a well fully penetrating the pervious aquifer.
The permeability of individual sand strata can be determined
by measuring the well flow in the screen at the boundary of
the sand stratum being tested. The average horizontal perme-
ability of the pervious aquifer can also be determined from
pumping tests on partially penetrating wells using data from
piezometers located some distance from the well where the flow
lines to the well are essentially horizontal. When the perme-
ability of the pervious aquifer cannot be determined from
pumping tests it can be estimated from a correlation of the
effective grain size and permeability of the various sand
strata.

Pumping tests show that the actual horizontal permeability of
a sand stratum in the NlississippiRiver valley is usually two
to four times greater than that indicated by laboratory perme-
ability tests on remolded samples. The average horizontal
permeability of the pervious strata beneath the levee can also
be estimated from the hydraulic grade line beneath the levee
and seepage passing beneath the levee.

e. Effective source of seepage entry. The best and most accurate
method for determining the distance from the landside levee toe
to the effective source of seepage entry is to project on a
straight line the hydraulic grade line beneath the levee until
it intersectsthe river stage producing the gradient. However,
this method is not valid unless the pervious stratum beneath
the levee is saturated and artesian flow is established. The
distance to the effective source of seepage entry also may be
estimated from seepage formulas and the characteristicsof the
riverside top stratum and pervious substratum.

f. Distance from landside levee toe to effective seepage exit may
best be determinedby projecting the hydraulic grade line be-
neath the levee landward until it intersects the ground surface
or tailwater. It may also be estimated from seepage formulas
and the characteristicsof the landside top stratum and per-
vious substratum.

g. Critical gradient. The critical gradient required to cause
sand boils, or heaving or flotation of the top stratum, is
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the
top

ratio of the unit weight of submerged soil comprising the
stratum to the unit weight of water. The theoretical

critical gradient for most top stratum soils is about 0.80
to 0.85. The critical gradient required to cause sand boils
can best be determined in the field by noting the hydrostatic
head beneath the top stratum at the time sand boils first
appear.

Investigation of Underseepage at Piezometer Sites

903. Sites were selected for study where a maximum amount of sub-

surface exploration already had been made and where a wide range of repre-

sentative geological and top stratum conditions exists. At some of the

sites no underseepage had occurred and at others seepage and sand boils

had been a serious problem during the 1937 high water.

904. The analyses of seepage and piezometric data for each site in-

cluded determination of the: distance to the Mississippi River and length

of the landside top stratum; condition and size of riverside borrow pits;

effective thickness and permeability of pervious substratum and landside

top stratum; effective seepage source and exit; seepage flow beneath the

levee; substratum pressures landward of the levee; and hydraulic gradi-

ents beneath and landward of the levee during high water. Predictions

were made as to substratum pressures and hydraulic gradients to be ex-

pected at project flood stages. Such predictions were based on

theoretical formulas, extrapolation of observed data, and borrow pit

and seepage control measures as they existed in 1950, and led to

recommendationsof additional seepage control measures at the following

13 sites of the 16 studied: Caruthersville,Gammon, Commerce,

Trotters 51, Trotters 54, Stovall, Farrell, Upper Francis, Lower Francis,

Bolivar, Eutaw,

Characteristics

L’Argent, and Hole-in-the-Wall.

Evaluation of Data from Piezometer Sites

of
riverside top stratum

905. Source of seepage and effective length of riverside blanket.
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Of the 15 sites at which sufficient piezometric data were available for

analysis, the source of seepage at the crest of the 1950 high water was

located in the riverside borrow pits except where the borrow pits were

blanketed with a thick layer of clay. The distance to the effective

source of seepage entry generally ranged from about 600 to 3000 ft. The

correspondingeffective length of riverside blanket ranged from about

200 to 2800 ft.

906. At L*Argent and Eaton Rouge, where the riverside borrow pits

are blanketed with clay 15 to 20 ft thick, the effective source of seepage

was located at the bank of the Mississippi River. At the other sites

where the thickness of the riverside blanket ranged from about O to 5 ft,

the source of seepage generally was in the riverside borrow pits.

907. Generally, the effective length of riverside blankets tended to

increase as the blanket material in the borrow pits graded from silty sand

to clay, and also as a given type of blanket increased in thickness. A

top stratum of silty sand is not very effective, as the length of this

type riverside top stratum was about the same as at sites where the sub-

stratum sands were exposed in the borrow pits. Where the riverside

blanket consisted of clay 10 to 15 ft thick, very little seepage pene-

trated through the blanket.

908. These studies indicate that the underseepage problem along the

Lower Mississippi River levees has been aggravated by more or less com-

plete removal of the riverside top blanket along certain reaches of levee

as the result of borrow operations for construction of the levee. W’.’.ere

feasible, borrow operations riverward of a levee should be controlled so

as not to expose the underlying sand aquifer.

909. Permeability. For a given material, the permeability of the

riverside top stratum kbR generally tends to decrease as the thickness

of top stratum increases, particularly for clay top strata. Values of k
bR

were zero at sites where thickness of the blanket equalled or exceeded

15 ft of clay as compared to about 1 x 10
-4

cm per sec where the clay

blanket was less than 5 ft thick. No apparent decrease in ~R with

increasingblanket thickness was observed at sites where the borrow pits

were blanketed with silt. The average permeability of the silty blankets
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-4
was about .2.5x 10 -4 ~R for silty sand blankets up to 10cm per see;

ft thick averaged about 6 x 10 cm per sec.

910. Data from piezometers installed at various depths in the per-

vious aquifer indicate that: (a) the head immediately beneath the top

stratum under the levee crown is equal to the average head on a vertical

plane through the substratum sands under the crown, and (b) where there

is a significant upward flow of seepage the head immediatelybeneath the

top stratum at the landside toe of the levee is somewhat less than the

average head in the sand stratum under the levee toe.

Characteristics of
landside top strata

911. Effective seepage exit. Values of X2 generally ranged from

about 150 to 11,000 ft,

top stratum is about 30

exit was usually rather

thin and at sites where

the exit of seepage was

the largest occurring at ~aton Rouge where the

ft thick. The distance to the effective seepage

short at sites where the landside top stratum was

numerous sand boils developed. At sites where

partially blocked as a result of landward swales

or sloughs, the observed values of x
3

and ho were larger than they

would.have been without the blocked exit.

912. Values of x followed three basic patterns during rising river

stages: (a) a constant3x3 indicated that resistance to the flow of

seepage either landward or up through the natural blanket was constant

for the river stages experienced; (b) a decrease in x with rising river
3

stage usually occurred when sand boils began to develop (such boils pro-

vide additional seepage outlets, thereby decreasing the resistance

offered by the natural blanket to the emergence of seepage); (c) an in-

crease in
‘3

with rising river stage indicated an increase in resistance

to the flow of seepage landward. (At the beginning of overbank stages,

the natural water table may be low and seepage may readily flow into the

resultant large volume of ground-water storage which in a sense acts as a

drainage area. As the subsurface storage becomes filled, the phreatic

line comes in contact with the bottom of the top stratum and seepage

either has to flow toward storage areas farther landward or force its way

up through the top stratum. In either case resistance to the flow of
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seepage

fective

landward is increased, thereby increasing the distance to the ef-

seepage exit.)

913 ● The accuracy of x
3

as determined from piezometer readings is

affected by the average ground or tailwater elevation, and therefore

reconnaissanceshould be made during high-water periods to determine the

elevation of the water in submerged areas.

914. Thickness and permeability. The thickness of the landside top

stratum varied from about 1 to 30 ft; the permeability kbL generally
-4ranged from about 0.06 x 10 cm per sec to about 10 x 10-4 cm per sec.

At sites where numerous sand boils occurred, considerably higher values

of permeabilitywere noted. Most values of kbL-4at the crest of the

1950 high water ranged from about 0.5 to 10 x 10 cm per sec.

915. There was a pronounced trend for kbL to decrease with an in-

crease in zbL , particularly for clayey top strata; there was a lesser

tendency for k~L to decrease with increasingthickness of silty top

stratum. The permeability of top strata less than 10 ft thick was about

the same for silt as for clay. The permeability of the top stratum land-

ward of the levee has little relation to that which would be obtained from

laboratory tests on undisturbed samples, but instead depends to a large ex-

tent on the presence and numbers of fissures, root holes, former boil

holes, and other perforations in the top stratum. The effect of these

perforations in clay top stratum appears to be reduced if the blanket

thickness exceeds 10 ft, and greatly reduced if z
bL

exceeds 15 ft.

916. Comparisons between kbR and kbL for similar blankets of

similar thickness indicate that the landside blanket tends to be about two

to ten times as pervious as the riverside blanket. As cracks and fissures

exist on both sides of the levee, this

tendency of upward seepage landside to

tions, thereby increasingthe over-all

Downward seepage through the riverside

difference is attributed to the

flush out the cracks and perfora-

Fermeability of the top stratum.

blanket tends to seal any cracks

or fissures unless excessive erosion occurs.

Characteristicsof
pervious substratum

917. Effective thickness of the pervious substratum ranged from about
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values of k -4
~ ranged from 400 to Z’500x 10 cm per
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studied. Estimated

sec. For most sites

in the Memphis and Vicksburg Districts above LfArgent, La.,
-4

‘f ranged

from about 1000 to 1500 x 10 cm per sec. At LfArgent and sites farther

downstream, -4
‘f

was estimated to be no more than about 500 x 10 cm per

sec. Although it should not be inferred that kf will always be less

than 500 x 10
-4 cm per sec in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi

River below L~Argent, lower kf values generally can be expected below

LtArgent. Good agreement was obtained between values of
‘f

as esti-

mated from a correlation of grain size and permeability and those de-

termined from analyses of piezometric data and natural seepage measure-

ments, well flow data, and pumping tests. Poor agreement was obtained

between

obtained

tests.

Ratio of

k as estimated from laboratory permeability tests and k+

from piezometric, seepage, and well

permeability of pervious
substratum to landside top stratum

918. Values of kf/~L obtained at the

of the 1950 high water ranged from about 100

where the ratio was about 8500. There was a

flow data, and/or pum~ing

piezometer sites at the crest

to 2000 except at Raton Rouge

tendency for kf/kbL to

increase for clay blankets as the top stratum increased in thickness;

however, there was no apparent variation in kf/kbL with zbL for sites

where the top stratum was predominantly silt.

Critical upward gradient

919. Upward gradients through the top stratum as measured by pi-

ezometers during the 1950 high water and the degree of seepage were:

Seepage Conditions i

Light to no seepage o to 0.5
Medium seepage 0.2 to 0.6
Heavy seepage 0.4 to 0.7
Sand boils 0.5 to 0.8

The gradient required to cause sand boils varied

different sites “~ possibly because at sites where

previously only fairly low excess heads may have

considerablyat the

sand boils had developed

been needed to reactivate
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these boils in 1950. At sites where

past, higher gradients may have been

no sand boils had occurred in the

required to initiate formation of

the boils, although this is difficult to ascertain because of limited

data on previous seepage at the sites. From the above data, it appears

that heavy seepage and sand boils should be anticipatedwhenever esti-

mated upward gradients exceed 0.5 to 0.8, depending on site conditions.

Effect of natural partial cutoffs
and massive clay deposits on seepage

920. An examination of piezometric gradients where natural partial

cutoffs exist shows no significant drop in head across the partial cut-

offs. Massive clay deposits a short distance landward of the levee toe

are believed to have increased the severity of the seepage conditions

which occurred during the 1937 and 1950 high waters at Trotters 51 and

Stovall.

Seepage berms at piezometer sites

921. Except for the seepage berm at Gammon, berms at the other sites

are of such soil types and/or thickness as to make them practically imper-

vious. Assuming that the riverside and landside blankets remained un-

changed as a result of constructionof the berms, the 200-ft-wideberms

typical of most sites probably decreased seepage and landward pressures

by approximately 10 to 15 per cent from what would have occurred with no

berm. Since borrow for most of these berms was obtained riverward of

the levee, the borrow operations may have reduced the effective values

of xl as much as the width of the berm increased L2 . If such is the

case, little or no reduction in Qs or ho may have resulted from the

berm. Constructionof the

eter sites has practically

landside toe of the levee,

piping channel which would

rather thick berms at certain of the piezom-

eliminated the occurrence of sand boils at the

and lengthened the path of any potential

have to develop before the levee would be

endangered. However, as illustratedby occurrence of a large sand boil

200 ft from the levee at Stovall during the 1937 high water, a 100- or

200-ft-wideberm does not in itself insure complete safety against

underseepage.
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Underseepage Control Measures

Methods and their design

922. The control of underseepage and prevention of sand boils re-

quire some measure that will control erosional seepage and reduce excess

pressures beneath the landside top stratum to a safe value. Measures

that maybe used are impervious riverside blankets, relief wells, land-

side berms, drainage blankets, drainage trenches, cutoffs, and sublevees.

The choice of method depends upon a number of factors including the

character of the foundation, cost, permanency, available right-of-way)

maintenance, and disposal of seepage water. Impervious riverside blan-

kets, relief wells, and seepage berms are recommended as the principal

means of controlling seepage beneath levees along the middle and lower

reaches of the Mississippi River; the other measures may be applicable

in sGme situations.

92X . Seepage control measures are considered necessary where ob-

served or estimated values of h o may be expected to equal or exceed

hc (approximately 0.75 zt) at design flood stages.

924. For levees with a semipervious top stratum landward of the

levee, riverside blankets or relief wells should be designed so that i

at the toe of the levee does not exceed 0.5 to 0.6, where there is no

seepage berm present. Where a landside berm with a width exceeding 100

to 150 ft is present, and additional control measures are considered

necessary, riverside blankets or relief wells may be designed so that

at the toe of the berm i = 0.6 to 0.7. Seepage berms should have a
ma x

thickness and width, if practicable, such that i through the top stratum

and berm at the landside levee toe will not exceed 0.5, and i at the

berm toe will not exceed 0.75 to 0.8.

925. Where there is no natural top stratum landward of the levee,

and the creep ratio is too low, riverside blankets and relief wells

should be designed to intercept sufficient seepage so that the uncon-

trolled seepage emerging landward

150 to 200 gpm at a project flood

strutted, the berm should be long

acceptable value, and i through

of the levee will be no more than about

stage. If seepage berms are to be con-

enough to increase the creep ratio to an

the berm at the toe of the levee
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should be equal to or less than 0.5.

926. Impervious riverside blankets. Where the pervious substratum is

or i.snearly exposed riverward of a levee, an impervious blanket, at

least 3 to 5 ft thick, can be used to reduce the intensity of seepage

and pressure landward. If a blanket is to be constructed in an existing

borrow pit, the pit should be drained to permit the growth of willows

which will reduce scour during floods. If the blanket will be subject

to scour, it should be protected by means of abatis or spur dikes

strategically located.

927.

will reduce

combination

top strata.

Relief wells. Relief wells with proper spacing and penetration

substratumpressures and control seepage for almost any

of riverside conditions,pervious foundation, and landward

The wells should penetrate the principal pervious stratum

to obtain efficient relief of pressure, especially where the foundation

is stratified. Wells must offer little resistance to water flowing

through the screen and out of the well; they must be constructed so as

to prevent infiltration of sand into them after ini’tial pumping, and to

resist the deteriorative action of soil and water.

928. Disadvantages of relief wells are that they require periodic in-

spection and maintenance, must be protected from backflooding, and- they

increase the total quantity of seepage about

on conditions. However, these disadvantages

by provi.di.ng the wells with suitable guards,

to prevent flow during low flood stages.

PO to 40 per cent depending

can be partially overcome

check valves, and standpipes

92$). Landside seepage berms. A landside berm controls seepage by in-

creasing the thickness of the landward top stratum so that the weight of

the berm and top stratum is sufficient to resist uplift pressures. A

berm also lengthens the path of seepage flow, thereby reducing the

tendency to failure by piping. The berm should be wide enough so that

the head at the berm toe is no longer critical. A berm also affords

some protection against landside sloughing of the levee as a result of

seepage. Berms can be used to control seepage efficiently where the

landside top stra_h-unis relatively thin and uniform, or where no top

stralmm is present, but they are not efficient where the top stratum is

relatively thick and high u@ift pressures develop, as the thickness and
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width of berm required to reduce upward seepage gradients to those recoin.

mended herein may be excessive. Berms may vary in type from impervious

to completely free draining. The selection of the type berm to use should

be based on availability of borrow materials and relative cost of each

type.

a. Impervious berms. An impervious seepage berm restricts the

natural relief of pressure that would result from seepage

through the top stratum, and thus increases the hydrostatic

head at the levee toe with respect to the original ground

surface. The effect of an impervious berm on substratum pres-

sures is the same as increasing the base width of the levee an

amount equal to the width of the berm.

b. Semiperviousberms. A semiperviousberm is one in which the
vertical permeability is equal to that of the top stratum.

Natural seepage will pass through this type of berm if it is not

too thick. On the basis of values of kbL determined at the

piezometer sites, it appears that for a berm to be classified

as semipervious it must be constructed of silty sand or fine

sand.

c. Sand berm. A sand berm should have a vertical permeability of—
at least 100 x 10-4 cm per sec. Even with this permeability,
seepage into the berm must emerge at its surface as sand berms

do not have sufficient capacity to conduct any appreciable

flow landward.

d. Free-draining berm. A free-drainingberm is one where the
seepage enters the berm, is collected and discharged landward

with low internal head losses in the berm. Such a berm will
not affect the natural seepage flow pattern or distribution of

landside substratum pressures and, therefore, will result in the

narrowest and thinnest of all berms required for a given foun-

dation condition. However, a free-draining berm must be under-
lain by properly designed sand and gravel filters and a col-

lector system. As for relief wells, the ends of outfall pipes

from the collector system should be provided with suitable

check valves and outlet guards.

930. Drainage blankets. A drainage blanket can be used to control

underseepage where the levee is built on exposed sand of fairly homogeneous

character. However, it is not effective for controlling seepage from

deep substrata where impervious strata or even stratified fine sands exi,st

between the drain and the deeper more pervious Sancls. Dm,i.nage blankets

are not generally considered suitable for control of underseepage along

levees in the Mississippi River Valley because of the usual presence of
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an upper top stratum of clays, silts, or fine sands overlying the deeper

and much more pervious aquifer.

931. Drainage trenches. Drainage trenches can be used to control

underseepagewhere the top stratum is thin and the pervious foundation is of

limited depth so that the trench can be built to substantially penetrate

the formation. Where the pervious foundation is deep, a drainage trench

of any reasonable depth would attract only a small portion of underseepage,

its effect would be local, and detrimental underseepage would bypass the

trench. Because of the depth of the pervious substratum along Mississippi

River levees, drainage trenches are not considered feasible for these

levees. As in the case of drainage blankets, the existence of moderately

impervious strata or even stratified fine sands between the bottom of the

drainage trench and the underlying main sand aquifer will render inef-

fective or decrease the efficiency of a drainage trench.

932. cutoffs. Where practicable, the most positive method of under-—

seepage control is to cut off all seepage beneath a levee by means of an

impervious barrier which will eliminate both excess substratum pressures

and the problem of seepage water landward. However, completely cutting

off pervious strata ~0 to 200 ft deep along extensive reaches of levees

is not economically feasible. The installation of partially penetrating

cutoffs will not reduce seepage and excess pressures significantly unless

the cutoff penetrates 95 per cent or more of the pervious aquifer. How-

ever, shallow cutoffs along the riverside toe of the levee are feasible

where it is desired to cut off relatively thin layers of either natural

levee or crevasse sands lying immediatelybeneath the base of the levee

and which are in turn underlain by more impervious strata.

933. Sublevees. A landside sublevee can be used to control seepage

by storing water over an area to provide a counterweight against excess

head beneath the top stratum in the subleveed area. Sublevees can be used

to control seepage where the lamdside top stratum is relatively thin, and

in low areas where seepage normally ponds. Sublevees have the disadvan-

tage that if sand boils occur within the subleveed area they may be dif-

ficult to detect or observe and may not readily be given emergency treat-

me nt, if needed. Control of seepage by sublevees requires proper
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manipulation of water levels in the sublevee basins during a high water,

Controlling underseepage by means of substandard sublevees is potentially

hazardous as failure of a sublevee when full of water would result in

losing the counterhead at a critical time.

Construction and mainte-
nance of control measures

934. Relief wells. Relief wells can be installed in a hole made by

either the reverse rotary method, the casing method, or other method that

will not remove excess material from the foundation. The reverse rotary

method of drilling well holes in sand is basically drilling by suction

since material is removed by suction pipe. The walls of the hole are

supported by seepage forces acting against a thin film of fine-grained

soil on the walls, created by maintaining a head of water in the hole

several feet above the ground-water table. A temporary casing may be used

to support the walls of a hole during drilling and placing of well screen,

riser pipe, and Gravel filter. It may be set by any approved method that

will not create a cavity around the outside of the casing.

935 ●
A typical relief well consists of a wooden screen section, riser

pipe, gravel filter, sand backfill from the top of the filter to within

10 ft of the well outlet, and concrete backfill from the top of sand

backfill to the ground surface. Wooden screens for relief wells are

usually perforated with 3/16-in. slots with a total slot area for an 8-in.

ID screen of about 30 sq in. per linear foot of screen. The top of the

well screen should be set about 4 ft below the top of medium to fine

sand; screen should not be set in strata of clayj siltj siltY sandj or

very fine sand; and the depth of well hole should be at least 4 ft deeper

than the bottom of the screen.

936. Filter gravel for relief wells should be placed by tremie to

prevent segregation of gravel as it is placed. Material for the filter

should be of washed gravel, should comply with design specifications,and

should not be skip-graded.

937 ●
A well should be properly developed after installationby surg-

ing and pumping to remove the muddy water ’used in advancing the hole and

to develop the filter. After the well has been developed it should be
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subjected to a pumping test during which the rate of flow, drawdown, and

the rate of sand infiltration into the well should be carefully determined.

938. The tops of relief wells should be protected with a suitable

guard, and backflow of surface water into the well should be prevented by

ail effective rubber gasket and check valve.

939* Relief well flow is somewhat greater than natural seepage during

relatively low flood stages. This increase in seepage can be minimized

by providing each well with a standpipe to raise its discharge elevation

1 to 3 ft above natural ground surface. As soon as artesian pressure

develops to such extent that water begins to spill over the top of the

standpipe, it should be removed and the well system allowed to operate

as originally designed.

940. In order to insure continued and proper functioning, relief

wells must be kept free of sand, silt, organic matter, or any other mate-

rial that would retard free flow or clog the filter, and should be inspected

once a Year} preferably immediately prior to normal high-water seasons, for

detection of abuse by carelessness or vandalism.

941. All wells should be-pumped at least every 5 to 8 years to clean

them and as a check on their performance. Individualwells known to

have been subjected to inflow of muddy water resulting from inoperative

check valves or removal of check valves, etc., should be pumped and/or

cleaned before the next high-water season. Check valves and gaskets

should be checked and cleaned so that they operate properly. Collector

ditches or pipes for relief wells should also be properly maintained.

Mowing and weed spraying should be extended at least 5 ft beyond each

well. Normal well operation requires removal of standpipes as soon as

overflow of the standpipes is noted. Check valves and gaskets should

be left on the well at all times. Flow from selected wells in reaches

of well systems should be measured periodically to check on design

assumptions and to provide a record of the amount of water being

discharged.

942. Piezometers. Piezometers should be used to check the perform-

ance of seepage control measures. They should be installed in a hole ad-

vanced with an auger or bailer and casing. Samples should be taken at

.

.
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every change in type of soil or at intervals not to exceed 3 ft in order

to obtain representative samples of the various strata encountered. A

good type of piezometer is one with a brass or bronze screen, a galvanized

steel riser pipe, and plastic coupling between the screen and riser. The

filter around the piezometer tip should consist of clean, well-graded

medium to fine sand.

943. The piezometer should be pumped after installationuntil a clear

stream of water is obtained. If this is not possible, the piezometer

should be filled with clear water and the rate at which the water falls in

the riser pipe observed and recorded as a check on its performance.

944. Piezometers should be inspected once a year prior to the usual

high-water period and given any maintenance indicated.

945. Seepage berms. Seepage berms can be constructed by hydraulic

fill method or by hauling. They do not require any special compaction

other than that resulting from placement operations. Special precautions

must be taken in construction of free-drainingberms to insure that the

filter layers and collector system are properly constructed. Berms should

be maintained so that they will drain and be kept free of objectionable

weeds and brush.

946. Riverside blankets. Impervious riverside blankets should be

constructed of the most impervious material readily available, placed

in 6- to 12-in. lifts and compacted with spreading and hauling equipment.

Borrow for the blanket should be obtained 1000 to 1500 ft or more from

the riverside levee toe, and operations should be controlled so as to

leave a blanket of clay or silt at least 5 ft thick over the underlying

pervious sands. Riverside blankets should be repaired if scoured, and

protected by means of abatis dikes if necessary.

947. Sublevees. Sublevees constructed around critical seepage areas

should have a minimum crown width of 5 ft and side slopes of 1 on 2-1/2.

They should be built of relatively impervious soil and compacted. Borrow

for sublevees should never be obtained between the levee and sublevee.

Sublevee basins should be provided with paved overflow spillways to prevent

crevassing in event of overflow as a result of seepage or surface runoff

from the levee. Sublevees and basins should be kept free of objectionable
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brush and control gates, spillways, and drains should be kept in operating

condition.

948. Abatis dikes. Abatis dikes usually consist of a row of posts

across the borrow pit supporting 2- by 4-in. stringers. Field and snow

fencing are stapled to these stringers. The dike should be protected

both upstream and downstream by

from scour.

949. Drainage blankets.

clean, properly graded sand and

riprap mattresses to prevent undercutting
.

Drainage blankets should be constructed of

gravel filters. As proper functioning of

a drainage blanket depends on its continued perviousness, it should not be

constructeduntil after the landside slope of the levee has become stabi-

lized and is covered with sod, so that soil carried by surface runoff and

erosion of the levee will not clog the blanket. If the blanket must be

constructedwhen the levee is built or before it has been sodded, an in-

terceptor dike should be built at the intersectionof the levee slope and

drainage blanket to prevent surface wash from clogging the blanket. Flow

interceptedby the dike should be drained off through spaced outfall

channels. The interceptor dikes and outfall channels should be removed

after sod has covered the levee, and the drainage blanket completed.

950. Drainage trenches. As drainage trenches are usually excavated

along the landside levee toe, the side slopes of the trench should be as

steep as possible without endangering the levee slope. The trenches

should be constructed during the surmneror fall when the water table is

lowest; even then a dewatering system may be necessary to achieve the

required depth for the trench. It is imperative that the filter layers

be properly graded and carefully placed. The perforated collector pipe

should be of corrosion-resistantmaterial and properly installed. Ver-

tical risers from the collector should be provided with a rubber gasket

and check valve of the type used for relief wells and protected with a

metal guard. Precaution should be taken to prevent the filter or col-

lector pipe from being flooded with muddy surface water during construc-

tion. The trench may be refilled with material removed during excavation.

951. cutoffs. Impervious cutoffs can be constructed at the riverside

toe of a levee by means of open excavation or by a trenching machine and
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backfilling with impervious soil. Cutoffs placed at the riverside toe

should be tied into the levee by means of an imperviousblanket. Open

excavation for a cutoff should be made on slopes that are stable and will

not endanger the stability of the levee. A cutoff can be constructed

below the water table by use of a trenching machine with the trench held

open by a clay slurry, and subsequentlyfilled with pulverized clay.
.>

Underseepagemeasurements
and observations during flood

952. When river stages higher than 8 ft on the levee are predicted,

plans should be made for reading selected piezometers at least twice a

week until after the crest is past and the stage has fallen below 8 ft.

Seepage conditions should be noted when the piezometers are read. Seep-

age should be classified as light, medium, or heavy, and the area in

which it emerges should be recorded as well as the head on the levee.

The location of sand boils larger than 4 in. should be recorded, together

with the elevation of seepage or surface water covering the area adjacent

to piezometers or sand boils.
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PART XI: CONCLUSIONS

953* The following conclusions are based on the data and studies

presented in this report:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f*

&

Sand boils and subsurfacepiping during high flood stages
along the Mississippi River levees are the result of ex-
cess hydrostatic pressure and seepage through deep pervi-
ous strata underlying the levees. Serious piping may
undermine a levee and cause it to crevasse. The severity
of underseepage is dependent upon the head on the levee,
source of seepage, base width of levee, perviousness of
substrata, configurationof surface geology, and charac-
teristics of the landside top stratum.

There is a definite correlationbetween surface geology
and the location and occurrence of underseepage and sand
boils. Ditches and borrow pits landward of levees also
have a significant effect on the location and severity
of seepage.

Seepage flow and hydrostatic heads landward of a levee
can be estimated from seepage formulas, and/or piezomet-
ric data, and a knowledge of foundation characteristics
both riverward and landward of the levee. Data obtained
from the piezometer sites can be used to estimate seepage
flows and hydrostatic pressures at other sites along the
levee system.

Piezometer readings obtained during high-water periods
provide the best data for determining the source of seep-
age and seepage exit, and for predicting seepage and
hydrostatic heads at a project flood. Such data are ex-
tremely valuable in designing seepage control measures.

Removal of the natural riverward top blanket as a result
of uncontrolledborrow operations has seriously aggravated
the underseepage problem along Mississippi River levees.
Except where a clay stratum several feet thick has been
left in place, the source of seepage at the sites studied
is in the riverside borrow pits.

The permeability of landside top strata is related to the
type of soil, its thickness, and the presence of minute
fissures and holes in the top stratum. The permeability
of relatively thin top strata landward of levees appears
to be considerablyhigher than would be obtained from
laboratory tests. Landward top strata were generally
more pervious than riverward top strata of the same soil
type and thickness.

The permeability of the pervious substratum in the Lower

.
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Mississippi River Valley is best determined from a pumping
test, but can be approximated reasonably accurately from a
correlationbetween D1o and kf as developed from field
pumping tests and mechanical analyses. Coefficientsof
permeability as determined from laboratory tests on re-
molded samples of sand are not considered satisfactoryfor
seepage analyses.

h. Underseepage can be controlledby properly designed—
riverside blankets, relief wells, landside seepage berms,
drainage blankets or trenches, cutoffs, or sublevees.
Only the first three methods are considered generally
applicable for Mississippi River levees. Sublevees and
drainage blankets or trenches may be applicable in certain
special situations. The above control measures may be
used singly ok in combination.

i. Control of underseepage at problem sites along most Mis-
sissippi River levees usually requires the following
general ranges in dimensions of control measures, de-
pending on the expected head on the levee and on top
strata and foundation characteristics.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Impervious riverside blankets (where practical):

Width of blanket = width of borrow pit, or 1000 to
1500 ft.

Thickness of blanket = 3 to 5 ft.
Permeability of blanket = 0.01 to 0.1 x 10-4 cm/see,

Relief well svstems:

Well penetration = 5~0 (effective).
Well spacing = 75 to 300 ft.
Well diameter = 8-in. ID with 6-in. gravel filter.
Length of riser pipe = 20 to 40 ft.
Length of screen = 40 to 80 ft.
Depth of well = 60 to 120 ft.

Landside seepage berms:

Thickness of berm at toe of levee = 3 to 10 ft.
Width of berm = 100 to 400 ft.

~. Of the three principal control measures, only riverside
blankets reduce both landward substratumpressure and
seepage. Relief wells reduce substratumpressure and in-
tercept seepage but increase the total seepage approxi-
mately 20 to h~. depending on conditions. Seepage berms
generally increase the substratumpressure at the levee
toe somewhat but add a counterweightto the top stratum
and force the point of seepage exit landward from the
levee; they decrease the total seepage approximately 10
tO 25$.
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k. Seepage berms at the sites investigated,except at Gammon,
have largely precluded the danger of sand boils at the
levee toe. They are generally thicker than required but
are not wide enough to prevent sand boils or the develop-
ment of critical uplift pressures at the berm toe. The
spacing of the relief wells at Trotters is closer than
necessary for a regular well system at the site.

1. Additional seepage control measures are considered
warranted at Caruthersville,Gammon, Commerce, Trotters
51, Stovall, Farrell, Upper Francis, Lower Francis, Bolivar,
Eutaw, L’Argent, and Hole-in-the-Wall.
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PART XII: RECOMMENDATIONS

954. The following recommendationsare made as a result of the

studies described previously.

a. All of the levees in the Memphis, Vicksburg, and New—
Orleans Districts should be investigatedwith regard to
underseepage, using the procedures, methods, and criteria
for safety set forth in this report.

b. New or additional control measures should be designed, con-
structed or installed, and properly maintained, wherever
they are indicated from the above-mentionedinvestigations.
Use of the design formulas and criteria, construction
methods, and maintenance programs as set forth in this
report is recommended.

c. Geological and soil conditions have an important bearing
on underseepage and should be given careful consideration
in the location of new levees.

d. The effect of borrow operations on the seepage problem and
required control measures should be considered in the de-
sign and construction of a levee. Preferably, borrow
operations riverward of a levee should be limited so as to
insure leaving a minimum riverside blanket of silt or clay
5 ft thick. Where borrow operations leave only a rela-
tively thin riverside blanket, the borrow pits should be
drained to promote the growth of willows and, if necessary,
should be protected against scour.

e. The existing piezometer systems should be maintained and
observed during significanthigh waters and the data
analyzed as they become available. (The project flood
stage at most of the sites is considerablyhigher than the
river stages experienced since installationof the piezom-
eters; therefore, valuable information is still to be
gained from higher river stages.) The natural seepage
should also be observed at or near the crest of future high
waters at the sites where it was measured in 1950.

,.
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APPENDIX A: SAND MODEL STUDIES OF RELIEF WELLS

.

..

1. Prior to the initiation of this study in 1940, most of the

theoretical and model studies made in connection with the design of

relief well systems had been made for the case of a homogeneous pervious

foundation overlain by an impervioustop stratum with a vertical seepage

entrance. A number of sand models were constructed as part of the gen-

eral underseepage investigationto study the phenomena of underseepage

and its control by means of relief wells. Some results of these experi-

ments were included in Part VI of this report, and certain other graphs

and summaries of test results from two of the models described in refer-

ence 43 have been selected for presentation in this appendix for the

purpose of illustrating certain principles of underseepage and the action

of relief wells.

Pur~oses of Model Studies

2. Specific purposes of the studies in the

a. To obtain information on well flows

sand models were:

and landward pressure—
for different well spacings and penetrations, and-for
various foundations and seepage entrances.

b. To determine the capacity of a line of wells to intercept—
underseepage where the landside top stratum is not
impervious.

c. To determine the increase of total flow caused by wells—
where there is natural seepage without wells.

d. To verify, where applicable, available design data obtained
from theoretical and electrical model studies for homoge-
neous foundation conditions.

~. To study the effect of stratificationon the efficiency of
a well system as regards well penetration.

Description of Models and Tests

3* The models for which certain data are presented in this

appendix are illustrated in figs. Al and A2. Model A had a homogeneous
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of sand with various

MODEL B-c

Stratified foundation

types of landward top

model

strata. Model

had an impervious landward top stratum and a stratified foundation of

B

sand with various seepage entrances. All dimensions, well diameters and

spacings, seepage and well flows, and head measurements in the models
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have been adjusted to prototype units in this appendix. Well and seepage

flows are given in gpm per ft of net head, and hydrostatic pressures are

given as a percentage of the

constructionand testing the

total net head. Other

models may be found in

Test Results

information regarding

reference 43.

4. The results of certain selected tests in models A and B are

shown in the following figures. All data regarding seepage entrance,

foundation conditions, landside top strata, well spacing, and penetra-

tion are presented in each figure. The data shown pertain only to the

particular model and well systems described. Application of the model

results to any specific field problem would require that proper con-

siderationbe given to any change in well diameter and penetration,

foundation conditions, seepage entrance, or top strata, from that tested

in the model. The term “seepage” as used in the figures for model A is

limited to the seepage or water rising to the surface through the top

stratum landward of the line of relief wells.

Model A-a

5* Well flow and the head midway between wells at the landside

toe of the levee as observed for three different landside top strata in

model A-a for various well penetrations and spacings are shown in figs.

A3 and A4. The effect of the three types of landside top stratum on

well flow and head between wells was shown in fig. 55.

6. Relief wells not only maybe used to reduce substratumpres-

sures but also to intercept underseepage with an attendant reduction of

the natural seepage that otherwise would rise to the surface through the

top stratum landward of a line of relief wells. Interceptionof seepage

and the relationshipbetween well flow and natural seepage are shown for

a leaking top stratum (model A-a-2) in fig. 56 and for no landside top

stratum (model A-a-3) in fig. A5. The increase of flow due to wells in

excess of that naturally occurring without wells is also shown on these

figures.
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Fig. A3. Model A-a-1. Impervi-
ous landside top stratum. Well
flows and landside substratum

pressures
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Fig. A4. Models A-a-2 and A-a-3.
Relatively impervious and no
landside top stratum. Well flows
and landside substratum pressures

7. Well flow and the maximum head landward of the wells as ob-

served for three different seepage entrance conditions tested in model B

for various well penetrations and spacings are shown in figs. A6-A8.

8. Hydrostatic pressures, as measured by piezometers beneath the

top stratum, are shown for models B-a, B-b, and B-c in fig. 57. Equipo-

tential lines drawn from piezometric data and flow lines obtained from

dye lines are shown for these models in fig. 58.

9* The test data presented in figs. A6-A8 show that in order to

achieve effective pressure relief in stratified foundations, the well

screens must penetrate into the principal seepage-carryingstrata. It

may be noted that the 100-ft-wide open borrow pit in model B-b permitted

more water (approximately25$) to enter the pervious foundation than

entered the foundation with a vertical seepage entrance 1000 ft from the

well line. The distance from the well line to the “effective” seepage .
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Fig. A5. Model A-a-3. No landside top stratum. Well flow and seepage

entrance in model B-b was about 725 ft as determined graphicallyby the

method described in Part III of this report. In model B-c, the distance

to the effective source of seepage entry was about 550 ft. Thus, borrow

pits, excavated to sand, riverward of a levee materially reduce the

distance to the source of seepage entry, and correspondinglyincrease

seepage flow and substratumpressures so that more relief wells or longer

and thicker berms are required to control underseepage.
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Fig. A6. Model B-a. Seepage en-
trance in river. Well flows and
landside substratumpressures
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APPENDIX B: MODEL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES
OF PARTIAL CUTOFFS

1. A part of the general investigationof underseepage included

rather comprehensivetheoretical and model studies of partial cutoffs

for controllingunderseepage. The effect of partial cutoffs on

seepage and hydrostatic pressure beneath and landward of levees was

studied for various foundation and seepage entrance conditions con-

sidered to represent, at least qualitatively, certain limiting condi-

tions commonly encountered in the Lower Mississippi River Valley. The

methods of analysis used in investigatingthe problem included sand

and electrical models, and graphical and mathematical formulas where

applicable.

2. These studies were reported in detail in reference bO; however,

some pertinent data from these studies are presented in this appendix

for the purpose of illustrating certain characteristicsof underseepage

flow and the effect of partial cutoffs, either man-made or geological,

on seepage and substratumpressures landward of levees.

Foundation and Seepage Entrance Conditions Studied

3* The basic three foundation conditions,with different seepage

entrances and exits, that were studied are illustrated in figs. B1-B3

and in table B1. Results from certain selected foundation and seepage

entrance conditions considered to be the most representativeof con-

ditions in the alluvial valley are presented in graphical form in the

following sections. All information regarding seepage entrance and

foundation conditions, landside top stratum and cutoff penetration,

pertinent to the data, is presented on each figure as is the method of

study. Information regarding details of the models and methods of

making the tests are given in reference 40.
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Fig. B1. Homogeneous foundation, case I

Homogeneous Foundation. Case I

4. Mathematical formulas for determining seepage flow and heads

for partial cutoffs into a homogeneous foundation are given in fig. 71.

The hydraulic grade line beneath and landward of a levee with and with-

out partial cutoffs is illustrated in fig. 72 for a leaking landside

top stratum (model I-a-b). Seepage flow and head at the landside toe of

a levee for various cutoffs are shown for model I-a in fig. B4. Equi-

potential lines and graphical flow nets, as obtained for zero and 5@0

cui50ffs in models I-a-2 and I-a-5, are shown in fig. B5.
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Table B1

Summsly of Comiitiorm Ixlve,ti.gateaand Method. of An81y.e, for Pu-tial cutoffs

Case*
Iandside

SeePage Exit !sOp St ,.twl Method of Analysis

I-a-l

Pervious Strata Seqe.ge Entran.,

At river 700 ft riverside
of cutoff (l-iversidetop
stratum impervious,)

150ft meaivM , d,
tk . 500x 10- ~1.,t

500-ft top stratum> 49$ H
at (Is) levee toe
with no cutoff

A

B

c

sand model

I-a-2 5oo-ft+/q stratum,3~ H
at (Is)levee toe
with no cutoff

Sand model

500-ft top stratum> 44$ E
at (Is) levee toe
with no cutoff

Electrical model

1+.-4 No landside toP stratum !Cheoretical,sand
model and electrical
model

Theoretical, graphical
flow net and sand.
mode 1

500-ftlandwa.rdof (IS)
k“~. toe ( le.ndsidetOP
stratum to thi. distance
impervious)

1-. -5

1-b-1*

I-b-=

1-b-3*

1-b-4*

Horizontal mu-face r<ver-

side of levee (m river-

side top ,tlatUm)

500-ft top stratum, 6@$ H
at (IS) levee toe
with no cutoff

A

B

Sand model

500-ft top stratum, 63$ E
at (Is) levee toe
with no cutoff

Sand model

No landside top stratum Theoretical
flow net ~n~?~dcal
model

Theoretical and sand
model

500-ft landward of (IS)
levee toe (landside top
stratum to this distance
impemriou,)

11-a-1 50ftfine .. d, (k
t= lCC x 10- cm/.ec)

unclerla.inby 100 ft
medium sand (k . 500x
10-4cln/see)

At river 500ft riverside
of cutoff (riverside top
stratum impervious)

500-ft toP stratum, 75$ H

‘at (L? ) levee toe
with no cutoff

D

11-.-2 500-ftt.p.tmtw, 5c5iH
at (Is)levee toe
with no cutoff

Electrical made]

Ii-a-3 500-fttopstmtuuI,25%H
at(E ) k“,, t 0, with
.0 cutoff

Electricalmodel

11-s-4

11-.-5

No la.ndsidetopdr.tm Electrical model

Graphical flow net
and electrical
model

500-ft le.ndwardof (1.?)
k“~, t 0, ( ls.nd,idetOp
stratum to this distance
impervious)

11-b-l%, t 500-ft horizontal surface
riverside of levee (no
l-ive,,fde top stratum)

500-ft top stnatum, 5C$ H
at (Is) levee toe
with no cutoff

G Electrical model

11-b-M, +

111-@.

Graphical flow net and
electrical model

Electric&l model10 ft very fine sandtt
(k = 62 x 10-4 cm/,ec)

:o~~ :~x ;:e$

10 ft very fin. sand
10 ft medium send
10 ft very fine send
lGO ft medium sand

LO ft very fine sa,d+
(k .52 ~ 10-4=ISW )

io5~;:!? ~:e~
10ft very fine sand
10 ft medium said
10 ft very fine sand

At river 500ftriverside
of cutoff (riverside top
$tratum impervious)

No land.ide top st=tum

111-b*, t 500 ft hOri.Ontti** WI-faCe
riverside of levee (no
riverside toP stratum)

No landside top stratum Electrical UI06,1

100 ft medium ,and

* The words “case” and “model” are used interchangeably.
** case was to simulate a condition similar to one sometimes created in nature when the riverside top stratum is rwumed during

construction of the levee or dam. Entrance at river =. closed for these tests.
t With s 50-ft cutoff all seepage had to pass through the upper fine sand before it could reach the deeper coarser sand.
tt Average horimntal permee.bilityof ..IPPI.50 f-tof stratifled .trata, ks . 238 x IO-4 .m/sec; kv . 96 x 1o-4 ~/sec.
# Average horizontal permeability of upper 50 ft of stratifiea strata, kH . 231 x 10-4 mr,/aec;1-q. 81 x 10A cm/sec.
+* C-se n. to simulate stntlf ied conditions frequently fovnd in the upper part of alluvial deposits.
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Fig. B4. Model I-a. Cutoff vs seepage flow and head at
landside toe of levee. Seepage-eiltranceat river

5* Case I-a. The results of the various methods of analyses show

that partial cutoffs into a homogeneous pervious foundation have very

little effect on seepage flows or landside pressures, regardless of the

landside top strata. For the same seepage entrance, the more impervious

the landside top stratum, the less effective was a cutoff. This is be-

cause a landside top stratum increases the resistance to flow, and the

more initial resistance to flow the less effect a partial cutoff has.

A cutoff of 5C$ reduced the seepage and landside pressure by only 1% to

5% for the landside conditions tested.

6. Case I-b. The shorter the path of seepage flow, the more ef-

fective is a partial cutoff. Therefore, partial cutoffs were slightly

more effective in reducing seepage and landside pressures where the

seepage entrance was at the levee toe rather than 7C0 ft distant as in
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case I-a. However, even for this extreme entrance condition, a partial

cutoff of 25$ (38 ft) reduced the seepage and landside pressures only

about 1$ to lG$.

Two-layered Foundation, Case II

7* The hydrostatic pressure beneath the top stratum with and

without cutoffs is shown for a leaking landside top stratum and two dif-

ferent seepage entrances (models II-a-2 and 11-b-1) in fig. 73. Seepage

flow and head at the landside toe for various cutoffs are shown for

model II-a in fig. B6. Equipotential lines for no cutoff and a cutoff

FTITlwR

H!2D!m
o 2 4 6 8 10I

Seepage in GPM per Foot Head
per 100 Feet of Levee

1 -r

.
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i
,
g
In
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+
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:
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0 Electrical Model

A Graphical Flmv Nat
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Fig. B6. Model II-a. Cutoff vs seepage flow and head at landside toe

through the upper, 50-ft, fine-sand stratum as tested in models II-a-2

and II-b-1 are shown in fig. B7. Graphical flow nets for model II-b-2

(no landside top stratum) for zero and50-ft cutoffs are shown in fig. B8.
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Fig. B8. Model II-b-2. Graphical flow nets for O- and 50-ft cutoffs

8. Case II-a. In this case the deeper, more pervious sand was

overlain by a 50-ft stratum of finer sand, five times less pervious.

As for the homogeneous foundation, partial cutoffs had practically no

effect on seepage flows or landside pressures, regardless of the land-

side top strata.

9* Case II-b. tihenthe cutoff reached a depth of 50 ft in this

case, all water entering the deep, more pervious sand, had to pass

through the upper finer sand. As might be expected, partial cutoffs

were slightly more effective in reducing seepage and landside pressures

in this case than in case II-a, but again the amount of reduction was

small for any moderate cutoff penetration, regardless

top stratum.

Stratified Foundation. Case III

of the landside

10. Seepage flow and head at the landside levee

the deep pervious sand (depth of 50 ft) are shown for

toe at the top of

this case in

fig. B9. Equipotential lines for cases II-a and II-b, with and without

a cutoff extending through the upper 50 ft of stratified fine and coarse

sand, are shown in fig. B1O.

11. Case III-a. In this case, the deeper more pervious sand was

overlain by alternate strata of very fine and medium sand, the finer sand

being 8 to 10 times less pervious than the coarser sand. Where the
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Fig. B9. Model III. Cutoff vs seepage flow and head at landside toe
of levee. No landside top stratum

seepage water entered at a point 500 ft from the levee, a partial cutoff

completely penetrating the stratified sand reduced the seepage flow ~0

but effected no reduction in the head at a depth of 50 ft at the landside

toe ,ofthe levee.

12 ● Case III-b. As in case II-b with a 50-ft cutoff, all water

entering the deep, more pervious sand had to pass through the upper

stratifiedlayers of sand. Because of the entrance condition and the

lack of resistance to flow (no landside blanket), partial cutoffs should

be more effective in reducing underseepage and landside pressure for

this case than for any other case tested. However,

tending through

only @ and the

the upper stratified

head at the landside

sands, reduced

toe at a 50-ft

a 50-ft cutoff, ex-

the seepage flow by

depth by l&%.

-.
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Correlation of Methods of Analwis

13. The correlation of results obtained from the different

methods of analysis is best shown on the various figures. Considering

the numerous variables that enter into sand and electrical seepage

models, the correlation of the results obtained from mathematical

analyses, graphical flow nets, sand models, and electrical models was

good. In most cases the deviation in the results was no more than 5 to

lqo .

Conclusions

14. The results of the model studies and other analyses indicate

the following conclusions:

a.

b.—

c*—

Partial cutoffs with penetrations less than 98% had
relatively little effect in reducing underseepage or
landside pressures for the range of conditions tested.
Cutoffs with penetrations less than 25% had practically
no effect.

The longer the path of seepage flow the less effective
were partial cutoffs. Correspondingly,the more imper-
vious the landside top stratum the less effective were
partial cutoffs.

By similarity, it may be reasoned that not only must
cutoffs completelypenetrate the pervious strata, but
they must also contain no openings in order to mate-
rially reduce seepage flows and landside pressure.
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APPENDIX C: PERMEABILITY OF FOUNDATION SANDS

Introduction

1. One of the principal factors in the analysis of underseepage

and in the design of measures to control seepage beneath levees underlain

by strata of pervious sands is the coefficient of permeability of the

various strata of sand. The permeability must be known for computation

of seepage flow and substratumpressures landward of the levee, drawing

flow nets, and determination of “effective” penetration of relief wells.

2. The importance of this factor was realized early in this

investigationand numerous laboratory tests were performed to determine

the grain size (Dlo) and permeability of samples of sand taken from the

pervious substratum at the piezometer sites discussed in the main report.

Most of these samples of sand were remolded, having been obtained in

most cases by means of bailer borings; however, a few tests were per-

formed on undisturbed samples of sand obtained with Shelby tube samplers.

The results of these tests are all shown adjacent to the logs of borings

made at the piezometer sites (presented in vol. 2), and the relation

between ‘lo and ~ as developed from these studies is shown on plate 244.

3. In an attempt to determine more precisely the permeability of

the sand at various depths, a number of falling-head tests were made in

the casing of the borings as they were advanced. However, the settling

out of fines in the casing, which created a filter skin in the bottom of

the hole, largely invalidatedthese tests and the results are not re-

ported herein.

4. In 1943 the flow from the relief wells at Commerce and Trotters,

Miss., indicated that the permeability of the sand aquifer at these sites

was either considerablymore than estimated from the laboratory tests,

or that the source of seepage was considerably closer than assumed in

the design of the systems. Therefore, it was decided to perform pumping

tests to determine the permeability of the sand aquifer at Commerce and

at Wilson Point, La., where a well system also had been installed. The
42

results of these pumping tests were reported in1949. At the time
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these pumping tests were

during pumping was below

performed the

the bottom of

reason it was assumed that the type of

ground-water table before and

the top stratum, and for this

flow to the wells was of the

gravity type and the data were analyzed accordingly. Since then it

has been concluded that the flow to these test wells was more nearly

artesian than gravity because of the relatively low permeability of the

upper fine foundation sands; i.e., the flow to the wells from the prin-

cipal water-carrying aquifer was bounded by material of significantly

lower permeability. Because of this and for the sake of completeness,

the data from the pumping test at Commerce have been reanalyzed and the

results are summarized in this appendix.

5. At the time the second relief well system was installed at

Trotters 54 in 1950, several pumping tests were performed on the wells

to determine the over-all horizontal permeability of the sand aquifer.
45

The results of these pumping tests are summarized herein.

6. In 1953 and 1954 the horizontal permeabilities of various sand

strata in situ were determined at several sites in the alluvial valley

of the Mississippi River in connection with the designs of relief well

systems along levees in the St. Louis District and of dewatering and

seepage control facilities for structures to control Old River which

links the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers 45 miles south of Natchez,

Miss. As the information obtained from these tests has an important

bearing on the subject of permeability and design of seepage control

measures, it also is included in this appendix.

Field Pumping Test, Commerce, Mississippi

7* The pumping tests at Commerce were performed on a well

installed at sta 23/2+75, 325 ft landside of the levee in the line of

pressure relief wells. The test well consisted of 20 ft of 5-in. riser

pipe and 158 ft of screen macleof 4-in. ID (6-in. OD) porous concrete.

The screen and riser pipe were installed inside an 8-in. casing. No

filter was placed around the porous concrete pipe. Tests were run at

a well penetration of 100% and also at penetrations of about 75, 50, and

K



30$ by progressivelybackfilling the well with sand.

observationwells were spaced out from the test well

C3

Piezometers and

at fairly close

intervals on two lines, one north-south and the other east-west. Addi-

tional information regarding the well installationand pumping tests may

be found in references b2 and 15.

8. The drawdown ctrrvesobtained during the

in fig. Cl. The curves extend from a point 10 ft

well to a distance of 1000 ft from the well. For

well, the drawdown curves are relatively straight

pumping tests are shown

from the center of the

the fully penetrating

lines on the semilog

graph in accordance with formula 8a, and the radius of influence averaged

about 1000 ft. The curvature of the drawdown curves for the tests on

partially penetrating well screens in the vicinity of the well is a re-

sult of three-dimensionalflow near the well. The rates at which the

well was pumped and the corresponding drawdowns in the well are also

shown in fig. Cl.

9* The computations for the permeability of the sand substratum

were based upon the upper, flat portion of the drawdown curves for all

penetrations assuming the flow lines in this region of the foundation

to be parallel and horizontal. In this method the permeability was

computed from the formula

‘2
2.30 Qw 10glo ~

kf = 1
2fid(h2 - hl)

(8a)

and the values of permeability thus computed are summarized in table Cl.

10. Table Cl shows that, except for the test on the fully pene-

trating well where a coefficient of permeability of 615 x 10
-4

cm per sec

was obtained, the permeabilitiesfrom the partially penetrating well tests
-4

ranged between 885 and 1200 x 10 cm per see, and averaged about

1060 X 10
-4

cm per sec. The reason for the lower permeability obtained

in the fully penetrating test is not known. However, since computations

for the partially penetrating tests were based on the portion of the

drawdown curve distant from the test well and do not involve a correction

factor for partial penetration, the results should be comparable to
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test results obtained on a fully penetrating well. Therefore, it is

believed that the permeability from the fully penetrating test is too

low and the horizo~~l in-situ permeability of the substratum sands (kf)

is about 1000 x 10 cm per sec at Commerce.

Table Cl

Results of Pumping Tests at Commerce

Coefficient of Permeability
-4

Well Penetration of Foundation Sand, 1 x 10

%

cm sec
N-S Line E-W Line Average

100 560 670 615

74 1020 1100 1060

53 1100 1060 1080

31 885 1200 1040

Average of all tests = 950

Average kf for last three tests = 1060 x 10
-4

cm/sec.

11. During the installationof the well system at Trotters 54 in

1950, pumping tests were made on wells 1, 15, and 30 to determine the

over-all horizontal permeability of the foundation sands at this site.

In addition to these pumping tests for which drawdowns were observed at

considerable distances from the wells, pumping tests were also performed

on each well in which only the well flow and drawdown in the well were

observed. Also, the head loss through the filter and well screen was

measured by means of piezometers with tips placed at the outer periphery

of the filter around the well screen. These latter piezometers were

installed at both the top and mid-point of the well screen at wells 1,

8, 15, 22, and 30. Drawdown of the piezometric surface in the vicinity

of the test wells was measured by means of piezometers installed at

fairly”closeintervals out from the test wells.
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12. The relief wells at Trotters consist of 6-in. ID redwood pipe,

slotted with 3/16- to 1/4- by 2-in. slots; the slots have an open area

of 18 sq in. The screen portion of the wells is 40 ft long and is sur-

rounded with a 6-in. gravel filter. The filter has an estimated perme-
-4

ability of about 5000 x 10 cm/sec. The riser pipe is also of 6-in.

ID redwood pipe.

13. Details regarding the well installationand the pumping tests

at Trotters may be found in reference 51. Only the pumping test results

pertinent to a determinationof the permeability of the sand,aquiferat

the Trotters site are summarized in this appendix.

Drawdown curves

14. Drawdown curves obtained from the pumping tests on wells 1, 15,

and 30 are shown in fig. C2. The elevation of the water in the wells for

three different rates of pumping, the radius of the well screen and of

the filter, elevation of the water in the piezometers at the outer

periphery of the filter at the top and middle of the well screen, the

water table before initiation of the pumping, and the elevation of the

water in the piezometers out from the test wells, are all shown on this

figure. Normally, drawdown curves for artesian flow to a fully penetrat-

ing well, when plotted on a semilog graph, are straight lines. The

curvature of the lines within 100 ft of the test wells can be attributed

to the fact that the well screens did not completely penetrate the

pervious aquifer. The drawdown curves shown in fig. C2 indicate that

the radius of influence of the wells tested ranged from about 400 to

500 ft.

Head loss through
filter and screen

15. The difference in the readings of the piezometers at the top

and middle of the screen for wells 1, 15, and 30 showed a significant

amount of head loss in the screen and riser portion of the well up to

the bottom of the suction pipe for the pump. The true specific yield

for the wells was obtained by correcting the drawdown of the wells for
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hydraulic head losses* using the data shown in fig. C3. The head loss

through the filter gravel and screen at the center of the screen cor-

responded closely to that estimated from well tank test data. The filter

.%c};on p,pe For p.mp,hg Iesls

P,ecommi.r

!IIM

‘8

-c

$

wELL DISCHARGE IN G P M

Fig. C3. Hydraulic head losses in Trotters wells

and screen loss as determined from the laboratory tests was 0.12 ft for

a well flow of 5 gpm per ft of screen; the head loss through the filter

and screen as measured by piezometers in the field for a flow through

the screen of 5 gpm per ft ranged

the filter and screen appeared to

point of allowing the entrance of

resistance.

from about 0.05 to 0.15

function as anticipated

water with a minimum of

ft. Thus,

from the stand-

frictional

~ The head loss through the filter and well screen used in correcting
the drawdown in the wells was obtained from well tank test results
(fig. C3) as follows: The flow measurements in the wells made during
the 1951 high water, at different depths in the screen, show that the
inflow at the mid-point of the screen is approximately 75$ of the aver-
age screen inflow for the entire length of screen.51 The inflow per
foot at mid-point of the screen was computed for various assumed well
flows and the resulting head loss obtained from fig. C4. These head
losses were then plotted against the assumed well flows in fig. C3.
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Specific yield of wells

16. The average specific

yield for the 30 wells installed

at Trotters was 100 gpm. The

average specific yield for wells

6-25 was 105 gpm. The yield of
..

wells 1-24 was extremely uniform.

Permeability of pervious substratum

17. The permeability of the

pervious substratum as determined

from the previously described pump-

ing tests is summarized in table

C2. The permeability of the sand

stratum was computed from the

slope of a secant drawn through

1.0

6- ;’, I.D. wood. n well >creen w,lh

I %-x Q-(n. J1.fJ. Area of>lois Y I I

= iO. 5 q ,n.per hheol ,@ d Jereem <1 /1
Q -!n, coc.rze >ond cmd pa.. .qrovel / I !, I ,1- Pi[fer. ,,

0.10

0. I I I I
-0. s I ,0 10 so

WCLL DISCHARGE PCR POOl OF SXCEN IN CPM

Fig. C4. Head loss through filter
and well screen as measured in WES

well testing tank

the drawdown curves beyond 50 ft from wells 1, 15, and 30 (fig. C2) using

formula 8a. In using this formula, it was assumed that the flow lines in

the foundation beyond 50 ft from the well were parallel and horizontal.

18. The permeability of the foundation was also computed from the

drawdown in each of the wells pumped. This permeability was computed

using the specific yields adjusted for head losses in well and from

equation 8C for artesian flow with Muskat’s correction factor of

G = 0.63. The results of these computationsare also summarized in

table C2.

19. The average permeability of the foundation computed from the

drawdown curves for wells 1, 15, and 30 was 935 x 10
-4

cm per see; the

average permeability based on the specific yield of the 30 individual

wells was 118o

portion of the

cm per sec.

-4
x 10 cm per see; the average permeability of the central

-4
well system based on wells 6 through 25 was 1240 x 10

20. Well flow data and piezometric data. The permeability of the

pervious stratum at Trotters was also computed from 1943 well flow and

1950 piezometer and seepage data, and 1951 well flow and piezometric

data.
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Table C2

Permeability of Medium to Coarse Sand Stratum

Trotters 54

Well Well Discharge ~ ~ ~o-4
No. gpm f

cm/sec

A. Permeability from Pumping 1 220 1005
Tests on Wells 1, 15, and 30 326 766

427 902

15

30

Average 890

202 ----

351 1121
457 1024

Average 1070

156

320
422

770
815
938

Average 840

kf X 10
-4

cm/see*

Average Minimum Maximum

B. Permeability from Pumping 1-30 1180 905 1445
Tests on Individual Wells 6-25 1240 905 1445

* kf computed from
G = 0.63.

21. Summary.

the central portion

equation 8C with Muskat’s correction factor of

The permeability of the pervious foundation along

of the well system at Trotters was taken to be the

average of the

a.—

b.

c.—

d.

permeabilities as computed from the following data:

Well data (1943) and piezometer and seepage measurements
(1950),kf = 1250 x 10-4 cm per sec.

Drawdown curves from pumping tests on well 15, kf = 1070 x
10-4 cm per sec.

Specific yields obtained from pumping tests on wells 6-25,
kf = 1240 x 10-4 cm per sec.

-4
Well flow and piezometer data (1951), kf = 1500 x 10 cm
per sec.
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The average of the above values indicates that the pervious substratum

at

in

to

of

Trotters has a permeability of approximately 1250 x 10-4 cm per sec.

Laboratory and Special Pumping Tests

22. In 1953, special pumping tests were performed on several wells

the Mississippi Alluvial Valley about 40 miles south of St. Louis, Mo,,

measure the in-situ horizontal permeability of the sand aquifer and

individual sand strata.
54

The wells fully penetrated the alluvial

sands. The tests were made for the purpose of accurately determining

the permeability of the sand strata for estimating flow from relief

wells, depth of screen penetration required to achieve an “effective”

penetration of 50% (the penetration assumed in design), and to compare

the actual permeability of individual strata with that determined in the

laboratory by means of mechanical analyses and/or permeability tests on

remolded samples. Similar tests were made on a test well at Old River

in Louisiana.

23. The horizontal in-situ permeabilities of the various sand

strata encountered at these sites were determined by measuring the flow

from each stratum in a fully penetrating well screen by means of a sen-

sitive well flow meter at the boundary of each sand stratum as previously

delineatedby a boring at each site. The horizontal permeability of

each stratum tested was computed from formula 8b for artesian flow into

a well (the nature of the formations was such as to cause essentially

artesian flow).

24. As a part of these studies, mechanical analyses and laboratory

permeability tests were made on samples from different sand strata ob-

tained

Shelby

ing of

by means of auger, bailer, and split-spoon samplers, and a 3-in.

tube (undisturbed sampler), and on samples obtained during drill-

the wells. An attempt was also made to correlate the coef-

ficients of permeability as determined in the laboratory and in the

field with the effective grain size of the various strata. The tests

of the wells also included determinationof the specific yield (flow

per foot of drawdown in the well) of each well, drawdown in each well
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versus time of pumping at a constant rate, drawdown curves to each well

at various rates of pumping, flow versus drawdown, and hydraulic head

losses through the filter, screen, and

cussed in the following paragraphs.

Test wells, ~iezometers, and borinm

in the well. These tests are dis-

25. The test wells were 8-in. ID and were of the types and in-

stalled by the methods given in table C3.

Table C3

Type of Test Wells and Methods of Installation

Depth Length Sand Aquifer
Filter of of Well Penetration

Well

Number

H-151A

FC-105

OR-1

Type of Thickness Well Screen Thickness by Screen
Well Screen in. ft ft ft %

Wood, 6 100 66 95 70
3/16-in.
slots

Wood, 6 120 86 95 90
3/16-in.
slots

Metal, None 148 99 118 86
No. 12
and No.
8 slots

Note: Wells H-151A and FC-10~ installed by reverse rotary method; well
OR-1 with a bailer and casing. Open slot area in wooden screens =
27 sq in. per linear foot of screen.

Fig. C5 shows a section of wooden well screen used in wells H-151A and

52 (fig. C5) used for measuring the flow inFC-105. The well flow meter

the well screen consisted essentially of an impeller rotating about a

vertical axis, a yoke containing the impeller bearings, an adapter for

centering the yoke in the well, a cable for lowering this assembly to any

desired depth in the well, and an electrical system for counting impeller

revolutions. The meter was calibratedby observing the rate of impeller

revolution (determinedelectrically)at known rates of flow in a vertical

8--in.ID pipe.

26. As holes for the wells were advanced, samples were taken from
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the drilling

depending on

stallation.

used, it was

effluent or bailer,

the method of in-

With the equipment

not possible to in-

stall wells H-151A and FC-105 to

the full depth of the sand aquifer

because of the presence of large

cobbles near the bottom of the

alluvial valley. The wells were

installed and developed as de-

scribed in Part VII. The grada-

tion of the filter placed around

the screen is shown in fig. c6.

27. Piezometers to measure

the drawdown to the wells were in-

stalled in the upper part of the

sand aquifer on ranges perpendicu-

lar and parallel to the river.

(Only data obtained from the lat-

ter ranges are included in this Fig. C5. Well flow meter and 8-in.

appendix.) Some special piezom-
ID wooden well screen

eters were installed at various depths at the outer periphery of the

gravel filter around wells H-151A and FC-105 to measure the loss in head

through the filter and screen and in the well (see figs. C7 and c8).

Piezometerswere installed on a line from well OR-1 in both the upper and

_lower sand strata found at the site of this well.

28. Before installationof any of the wells, an exploratoryboring

was made at or immediately adjacent to each test well to obtain samples

for laboratory tests and to determine the stratificationof the sand

aquifer. A split-spoon sampler was used to take samples in a mudded

hole at wells H-151A and FC-105; logs of these borings are shown in figs.

C7 and c8. A 3-in. Shelby tube sampler was used to take undisturbed

samples of sand in borings LS-2 and L-8 adjacent to well OR-1 (see fig.

C9 for logs of these borings).
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Fig. c6. Gradations of filter gravel and foundation sands

Laboratory tests

29. All samples obtained from the borings and well drilling oper-

ations were classified on the basis of the Unified Soil Classification

System49 and are plotted on figs, C7, c8, and C9. Grain-size curves
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grain size of

obtained from mechanical analyses of the samples are shown in fig. c6.

The reference numbers shown on the grain-size curves correspond to the

reference numbers in figs. C7-C9. The effective grain sizes ‘lo of the

samples tested are also shown on these figures.
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30. The

Coefficient of permeability and effective grain size
of individual sand strata, well FC-105 -

coefficient of permeability was determined in the labor-

atory on a number of remolded samples obtained by the various sampling

methods. The results of these tests are plotted in figs. C7-C9 at the

correspondingelevation at which the sample was taken. Samples obtained

by means of a split-spoon sampler in a mudded hole were thoroughly

washed before testing to remove any traces of drilling mud. Care was

taken to insure that no natural “fines” were lost during the washing

process.

31. The coefficients of permeability as determined in the
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laboratory on samples taken in connectionwith wells H-151A and FC-105

were adjusted to the estimated natural void ratio for each sample by

()
2

formula k-n=<’~ , and to a temperature of 20 C. The

permea-oilitytests on samples obtained from the borings at well OR-1

were run at two or three different void ratios; the permeability at

the estimated natural void ratio was interpolatedfrom these data.

)0

the
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The natural void ratio of each sample in situ

grain size of the sample from the correlation

Field munmina test procedures

was estimated

given in fig.

C19

‘romthe ’50
16.

32. Immediatelyprior to any of the pumping tests, the ground-

water table in the vicinity of each well was determined by reading

adjacent piezometers and wells previously installed on a line out from

the test well and perpendicular to the line of seepage flow from the

river. The water-surface elevation of the river during the day the test

was run was also determined. In general, the river stage was quite

stable except during the test on well FC-105 when the river was falling

at a rate of one foot a day, resulting in a change in the ground-water

table of approximately0.1 ft per day. The measured drawdowns in the

well and piezometers were adjusted to take into account this change in

the ground-water table.

33 ●
The pumping tests consisted of pumping each well at three

different rates of flow and measuring the drawdown in the well and in

adjacent piezometers and wells. An accurate record was kept of the flow

and drawdown in the well with time (fig. C1O). In pumping the wells an

effort was made to set the pump at a constant rate of discharge and then

let the drawdown in and adjacent to the well become stabilized. After

the drawdown had become stabilized the piezometers were read (fig. Cll).

The flow in the well screen was also measured at specified intervals or

at changes in sand strata by means of the well flow meter. Head losses

through the filter and well screen plus those inside the well were meas-

ured for wells H-151A and FC-105 by the special piezometers previously

mentioned.

Pumping test data

34. The flow to the test wells was essentially artesian because

of the existence of upper and lower impervious strata bounding the prin-

cipal sand aquifer, and the fact that the water in the well was not

drawn down beiow the top of the main sand stratum. As would be expected

for artesian flow, drawdown in the test wells stabilized quite rapidly

at a constant rate of pumping (see fig. C1O); approximately8c% stabili-

zation was achieved in 15-30 min with practically full stabilizationin

2 hr.
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35 ●
Well flow and drawdown within the test wells and in

cent piezometers are shown for three constant rates of pumping

Cll together with the elevation of the water table immediately

the adja-

in fig.

prior to
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the start of pumping. As may be noted from this figure, the drawdown

curves when plotted on a semilog graph are relatively straight lines.

The slight curvature within 20 ft of wells H-151A and OR-1 can probably

be attributed to the fact that the screens for these wells did not com-

pletely penetrate the pervious aquifer. The intersectionof the draw-

down curves with the outer periphery of the filter or well screen (for

well OR-1) above the elevation of water in the well reflects head losses

into and within the well. In this connection it is pointed out that

the tips of all of the piezometers except those adjacent to the filter

gravel (wells H-151A and FC-105) and at el -90 (well OR-1) were at the

upper part of the main sand aquifer. It is of interest to note that

the drawdown curves obtained from the deep piezometers at well OR-1 are

essentially parallel to but slightly above the curves obtained from

readings of the upper piezor.eters. The vertical differencebetween the

two curves for the same rate of pumping is approximately equal to the

head loss inside the well screen between el -10 and -90.

36. The radius of influencewas approximately the same for the

different drawdowns tested (see fig. Cll and table C4).

Table C4

Radius of Influence of Test Wells

Distance Radius of Influence
to Measured Parallel

Well Drawdown Riverbank to Riverbank
Number ft ft ft Remarks

H-151A 0.9 to 3.5 1050 550 to 650 ---

FC-105 0.9 to 2.6 3000 1000 to 1100 ---

OR-1 3.9 to 8.3 900 1400 to 1500 Upper
piezometers

1100 to 1200 Lower
piezometers

37 ●
The yields for the test wells are plotted in fig. C12 for

various drawdowns. The specific yield or specific capacity of each well

is as follows: well H-151A, 221 gFm; well FC-105, 378 gpm; well OR-1)

55 gpmc The drawdown-wellflow curves shown for the test wells in
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flows up to approximately 400 gpm,

thus indicating that the flow to the

test wells was essentially artesian.

The reduced increase in well flow for

correspondingdrawdowns for flows in

excess of 400 gpm for wells H-151A and

FC-105 may be attributed to increased

screen entrance losses and hydraulic

head losses within the well screen

and riser pipe resulting from the

high flows.

38. The head loss through the

filter and screen as measured by pie-

zometers located at the outer periphery

of the filter gravel for wells H-151A

and FC-105 is plotted in fig. C13.
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immediately above and below the piezometer tips. The head loss through

the filter and screen as plotted in fig. C13 was taken to be equal to

the piezometer readings minus the elevation of the water in the well,

minus the computed hydraulic head losses in the well screen and riser

pipe from the elevation of the piezometer tip to the bottom of the suc-

tion pipe in the well. As may be noted from fig. C13, the head loss

through the filter and wooden well screen was quite small, amounting to

only about 0.10 to 0.25 ft for a flow through the well screen of 10 gpm

per ft of screen. These observed head losses compare quite favorably

with head losses measured for a similar well and filter installed in a

well testing tank (see fig. C4). The slightly higher entrance loss

measured in the laboratory can be attributed to the fact that the lab-

oratory test well had an inside diameter of 6 in. with a total open area

of slots of 10.5 sq in. compared to the 27 sq in. per lin ft of screen of

wells H-151A and FC-105.

39 ● The lengths and depths of the screens of the various test

wells in relation to the depth and stratificationof the sand aquifer in

which the wells were installed are shown adjacent to the well log in

figs. C7-C9. The locations at which well-flow-meter readings were taken

and their relation to the stratificationof the sand aquifer are also

shown on these figures.

40. The coefficient of permeability of individual sand strata as

obtained from the pumping tests and well-meter readings and computedby

equation 8b is plotted as a bar graph to the right of the well login

figs. C7-C9. Also plotted on these graphs are the average permeability of

the sand aquifer as determined from the pumping tests and the coefficient

of permeability as determined from laboratory tests on samples taken

from the various sand strata as indicated.

Analysis of pumping test data

41. Too few mechanical analyses and laboratory permeability tests

were made on samples of sand from the well drilling effluent from wells

H-151A and FC-105 to permit a comparison of effective grain size, grain-

size curves, or laboratory permeabilitieswith samples obtained by

split-spoon sampling in adjacent borings. Even if more laboratory tests
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had been made, comparisonsprobably would not have been truly valid be-

cause of the high degree of stratificationand variation of grain size

in the sand strata at the sites for these two wells.

42. At well OR-1 the variation in grain-size characteristics

within any specific sand stratum was much less than at the other test

wells. In fact, the sands within the same general sand stratum were

quite uniform not only with depth but also horizontallybetween borings

which, at this well, were 50 ft apart (see figs. C6 and C9). A compar-

ison between
‘lo’s ‘ laboratory permeabilities,and field permeabilities,

based on averages of the data shown in fig. C4 is given in the following

table.
.

Table C5

Comparison of Average Values of Dlo and k of Samples Obtained

with Shelby and Bailer Samplers, Well OR-1

Coefficient of Permeability x
Approximate Boring

Stratum and
Elevation Sammler

o to -70 LS-2 (S)*
L-8 (s)

WB-1 (B)**

-80 to -103 LS-2 (S)
L-8 (s)

MB-l (B)

-103 to -118 LS-2 (S)
L-8 (s)

WB-1 (B)

Grain Size
No. of D1O
Samples mm

9 0.15
12 0.15
17 0.16

4 0.25
2 0.25
3 0.26

1 0.34
0 ----
2 0.35

10-4 cm/sec
No. of kL Avg kH
Samples Lab Field

2
1

3

1
0
1

215
240
180

720
590
360

1060
----

7eo

---

560
---

---

680
---

---

680
---

* Sample obtained with 3-in. Shelby tube.
** Sample obtained with bailer sampler.

43. As may be seen from table C5 and fig. C9, for the very uniform

sand strata at the site of well OR-1 both grain size ‘lo
and perr,ea-

bility of sand samples obtained by the two samplers were in agreement.

This agreement is attributed to the uniformity of the sand strata, the

uniform grading of the sand, and to careful sampling of the material

brought out in the bailer.
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44. Where the grain size of sands is widely graded, samples ob.

tained with either a piston- or flap-type bailer are not as representa-

tive as those obtained with a split-spoon or Shelby tube sampler.

45. Although the permeability measured during the pumping tests

varied considerablywithin a given sand stratum of the same classifica-

tion, a definite general relationship exists between classification

(orDIO) and kH . As would be expected in the alluvial valley of the

Mississippi River, permeability generally increased with depth at the

sites of the test wells.

46. Although the permeability of the bottom strata in well

H-151A (computed from the field pumping tests) was somewhat lower than

that of the upper strata, the actual permeability of the bottom strata

is probably as

apparent lower

screen did not

thus flow into

high as that of the strata immediately above. The

permeability may be explained by the fact that the well

completely penetrate the bottom strata for this well and

this portion of the well screen was less than it would

have been if the screen had completely penetrated the bottom strata.

47. The coefficients of permeability determined in the labora-

tory on remolded samples are plotted at appropriate elevations on the

bar graphs of figs. C7-C9. In general, little agreement was found be-

tween the laboratory-determined permeabilities of remolded samples and

those obtained from the field pwping tests. There is no reason why

the permeabilities should agree, particularly where the aquifer is

stratified and lenses of coarse sand and fine gravel exist. Generally,..-

for any given stratum, the field permeabilities exceeded the normally-------...,- .—

determined laboratory permeability by two to four times.

48. plots of effective grain size versus coefficients of permea-

bility as determined in the laboratory on remolded samples and from

pumping tests on approximately 10G% penetrating well screens are shown

in fig. C14. (The Dlo used in the plot for the pumping test is the

average
‘lo

for the specific stratum tested.) A great deal of scatter

of the points is apparent for both sets of curves. No attempt was made

to relate the permeability as measured in the laboratory or field to

the uniformity or shape of the grain-size curve. Some of the widely
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graded grain-size curves plotted in fig. C6 really represent a mixture

of alternating strata of fine or medium sand and coarse sand or fine

gravel, and such deposits in their natural state may have horizontal

coefficients of permeability that are quite high.

49. The graphs in fig. C14 are not considered particularly ac-

curate but the graph showing the relation between ‘lo
and field
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permeability kH may be of use, in the absence of pumping test data, to

engineers concerned with seepage, water supply, or irrigation problems

in the Mississippi River Valley.

Summary

50● Laboratory tests on remolded sand samples, regardless of how

the sample was obtained, do not give reliable coefficientsof permea-

bilities for estimating the seepage or water-carrying capacity of sand

strata in the Mississippi Valley.

51. As far as grain-size characteristics go, reasonably reliable

samples can be obtained from uniform sand deposits with either a Shelby

tube, split-spoon sampler, or bailer, provided the sampling is properly

done. However, some sand grains smaller than a No. 100 sieve may be

lost in bailer sampling. For stratified deposits or where the sands are

more widely graded, a Shelby tube or split-spoon sampler should be used.

52. For determining the permeability of individual strata of a

sand aquifer the most accurate procedure is considered to consist of a

pumping test of a we’llwith the screen penetrating

and measurement of the flow within the well screen

at strata changes, as described in this appendix.

may be determined by a nearby boring in advance of

as the hole for the well is advanced.

all of the sand strata,

with a well flow meter

The changes in strata

the test, or logged

53* The permeabilities of sand aquifers in the Mississippi River

Valley may be reasonably estimated from the relation between ‘lo and

‘H given in fig. C14.
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APPENDIX D: FIELD STUDY OF CONTROL OF UNDERSEEPAGE
BY RELIEF WELLS

1. A part of the general study of methods for controllingunder-

seepage along levees in the Lower Mississippi River Valley included the

installation and testing of a full-scale relief well system at Trotters 54

(see plates 84 and 87). A full report on the design, installation, and

testing of this system has previously been published. 51 However, in view

of the importance of this particular study to the subject of underseepage

and its control, it is summarized in this appendix.

2. The primary purposes of installing the new relief well system

at Trotters were to make a full-scale field test of the efficacy of a

relief well system and to obtain more knowledge concerning the action of

relief well systems in general. Other purposes of the study were:

a. To determine the distribution and amount of hydrostatic
pressure in the pervious substratum with and without re-
lief wells in operation, including the head between the
wells and landward of the well system.

b. To estimate the “effective” source of underseepage and the—
amount of underseepage with and without relief wells in
operation.

c. To determine the effect of different well spacings on the
reduction of substratum pressure and well flow.

3* Basis for selection of the site at Trotters jA for an experi-

mental relief well installation ~ geologY and foundation conditions,

history of underseepage, and the source of seepage at the site are dis-

cussed in Part IV.

Observed Hydrostatic Pressure

4.. Piezometer data obtained during the 1950 high water, before

wells were installed at the sitej are shown on plate 97. During this

high water the river stage reached an elevation of about 13.8ft above the

average ground surface landward of the levee and 15.7 ft above the water

elevation in the drainage ditch paralleling the toe of the seepage berm.

The maximum hydrostatic pressure observed at the toe of the seepage berm
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was 3.0 ft above the average ground

in the drainage ditch, or 35$ H and

5* At the 1950 crest,

were observed as far as 3500

Data obtained from a line of

excess

surface or 4.9 ft above the tailwater

5@ H, respectively.

pressures above the ground surface

ft landward of the toe of the seepage berm.

piezometers perpendicular to the levee in-

dicated that most of the seepage

the surface in a strip about 300

berm.

passing beneath the levee was rising

ft wide along the toe of the seepage

to
.

Design of Well System and Appurtenances

Well system

6. Criteria of design. The experimentalwell system at Trotters

was designed for two different cases. Case A was based on the assumption

that all flow from the well system either would be pumped over the levee

or that natural flow conditions would be such that the water in the col-

lector ditch would not rise above el 178 and that the artesian head land-

ward of the levee would not rise above the ground surface (el 180). Thus,

little natural seepage would develop landward of the wells and it could

be assumed that the landward top stratum would be analogous to an im-

pervious top stratum case. For this case the maximum allowable head be-

tween wells p wouldbe 8.4% H.

7* Case B was based on the assumption that the flow from the wells

would not be pumped and that the tailwater over the wells would be at

el 180 and that the net head between wells would not be more than 2 ft

above the natural ground surface, or 7.* H. In this case the top stratum

landward

[%’2

8.

of the wells was assumed to be only relatively impervious

-4
x 10

1
cm/sec .

Most formulas and model test data available for the design of

relief well systems are based on an infinite line of wells. In the design

of the Trotters relief well.system it was decided to make the system only

long enough (1450 ft) to provide a central section of about 1000 ft which



would be affected relatively little by

finally designed consisted of 30 wells
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end effects. The well system as

spaced on 50-ft centers.

9. Bases of design. The following assumptions and values were

used in designing the Trotters relief well system:

a. Effective well radius rw = 10 in. . 0.833 ft.—

b. Infinite line source of seepage, parallel to an infinite
line of relief wells, assumed in computing well flow and
head between wells. End effects were considered in comput-
ing total flow from system.

c. Distance from source of seepage to line of wells s = 900 ft.

d. Thickness of

e. Thickness of

f. Permeability

top stratum
‘b = 10 ft.

pervious stratum d = 90 ft.

of pervious stratum kf = 1250 x 10-4 cm/sec.

g* Penetration of well screen based on 5C% penetration of
principal pervious aquifer.

10. The formulas and model data used in computing the performance

of the Trotters well system for case A were Jervis’ design curves23 and

WES model A-a-1. Computation of the performance of the system for case B

was based on MES model A-a-2. These design curves and model data are

presented in Part VI of the main report and/or in Appendix A. All model

data were adjusted to the foundation conditions existing at Trotters and

the wells used at Trotters.

11. Design computations. All values given in the following para-

graphs pertaining to computation of well flow, landward pressure, and

seepage are based on an infinite line of wells unless otherwise stated.

The performance of the Trotters well system was computed for well spacings

of 50 and 100 ft and a screen penetration of 5@0 as

12. Case A. For W = 5~0 and a=50ft, ~

Jervis’ curves to be 9.0 gpm per ft H and 9.0 gpm

adjusted to the Trotters site. P was computed from

be 4.1% H and 6.~o H from WES model A-a-1.

described below.

was computed from

from WES model

Jervis’ curves

A-a-1

to

13. Case B. Well flow, natural seepage (no wells),

(with wells), and head between wells allas computed from

A-a-2 are as follows:

~=7.6gpmperftH. P=6.@H

natural seepage

WES model
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Natural

Natural

levee

seepage

seepage

(no wells )

(with walk)

()Qs
= 6.6 gpm per

T

(Q5 -w)
H

= 1.0 gpm

Total flow (well plus seepage), Qs + w = 8.6 gpm

50 ft of,levee

Increase in total flow due to wells = @O .

50 ft of levee

per 50 ft of

per ft H per

14. The design curves for head between wells and well flow are

shown for cases A and B on fig. D1. The curves for P/H do not include

any screen or hydraulic head losses in the well. The performance of the

wells near the ends of the system was expected to be influencedby end

effects but the computed ~ and P/H were

the central portion of the system.

15● Screen entrance and hydraulic head

L4C4.Z. J

JERVIS
MOOEL &a-1:

h400ELA-m-2”
-l

;S?M!QL
o NERAGE OF 1951 DATA, WEL156 -25 !:
● AVERAGE OF 11352DATA, WELLS 6-25 :.

0
—. r , ! .,,

a5 50 75 I00 125 150
WELL SPACING IN FEET

Fig. D1. Well flow and

15

10
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considered applicable to

losses in the well were
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IMPERVIOUS

SYMSOL
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J
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.. . . ,.. . . . . .... ,- ++..... .4+.
. . . . . . .

. . ..— .-

. . . . . .

. .

,. . . . . . ...+.. . .
.4 . . . . .

. . . . . . .. . . . . ...+... ,,. . . . . I . . . . . . .
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computed from

as follows:

D5

fig. D2 and added to the computed head between the wells

Head

Well

on well system

flow, %
Computed P

Case A Case B

for project flood 29.7 ft 27.7 ft

300 gpm 24o gpm

2.1 ft 2.0 ft

Entrance and well loss, hw O*9 ft 0.5 ft

Total head between wells (project flood) 3.0 ft 2.5 ft

Head between wells

16. Well screen, gravel

filter. and riser’~ine. The well

screens consist of 6-in.-ID redwood

pipe slotted with 3/16- to 1/4- by

2-in. slots. The slots have an open

area of 18 sq in. The screen por-

tion of each well is 40 ft long. It

is surrounded

filter gravel

ing from 1 ft

bottom of the

with a 6-in. layer of

(see fig. D3) extend-

below the plug in the

screen to 1 ft above

the top of the screen. The design

of this filter was primarily based

on the filter criterion

D.. filter
1> <5.0 .
’85

The filter
sand

7 to lC$ H 7to~$H

‘“~

HW=To{al hydrcruhc he UU’ lam (n well.
he = Heod[oss ihrough I% Pi//eromd~el/

i

h,=

1,0
h, =
hr =

.

aol

I I I I I I
I

I I I I I

,0 Im IOm.
WCLL CMSCMARGE IN e ~n

Fig. D2. Computed head losses in
wells for natural flow condition

has an estimated permeability of about 5000 x 10
-4

cm/sec. The minimum

D85 of the filter is 1.2 times the slot width of the well screen. De-

tails of the well are shown in fig. D4.

17● The tops of the riser pipes are capped with brass flap valves

which may be used to close the wells or throttle the flow if desired.

The wells are kept closed when there is no head against the levee.
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Appurtenances

18. Collector ditch. The

collector ditch for the wells is

about 3.5 ft deep and has a bottom

width of 3 ft. It is paved with

porous concrete underlain with a

2-in. blanket of well-graded

coarse sand (see fig. D4). The

paving has a thickness of 6 in.

in the bottom of the ditch and

4 in. on the side slopes. The

ditch has a capacity of about

35 Cfs.

19 ● Control culvert. A con-

trol culvert through the sublevee

at the downstream end of the well

system (plate 83) consists of a

30-in. corrugatedpipe and a 101

Calco gate. The culvert will pass

the total estimated maximum flow

from the well system, plus the

runoff from the levee into the

sublevee basin, without over-

flowing the sublevee. The con-

trol culvert will pass the maxi-

mum well system flow for case B,

~ = 17 Cfs, with a head of 0.5 ft

or water elevation at the middle

of the system of 180.7.

Installationof Wells
and Pumping Tests

20. The holes for the
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Fig. D4. Relief well
and collector ditch

wells at Trotters were made by the reverse-rotarymethod as described in

Part VII.
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21. After development of the well by surging, a pumping test was

run to determine the flow for various drawdowns in the well. The well

flows for these drawdowns usually ranged from 200 to 500 gpm. No sand

was observed in the effluent from any of the wells during the pumping

tests.

Analysis of Well Flow and Piezometer Data

22. Operation of the relief well system was observed during high-

water periods in 1951 and 1952. The maximum head on the well system

was about 7.5 ft in 1951 and 10.2 ft in 1952. During both high waters

the well system was operated on both 50- and 100-ft centers; also, during

each high-water period the wells were completely closed and substratum

pressures and seepage flows were measured. Piezometer readings and well

flows were observed at frequent intervals for different well operating

conditions.

23. The general operating procedure was to allow the system to

operate with the wells on 50-ft centers up to about crest stage, at which

time every other well was closed so as to create a system with wells on

100-ft centers; after obtaining well flow measurements and piezometer

readings for both of these conditions) the well sYstem was closed and

piezom.eterreadings and seepage measurements made.

measurements, all wells were then reopened.

Well flow

24. The individual

flow meter which could be

lector ditch was measured

well flows were measured

lowered into the wells.

at the downstream end by

stream and measuring the velocity of flow by means

flow meter.

After obtaining these

by a special well

The flow in the col-

cross sectioning the

of a midget Gurley

25. The average of individualwell flows per foot of net head for

all data obtained during rising river stages during the 1951 and 1952

high-water periods is shown by fig. D5. (Well flows for a = 100 ft during

1952 high water are not shown because well meter was apparently not

functioningproperly.) The average flows per foot of net head on the
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I 5 10 15 20 25 30

WELL NUM8ER

AVERAGE WELL FLOW FLOW IN GPM PER FOOT NET HEAD ~

HIGH WATER PERIOD * WELL SPACING

1
WELL FLOW WITH WELLS ON 100-FT CENTERS

,9s, ,..,~, . . .
9,2 8..9 ALL WELLS 50- FT
8.5 8. I WELLS 6-25 50- FT n

WELL FLOW WITH WELLS ON 50- FT CENTERS

17.1 100-FT
16.2 100- FT

Fig. D5. Individualwell flow per foot of net head
(1951 and 1952)

system for wells 6 through 25 are also tabulated in fig. D5 for well

spacings of both 50 and 100 ft. Well flows in the center of the system

for a 50-ft well spacing averaged about ”8.5gpm in 1951 and about 8.1 gpm

per well in 1952 and compare fairly well with the predicted flow of

9.1 gpm. The average individualwell flow per foot of net head with the

wells on 100-ft centers was 16.2 gpm in 1951and 11.3 gpm in 1952 com-

pared to the predicted flow of 16.8 gpm. It is pointed out that on

2 April 1952, with the wells on 100-ft spacing, the collector ditch flow

exceeded the sum of the well flows by 5@0. This discrepancy is attributed

to improper functioning of the well flow meter for this test. If the flow

measurements in the collector ditch were correct, then the average flow

from the wells on 100-ft centers would be about 16.9 gpm per foot of net

head on the system compared to the predicted flow of 16.8

diagrams on fig. D5 show that in general the wells at the

terndischarged more than the wells in the central portion

gpm. The bar

end of the sys-

of the system.

This trend is attributed to increased flow caused by end effects.

26. The relationshipsbetween well flow and net head on the well

system are shown in fig. D6 for the 1951 and 1952 high-water periods. It

can be seen that the 1951 and 1952 well flows are similar up to a net head
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WELL FLOW IN GPIA

Fig. D6. Average individual
well flow, a = 50 ft
(1951 and 1952)

of about 5 ft, and that the well flow

varies linearly with net head up to about

5 ft in the well system. For net heads

greater than ~ ft, the 1951 well flows

increased at a rate greater than the rate

of net head increase; and after the crest

of the flood had occurred, greater well

flows were obtained at a given head than

the flows occurring under the same head

before the crest had occurred. The 1952

data indicate a nearly linear relation-

ship between flow and net head for the

heads experienced during rising river

stages. As in 1951, after the crest of

the flood had occurred, greater flows re-

sulted under the same head. Inasmuch as

the flow from the relief well system should vary linearly with the net

head on the system, provided the distance to the effective source of

seepage remains constant, the occurrence of a greater flow under a given

net head after the crest of the flood has passed is attributed to a de-

crease in the distance to the effective source of seepage.

27. Flow from the well system was carried by the outfall ditch,

located at the end of the system and landward from the levee, without

overflowing at any point during both the 1951 and 1952 high-water periods.

Substratumpressure

28. Piezometer gradients along line M for the 1952 high-water

period with and without the relief well system in operation are shown in

fig. D7. The piezometric data plotted on this figure show that very little

substratumpressure developed along or landward of the line of wells when

all wells were open. Only in a few isolated areas landward of the well

systems was there any excess head above the ground surface. A prime rea-

son for there being no head above the ground surface was that the wells

discharged at an elevation below the natural ground surface, and no pend-

ing occurred in the outfall ditch which conducts the well flow away from
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Fig. D7. Piezometer gradients, line M, 1952

the levee. When

rapidly, and the

LO and 50f H.

29. River

when closed, the

the wells were closed, the substratum pressures rose

net hydrostatic pressure in the substratumwas between

stages, the hydrostatic pressure along the line of wells

average ground surface and the piezometric surface be-

tween wells for spacings of 50 and 100 ft, and the elevation of the

water surface in the collector ditch all are shown for certain selected

days during the crest of the 1952 high water in fig. D8. The head mid-

way between wells along the system as shown

fig. D9 for well spacings of 50 and 100 ft.

this figure were corrected for well losses.

Seepage control

in fig. D8 was plotted in

The observed data shown in

30. The efficacy of the relief well system in controlling seepage

was demonstrated by the absence of sand boils and/or excessive seepage

landward of the well installation during the 1951 and 1952 high-water
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periods. Again it should be noted

that the efficiency of the system

is increased greatly by virtue of

the landside drainage conditions

and because the wells discharge

at an elevation somewhat lower

than the natural ground surface.

A comparison of seepage condi-

tions both upstream and downstream

from the well system further in-

dicates the ability of the system

to control seepage. The follow-

ing summary of seepage conditions

was abstracted from field notes

taken during operation of the well

40
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system in the two high-water periods.

31. While the well system was in operation with wells on either

50- or 100-ft centers no sand boils were observed in the drainage ditch

landward of the levee toe adjacent to the well system; however, inspec-

tion of this ditch upstream and downstream from the well system disclosed

the presence of several pin boils in the bottom of the ditch for distances

of about 1000 ft upstream and downstream from the ends of the well instal-

lation. No seep water was observed landward of the well system when it

was in operation but seep water was observed standing in a field COO to

900 ft landward of the levee toe at a point about 500 ft downstream from

the relief well system. These conditions were observed for river stages

from about 5 to 11 ft above the average ground surface.

32. After the river crested at a stage of approximately 10.5 ft

above the elevation of the water surface in the landside ditch in 1952,

all relief wells were closed. Numerous sand boils became active in the

outfall ditch for a distance of 1100 ft landward of the installation and

in the drainage ditch paralleling and landward of the levee. Seepage into

the ditch was 18.2 gpm per 100 ft of levee, or about 11.5 times that which

had occurred immediately before when the wells were operating on lCO-ft
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centers. Upon reopening all the relief wells (with H = about 9.3 ft)

sand boils previously noted in the outfall and landside drainage ditches

became inactive and no seepage was noted along the sublevee or flowing

into the drainage ditch landside of the levee.

33 ●
It is apparent from these seepage observations that the well

system is effective in controlling sand boils and seepage landward of

the well system for the stages experienced. The piezometer readings

together with the observations made during the 1952 high water indicate

that the well system not only reduced the substratum pressures but also

intercepted a large portion of the natural seepage which otherwise would

have risen to the surface landward of the levee.

34. Some seepage and minor sand boils must be expected for the

project flood; but if the system is maintained in good operating con-

dition, underseepage during the project flood should create no problem

along the reach of wells.

I
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